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Abstract

Culture Change and Imperial Incorporation in Early China: An Archaeological Study of the
Middle Han River Valley (ca. 8th century BCE - 1st century CE)
Glenda Ellen Chao
This dissertation analyzes historical and archaeological evidence of culture change and the effects
of state and imperial expansion on local communities to show that early Chinese cultural history is
enriched when commoners are taken into account. I do this by focusing on heretofore unexamined
evidence in the middle Han river valley of north-central Hubei province in early China during the 8th
century BCE to the 1strd century CE. I argue that this was a particularly important region because it was
an important crossroads where multiple polities interacted in the period between the fall of the Western
Zhou state and the rise of China’s first empires, the Qin and the Han.
Traditional historiography attributes culture change during this period and in this region to the
imposition of a holistic set of customs by elites representing state or imperial power on newly conquered
lands. The sources used and analyses employed are disproportionately derived from elite contexts. As a
result, current historical narratives privilege elite views of culture and society. By contrast, my
dissertation employs a methodology that utilizes newly excavated archaeological data to enrich extant
narratives of the early cultural history of this region. I do this in two ways. First, I interweave
archaeological evidence of ordinary peoples’ cultural practices into the dominant political and social
histories of the era. Second, I focus on the middle Han river area as a geographical crossroads that was as
culturally complex as frontier regions, a perspective rarely taken in traditional studies of early China.
Chapter 1 lays out the three-tiered theoretical and methodological framework of the dissertation. I
first outline theories of culture change in ancient colonial encounters, derived from anthropological
discourse, and that can be utilized to understand my novel data. I then describe how archaeologists utilize
material evidence of past funerary rituals, which form the bulk of my data, to study culture change.
Finally, I talk about the quantitative methods through which I render the archaeological data intelligible to
interpretation. In Chapter 2, I engage with the third and narrowest tier of my methodology by using

assemblage theory as the basis for archaeological periodization of funerary ceramics at Bianying
cemetery. This method takes as its premise the idea that the appearance of new ceramic types and the
disappearance of others, signify moments of change due either to incoming practices or internal
development, when the social and cultural affiliations of the community of mourners came under
question, thus, allowing for the assertion and negotiation of emergent cultural identities.
In Chapter 3, I use exploratory data analyses to identify meaningful patterns in the seven
chronological periods identified in Chapter 2. In interpreting these patterns, I explain how, within the
realm of funerary ritual, the introduction of new cultural practices into Xiangyang engendered the
formation of hybrid culture at Bianying, and how the active agency of the local population was expressed
through this process. In Chapter 4, I employ these previous analyses in returning to the level of culture
change in order to build a more robust model of cultural hybridity in early imperial China. To do this, I
analyze the more rural and idiosyncratic cemetery of Wangpo, located four kilometers north of Bianying.
I use the evidence of hybridized burial practices at Wangpo to show how my model destabilizes accepted
analytical categories and, thereby, allows new narratives of early imperial history in China to emerge,
narratives that bring the discipline into dialogue with the study of other regions of the ancient world.
In Chapter 5, I construct a new history of cultural formation in Xiangyang. I do this by
interweaving the archaeological narrative outlined in chapters 2 through 4 with textual evidence drawn
from bronze inscriptions, excavated texts, and transmitted historical records. I reconcile contradictions
between the archaeological and textual records by tacking back and forth between these two categories of
source materials, treating both as different facets of the same story. In doing so, I present a holistic
narrative of elite political designs on Xiangyang and its effects on locals, arguing that both groups
mutually constructed one another in forming what we now know to be early imperial China. This work
has important implications for further research by demonstrating the value of making more nuanced use
of newly excavated material to reinvigorate the genre of regional history in China.
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Introduction
Traditional Perspectives on the Middle Han River Valley
and the Rise of Early Chinese Empire
My project begins with a particular historical moment, the destruction of the ancient
polity of Deng 鄧 by the ancient polity of Chu 楚 in 688 BCE. The Zuozhuan 左轉, (“Master
Zuo’s Commentary on the Spring and Autumn Annals”), one of the earliest annalistic historical
texts from early China, recounts this historical moment as follows:
莊 公六年（公元前688年）：楚文王伐申，過鄧，鄧祁侯曰：「吾甥也。」止面享之，
骓甥、聃甥、养甥請殺楚子。鄧侯弗許。三甥曰：「亡鄧國者，必此人也。若不早圖，
后君噬脐, 其及圖之乎！圖之，此為時矣。」鄧侯曰：「人將不食吾餘。」對曰：「若
不從三臣，抑社稷實不血食，而君焉取餘？」弗从，還年，楚子伐鄧。十六年，楚复伐
鄧，滅之。
In the 6th year of the reign of Duke Zhuang of the polity of Lu, King Wen of Chu attacked (the
polity of) Shen, stopping by (the polity of) Deng. Marquis Qi of Deng said: “He (the ruler of
Chu) is my nephew,” and so he (Marquis Qi) stopped and feasted him (King Wen of Chu).
(His nephews) Zhui, Dan, and Yang asked to assassinate the ruler of Chu. The Lord of Deng
did not allow it. The three nephews said: “The one who will end the polity of Deng, will
definitely be him (the prince of Chu). If you do not act early, you, sir, will surely regret it, you
must take action! Now is the time to do it.” The Marquis of Deng said: “(If I do this) people
will not eat my leftovers.” He replied: “If you, sir, do not follow the advice of your three
ministers, the altars to the gods of earth and grain will be crushed flat and will not (be able to)
receive offerings. From where will you, sir, obtain your leftovers?” The Marquis did not
follow (the advice), and in the next year, the ruler of Chu attacked Deng. In the 16th year of
Duke Zhuang of Lu, Chu attacked Deng again, and destroyed it.1
This story is the third in a series of incidents concerning the relationship between the
state of Deng and the state of Chu during the 8th and 7th centuries BCE, all localized in a specific
region of the ancient Chinese landmass, specifically, in Xiangyang 襄阳 (Map 1),2 the

1

Cf. Stephen Durrant, Wai-yee Li, and David Schaberg, trans, 2016, The Zuo Tradition/ Zuozhuan: Commentary on
the “Spring and Autumn Annals”, Volume 1. Seattle and London: University of Washington Press: 149. Here, I
elect to put official titles in quotations because of the problematic nature of equating Chinese titles with Western
European titles. See Feng Li, 2003, “Feudalism and Western Zhou China: A Criticism,” in Harvard Journal of
Asiatic Studies 63.1: 115—44.
2
Also known as Xiangfan 襄樊 up until 2008, when it was officially changed back to Xiangyang.

1

northwestern region of modern Hubei 湖北 province. The other two incidents are earlier by a
few decades, in the early 700s BCE, and involve other military and diplomatic confrontations
between the polities of Chu and those of Deng and Ba (the eastern part of present-day Sichuan
province).
Map 1: Map of central and eastern China showing the various geographic regions discussed in this chapter
alongside names and boundaries of modern provinces. Note the central location of Xiangyang (outlined in red)
between the Guanzhong Plain in the northwest, the Central Plains in the northeast, and the Jiangling area in the
south. Each of these regions have as have the regions associated with the major pre-and early imperial polities
(Qin, Zhou, and Chu, respectively).

Interestingly, this story implies that the reason Deng was destroyed is because its ruler
fails to recognize the danger posed by the state of Chu, their immediate neighbor to the south,
due to multiple ingrained habits of upper class custom (the feasting of a peer as he pass through
one’s kingdom’s territory, even if the reason for the passage is aggressive maneuvers against a
neighboring polity). As a result of the Marquis’ rigid loyalty to tradition, his polity was
eventually destroyed by Chu, which the text seems to suggest could have been avoided had he
ignored his moral impulses. Two things about this passage stand out. First, the reference to
2

familial ties between the rulers of Deng and Chu, and second, the desire to uphold to a morality
that, it is assumed, both the Deng and Chu rulers know and value. Stories like this one promote
an image of the ruling class as people bound together by forces larger than themselves—in this
case lineage and shared cultural norms—despite internal strife, treachery, and warfare.
On its surface, this story recounts one of the Chu polity’s first major land and power
grabs; the establishment of control over the Xiangyang area was what allowed the polity to begin
its large-scale and widespread expansion northwards and eastwards into territories long
associated with the Western Zhou—who had been, in earlier centuries, the de facto rulers of
north China—to whom the rulers of Chu claimed ancestral ties but little contemporary loyalty.
The story of Chu’s rise is but one thread within a much larger and thoroughly interwoven
historical narrative that finds its most potent and poetic recounting in the Zuozhuan, from which
the anecdote above has been extracted. Specifically, it forms part of the narrative of the rise of
“Territorial States” in China, which has recently been identified as an important historical
phenomenon leading up to the emergence of China’s first empires.
The chronological setting for the events recorded in the Zuozhuan is a period known
collectively as the Eastern Zhou period, comprising two parts—the Spring and Autumn period
(ca. 771—481 BCE), and Warring States period (ca. 481—221 BCE). The Eastern Zhou was a
period of profound change, wherein formerly subordinate polities vied for political and military
supremacy over increasingly large swaths of territory. In the process, these warring states
reshaped the social and cultural landscape from disjointed pockets of culturally distinct groups to
the unified entity we now think of as Imperial China (221 BCE—1911 CE).
Xiangyang played a pivotal role in this transformative process, and yet, in the years
following Chu’s conquest of Deng, the area sank out of historical sight as a unique region,

3

ostensibly becoming a place that was fully and easily integrated—socially, culturally, and
politically—into whatever imperializing power had the strength to seize it. Today, Xiangyang is
little thought of as a region, and instead has become conceptually subsumed under its provincial
designation; it has become, like many other regions, just another standard place in China. Part of
the reason for this is because Xiangyang is located in the center of the modern Chinese culture
area, and therefore it is easily seen as a region devoid of distinguishing cultural characteristics, a
historically passive recipient of outside cultural influence. Yet, Xiangyang is central to many of
the goings-on that pre-Imperial historical records allude to, such as thoroughfares of travel to
establish diplomatic relations between powerful states, military conflicts that arose as territories
expanded, political alliances soured, and cultures came into contact and mixed during the first
millennium BCE.3 More broadly, the history of Xiangyang as a unique region presents
opportunities to investigate the benefits that articulating archaeology and history can yield.
Fortunately, the place referred to as Deng in the transmitted histories has a physical
correlate in this exact region of Xiangyang. It is a nationally designated historical landmark that
goes by the name of Dengcheng.4 Furthermore, since the 1970s, several large-scale salvage
archaeological projects have been conducted around Dengcheng, and these excavations have

3

Recently, a four-volume study has been published that focuses specifically on early history and archaeology of the
Upper Han River valley, which encompasses most of southern Shaanxi and southwestern Henan provinces. In these
volumes, this area is often referred to as an important geographic crossroads that made possible the economic and
political exchange between northern and southern polities during the first millennium BCE; the importance of this
crossroads region is cited as being a major contributor to the formation of the Shang and Western Zhou politicaleconomic system. See for instance, Lother von Falkenhausen. 2011. “Preliminary Remarks on the Bronze Age of the
Upper Han River Basin / Hanshui shangyou qingtongshidai chulun” 漢⽔上游青銅時代初論 (Chinese text
translated by Kuei-chen Lin), in Hanzhong chutu Shang dai qingtongqi 漢中出⼟商 代青銅器 v. 4, Cao Wei 曹瑋,
ed. Chengdu: Ba Shu Shushe, 378—469. While I do not dispute the importance of this region as a crossroads early
on, I do argue that the middle Han River valley, just further south along the Han River, was equally as important as a
crossroads during the first millennium BCE, and even more so in the Eastern Zhou, Qin, and early Han periods.
4
Dengcheng has long been known as the likely site of a significant ancient settlement—since at least 1981—and
was declared a National Historic Site by the Chinese government in 2006. Despite this recognition, no serious
archaeological investigation has been done at this site. Thus, the chronology, size, layout, and exact nature of the site
and its relationship to surrounding cemeteries remains to be determined.
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resulted in the discovery and careful recording of several cemeteries dating to the first
millennium BCE. These cemeteries crosscut the ancient population, from wealthy elites to
commoners, and are organized into discretely bounded burial grounds scattered within a fivekilometer radius of the ancient settlement.5
My research takes full advantage of this new corpus of archaeological and historical data
to demonstrate that the Xiangyang area was just as important a crucible for the forging of the
early Chinese civilization and culture that we know today as frontier regions like Northeast
China, the Mongolian plateau, the western corridor, and the Yunnan Plateau (what some call the
“crescent-shaped cultural-communication belt”).6 My work also contributes to the archaeological
study of cultural contact and change in the ancient world by presenting the study of Xiangyang
burial traditions and their transformations as a case study of how different material culture
traditions intermingle and hybridize. In doing so, I hope not only to reexamine some of the
prevailing theories and methods of archaeological research, but also to make contributions to
several broader themes in the study of early China more generally, such as the supposed
homogeneity of early imperial Chinese culture, the nature of early Chinese empire, and
postcolonial Chinese archaeology.
From a historical perspective, my work also explores the nature of the process by which
Xiangyang came to be incorporated first into the territorial polity of Chu, and then into the
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It needs to be made clear here that what I refer to as “commoners” in this dissertation are most likely NOT the
actual poorest strata of early Chinese society, which so far have not been able to be detected archaeologically.
Rather, the people I focus on in this dissertation are more likely what the Zuozhuan records refer to as guoren 國人,
meaning “city-dwellers,” who likely worked and had a certain amount of financial and economic means and who, as
Yuri Pines says, may have at certain points in history had some degree of collectively-based political agency. See
Yuri Pines, 2009, Envisioning Eternal Empire: Chinese Political Thought of the Warring States Era. Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press: 187—218.
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Anke Hein, ed, 2014, The 'crescent-shaped cultural-communication belt': Tong Enzheng's model in retrospect : an
examination of methodological, theoretical and material concerns of long-distance interactions in East Asia.
Oxford: Archaeopress.
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political entities known now as the Qin and Han empires, and how the social and political
changes that this incorporation stimulated affected the lives and cultural practices of ordinary
individuals living in the Xiangyang area. I believe that answering this basic question not only
enriches our current understanding of early China, but also opens up analytical space where can,
as modern scholars of China’s ancient past, interrogate and rethink some of the normative
concepts about early Chinese culture that we have become overly reliant upon. Thus, this
dissertation is simultaneously a regional history of Xiangyang, an exploration into alternative
theoretical and methodological approaches to the study of early China, and most importantly, a
new kind of Chinese history.

Xiangyang as a Geographical Crossroads
Looking at Xiangyang's relative position within the geographical expanse of China's
landmass, it is not difficult to see why this area might have been such a tempting conquest for a
polity like Chu, which was looking to compete with northern rivals. The region is situated on the
northern bank of the Han River (Lat. 32º 5’33”; Long. 112° 6’2”), and its terrain comprises a
combination of rolling hills, ridge lands, and flat plains, all of which are well irrigated by natural
waterways. The southern half of the region consists of rolling hills with elevations between 109
and 460.5 meters above sea-level. The northern portion of the area is a combination of ridges and
flat plains, with hillocks measuring between 103 and 147 meters above sea-level.
The immediate area is bordered on the northwest by an eastern extension of the Qinling
Mountain Range (also called the Funiu Mountain range) (See Map 2). The northeast is partially
sheltered behind an extended ridge of the Tongbai Mountain Range, which divides the valleys
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Map 2: Topographic map of the Xiangyang region showing the locations of major geographic features and
waterways.
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of the Han and Huai Rivers. To the southeast is the Dahong Mountain Range, which divides the
central part of Hubei province into two north-south oriented corridors; to the west of the
mountain range is the Han River valley and on its east is the Sui-Zao Corridor. Finally, the
southwestern edge of the basin is bordered by Jing Mountain, which can be considered an
extension of the Daba Mountain Range that forms the natural barrier between Hubei and the
Sichuan Basin to the west.7
Two major waterways intersect in the Xiangyang area. The first and largest is the Han
River, which flows from northwest out of the Qinling mountains, between the Dahong and Jing
Mountains, before entering the Jianghan Plain and intersecting with the Yangtze River in
southeastern Hubei Province. The second is the Tangbai River, which originates in the northeast
in the primary part of the Nanyang basin and flows southwards and westwards into the
Xiangyang area where it intersects with the Han River. A third waterway, known as the Qing
River that is a small tributary of the Tangbai River, intersects with the Han and Tangbai in this
area. Xiangyang’s climate made the region very suitable to human habitation both in the modern
era and in the past.
Xiangyang in Historical Perspective: A Geopolitical Outline
The suitability of the Xiangyang region for human habitation is well attested to by
historical sources, which suggest that the area played an important role in the development of
China’s earliest civilizational history. For instance, our current understanding of the political
system of the Shang 商—China’s earliest historically and archaeologically recorded polities— is
that it consisted in its later period (ca. 1200—1045 BCE) of a core metropolitan center (Anyang
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See Li Feng, 2006, Landscape and Power in Early China: Crisis and Fall of the Western Zhou (1045—771 BC).
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 317—320.
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安陽) and a series of loosely allied territories referred to in oracle bone inscriptions as fang 方.8
Because of the decentralized nature of late Shang relations with its neighbors, its boundaries
were quite porous, and consisted largely of radial connections extending outwards from the its
capital settlement of Anyang that formed pathways of ritually-based authority along which
material resources also flowed. The region of the middle Yangzi Rivers was one such area from
which material resources, predominantly copper ore, were acquired, as evidenced by the large
quantities of Erlitou 二里頭and Erligang 二里崗 materials so far uncovered at the Panlongcheng
盘龍城and Tonglushan 銅綠山 sites, outside of modern Wuhan City.9 Geographically,
Xiangyang is situated between the Yangzi River valley and Anyang, and thus likely played a key
role in the transport of raw materials from south to north during this period.10
This crossroads aspect of the Xiangyang region shines through in many later historical
anecdotes as well. For instance, during Western Zhou period (ca. 1045—771 BCE), the region
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See K.C. Chang, 1983, Shang Civilization. New Haven: Yale University Press: 210—248. So far, the only
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1963—1994”). Beijing: Wenwu Press; see also, Huangshi Shi bo wu guan 黄石市博物馆, 1999, Tonglü Shan gu
kuangye yizhi 銅绿山古礦冶遗址 (“The Ancient Copper Mining Site of Tonglu Shan”). Beijing: Wenwu Chuban
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會, eds, 2013, Tonglü Shan Gu Tong Kuang Yizhi Kaogu Faxian yu Yanjiu 銅綠山古銅礦遺址考古發現與研究
(“Research on the Archaeological Discoveries at the Ancient Copper Mining Site of Tonglushan”). Beijing: Science
Press.
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Interestingly, Chinese archaeologists have noted that by the late Shang period, when city life at Anyang was at its
peak of flourish, Shang ties with the middle Yangzi river region seem to have ceased, and no late Shang
archaeological materials have yet been found at either Panlongcheng or Tonglushan. And while there is,
concomitantly, no definitive evidence yet from Shang written sources of any cultural connection between the Shang
polity and peoples based in the Xiangyang area aside from the few scattered references to a fang polity called Deng,
its geographic position made it easily accessible from many different directions, but particularly from directly
northeast, and directly due south.
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came under the control of a group of elites who were surnamed Man 曼, who were culturally

affiliated with the Western Zhou kings, and whose region of authority was called Deng. From
bronze inscriptional records, it is understood that the Deng elites were individuals that were
appointed to govern the territory on behalf of the Western Zhou rulers, and were frequently
called upon as allies by the Western Zhou kings during their campaigns against enemies further
south.11 Thus, as early as the early first millennium BCE, the Xiangyang region served as an
important staging area for military action between north and south, much as it had previously
been an important transport route for goods.
According to historical records, the Deng state persisted for a little over one hundred
years in the Xiangyang territory after the collapse of the Western Zhou state in 771 BCE and, as
we have already seen, was eventually destroyed by the state of Chu in 688 BCE, the story of
which I recounted earlier. After its conquest, Deng was converted into Deng County 鄧縣 under

the growing Chu territorial state, and played the role of a meeting destination, where envoys
from various warring states converged to make covenant, posture with one another and, in many
later cases, do outright battle with one another. The establishment of counties was a
governmental innovation that appeared during the early first millennium BCE not only in the
Hubei region, but in many other areas of the Chinese landmass.12 Under this new administrative
system, frontier regions like Xiangyang were overseen by governors who were appointed by and
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In recent years, the discovery of numerous Deng bronze inscriptions in the Xiangyang area have led researchers to
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therefore under the direct control of the Chu king, and could be called upon as political and
military allies when the core of the Chu polity needed it.13
In this respect, Xiangyang functioned in much the same capacity for Chu as it did for the
Western Zhou, specifically, as a border protectorate against enemies and rivals from afar. The
main difference between the two was that the Deng elites operated more autonomously under the
Western Zhou regime than did the Deng County governors who were appointed by the Chu state.
The implicit assumption embedded in traditional historical narratives of this early first
millennium BCE transition was that the social and cultural integration of people living in
Xiangyang occurred unproblematically hand in hand with the region’s political incorporation
into the expanding Chu territorial state.
History also credits Chu’s takeover of Xiangyang, and its subsequent transformation into
a county, for laying the groundwork for the region’s smooth integration into the Qin empire in
281 BCE.14 According to transmitted texts, after Qin’s conquest of the former Warring States
territories, it instituted empire-wide reforms that sought to unify its newly incorporated imperial
subjects into a single easily managed unit. Under this standardizing regime, Xiangyang, which
had previously been under the loose administrative auspice of the Chu state as Deng County, was
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Interestingly, recently excavated archaeological material from the neighboring polity of Sui (Zeng) reveals that it
was able to maintain a good deal of autonomy vis-à-vis Chu, even though it was a small state. Zuozhuan records
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According to historical sources, Qin swept down from its homeland in the Guanzhong 關中 valley, where it had

been diligently reinventing the social and political organization of its own state for maximum wartime efficiency,
into Sichuan and from there in more or less a single drive, overtook Chu’s territory and destroyed its capital city of
Ying 郢 (the site is now known as Jinancheng 紀南城, and is located in the Jiangling 江陵 region of southern
Hubei) in 281 BCE. See Steven Sage, 1992, Ancient Sichuan and the Unification of China. Albany: State University
of New York: xvi, 320.
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brought under the larger organizational umbrella of Nan commandery (jun 郡), one of thirty-six

such commanderies established by the Qin empire. Each commandery was under the control of a
centrally appointed governor (shou 守), to whom a large number of county and village officials,

who were in charge of various bureaus in smaller pieces of the commandery, reported; the
governors themselves then reported to court, and oversaw various aspects of day-to-day life,
from adjudicating court cases, to providing aid relief when natural disasters struck, to mobilizing
military forces when the need arose and, most importantly, collecting taxes. Many aspects of the
operations of commandery structure had existed under the Chu system of governance,15 but Qin
innovated by doing more to enlist the local populace in the administering of village-level affairs.
Most importantly, it broke up traditionally large, land-owning lineage groups into nuclear
households and appointed one member of a group of households as a local headman who was
responsible for acting as a go-between for the village and the county government.16
Bamboo slip texts excavated in recent years attest to the lengths the Qin state went to in
order to implement its management strategies on the local level while also suggesting that in
many cases, especially in the former Chu territory (where most new finds have been discovered),
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This is especially true of the adjudication of legal cases, rich documentation of which we have from the Chu
capital region. See Susan Weld. 1999. “Chu Law in Action: Legal Documents from Tomb 2 at Baoshan,” in
Defining Chu: Image and Reality in Ancient China. Constance A. Cook and John S. Major, eds. (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press): 77—99; see also, Mitsuru Taniguchi. 2001. “Ch’u Bamboo Slips from the Warring
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Administration,” 162.
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the state’s strategies were largely unsuccessful,17 leading in part to the dynasty’s downfall just
twenty-six years after its inception. Because of this, the relationship between local populations
and the imperial government became as central a preoccupation for the subsequent Han Dynasty
as it bad been for the Qin. Where the Han innovated in this regard was to doubledown on the
authority of the center by imbuing the person of the emperor with both political and spiritual
power. In practical terms, this meant the creation of a new imperial cults which began in earnest
under Emperor Wu, and in which all subjects became participants in venerating previous
generations of Han emperors. Additionally, new mythologies of the empire’s past, read through
the lens of Confucian ideals of moral self-cultivation and supreme moral authority emanating
from the person of a benevolent emperor, became canonized as part of intellectual discourse and
knowledge production.18
The Qin is seen as an important turning point in the history of Xiangyang, in that after
221 BCE the region ceased to be culturally distinctive, as the borders and frontiers of both the
Qin and the subsequent Han empire extended northwards to the Mongolian Plateau, and
southwards into modern Yunnan and Vietnam. By the height of the Han Empire’s expansion
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under the reign of Emperor Wu 漢武帝 (r. 156—87 BCE), Xiangyang had become a locality

quite central to the empire’s total landmass, and little historical attention continued to be devoted
to its unique social or cultural goings-on. Within the empire itself, the first emperor of Qin
manifested his authority by means of yearly tours and stele inscriptions that were likely only
accessible to a small percentage of the masses.19 The Han emperors went a lot further in
projecting a sense of political as well as cultural unity in the regions they conquered, not only
among local elites, but among commoners as well.20 As a result, over the course of the late first
millennium BCE, Xiangyang came to be reimagined as a place that had always been a part of the
imperial landmass, and whose unique regional characteristics were unworthy of mention in
historical records. It is only in the last several decades with the increase in archaeological
discovery in Xiangyang that the area’s unique cultural past has come to light. As this dissertation
demonstrates, these new discoveries reveal that the social and cultural processes that
accompanied political transition in the Xiangyang area over the course of the first millennium
BCE were much more complex and contingent, especially among non-elites, than previously
thought.

A Call for a New Kind of Historical Narrative
Traditional historical narratives, like the one outlined above, suggest that the process of
social and cultural change between the 8th through the 1st century CE in the Xiangyang region
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its conquered regions, the Han rulers’ re-imagination of places like Xiangyang became canonized (along with many
other concepts and beliefs), and has been preserved up until now.
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involved the gradual eradication of regional distinctions among what is now the Chinese
landmass. Interestingly, a theme that recurs again and again in these traditional historical
narratives is the evolving relationship between the rulers and the ruled, even though the voices of
the latter themselves are rarely, if ever, actually heard. I believe what is missing from the
narrative outlined above is the perspective of the common populace, which is a perspective that
we can never reconstruct using texts alone. Fortunately, the discovery of large quantities of
archaeological material from the middle Han and Yangzi River regions over the last thirty years
has begun to allow scholars of early China to work towards constructing more inclusive and
nuanced historical narratives that take regional cultural diversity into account.
To date, Pines has provided the most thorough treatment of commoners in the early
Chinese elite worldview as it is presented in the Zuozhuan. Pines’ thesis is that while both Spring
and Autumn and Warring States polities were certainly concerned with the affairs of the common
people, they acted upon those concerns in different ways. Specifically, the shift between
lineage-based statehood (as in many Spring and Autumn polities) and territorial statehood (which
the Warring States polities achieved) meant that the relationship between elites and commoners
also shifted, from toleration of tacit collective participation on the part of min 民 (defined by
Pines as people of the same clan as the polity rulers), though only during times of political
turmoil,21 to fear and anxiety over unruly guoren 國人 (“city-dwellers”) or shuren 庶人
(“commoners”) conceived of as being unaware of what was to their ultimate benefit, and
therefore needing active government intervention in order to maintain proper order and to live
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their best lives.22
Even in Pines’ study, however, scholarly focus is on elites and elite conceptions of
commoners rather than on the behavior of commoners themselves, and little work has been
conducted on whether and how local non-elite populations manifested unique resistive or
adaptive strategies of their own.23 This gap is precisely where the archaeological material from
Xiangyang comes into play. In the absence of textual evidence of the behavior of the common
populace, we can only turn to the archaeological record to give them a voice. Furthermore, I
believe that including the narrative of commoners, derived through the careful and considered
analysis of archaeological evidence, will provide crucial inroads into exploring how the
formation of early Chinese empire affected the people on the ground, which is a question that
scholars have recently been asking, but that so far our extant historical sources have been unable
to fully answer.
This motivation places me, theoretically, in the postcolonial camp of historians, who are
interested in making apparent the slippages and cracks, fault lines, and surprising absences in the
monumental structures that dominate more traditional historiography.24 Methodologically, my
work is influenced heavily by the emergent interdisciplinary tradition of historical inquiry in
early China studies that seeks to create holistic narratives of China’s ancient past from
information derived equally through archaeology and textual research. I believe that the current
state of archaeology in Hubei province is well-suited to analyses that attempt, following Li Feng,
to draw correlations between the distribution of archaeological remains and underlying historical
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processes represented both by contemporary oracle bone inscriptions, bronze inscriptions, and
bamboo slip texts, as well as by transmitted historical records.25
In order to carry out my vision for a writing a new historical narrative of early China that
takes multi-layered perspectives into account, however, I first have to grapple with the nature of
the various source materials with which I will be working. These sources include clusters of
recently excavated burial grounds belonging to non-elites situated throughout the middle Han
and Yangzi River areas; mortuary evidence of elaborate elite mausoleums located in the same
region and the excavated texts (both bronze inscriptions and bamboo slips) that these tombs have
yielded; and finally, transmitted historical texts that mention events in and attitudes towards the
Xiangyang region. Using these three very different types of source material requires careful
management to avoid over-privileging any one source of information. Particularly in early China
studies, doing this comes with its own set of methodological hurdles, which I address below.

The Nature of Xiangyang Source Materials
As stated earlier, the bulk of the archaeological data that has been uncovered in
Xiangyang in the last few decades consist of large, spatially segregated clusters of small and
medium-sized burials primarily located on the outskirts of the modern city of Xiangyang, on the
north banks of the Han River (Map 3). Very few burials from these cemetery sites contain bronze
vessels (traditionally markers of elite status), and the most frequently encountered mortuary
assemblage consists of ceramics, some lacquers, and occasionally small stone, bone, jade,
faience, and metal adornments. A small percentage of these burials also contain bronze
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See Li Feng. 2011. “The Study of Western Zhou History: A Response and a Methodological Explication,” in
Early China 33—34: 293; see also, Li Feng. 2006. Landscape and Power in Early China: The Crisis and Fall of the
Western Zhou (1045 —771 BCE). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 22-23.
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weaponry and markers of imperial office.
Map 3: All surveyed and excavated cemeteries near Xiangyang municipality (Note: only a portion of these
cemeteries and sites have been excavated as of the writing of this dissertation). Entries marked with asterisks are
cemeteries that have yielded bronze inscriptions and other markers of elite status.

1 Zhougang Site
4 Dengcheng Ancient Wells
Huangjiacun Cemetery and
7 Site
10 Yugang Cemetery and Site
13 Liujiagang Site
16 Gujiazhuang Cemeteries
19 Guxiang Cemetery

2 Hangang Cemetery and Site
5 Wangjiazhuang Site

3 Bianying Cemetery and Site
6 Wujiapo Cemetery and Site

8 Nangang Cemetery and Site

9 Shengang Cemetery and Site*

11 Penggang Cemetery and Site* 12 Caizhuang Site
Paifanggang Cemetery and
14
15 Xiwangzhuang Cemetery
Site
17 Daijiazhong Cemeteries
18 Lingzi Cemetery
20 Aozhangang Cemeteries

21 Jiuzhong Cemetery*

22 Tuanshan Cemetery*

23 Zizhen Cemetery

24 Fangzhuang Cemeteries

25 Shanwan Cemetery*
28 Songhelu Cemeteries

26 Caipo Cemetery*

27 Xujiagang Cemeteries

29 Jianhualu Cemeteries

30 Gaozhuang Cemeteries*

31 Changhongnanlu Cemeteries 32 Caiyue Cemetery
34 Xizhangpo Cemetery
35 Wangpo Cemetery*
37 Youfanggang Cemeteries
38 Sunzhuang Cemeteries
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33 Dufuxiang Cemeteries
36 Lijiagang Cemeteries*

In addition to large cemeteries, elite burial grounds have also been found in the
Xiangyang area, though in quantity these cemeteries are far outnumbered by those of nonelites.26 These burial grounds usually contain fewer tombs, but those that are present are much
larger and far richer. Typically, these burials are also structurally more elaborate than those from
non-elite cemeteries, featuring earthen tumuli visible on the surface of the ground, multicompartmented wooden coffin structures, and funerary assemblages including bronze vessels,
ceramic vessels, lacquerwares, and a wide range of stone, bone, faience, and metal personal
adornments and implements. Many also contain chariot parts, assorted weaponry, and musical
instruments. Most importantly, these burials contain inscriptions and other excavated texts that
not only help archaeologists identify their occupants, but provide crucial information for fixing
some of the geopolitical goings on in the region over large swaths of time.
Finally, there are the transmitted texts like the Zuozhuan in which historical anecdotes
like the opening story have been recorded and passed down, in the process creating a historical
impression of cultural and political unity among China different ancient regions. Each of these
bodies of material present different perspectives of the overall historical process of Xiangyang
from the 8th century BCE to the 1st century CE, and it can be tricky to string them into a single
cohesive narrative because of the different levels of resolution and detail each can provide. For
instance, both transmitted and excavated texts necessarily concern the views of elites—those
who had the ability and power to read, write, and circulate written material—while there is no
obvious counterpart for non-elites, for whom we only have material, usually ceramic, evidence.
26

Li Feng uses the presence of bronze vessels and especially bronze inscriptions in order to define differences
between elites and non-elites during the Western Zhou period, and this is the fundamental definition that I espouse
here. In the centuries following the Western Zhou, the markers of elite versus non-elite status underwent significant
changes, though I believe that even into the Western Han period, the divide between elite and non-elite, at least in
terms of burials, can still be characterized by such features as spatial segregation, overall tomb size and structural
complexity, the presence of metal vessels, elaborated ceramic assemblages, abundance of personal adornments, and
the presence of tomb texts. See Li Feng, Landscape and Power, 26.
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In the same vein, written texts can provide finer-grained detail into historical moments, even
down to the details of individual lives while material remains alone can only provide information
on long-term processes such as changes in mortuary ritual. 27
Despite these challenges, however, I follow Li Feng in arguing that the different
perspectives represented by these three corpora of source materials should be conceptualized as
different levels of analysis that can be linked together by looking carefully at the ways in which
forms and styles are translated between different groups of people in regions of cultural contact,
like Xiangyang. Li Feng notes in his work on the Western Zhou state in the eastern Central
Plains that there are usually significant differences in the style and elaboration of funerary
objects included in elite versus non-elite burials but that when groups of elites come into social,
economic, and political contact with local populations, mixtures of old and new material culture
forms naturally result.28 I argue here that we can emerge with more meaningful historical
interpretations of Xiangyang from the 8th century BCE to the first century CE by first identifying
and explicating these material culture patterns and trends, focusing on the nature of cultural
mixture—which I call hybridity—and comparing the process of these changes against both
contemporary and transmitted texts.

The Structure of What Follows: Chapter Outline
To summarize, my dissertation analyzes historical and archaeological evidence of culture
change and the effects of state and imperial expansion on local communities to show that it is
possible to enrich early Chinese cultural history by bringing commoners into the picture. I do this
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by focusing on heretofore unexamined evidence in the middle Han river valley of north-central
Hubei province in early China during the 8th century BCE to the 1strd century CE. I argue that
this was a particularly important region because it was an important crossroads where multiple
polities interacted in the period between the fall of the Western Zhou state and the rise of China’s
first empires, the Qin and the Han.
Chapter 1 lays out the three-tiered theoretical and methodological framework of the
dissertation. I first outline theories of culture change in ancient colonial encounters, derived from
anthropological discourse, and that can be utilized to understand my novel data. I then describe
how archaeologists utilize material evidence of past funerary rituals, which form the bulk of my
data, to study culture change. Finally, I talk about the quantitative methods through which I
render the archaeological data intelligible to interpretation. In Chapter 2, I engage with the third
and narrowest tier of my methodology by using assemblage theory as the basis for archaeological
periodization of funerary ceramics at Bianying cemetery. This method takes as its premise the
idea that the appearance of new ceramic types and the disappearance of others, signify moments
of change due either to incoming practices or internal development, when the social and cultural
affiliations of the community of mourners came under question, thus, allowing for the assertion
and negotiation of emergent cultural identities.
In Chapter 3, I use exploratory data analyses to identify meaningful patterns in the seven
chronological periods identified in Chapter 2. In interpreting these patterns, I explain how, within
the realm of funerary ritual, the introduction of new cultural practices into Xiangyang
engendered the formation of hybrid culture at Bianying, and how the active agency of the local
population was expressed through this process. In Chapter 4, I employ these previous analyses in
returning to the level of culture change in order to build a more robust model of cultural
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hybridity in early imperial China. To do this, I analyze the more rural and idiosyncratic cemetery
of Wangpo, located four kilometers north of Bianying. I use the evidence of hybridized burial
practices at Wangpo to show how my model destabilizes accepted analytical categories and,
thereby, allows new narratives of early imperial history in China to emerge, narratives that bring
the discipline into dialogue with the study of other regions of the ancient world.
In Chapter 5, I construct a new history of cultural formation in Xiangyang. I do this by
interweaving the archaeological narrative outlined in chapters 2 through 4 with textual evidence
drawn from bronze inscriptions, excavated texts, and transmitted historical records. I reconcile
contradictions between the archaeological and textual records by tacking back and forth between
these two categories of source materials, treating both as different facets of the same story. In
doing so, I present a holistic narrative of elite political designs on Xiangyang and its effects on
locals, arguing that both groups mutually constructed one another in forming what we now know
to be early imperial China. This work has important implications for further research by
demonstrating the value of making more nuanced use of newly excavated material to
reinvigorate the genre of regional history in China.
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Chapter 1
Theorizing Culture Change and Quantifying Burial Practice:
A Multi-Tiered Approach
Introduction
Burials worldwide are important data for archaeological study of cultural practice and
cultural change. This is particularly true in China where the majority of current work is done on
cemeteries. Burials offer high concentrations of information both in their structural settings and
their contents about the choices and as well as the products of a people or a community, but they
also pose important methodological challenges. Therefore, it is appropriate to devote some initial
energy to laying out a suitable framework for the analysis of burial data.
In this chapter, I lay out the three-tiered theoretical and methodological framework of this
dissertation, which uses mainly burial data to explore cultural change in the Xiangyang region of
Hubei province during the 8th century BCE through to the 1st century CE. After providing a brief
history of the development of mortuary archaeology as a sub-field within the discipline of
anthropological archaeology, I outline my approach beginning at the broadest level by proposing
cultural hybridity as a model for interpreting culture change using mortuary data in situations of
ancient colonial encounter, particularly in Early China. In the second part, I describe how
archaeologists ought to utilize the material evidence of past funerary rituals, which form the bulk
of my data, to study culture change; here, I argue that semiotics, the study of how humans make
and use signs, is the most suitable approach to interpreting burial data because burials are
collections of signs directed at both the living community and various communities of the dead,
including ancestors, spirits, and deities. In the final part of the chapter, I move to the narrowest
level of my approach, and discuss the quantitative methods through which I render the
archaeological data intelligible to semiotic interpretation.
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From Treasure Hunting to Science: Mortuary Archaeology in Historical Perspective
In many ways, the history of archaeology is the history of mortuary archaeology, and the
latter remains a central feature of archaeology today. For much of the 20th century, many of the
most spectacular finds that occasionally propelled archaeology into the global spotlight have
been tombs. Examples include Henry Carter’s discovery of Tutankhamun’s mausoleum in the
1920s, the 1939 discovery of the Sutton Hoo burial in England, and more recently, the 1987
excavation of the elaborate golden tombs of the Moche rulers from Sipan, Peru. In China, the
excavation of burials around the First Emperor’s tomb and that of Mawangdui in the 1970s are
also great discoveries. While these cases are undoubtedly within the realm of the rich,
ostentatious, and spectacular, burials from more mundane contexts have historically been, and
still are, some of the most plentiful sources of archaeological data.
Although theoretical interests and questions in the discipline of archaeology have
changed since the time of Carter, burials have maintained their privileged position because they
allow us to connect an individual embodying both a biological and a cultural history with a place
and time in the past. In addition, tombs—especially elite tombs—are often more visible than
settlements in the archaeological record; their monumentality, it is usually inferred, helped to
build senses of shared cultural space and tradition while simultaneously shoring up social
stratification and privilege.1 In this way, tombs have been a primary lens through which
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Monumentality has become a well-used topic in the study of art, and refers to the ability for objects to become sites
of social gathering or nodes within networks of social relations; they can be such things as actual monuments visible
upon the landscape that are used as ritual gathering sites, or types of physical objects around which events occur. For
more information on monumentality in mortuary contexts, see Aubrey Cannon. 2002. “Spatial Narratives of Death,
Memory, and Transcendence,” in The Space and Place of Death, H. Silverman and D. B. Small, eds. Archaeological
Papers of the American Anthropological Association 11: 191-199. See also, James F. Osbourne, ed. 2014.
Approaching Monumentality in Archaeology. Albany: State University of New York Press: xix, 413. For
information on monumentality in China, see Wu Hung. 1996. Monumentality in Early Chinese Art and Architecture.
Stanford: Stanford University Press: xviii, 376.
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archaeologists have attempted to understand both cultural evolution and social organization in
the past.

From Looting to the Culture Historical Paradigm: The Early Years of Mortuary Archaeology
Human fascination with the past has a long history,2 and in no other context was this
fascination more poignant and immediate than in coming face to face with the remains of
spectacular ancient burials. Evidence abounds from multiple contexts worldwide of burial
mounds, tumuli, and other funerary monuments being used as important topographic references
and landscape features; often, they were given names and even ascribed mystical powers.3 One
of the consequences of this interest, however, was the plundering of ancient tombs by lords or
peasants who believed them to contain treasure.4 Tomb looting persists today, and while it is
largely an ethical nuisance for modern archaeologists, the study of treasure plundered from
ancient tombs was the foundation of antiquarianism, now considered to be the earliest iteration
of modern art history and archaeology.5 In general, however, very little about early
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The evidence of continuous reuse of ancient monuments is a strong testament of this, as is the transmission of
mythology and charter myths.
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Bruce Trigger says that “…in Medieval Europe prehistoric tumuli and megalithic monuments were objects of local
interest and priests occasionally recorded the folk tales that surrounded them.” See Bruce G. Trigger.1989. A History
of Archaeological Thought, First Edition. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 31.
4
Trigger, A History of Archaeological Thought, 31.
5
Chinese archaeology has its roots in the antiquarian traditions (called jinshixue 金石學 “the study of bronze and
stone inscriptions”) of the Song (960—1279 CE) and Qing (1644—1911 CE) dynasties, and was preoccupied
mainly with the collection, observation, and classification of different types bronze vessels and either stone or jade
carvings; intimately connected were also the reproduction, reading, and circulating of bronze and stone inscriptions,
which served as supplementary information to the classical canon (specifically, The Four Books and The Five
Classics). For much of the last thousand years, antiquarianism was a way for Chinese intellectuals not only to study
the past, but also to form scholarly networks in which the circulation of knowledge about China’s earliest history
served as social and cultural currency. See Endymion Wilkinson. 2000. Chinese History: A Manual. Harvard
University Asia Center. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press: 343. For more information on the fascinating
history of China’s antiquarian tradition, Wu Hung, ed. 2011. Reinventing the Past: Archaism and Antiquarianism in
Chinese Art and Visual Culture. Chicago: The Center for the Art of East Asia, Department of Art History, University
of Chicago and Art Media Resources, Inc.; Sena, Yun Chiahn Chen. 2007. “Pursuing Antiquity: Chinese
Antiquarianism from the 10th to the 13th century.” Ph.D. Dissertation: University of Chicago. Bruce Trigger also
provides a good overview of the history of antiquarianism in the western world, see Trigger, A History of
Archaeological Thought, 80—92.
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antiquarianism in either Europe, the Middle East, or Asia resembles modern archaeology. At
most, typological analysis was conducted as a means of correlating the artistic qualities of any
individual artifact with a known period of history, whether that history was derived from
antiquity, the Bible, or the Chinese Classics.
Nevertheless, from early casual interest in grave goods as art was born a more determined
interest in the societies and cultures that produced them. In the west, the Age of Exploration and
the Enlightenment brought European expansionists face-to-face with so-called “primitive” and
less technologically-advanced societies, particularly in the New World. This led to the
development of the cultural evolutionism paradigm, as curiosity about grand themes such as
human origins and race along with ideas of European nationalism and technological as well as
cultural superiority6 meshed with the growing desire to make the study of artifacts more
scientific and to develop chronological schemes for artifact dating.7 As the recognition that
archaeological artifacts could provide substantive bases for understanding human history became
more widespread throughout the 19th century,8 the purview of artifact recovery expanded to
include a greater number of archaeological excavations undertaken with specific research
questions in mind rather than simply to find treasure or to enrich an extant art collection. Along
with this came the application of scientific rigor to the establishment of artifact typologies and
site chronologies, methods that are still in use today, in order to map the progress of human
evolution.

6

Trigger provides an enlightening discussion of the influence of European historical development on the emergence
of the discipline of archaeology. See Trigger, A History of Archaeological Thought, 55—109.
7
See Adam Stout. 2013. “Culture History, Race, and Peoples,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology of
Death and Burial. Sarah Tarlow and Liv Nilsson Stutz, eds. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 17—27.
8
Trigger, A History of Archaeological Thought, 84.
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Mortuary settings were central to this development, as their conspicuousness within the
contemporary landscape and the known richness of their artifact assemblages made them ideal
sites for early excavation. Indeed, many of the earliest research-driven archaeological projects in
England dealt specifically with dating, these include Sir Richard Colt Hoare and his assistant
William Cunnington’s (1745-1810) survey of 379 barrow mounds and earthworks in Wiltshire9
during the beginning of the 19th century.10
Cultural evolutionism lost favor in the late 19th and early 20th centuries due to increasing
disenchantment with the belief in the inherent superiority of technological progress in Europe.
For mortuary archaeology, this shift brought the rise of the culture-historical approach. Rooted in
the belief that emerged as a consequence of European industrialization during the 1880s that
differences between societies were based less on level of technological progress than inherent
racial inequalities,11 early culture historical approaches sought to explain why, as the numbers of
recorded archaeological excavations across Europe increased, archaeologists were finding
similar types and styles of artifacts from geographically disparate locations. According to culture
historians, the human capacity for innovation was sufficiently limited as to reduce the likelihood
of independent invention of certain technologies in pottery and metal-working.12 It was thus
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In addition, between 1757 and 1773, the Reverend Bryan Faussett (1720 - 1776) excavated over 750 Anglo-Saxon
burial mounds in southeastern England. See Trigger, A History of Archaeological Thought, 66—67. Since the
Middle Ages, bodies had been disinterred to answer specific ‘research questions, and associated artefacts recorded,
the opening of King Arthur’s grave at Glastonbury in 1191 being a case in point (Carley 1996). Additionally, curious
barrow-openers were recording associated grave-goods in the 17th century. For instance, John Aubrey recorded that
an Exmoor landowner, the litigious James Boevey of Simonsbath, had found urns filled with Greek and Roman
coins within the barrows that he opened around 1670, while Sir Thomas Browne’s celebrated Hydrotaphia, or Urn
Burial of 1658 was careful to report on the finds associated with the urn-field at Walsingham in Norfolk, “like pieces
of small boxes, or combs handsomely wrought.” See Adam Stout. 2013. “Cultural History, Race, and Peoples,” in
The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology of Death and Burial. Sarah Tarlow and Liv Nilsson Stutz, eds. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 17.
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further believed that ethnic groups could be identified using artifact assemblages bearing
distinctive stylistic, morphological, or technological features.13

Dealing with Death: Approaches to Mortuary Archaeology
The study of mortuary archaeology evolved during this period due to the work of V.
Gordon Childe (1892 - 1957), who combined culture-historical notions of archaeological cultures
with Gustav Oscar Montelius’ method for determining regional typological chronologies to shift
the focus of archaeological research away from ethnicity and towards social practice. Childe was
interested in the way that artifacts functioned within the societies that created them, and therefore
how archaeology could be used to interpret the structure and operations of past societies. His
assumption, which influenced most of later archaeological theorizing, was that societies created
traditions that imposed common patterns of cultural behavior upon on all members, and that
these patterns could be detected archaeologically.14 Childe’s rejection of diffusionist
explanations of human behavior influenced the development of the structural-functionalist
approach championed by scholars like Bronislaw Malinowski (1884 - 1942), who proposed that
human behavior should best be understood in relation to social systems, and further that the
institutions comprising social systems were themselves grounded in biological needs.15
In this view, tombs were best understood in terms of burial practices, which provided the
most powerful means of reintegrating and solidifying the group’s shaken solidarity.16 That is,
death was recognized as having presented a problem for social groups in the past, and the
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For example, John Abercromby’s identification of “The Beaker People” based upon his excavation of English
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function of the funeral was to alleviate the problem; burials, as the material remains of funerals,
should best be interpreted accordingly. Burials were thus seen as representing one type of
institution of an integrated social system and interrelated with other institutions like the parts of a
living organism.17 In this way, funerals were seen as an affirmation of the existence of extant
social bonds among mourners and as a strengthener of political authority in the face of the fear
and repulsion caused by the death of a member of society and the presence of a corpse.18
In the years following the second world war, the scope of archaeological field research
was greatly broadened by functionalism, as the desire to investigate the various institutions
comprising social systems grew among archaeologists.19 Under this evolving paradigm, it was
generally felt that the most accessible aspects of the past were within the realms of technology
and economy,20 and thus, excavations began to focus on the crafts and circulation of goods, on
subsistence patterns, and on household organization.21 Despite this however, functionalism’s
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Trigger, A History of Archaeological Thought, 246.
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given society.
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parts of a functioning system.” He also believed, like Childe and other functionalists, that there was an ascending
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known was the “Hawkes” hierarchy or Hawkes Ladder, after Christopher Hawkes (1954) who first gave it
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insistence on viewing past cultures as internally differentiated while consisting of integrated
ways of life encouraged archaeologists to consider both internal and external causes of change,
and to see the archaeological site as a coherent and holistic unit of analysis.
An example of such influence can be seen in the work of Walter Taylor, who in 1948
published a detailed critique of both culture-historical and functionalist approaches to
archaeology and in which he proposed instead a “conjunctive approach,”22 which required first
analyzing a site as a whole, then working out internal chronologies in order to identify evidence
of both synchronous and successive behaviors, and finally synthesizing the archaeological data
from each period at the site with ethnographic as well as historical data in order to determine
everything possible about how people lived at the site at any point in time and how these ways of
life changed over the course of the site’s occupation.
As a result of Taylor’s influence, functionalist approaches, especially in Britain and
North America, began to raise archaeological questions that required refinements in chronology
and increased understanding of spatial variation (especially intra-site variation) in the
archaeological record.23 Another of the effects of Taylor’s approach was to increase, among
American and British archaeologists in particular, the desire to engage more intimately with
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See Walter W. Taylor. 1983 [CAI edition of the 1948 original]. A Study of Archaeology. Carbondale: Southern
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anthropological and ethnographic discourse in their search for adequate interpretations of social
and cultural change in the archaeological record.24
In many ways Taylor’s conjunctive approach is the foundation upon which current
schools of archaeological thought regarding burials are based. For the past several decades, two
main schools have dominated. The first is the processual school, also known as the New
Archaeological school, and is characterized by the desire to apply the scientific method to the
analysis of archaeological data in order to identify patterns that can then be compared with
models of human behavior derived from ethnographic accounts.25 This positivist approach
emphasizes the careful quantification of material culture features and the application of statistical
analyses (componential analysis, cluster analysis, key diagrams, cybernetics, etc…) in order to
derive interpretable patterns within cemetery datasets that can then be used to reconstruct ancient
social structures and cultural systems. Underpinning the New Archaeology school’s treatment of
burials is the idea that burials are best for determining systemic structures and organizational
schemes rather than social or cultural meaning because of archaeology’s inherent inability to
access the subjective meanings in the minds of people long dead.26 As a result of this prevailing
attitude, processual work focused on interpreting past social identities and ranks from mortuary
remains.
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The second school is the post-processual school, which emerged at the same time as and
as a reaction to the system-oriented processualist approach. Post-processualists argued that using
archaeology to derive models of human behavior to support to cross-cultural comparisons
resulted in too much generalization and did not take the historical context of varied
archaeological sites into enough consideration. Instead, they argued that local history, and indeed
cultural and subjective meaning, remained an important and inescapable component of
archaeological interpretation, because they saw culture as fundamentally a historical product.27
In other words, instead of reducing the relationship between the individual and society down to a
system of roles that people fill, post-processualists argued that society is better understood as an
arena of process and change populated by individuals with goals, agency, and intentions; further,
they argued that these intentions and agencies could be responsibly recovered not only through
understanding the history of the archaeological context, but also through the application of social
and cultural theory.
Previously, the division between processual and post-processual approaches to
archaeological interpretation was seen as difficult to surmount because the goals of research
seemed to be fundamentally opposed: construction of cross-culturally applicable models of
human behavior on one hand, and the creation of contextually situated, fine-grained, and
subjective narratives on the other. In recent years, however, archaeologists have attempted to
reconcile aspects of both schools of thought by marrying the application of quantitative methods
and scientific rigor of the New Archaeology with historically and contextually-sensitive research
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They also believed that the modern cultural frameworks within which archaeologists interpret the archaeological
record is likewise historically contingent. This emphasis on archaeology as a form of history is widely found in the
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Hodder. 1991. Reading the Past, second edition. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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questions bolstered by integrating current anthropological and social theory. 28 The resulting
approaches were not so much reconciliations of the ultimate research goals of both schools of
thought as much as a creation of new, multi-tiered research plans in which processual
methodologies were utilized in the field and in the lab in order to extract maximum data from
archaeological remains while post-processualist approaches were brought to bear in formulating
research questions and in interpreting the evidence.
These types of multi-tiered approaches are well suited to the study of burials, as
cemeteries, especially those belonging to those groups that were peripheral to or completely
outside of elite social ranks, usually contain more tombs than can be discussed individually. This
is precisely the situation in Xiangyang, where the abundance of non-elite cemeteries demands the
application of techniques for identifying and tracing patterns of material culture distribution, but
also careful consideration of the region-specific history in order to arrive at meaningful
interpretations of the data. As stated earlier, my primary interest in this dissertation is to explore
the cultural processes that different communities in Xiangyang underwent over the course of the
region’s integration into the Qin and Han empires using burial data. Having now outlined the
development of mortuary archaeology and its current status in archaeological research more
generally, I turn now to discuss how culture change and cultural processes can be studied using
burials.

Models of Culture Change in the Ancient World: A Call to Consider Hybridity
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Theories and models of culture contact have become fundamental to the interpretation of
ancient burials, and various approaches have been introduced, tried, and discarded by
archaeologists according shifting the priorities within the social sciences. For instance, World
Systems Theory (WST) was de rigueur during the 1970s when structuralism was in vogue, 29
while more recently, postcolonial theory has emerged as the dominant framework of cultural
studies in both the United States and Europe. In this section, I review some of the most
influential concepts for the study of culture contact and change that have emerged in the last half
century, proposing hybridity as the most suitable for describing and interpreting cultural
processes in Xiangyang. At the end of this section, I relate the approach I espouse to study
burials in contexts of ancient colonial encounter.
WST, with its emphasis on core/periphery relationships, falls under the auspice of
acculturation models of culture change, which came into fashion during Taylor’s time.
Acculturation theory is based on the idea that when groups from two cultures come into
sustained contact with one another, the original patterns of the weaker and more passive culture
will inevitably change.30 Archaeologically, this manifests in replacement of indigenous artifact
29
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types with those of an incoming group. One area of pushback that acculturation theory has
encountered since the mid-1990s is in differentiating between the idea of culture contact and the
idea of colonialism in the ancient world.
Previously, colonialism was a term that archaeologists had avoided because of its explicit
association with early modern and modern contexts, but recently, scholars like Chris Gosden
have cogently argued for the application of the term to the ancient period.31 Gosden in particular
has mounted a spirited defense of the concept of ancient colonialism, arguing that the term
colonialism is “a particular grip that material culture gets on the bodies and minds of people,
moving them across space and attaching them to new value…[and that]…exists where material
culture moves people, both culturally and physically, leading them to expand geographically, to
accept new material forms and to set up power structures around a desire for material culture.”32
Similarly, Dietler defines colonialism not in the sense of the colonization of territories, but as
“…the projects and practices of control marshaled in interactions between societies linked in
asymmetrical relations of power, and the processes of social and cultural transformation resulting
from those practices.”33 Both Gosden and Dietler deliberately broaden the definition of
colonialism to encapsulate the dynamics of group behavior in pre-capitalist societies, where too
often colonialism is thought not to have existed. This newly broadened definition allows us to
encompass the relationship between people and material culture as a medium for examining the
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nature of ancient power structure, which in turn creates room for the concept’s application to
situations where textual evidence is less abundant or problematic.34
Characterizing archaeological evidence of culture contact as moments of colonial
encounter rather than as part of the more benign process of acculturation allows archaeologists to
examine how indigenous groups, traditionally considered more passive, resist incoming cultures,
thereby challenging the assumption of unidirectional flow of cultural influence from one group
to another.35 The initial move made by Gosden to recognize colonialism in the ancient world has
been taken up by archaeologists working on early states and empires, where renewed interest in
looking at how material culture was used to manipulate both meaning and power relations has
recently emerged.
A good example of this is Alice Yao’s recent work on the southern frontiers of the Han
Empire, in which she pushes back against the practice among Chinese archaeologists of straightforwardly interpreting archaeological evidence of the consumption of imperial Han cultural
artifacts by non-Han groups as evidence of sinicization.36 Yao gestures instead towards the
tension between the actions of frontier subjects as active usurpers and manipulators of Han
imperial symbols when viewed from the indigenous perspective, and conversely as loyal subjects
acquiescing to the civilizing and pacifying project of the Han court,37 flagging this tension as a
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space ripe for theoretical intervention that could lead to the creation of new understandings of
China’s early imperial past.
Yao’s work is an important stepping stone towards the fuller and more robust integration
of Chinese archaeological data, anthropological theory, and historically-based research agendas.
At the same time, it raises an important critique of culture change models and their detection in
the archaeological record. Specifically, that while movement away from acculturation models is
positive, it raises the danger that we might as a result swing the other way too extremely, and
interpret moments of colonial encounter in the ancient world as either acculturation or a
resistance narrative, neither of which leaves room for negotiated cultural identities in between.
Luckily, Gosden foresaw this critique, and says that “…colonialism is a relationship of
desire, which creates a network of people and things, but the exact shape of desire and the
ensuing network will vary. And this variability is partly due to the regimes of value in place at
any one time and partly to do with the negotiations of value that take place between different
cultural forms.”38 Gosden’s suggestion that within situations of colonial encounter, there could
be a variety of ways in which negotiations of value take place is echoed in one of the more recent
moves in anthropological theories of culture contact that attempts to bridge the gap between the
two extremes represented by acculturation and resistance models. I refer specifically here to what
Yao calls degrees of cultural “mixedness” and what Peter Van Dommelen has called models of
“colonial entanglement,”39 which encompass such concepts as bricolage, creolization, and
hybridity.
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The earliest of these ideas—bricolage and creolization—are premised on a similar
underlying idea that groups undergoing colonial and cultural encounter do not behave under
binary frameworks of either taking on wholesale the cultural trappings of one group or the other;
nor do all groups fully reject wholesale all aspects of the other group’s culture. Rather, what
these models focus on is the way that new cultural forms emerge out of moments of cultural
contact. For instance, bricolage was a term first coined by Levi-Strauss in the 1960s in reference
to the operations of mythologies;40 in cultural studies, it entails the creative recombination of
cultural elements by actors working within a closed cultural system or within a limited range of
options. Similarly, creolization, taking broadly from linguistics, denotes the recombination of
shared lexical elements into a new grammar and syntax. One of earliest archaeological
applications of creolization was by Ferguson, who argued, based on his work on African culture
in the United States in the 17th through 19th centuries, that “material things are part of the lexicon
of culture while the ways they were made, used, [and] perceived are part of the grammar.” 41
Like bricolage, creolization avoids the tendency for cultural contact to be viewed as
unidirectional by seeing culture as a vocabulary, elements from which different groups could
choose to extract and recombine to suit their particular needs. In this way, both models allow
room for the agency of local groups to infuse the interpretation. At the same time, however, both
models have garnered their fair share of criticism. For instance, bricolage, as the brainchild of
Claude Levi-Strauss, is heavily inflected with structuralism, especially in its focus on the closed
cultural system, which according to its critics, still has a tendency to reduce even local agency to
the operations of underlying structures.42 Creolization also came out of a very specific context,
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exemplified by the creation of new cultural forms out of mixing Old World traditions with those
of natives as well as displaced African groups in the Louisiana area during the 16th and 17th
centuries.43 In many ways, the specificity of the origin of the concept, which can be well
encapsulated by examining the semantic history of the word “creole,” makes it unsuitable to be
used to talk about culture mixing in any situation outside of its context of origin, especially since
in the original usage, emphasis was placed on the actions of displaced, diasporic groups in
creating new social and cultural identities in the New World.44

Cultural Hybridity: A New Model of Culture Change in Early China
Despite these criticisms, the emergence of the concept of bricolage and creolization has
altered the trajectory of conversations about how we think about and analyze culture contact in
the archaeological record. One of the newer frameworks that has emerged in the last few years is
the concept of hybridity, which comes in part out of the recent postcolonial turn in western
anthropological archaeology.45 Influenced by the work of postcolonial theorist Homi Bhabha, the
concept has been used by archaeologists to describe colonial encounter in the ancient world as a
process of forming new cultures that cannot be neatly classified into a single preexisting cultural
category.46 In many ways, hybridity is the newest iteration in a long line of extant models for
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interpreting the archaeological evidence of culture contact and colonialism that have been relied
upon for the last several decades (Table 1).47 I believe, however, that hybridity is a better
description of what is going on culturally in Xiangyang than previous models of cultural mixture
because it argues that the archaeological phenomena we observe cannot easily be reduced to
either the resistive efforts of a subaltern group (as in resistance models) or to the wholesale
cultural transformation of a local population (as in acculturation models); rather, it presents the
situation as something in between, which once taken seriously, allows us to imagine early China
as a place with more cultural freedom than previously thought.48
Following Liebmann, I further believe that hybridity’s real strength lies in the fact that it
does not assume the purity of preexisting cultures, but rather believes in the existence of
definable cultural differences,49 which is what allows me to engage with extant cultural
designations while also commenting on ways to make them more meaningful. This is because
hybridity emphasizes the ambiguity of culture contact and the “forcing together of unlike things”
that comes about when competing cultural traditions mix within a single local community.50 The
ambiguity and disjuncture that this method of analysis highlights makes possible the reading of
agency into the material culture remains, allowing us to see past actors as agentive in the creation
of new and localized cultural practices; it also neatly avoids the pitfall of borrowing the term
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“creolization,” which conjures up images of the American southeast, while still pointing to a
situation where different cultural elements were recombined to create new patterns, much like
how words and syntax and broken up and recombined to form new languages.
Hybridity as a model of culture change is thus particularly well-suited as a framework for
my project because the ambiguity of its definition frees it of some of the intellectual baggage that
clings to more oft-used and clearly definable models of culture contact. In this way, it provides a
new lens into the question of colonialism within contexts of early imperial expansion,
particularly the vertical and horizontal aspects of the process.51 What I mean by this is that taking
hybridity as a framework within which to examine the relations between peoples and things
within the context of burial ritual among commoners in places like Xiangyang allows us to
consider both the geographical as well as the social boundaries of early Chinese empire. If, as I
stated in the introduction, early empire can be defined as a kind of argument about one person or
group’s right to hold power over another,52 than the question of what constitutes the boundary of
empire comes into play. I argue that empire in early China needs to be conceptualized as being as
much about integrating commoners as it was about conquering territory, in other words, it was as
much about negotiations of power between state and populace within the supposedly
consolidated empire as it was about incorporating non-Han groups along the empire’s
peripheries), and further that we need to critically examine the way in which different groups of
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commoners were integrated over the longue durée if we are to say anything new and meaningful
about early Chinese history.53
Hybridity as a model for culture change also articulates well with the study of ancient
colonialism. Specifically in regards to Gosden’s idea of colonialism within a shared cultural
milieu, which can be defined as a process of colonialism that does not rely on physical colonies,
but rather whereby “…the values attached to material culture are created and appropriated by a
few, and become attractive to an elite over a large area, but still maintaining a symbolic centre
[sic] of reference…., which is an important part of their power.”54 Under this kind of framework,
the line between colonialism and culture contact is deliberately blurred so as to highlight not
only the personal and cultural dimensions empire, but also how material culture is agentive in
shaping those dimensions.
Table 1: Some of the models of culture change most commonly relied upon by archaeologists in recent scholarship,
including their likely archaeological manifestations as well as some of the criticisms they have garnered.

Acculturation

Bricolage/
Creolization

Resistance

53

Hybridity

The idea of empire as measured by the effect it had on the behaviors of ordinary people is inspired by
observations made by Yates, who lays out the following three aspects of Chinese empire: 1.) sovereignty as
grounded in the body, activities, and patrilineal ancestry of the emperor rather than in a sociopolitical system
established by a legally defined conquering people (e.g., the Roman citizens); 2.) rulership not by an racially pure
native Chinese elite, but by any group who accepted and adhered to Confucian morality and performed correctly the
proscribed rituals; and finally, 3.) territorial expansion conceived of as a moralizing project in which the emperor,
who possessed the moral authority to educate and lead, presented himself through this civil as “reforming the
customs” of recalcitrant subjects and peripheral barbarians. See Robin D.S. Yates, 2001, “Cosmos, Central
authority, and Communities in the Early Chinese Empire,” in Empires: Perspectives from Archaeology and History,
Susan Alcock, et. al., ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 353. Conceptually, this idea is grounded in the
theory the state as structural effect, which defines a state not as a discreet entity with observable characteristics, but
by its effect upon the people and institutions that constitute it. See Timothy Mitchell, 1991, “The Limits of the State:
Beyond Statist Approaches and Their Critics,” in The American Political Science Review 85, No. 1: 77—96.
54
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Characteristics

Measuring transition
from one cultural
pattern to another

Intensified group
identification and
boundary formation

Creation of new forms
out of a common
cultural vocabulary

Emulation and
approximation of
foreign values

Archaeological
Manifestations

Wholesale adoption
of incoming material
practices

Maintenance of extant
material practices;
intensified presence of
previous practices and
forms

Composite material
practices sans
alteration of extant
forms

Composite material
practices with
deliberate alteration
of extant forms

Pitfalls

Unidirectional flow
of change from donor
culture to recipient
culture; ignores
resistance

Dichotomizes power
relations into
dominant/subaltern;
little room for
negotiated identities

Too reliant on
structures; dislocation
of diasporic groups is
key

Everything can be a
hybrid

According to Gosden, material culture can be divided into two types, “things of quality”
and “quantifiable objects,” both of which have effects on human senses that can be called
aesthetic, but in different ways.55 “Things of quality” are characterized by their embeddedness
within localized sets of social and sacred relations; their values are usually derived from their
effects on the human senses, which usually have to do with a connection to the sacred or to the
divine; and finally, exchange, recontexualization, and consumption of “things of quality” tend to
occur as assemblages rather than individualized objects. A key example of a “thing of quality” is
royal paraphernalia. “Quantifiable objects,” on the other hand, have the ability to be disembedded from their immediate sets of social relations; their values are based not on their effect
on the senses, but rather on commensal reference to an agreed standard of worth that is
conceptual rather than physical; finally, “quantifiable objects” are able to be recontextualized,
either through exchange or consumption with no loss of their original value. A key example is, of
course, currency.
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In my view, “things of quality” and “quantifiable objects” are two ends of a spectrum of
types of material culture, most of which fall somewhere between things that are highly charged
symbolically as royal paraphernalia and as common as currency. Working out where along this
spectrum the material features of early Chinese burials fall, and how they move and change
along this spectrum is one of main methodological cornerstones of this dissertation.
Interestingly, Gosden further argues that, “early colonialism begins at the point at which
objects are starting to break out of purely local value systems, but where a mixture of values of
quantity and quality still remains. The use of “quantitative object” provides people with the
ability to detach themselves from their local group, and moves them in search of new
opportunities for personal advancement – in other words, they can “get rich”. On the other hand,
the commensal forms within the elite element of material culture (“things of quality”) forms
links between people and ideas of class (using that term very loosely), because “…elite material
culture often has a symbolic centre [sic]…, but this does not mean all elite items emanate from
that centre, or even that the styles were put together in such a centre.”56
Gosden’s characterization of early colonialism is an apt description for what I believe is
happening among commoner populations in Xiangyang during the 8th century BCE through to
the 1st century CE. It is also precisely where cultural hybridity comes into play. As I show in the
chapters that follow, the material culture of burials in Xiangyang exhibit hybrid mixtures
between different features all of which fall along the spectrum of “things of quality” and
“quantifiable objects.”
Additionally, hybridity has the unique advantage in that by leaving the definitional
boundaries of cultures porous, it allows us to examine the degree to which burials from non-elite
56
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strata of society show a less formality and rigidity than practices among the nobility; in other
words, the composite nature of non-elite burials. Because of this, I anticipate also finding
evidence of deliberate manipulation of practices and objects among commoner burials marking
those moments when “things of quality” are transformed into “quantifiable objects” so as to
reveal insight into the different degrees to which specific cultural influences penetrated the
Xiangyang region.
In order to measure these degrees and track their changes over time, however, I need to
outline an important additional interpretive component of my framework that further links
material culture with the broader concepts of hybridity and ancient colonialism discussed above.
For this, I turn to the ability of material culture to mediate human relations and to take part in the
generation of social and cultural change in the past; in other words, I draw on semiotic theory.

The Semiotics of Culture Change: Ritual Practice and Tombs as Sign-Relations
Semiotic theory has become increasingly relevant to mortuary archaeology in the last
twenty years thanks to a key development in the field, which was the emergence of theories of
practice that have their origins in the critiques of functionalism, structuralism, and Marxism of
the early 1900s.57 These new social theories generally emphasize the generative potential of
individual agency as the guiding frameworks for social structure, specifically, the routinized and
performative character of action and its dependence on tacit knowledge and implicit
understandings.58
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Mortuary Archaeology: The Residues of Ritualized Practice
The foundations of these theories are grounded in the idea of ritual-as-practice, which
was first inspired by the work of Robert Hertz and Arnold Van Gennep in the early 1900s.
Sociologist Robert Hertz (1960 [1907]) proposed, through his studies on the phenomenon of
secondary burials on Borneo put forward the idea of death as a social passage.59 He suggested
that rituals were conceived of as guiding the deceased and the living through analogous social
transitions, simultaneously reorganizing and re-establishing the society disrupted by death. The
purpose was to explain the fear that death engenders amongst communities worldwide, past and
present. Arnold Van Gennep (1960 [1909]) developed this idea further through his theory of the
rites of passage, which he divided into three phases, first the rite of separation wherein the
deceased individual was detached from his or her previous state of being; second, the rite of
transition, where the deceased existed in an ambiguous in-between state; and lastly, the rite of
incorporation, in which upon the conclusion of the ceremonial sequence, the deceased’s new
state as an ancestor or spirit was established.60
The pioneering ideas of Hertz and Van Gennep found resonance in the work of
archaeologists looking for ways to explain the thought processes and meanings behind mortuary
archaeological remains. It began with the recognition, as Hertz had previously expressed, that
death presented the living community with both the practical problem of disposing of a corpse as
well as the emotional one of the loss of a known social entity. The idea of death as potentially
transformative, as with Van Gennep’s rites of passage, highlighted the importance of funerals as
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powerfully emotional spaces that were also potentially contested events,61 generative of new
meanings as much as they are reflective of extant ones. In this way, funerary rituals began to be
conceived of as spaces that were at once removed from the everyday but still situated in constant
reference to daily activities, wherein specific, often conservative, stringent, and formally
prescribed practices were undertaken as part of a collectively recognized milieu of convention
even if they were not always explicitly understood by those performing them.
Hertz and Van Gennep’s ideas of rituals have been further developed over the last several
decades by social and cultural theorists like Anthony Giddens, Pierre Bourdieu, and Catherine
Bell. These later thinkers have sought ways to bridge the gap between perspectives focusing on
social structures as determinative of human behavior on the one hand and on human practice and
its creative and structuring powers on the other.62 Giddens’ structuration theory claimed that
human agency and social structure are in constant dialogue with one another, and that it is the
repetition of the acts of individual agents which reproduces social structure; this means that
while there is an underlying structure to such established ways of doing things—traditions,
institutions, moral codes, etc…—these practices can be changed when people start to ignore
them, replace them, or reproduce them differently.63 Similarly, Bourdieu’s idea of habitus can be
described as “the universalizing mediation which causes an individual agent’s practices, without
either explicit reason or signifying intent, to be nonetheless ‘sensible’ and ‘reasonable.’”64 In
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other words, it is the set of habitual dispositions through which people give shape and form to
social conventions.
Importantly, neither structuration nor habitus is characterized as an abstract set of
mechanistic rules, but rather as “the practical mastery and savior faire of an unconscious cultural
competence that is irreducible to roles or functions, and that exists in a dialectical relationship
with each individual actor.”65 This is partly what makes both these theories so attractive to
archaeologists. For example, through a process that Bourdieu calls enculturation, the habitus of a
community is passed down through time in the daily patterns of life, “...in proverbs, songs,
riddles, games, watching adults and interacting with them, etc…” in such a way that a child has
no difficulty in grasping the rationale behind these events, and also adjusts and accommodates
subjective and objective patterns giving rise to systematic dispositions resulting in a new
iteration of the habitus itself with every generation.66 Not only does this idea elevate those
mundane items that archaeologists uncover—pots, bones, pins, door-frames, etc…—into
positions of importance as parts of the process of the formation of the social world in the past, it
supports the identification of past structural features through archaeology while also making
room in archaeological interpretation for the role of individual human agency.
Catherine Bell’s work on ritualization builds upon these ideas, but also connects them
with spheres of daily activities, specifically, ritual activities, which she saw as simultaneously set
apart from as well as intimately connected to mundane activities. She proposed the idea of
“ritualization” as a way to conceptualize and explain the tension inherent in considering ritual
activity as activity that is simultaneously sacred and yet quotidian. According to Bell,
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ritualization is “… a form of practice where the definition [of the self] is simultaneously
embedded in the social body [Foucault] and its environment, negotiated, and rendered
prestigious by the privileged status that ritualized activities claim.”67 In other words, ritualization
is a process whereby certain activities, like burial practice, were set apart from and privileged
over other forms of daily activity, and thereby made special and charged with social, cultural, or
spiritual significance. As a result, as certain activities became ritualized, they became arenas in
which people could manipulate existing social and cultural ties through specific modes of action
called ritual, which produced divisions between groups of people and therefore provided room
for one group to potentially dominate another.68
Together, these theories on ritual practice have shaped archaeologists’ approaches to
mortuary contexts by complicating the direct interpretive link between archaeological
phenomena and past social and cultural identities. Instead, they suggest that tomb furnishings
and grave goods are not straight-forwardly reflective of the tomb occupant’s wealth or status in
life (the way many archaeologists in the early and mid-twentieth century believed), but also
represent the desire of the occupant’s family or mourning community to assert their social or
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cultural identities (and therefore their social and cultural power) through conspicuous displays of
ritualized consumption.
For mortuary archaeologists, this was an important breakthrough, since what we work
with primarily are the residues of past ritual action. Since the 1970s, the idea that burials are the
material traces of processes in which people were actively able to manipulate social and cultural
norms has steadily gained momentum, becoming today the standard interpretive framework in
mortuary archaeology. More recent scholars have built upon and expanded this foundation,
suggesting that it is not simply a one-to-one relationship between human agency and tacit
knowledge that generates social and cultural convention, but that there is also the mediating role
of material culture as a critical facilitator in this relationship—as the means by which ritualized
practice actually affects social and cultural change over time. One of the most influential pieces
of scholarship to discuss specifically the way that objects mediate social relations is Alfred Gell,
who argued that art objects exert social agency by means abductive reasoning, in which the
meaning of the object is generated in the minds of that object’s observer by means of physical
likeness, or iconicity.69
While Gell himself focused largely on theoretical models of art viewership and
observation, scholars like Webb Keane have applied Gell’s anthropology of art to the study of
archaeological phenomena. For instance, in his work on religion at the Neolithic site of
Catalhoyuk in Turkey, Keane draws our attention to the process by which an idea (contained
within the minds of past people) might have been translated into material objects, and the
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implications that this has for the social nexus within which the process took place.70 For instance,
the presence of sculpted wooden coffins painted with images of birds within a tomb allow us to
infer (through their indexicality) that people had the organization and aesthetic sense to do this
kind of work. The details of these types of artifacts also tells us what kinds of materials,
categories of items, or natural images people might have valued, providing insight into what
kinds of items they chose to represent specific kinds of ideas—such as religious beliefs.
Keane’s approach is often referred to as “materialist semiotics,” and it greatly informs the
approach I take here: I see burials as the residues of ancient ritual practices, and as such, are the
material traces of ancient systems of belief attached to methods of meaning making using
material things (such as grave goods, tomb structure, tomb orientation, etc…). I interpret those
material things that comprise burials as signs, embedded within the ritualized practice of funerals
that were dictated by shared underlying cultural norms and conventions. In this view, tombs and
even entire cemeteries can be interpreted as complex systems of signification composed of signs
interacting at different scales.

Archaeological Semiotics: Tombs as Sign-Relations
As a practical matter for archaeology, semiotics can be understood as the study of how
humans make and use signs in order to mediate their existence within the world as well as a
communicate with members of the the spirit world and afterlife communities.71 The word “sign”
here bears some further remarking upon. Formally, the style of semiotics that I engage with in
my work was pioneered by Charles Sanders Peirce (1839—1914), who in founding the American
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philosophical school of pragmatism, argued that all humans engage in semiosis as they endlessly
represent and interpret reality.72 From this basic observation, Peirce developed his theory of
signs, from which I derive my definition of the word “sign” used above. Following Peirce, I
define a sign as “…anything which is so determined by something else, called its object, and so
determines an effect upon a person, which I call its interpretant, that the latter is thereby
immediately determined by the former.”73
We can think of the sign as anything that signifies, or communicates a message; for
example, a written word, an utterance, a wisp of smoke, etc…. The object of the sign is best
thought of as whatever is being signified; for example, the object to which the written or uttered
word attaches, or the fire signified by the wisp of smoke. The interpretant, the most innovative
and distinctive feature of Peirce's theory, is best thought of as the understanding that we have of
the sign/object relation; another way to think about this is to think of the sign as only able to
signify when it is being interpreted. This makes what was originally a dyadic relationship
between symbol and object into a triadic sign-relation, in which the meaning of a sign is manifest
in the interpretation that it generates in any group of sign users. For example, the interpretant can
be the response to the act of signification generated in the material world; it is anything that
responds to a cause, which itself is composed of the sign and the thing that the sign signifies.74
Peirce further argues that every interpretant is a new sign-relation that is produced at the
moment of recognition of a sign-object relation, which makes the process of signification—the
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recognition of one sign leading to the formation of a new sign—infinite and forever ongoing,
with each creation of a new interpretant forming the basis of a new set of sign-relations. Peirce
calls this process, “infinite semiosis,”75 and modern scholars have correctly identified the rich
analytical possibilities that this unique aspect of the Peircean semiotic opens up.
For instance, in her recent book on the period before French colonization of Madagascar
in 1896, Zoe Crossland uses semiotics to explore the interactions between people, places, and
things at a time when Europeans were still exotic and available to be drawn into the reproduction
of political power by Malagasy sovereigns.76 In this work, Crossland uses the expanded realm of
semiosis she finds in Peirce’s theory to situate signs as entities that bring different elements of
the world into relation with one another. In doing so, she shows how state projects of expansion
and consolidation of power were embedded in explicit negotiations over history as different
groups sought ways to institute new projects in a world oriented toward historical continuity.77
The parallels between colonial-era Madagascar and pre- and early-imperial Xiangyang
shouldn’t be understated, especially since semiotic interpretation can be brought to bear in both
situations, albeit in different ways. As Crossland aptly points out, the crux of Peirce’s theory lies
not in the sign or in the object, but in the interpretant, which can take on a multiplicity of forms
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beyond human actors or human reactions. As she says, “…animals, plants, and even material
things can ‘interpret’,”78 so that a variety of dynamic but non-human-actants,79 including ideas in
a people's minds, reactions by a group of things, or even a change in practice, habit, or
convention among a group of beings. In this way, human meaning making is simply one
dimension of a much larger and more common process that can be observed in the world as a
whole.
I believe that both the variability in the range of possible interpretants within a single
sigh-relation and the possibility of infinite regress in the continuous creation of signs over time
make Peirce’s theory of signification a useful foundation for interpreting the archaeology of
commoner burials in Early China. Going back to my work on commoner burials in Xiangyang,
semiotics allows me to consider how material signs are manipulated to achieve an individual or a
local community’s cultural goals, and how a sign’s relationship to its object and to its
interpretant leaves its meaning open to challenge and constraint.80
Following this model, I see tombs in Xiangyang as interpretants of a complex of signrelations; specifically, as the material traces of habit changes resulting from a sign-object relation
in which each individual burial feature is a sign signifying a connection with cultural practices
derived from the outside the local community.81 Earlier in this chapter, I mentioned that one way
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to analyze hybridity was to identify different cultural elements within any given archaeological
context in order to interpret the mixtures of cultural elements within those contexts in new ways.
I argue here that semiotics is one way in which we can begin to identify those cultural elements
and examine the patterns of their mixtures within the localized context of burial ritual in
Xiangyang.
I further argue that the type of connection between the material traces of burial practice—
the burial features and grave goods—and different traditions of cultural practice can in the case
of Xiangyang tombs, may be characterized as either iconic or symbolic. Icons and symbols are
two types of signs most commonly associated with Peirce’s theory of sign-relations. Together
with a third type, index, they denote categories of different sign-object relationships; in other
words, they describe how a sign signifies its object so as to incite a reaction in an interpretant.
For instance, an icon is a sign that signifies its object by means of physical resemblance to it. An
index is a sign that signifies its object by means of “pointing to” or implying the presence of an
object in some sensory way (either auditory, visually, by scent, by touch, etc…). Finally, a
symbol is a sign that denotes its object by means of social or cultural convention; that is, it
signifies its object by virtue of the fact that a general consensus interprets it as such.82
Not only are the Xiangyang burials complexes of iconic and symbolic signs, but each
burial can also be thought of as an interpretant resulting from a bounded moment of semiosis. In
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this view, differences in the way tombs are structured as well as variations in the form of grave
goods or in composition of the grave good and grave furnishing assemblage are evidence of the
manipulation of the process of semiosis that comprises burial practice. In other words, each
burial can be thought of as having been an opportunity for the practitioners of mortuary ritual
during a specific moment in time and in a specific place to disrupt and alter extant meanings of
the ritualized practice through manipulating the sign-object relationship such that new meanings,
new interpretants, were produced.
This is what Crossland means when she says that an interpretant can be a habit change.
Ergo, by carefully breaking down the different sign-relations within and between different
burials, we can reconstruct the semiotic process that lead to the creation of new interpretants,
which then allows us to trace the process by which cultural meanings and cultural identifications
were produced, reproduced, and changed over time, across space, and, as I will show here,
between different strata of society.

Quantifying Death: Middle Range Theory and Making Sense of the Data
So far in this chapter, I have outlined the first two tiers of my approach to analyzing and
interpreting the mortuary archaeological record of Xiangyang commoner burials, beginning with
the most abstract, hybridity as a suitable model of culture change during processes of ancient
colonial encounters, followed by describing semiotics as the best theoretical approach with
which I interpret archaeological evidence of culture contact and change in early China. In the
final part of the chapter, I address the most detailed—and some might say most tedious—aspect
of the analytical process, the rendering of raw archaeological data interpretable.
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Earlier in this chapter, I introduced two primary schools of thought regarding the
archaeology of burials: processualism—also known as The New Archaeology—and postprocessualism. If, simplistically, post-processualism is thought of as the foundation of current
theoretical discourse between mortuary archaeology and social and cultural theory, then The
New Archaeology is more closely associated with “middle-range theory,” a term coined by
Lewis Binford in the 1960s to describe approaches to archaeological analysis that sought to
establish explicit invariant relationships between the static remains of the archaeological record
and the dynamic behaviors of past peoples in the creation of that record.83 Middle-range theory
forms the focus of the final part of this chapter, as its various techniques and methods are wellsuited to the abundant and systematically reported nature of mortuary archaeological data in
China today. That is not say, however, that all middle-range theories apply; certainly there are
some approaches that are better suited to this data than others, and in what follows, I outline and
describe some of the major influences not only on mortuary archaeological data analysis in
general, but more important those upon which my selection of techniques, which I outline at the
end, is based.

Foundations of Middle-Range Theory: The Legacy of Saxe, Goldstein, Peebles, and Tainter
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At the forefront of middle-range theory is the careful quantification of material culture
features, and the application of statistical analyses (componential analysis, cluster analysis, key
diagrams, cybernetics, etc…) which enabled archaeologists to identify patterns within their data
sets that could then be compared with models of human behavior that were derived from
ethnographic accounts. It was believed that if particular relationships between material culture
and human behavior could be demonstrated to occur in all observed cases, then middle-range
laws could be employed to make inferences about past societies.
Mortuary contexts were ideal testing grounds for middle-range theories because
cemeteries were found to manifest archaeologically as discrete, often spatially bounded, units
displaying consistent patterns of past human behavior through which archaeologists could
document both synchronic and diachronic social and cultural structure. It was also believed that
mortuary practices were an arena of human behavior that remained relatively consistent over
long stretches of time, which made the use of ethnological and ethnographic analogy seem more
symmetrical and relevant. Finally, ongoing fieldwork in archaeology and ethnography since the
beginning of the 20th century has yielded an abundance of data on mortuary behavior
worldwide, and it was this body of archaeological data that scholars used during the 1970s and
early 1980s in order to conduct research seeking more nuanced social explanations for past
mortuary practices.
Some of the most influential of these studies include Arthur Saxe’s Hypothesis 8, Lynne
Goldstein’s refinement of Saxe’s Hypothesis 8, Christopher Peebles work on identifying ranked
societies archaeologically, and Joseph Tainter’s model of energy expenditure. While their
interpretations have long since come under criticism for ignoring both contextual and agentive
variation, these scholars nevertheless laid some of the most important foundations for identifying
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social and cultural patterns in large and diverse quantities of mortuary archaeological data.
Arthur Saxe, for example, relied primarily on role theory and formal analysis84 in examining the
relationship between the heterogeneity of mortuary practices and the complexity of social
organization in three geographically disparate societies: the Ashanti of West Africa, the Kapauku
of New Guinea, and the Bontoc Igorot of the Philippines.
Saxe’s research led him to propose eight hypotheses regarding the relationship between
mortuary remains and social behavior that he believed could be treated as universal principles
when conducting cross-cultural comparisons. The most well-known of these hypotheses, and the
one that has had the most powerful legacy for mortuary archaeology is Hypothesis 8, which
states that “…to the degree that corporate group rights to use and/or control crucial but restricted
resources are attained and/or legitimized by means of lineal descent from the dead (i.e. ties to
ancestors), such groups will maintain formal areas for the exclusive disposal of the dead, and
conversely.”85 In other words, Hypothesis 8 attempted to provide an explanation for
the archaeological phenomenon of cemetery formation and the spatial clustering of tombs.
Specifically, Saxe posited a direct and causal relationship between funerary practices, social
behavior, and ecological constraints, wherein when land was scarce, disposal practices would be
more formalized, leading to the creation of bounded, discrete cemetery spaces.
Lynne Goldstein’s work was both a refinement as well as a reformulation of Saxe’s
Hypothesis 8. Methodologically, she championed the use of spatial analysis combined with
monothetic-divisive cluster analysis86 in order to detect and isolate burial types within different
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cemetery sites. The spatial analysis component of her work was based upon visually identifying
discrete organizational units within her cemeteries, while cluster analysis served to differentiate
burials within the cemetery as a whole “on the basis of presence of vessels, next on vessel form,
and finally on additional artifact associations.”87 When these two modes of analysis were
combined and examined on a diachronic scale, Goldstein formed what she called a “space-time
approach” in which she first visually identified row structures within her test site, then used the
typology derived from cluster analysis in order to track the distribution of burial types in relation
to spatial position over time. This allowed her to argue that her test cemetery sites (Moss and
Schild cemetery sites of the Mississippian Culture (ca. 800 - 1600 AD)) were most likely
organized based on corporate or lineal descent groups who controlled access to critical resources
(quite possibly agricultural land).88
Interestingly, in further testing the validity of Saxe’s Hypothesis 8 on a larger sample of
societies worldwide,89 Goldstein found that only part of the hypothesis could be said to be true in
most cases: specifically, the part claiming that the maintenance of a permanent, spatially
bounded disposal area was one means by which a corporate group, seeking to legitimize its rights
over scare resources, might ritualize this relationship. She concluded, however, that it did not
necessarily follow that the absence of any formalized disposal area equaled the absence of
corporate groups competing over resources. In other words, Goldstein argued that the only thing
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formal disposal areas can tell us about past social behavior is that corporate groups, likely
practicing ancestor veneration, were active in the area, and that it does not tell us anything about
why such disposal areas existed, nor does it take into consideration alternative reasons for the
creation of cemeteries beyond a functionalist relationship with the land.
Goldstein’s findings showed that quantitative analyses could be used as basic techniques
for burial typology and classification that could ultimately be adapted for a variety of interpretive
stances. For instance, Christopher Peebles used cluster analyses to study the presence and
absence of specific categories of grave goods within tombs bearing specific spatial orientations
at cemetery sites dating to the Moundville phase (ca. 1200 - 1400 AD) of the Mississippian
Culture in order to confirm that ranked societies could be detected on the basis of burial remains.
Unlike Binford, Saxe, and even Goldstein, Peebles had a specific goal in mind, namely, verifying
that Moundville phase sites could be comprehensively understood as representing a chiefdom
society. The result of his work is a positivist confirmation of the New Archaeology tenet that
persons treated differentially in life will be so treated in death.90
Joseph Tainter, writing in the mid-1970s, utilized similar cluster analysis techniques to
develop an alternative explanation for the archaeological phenomenon of burial ranking.
Tainter’s studies were conducted on the mortuary remains of different ethnographically and
archaeologically documented societies worldwide, and while he still used monothetic-divisive
cluster analysis,91 he focused less on grave goods and tomb positioning, and more holistically on
the various structural components of the mortuary ritual process such as the complexity of body
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treatment, the construction and placement of the tomb, the material contribution to the ritual, and
finally, human sacrifice. After conducting binary coding to isolate and classify his data sets,
Tainter was able to find that increasing elaboration in the above-listed burial features were
correlated with increasing social rank in ninety percent of cases while the reverse was also true. 92
Tainter characterized his findings under the rubric of energy expenditure, and argued that
his model provided a more satisfying way to connect archaeological evidence with ethnographic
records than relying on evolutionary archetypes such as “chiefdoms” or “states.”93 Peebles had
previously discussed the problems of applying such terms to archaeological data due to the
number of assumptions needed in order to identify, archaeologically, traits defining each
evolutionary stage.94 In Tainter’s energy expenditure model, New Archaeologists found a useful
new mode of dialogue that allowed for cross-cultural comparison while bypassing the conceptual
hurdles of neo-evolutionism.
Together, these studies I outlined above had the important effect of demonstrating
through statistical quantification not only that identifiable and measurable patterns existed in the
mortuary archaeological record, but also that these patterns could be interpreted as direct
reflections of social organization and structure. While the latter proposition came under attack
almost as soon as it was formulated and has since been discredited as an overly simplistic
understanding of human behavior,95 I believe that the former, specifically the use of
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quantification in the recognition of patterns of practice in the archaeological record, is wellsuited to the mortuary archaeological data from Xiangyang. This is because the excavated
cemeteries in the Xiangyang area, of which my two selected sites, Bianying and Wangpo, are
good examples, are generally large, systematically excavated, and well-reported. They thus
produce robust datasets for various kinds of analyses.

Exploratory Statistics Used in the Present Dissertation
In the present study, I apply three basic forms of exploratory data analysis to the data
from both Bianying and Wangpo cemeteries: seriation, correlation analysis (CA), and principal
component analysis (PCA). Of these three, seriation is the most basic, and is a relative dating
method in which assemblages or artifacts are placed into chronological order based on their
similarity to one another,96 and can be conducted using any level of the assemblage, from the
individual artifacts to the entire assemblage complexes (traditional stylistic typology is a form of
seriation). In our case, we are taking the assemblage as the basic unit of analysis, and relying
upon occurrence seriation in order to determine chronology. In occurrence seriation, time is
measured according to the degree of similarity one assemblage has with another, given the
assumption that each assemblage represents a single tomb or burial event. Similarity between
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assemblages is measured by noting the presence or absence of archaeologist-defined types of
artifacts in each assemblage and then statistically computing how similar various assemblages
are to one another in terms of the types they share.97 The more similar two assemblages are to
one another, the closer they appear together in the final seriation. The assumption underpinning
this kind of seriation is that assemblages of funerary pottery will evolve and shift according to
changes in the cultural make-up of the cemetery population.
Correlation analysis (CA) is significantly more complex than basic seriation, because it
uses computational algorithms to measure the degree to which any two variables within a dataset
can be connected by, or “explained,” by a single variable. In the present dissertation, the two
datasets upon which correlation analysis will be performed are the material culture features of
the burials from Bianying and Wangpo, respectively. Correlation analysis operates by
determining the correlation coefficients between any two variables within the dataset; in this
case, I use Pearson’s r, which determines its coefficients by dividing the covariance between the
two variables by the product of their standard deviations. The strength of the correlation between
any two variables is determined based on where its correlation coefficient falls between the
numerical range of -1 and +1, where a value closer to -1 means that there is a strong negative
correlaton; a value closer to +1 means that there is a strong positive correlation, and a value
closer to zero indicating no correlation at all. One of the things correlation analysis can do that is
particularly useful for archaeologists is estimate the degree to which two variables are the
product of a single shared, independent variable, which can then be interpreted in light of the
presence of absence of some underlying cultural or social attribute.98
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Principal component analysis (PCA) operates similarly, though instead of comparing only
a two variables at a time, it instead reduces an originally large number of variables within a
dataset into only a few variables (or dimensions) which can then be interpreted meaningfully.99
The way that variables are reduced is based on the same kind of correlation coefficient used in
correlation analysis. If a set of variables all show strong correlations with one another, then it is
assumed that they are all responding to the same underlying pattern, and are therefore grouped
and replaced by a single variable without doing significant damage to the overall patterning of
relationships between the cases and variables that characterize the dataset.100 This produces a
table of extracted components, each of which are the representations of correlations between
original variables, and which can also be referred to as component loadings.
In addition to PCA’s utility as a tool for data reduction, however, is that the dimensions it
determines can reflect an independent variable that does not correspond with any single extant
variable but rather one that is a wholly new dimension that may correspond to some underlying
aspect of the original dataset that was previously unseen, undetectable, or simply lost in the noise
of too many metrics.101 This is especially important for cultural interpretations of PCA results,
which I conduct following some precedents set by scholars who have previously applied similar
techniques to ancient cemeteries in other parts of China.

to identify mortuary variables that correspond to the deceased individual’s social identity; see, Yitzchak Jaffe, 2012,
“Materializing Identity – A Statistical Analysis of the Western Zhou Liulihe Cemetery,” in Asian Perspectives 51,
No. 1: 47-67.
99
Principal component analysis extracts components from datasets using the best-fit straight line algorithm such that
if we visualize all the variables within the dataset as a scatterplot of points, then the first component is thought of as
akin to the best-fit straight line running through the cloud of points, thus accounting for as much variability as
possible. This process is then repeated for the variations in the residual points left by the initial calculation, and so
on until as many variations within the residual points is accounted for. See Robert Drennan, 1996, Statistics for
Archaeologists: A Commonsense Approach. New York: Plenum Press: 300.
100
Ibid.
101
See, VanPool and Leonard, Quantitative Analysis in Archaeology, 287.
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Similar types of exploratory analysis have been fruitfully applied to examining social and
cultural patterns underlying cemeteries in other parts of China, notably the Lower and Upper
Xiajiadian Cultures in Northeast China,102 the early Bronze Age site of Dadianzi in Inner
Mongolia,103 and the Western Zhou cemetery of Liulihe near Beijing,104 and the present study is
loosely modelled on the same principals. Where my approach differs and goes beyond previous
studies, however, is in the emphasis that I put on critically examining the linkages between the
material culture evidence and those burial styles and by extension cultural identities that many
archaeological studies of early China neglect to investigate in more detail.
Most scholarship that applies quantitative techniques is intent on explaining the broadstroke patterns of structural organization and change, and many do not pay enough attention to
the ways in which this method of analysis can also reveal important cultural inconsistencies in
large numbers of burials of seemingly similar style. My dissertaton differs in that once the
original datasets—that is, the tombs from both Bianying and Wangpo—for each chronological
period have been reduced to their most meaningful cultural dimensions, they can then be
compared against one another in order to produce a more coherent narrative of cultural change in
Xiangyang more generally, which can itself then be used to enrich and even rewrite the
Xiangyang region’s early history.

Conclusion

102

See Gideon Shelach, 2002, “Apples or Oranges? Cross-cultural Comparison of Burial Data from Northeast
China,” in Journal of East Asian Archaeology 3, No. 3—4: 53—90.
103
See Rowan Flad, 2002, “Ritual or Structure? Analysis of Burial Elaboration at Dadianzi, Inner Mongolia,” in
Journal of East Asian Archaeology 3, No. 3—4: 23—51.
104
See Jaffe, “Materializing Identity,” 47—67.
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As was discussed at the start of this chapter, mortuary archaeology has had a long and
complex historiography that has engaged with a broad array of social theories as well as a wide
range of statistical and quantitative analyses, not to mention field methods, preservation
methods, and politically-dictated access to sites and data. In addition, the process of defining
adequate theoretical and methodological frameworks for the studying the physical remains of
death continues today, with ever-more refined ways of linking data with theory developing in
regions where new archaeological discoveries are continuously being made. The three-tier
framework I lay out above—quantitative analysis, couched within semiotic interpretation,
couched within a narrative of hybrid cultural formation under circumstances of political and
social upheaval and colonial encounter—is very much an example of this kind of work.
My approach to the study of ancient death and burial is also informed by what I perceive
to be a lacuna in current scholarship in the archaeology of Early China; specifically, the lack of
attention paid to lives and culture of non-elites, people who were not members of the clans and
lineages mentioned in historical records, but who nonetheless are important parts of the story of
how Chinese culture and civilization first formed. That most of the physical remains of nonelites in Early China come from mortuary contexts necessitates that I develop an adequate
approach to analysis and interpretation that does not assume that change occurred in the same
way among non-elites as it did for elites. It also requires that my approach take into careful
consideration the meaning of material culture in the absence of identifying texts, as almost none
of the burials I examine yield enough inscription information for solid cultural identifications.
It is for these reasons that I have sought precedent in my framework from a variety of
moments within the history of the development of mortuary archaeology, such as from culturehistorical approaches to typology and New Archaeology methods of quantitative analysis. On the
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whole, however, I see my approach as very much couched within the post-processual movement,
not only because it addresses at its broadest level the critical examination of how we can
reconstruct past meaning using material remains, but also because it does not strictly adhere to
one particular methodological approach, and instead seeks to combine the best aspects of
previous analytical techniques with up-to-date theoretical viewpoints into a holistic framework.
This is an idea that has been promoted before, by post-processual archaeologists like
Preucel who, writing in 1991, observed that when it comes to the procedure of archaeological
research, “first, there is the project of explaining the past in terms of patterns and processes. In
order to achieve this, archaeology must adopt a subject - object relationship with the archaeology
record…[which is] best accomplished through a form of neo-positivism that makes use of
statistical rather than universal laws. Second, there is the project of understanding what happened
in the past in terms of meanings and subjective intentions…[, which] involves developing a
subject-co-subject relationship between the interpreter and past actors, which only seems to be
possible through a hermeneutic exercise. Third, there is the project of interacting with various
interest groups to evaluate these explanations and interpretations….”105
In developing an original approach to mortuary archaeology using the burial grounds of
non-elites in Early China, I seek not only to answer the specific historical questions I posed in
the introduction to this dissertation, but also to lay the groundwork for similar studies be
conducted in the future.

105

Preucel, “Introduction,” 28—9.
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Chapter 2
Assembling and Materializing Culture Change at Bianying Cemetery:
Burial Practices in Synchronic and Diachronic Perspective
Introduction
The Bianying cemetery site is located on the northern banks of the Han River, 7 kilometers
away from the heart of Xiangyang City, which is located on the southern bank of the Han River.
It is situated 0.6 kilometers to the east of the ancient Dengcheng 邓城 settlement site (Lat. 32º

5’33” Long. 112° 6’2”), a nationally designated Cultural Relics Site. The area that both Bianying
and Dengcheng are situated in is referred to as the Xiangyang Municipal New High Technology
Industrial Development Zone, which is an area that has undergone significant urban development
in the last half decade. The cemetery was first discovered in early 2012 during preliminary landmoving by the Hairong Housing Development Corporation. After its discovery, a team
comprised of archaeologists from the Hubei Provincial Institute of Archaeology and the
Xiangyang Municipal Institute of Archaeology undertook a seven-month field season that began
on July 16 of 2012 and ended on February 20th of 2013 to salvage what was available of the
cemetery prior to the Hairong Housing Development Corporation’s planned construction of
housing units in the area.
In total, five hundred and thirty-two burials were excavated at Bianying Cemetery, twenty
burials of which have been dated based on pottery style and coinage to the Southern, Sui, Tang,
Song, Ming, and Qing Dynasties. Because burials from the later Imperial period are beyond the
purview of this dissertation, these burials have been omitted. The remaining five hundred have
been typologically dated to the pre-Imperial and early Imperial periods, and are situated in two
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sectors (Figure 1).1 Sector I is the most densely populated, and is located furthest to the north,
and Sector III, the spatially most spread-out, which is located is in the southernmost position and
closest to the remains of the walled settlement of Deng Cheng.2
Figure 1: Plan of the Bianying Cemetery showing position of the three main burial sectors relative to one another
and relative to the remains of the walled settlement of Deng Cheng.

1

Despite being organized into sectors, I elect to treat Sectors 1 and 3 as part of the same cemetery, implying
consciously that the people who utilized it were contemporary with one another (as the seriation will show), and
were buried in different locations based on social and cultural differences that will be discussed in the next chapter.
2
To date, the site of Deng Cheng has only been surveyed, and no major excavation has yet to be conducted there.
Only the following studies in Chinese have dedicated to its study: Shi Quan 石泉, “Gu Dengguo, Dengxiankao” 鄧
國, 鄧縣考 (“Research on the Ancient State and County of Deng”), in Jianghan Kaogu 江漢論談 1980.3; Zhou
Yongzhen 周永珍, “Liangzhou Shiqi de Yingguo, Dengguo Tonqi ji qi Dili Weizhi” 两周時期的應國、鄧國銅器
及地理位置 (“The Bronze Vessels and Historical Geography of the Ancient States of Ying and Deng during the
Zhou Period”), in Kaogu 考古 1982.1; Xu Shaohua 徐少華, “Dengguo Tongqi ji Lishi dili yu Wenhua” 鄧國銅器
及歷史地理與文化 (“The Bronze Vessels of the State of Deng: Culture and Historical Geography”), in Huaxia
Kaogu 華夏考古 1996.1; Wang Xianfu 王先福, 2009, “Zhoudai Dengguo Diwangkao” 周代鄧國地望考 (“The
Geography of the State of Deng during the Zhou Period”), in Jing Chu Lishi Dili yu Changjiang Zhongyou Kaifa—
2008 nian Zhongguo Lishi Dili Guoji Xueshu Kaishu Yanjiu Huiyi Wenji 荆楚歷史地理與長江中游發現—2008 年
中國歷史地理國際學術研究會議文集, Wuhan: Hubei Renmin Press; Chen Qianwan 陈千萬, 2007, “Hubei
Gucheng Faxian de Dengguo Tongqi ji Xiangguan Wenti” 湖北谷城發現的鄧國銅器及相關問題 (“The Deng
State Bronze Vessels Discovered in Gucheng, Hubei and Related Questions”), in Xiangfan Kaogu Wenji 襄樊考古
文集. Wuhan: Science Press; Xu Shaohua 徐少華, “Dengguo Tongqi Zongkao” 鄧國銅器總考考 (“Comprehensive
Research on the Bronze Vessels of the State of Deng”), in Kaogu 考古 2013.5.
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The excavation of each sector was conducted by creating 10 by 10 m grids (Figure 2a-b),
each of which were separated by a one-meter-wide ridge. For each 10x10m grid unit, they
removed top soil and plow soil layers first, then removed soil layer by layer, with each layer
measuring 0.2 m thick. Then removed layers of underlying soil by detecting changes in soil
composition. When they encountered an opening of a tomb (determined by the presence of
wuhua 五花 composite soil), they excavated the tomb, as well as any tombs that it intercut. After
the full extent of the tombs were exposed, and before removing any artifacts, the tomb was
photographed from above and recorded. At the end of the field season, all finds and recordings
were moved to the Xiangyang Municipal Institute of Cultural Relics in archaeology where they
were stored, prepared, and examined for the purposes of publishing a formal site report.3
Figure 2a: Overhead aerial photograph of the 10x10 excavation grid of Sector 1 of Bianying.

3

As of the writing of this dissertation, the formal report on Bianying is still forthcoming.
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Establishing a Chronology at Bianying: Assemblage Theory and Archaeological
Periodization
Several aspects of the Bianying cemetery make it ideal for studying the long-term cultural
effects of state expansion and territorial conquest on a localized scale.
Figure 2b: Overhead line schematic of Sector 3

First, between the two sectors, Bianying cemetery contains burials representing a long and
continuous time span, with five hundred and twenty-two tombs that range in date from the
beginning of the 8th century BCE through to the end of the 1st century CE, a chronological span
of roughly 900 years. Second, the site is unusually arranged in that unlike many roughly
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contemporary large-scale burial grounds excavated from other parts of ancient China, a portion
of the burials exhibit a high degree of intercutting, whereby tombs from successive time periods
were dug one on top of another, often with overlying tombs disrupting underlying ones. Finally,
the cemetery contains a wide variety of different assemblages of grave goods, tomb furnishings,
and burial structures, the changing combinations and overlapping of which link the earliest
burials to the latest through a tenuous though observable material connection, pointing to a
shifting and transforming though no less shared cultural milieu in which the entire Bianying
community took part.
In this chapter, I explore how the unique characteristics of Bianying cemetery materialized
changing cultural processes on a broad time-scale through reconstructing the cemetery’s
chronology. Using an original approach that takes the evolution of composition of funerary
assemblages as the ground for both chronological periodization and culture change, I identify
critical moments within the occupation history of the Bianying cemetery that can be
meaningfully interpreted in light of broader ideas of cultural encounter, contact, and exchange.
By interpreting the changes that Bianying witnessed first in synchronic, or period-by-period
perspective, I tease out those important features of changing cultural identity and social
processes that not only for the foundation of deeper analyses in following chapters, but that itself
a more deeply nuanced representation of ordinary cultural practices in the longue durée.

Principles and Problems of Typological Periodization
Periodization – the process of dividing a site’s occupation history into distinct time
periods— is always the first step in archaeological analysis because chronology forms a crucial
link between the artifacts of the archaeological record – the raw data – and meaningful,
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interpretable patterns of cultural practice.4 For the purposes of the present study, establishing a
robust chronology not only lays a foundation for more detailed data analysis to be conducted in
later chapters, but also opens up analytical space to discuss ambiguities, tensions, and
inconsistencies in the evidence of cultural practices at the site on a broad time-scale. In addition,
given that the overall aim of the dissertation is to investigate the negotiations of cultural change
associated with succeeding enterprises of state expansion amongst a localized population of
ordinary people, the process of change over time and its material correlates needs to be clarified
and critically examined at the outset of the analysis.5
The approach to periodization espoused by the excavators of Bianying is based on the typevariety method of pottery typology, which was first developed by Oscar Montelius (1843—1921)
from work he conducted on prehistorical chronologies across Europe.6 Under this framework, a
“type” refers to a broad class of ceramics defined on the basis of a small number of diagnostic
traits. “Varieties” differ in one or more minor details from the broader type to which they are
related. Pottery types and their varieties – called “type clusters” – are taken to represent regional
manifestations of similar ceramics. These similarities are in turn conceived as the product of
shared ideas, or normative concepts, concerning ceramic form, decoration, and production

4

As J. Daniel Rogers has cogently argued, “…in order to link the object with cultural practice, the archaeological
methodology must begin with the fundamentals of chronology… any existing chronology should be evaluated in
terms of whether it reflects “meaningful” changes in the society under study.” See J. Daniel Rogers, 2005,
“Archaeology and the interpretation of colonial encounters,” in The Archaeology of Colonial Encounters:
Comparative Perspectives. Gil. J. Stein, ed. Sante Fe: School of American Research Press: 351.
5
David Clarke puts it rather well in saying that: “One of the main tasks [of analytical archaeology] therefore, is to
detect and trace these persistent regularity patterns in archaeological data and to use these predictable regularities as
tests for real data. If the real data displays the regularity predicted, then it should fulfill some already established
conditions. If the real data departs from the predicted patterns then some conditions are not fulfilled and the nature
of the discrepancy may suggest the divergent conditions responsible for the anomaly.” See David Clarke, 1978,
Analytical Archaeology. New York: Columbia University Press, 150.
6
See Bruce Trigger, 1989, A History of Archaeological Thought. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 156—
161. See also, Chen Xingcan and Magnus Fiskejo, 2014, “Oscar Montelius and Chinese Archaeology,” in Bulletin of
the History of Archaeology 24, No. 10: 1—10.
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techniques and result from high intensity interaction between potters.7
In China, the type-variety method of pottery typology and ceramic periodization is called
leixing xue 類型學, where lei can be translated as “category” of object, xing as “type” of object,
and a third term, shi 式 as “variety” of object, though this latter tem is more accurately translated
as “style” (henceforth, I use the “style” in lieu of “variety” for purposes of disambiguation). In
principle, leixing xue adheres closely to the type-variety method in that the ceramic assemblage
of any cemetery site is first broken down in to various types, each of which is then further
subdivided into different styles based on the overall morphology (shape, size, method of
production) and arrangement of decorative flourishes and motifs.8
This method of periodization has come under some criticism by both Chinese and
western archaeologists in recent years due to its history of being utilized for political discourse
and the construction of national narratives.9 Most archaeologists today do not accept the early

7

My use of the term “normative” here is in reference to the essential shift that The New Archaeology made in terms
of the use of style in archaeology was to complicate the relationship between style and people. Specifically, that
style under the rubric of The New Archaeology, was no longer a direct representation of a historical or social entity,
but rather coded information about variability and functioning within broader cultural systems. On an operational
level this resulted in a shift of focus away from artifact histories towards a search for formal variation, which was
perceived as a way to access social groupings and units. Style thus came to be defined as a function, one that existed
in the domain of cultural information and communication – stylistic forms came to be viewed as a code to be
deciphered by archaeologists about past social contexts. See Margaret W. Conkey, 1990, “Experimenting with style
in archaeology: some historical and theoretical issues,” in The Uses of Style in Archaeology. Margaret Conkey and
Christine Hastorf, eds. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 5 – 18; see also, R. Lee Lyman and Michael J.
O’Brien, 2006, Measuring Time with Artifacts: A History of Methods in American Archaeology. Lincoln, NE:
University of Nebraska Press.
8
Su Bingqi and Yin Weizhang, 1981, Guanyu Kaoguxue Wenhua de quxi leixingxue wenti (“On the problem of
regions, series and types of archaeological cultures”), in Wenwu 文物 (5): 225—234.
9
For instance, Su Bingqi wrote that Chinese archaeology had since the early 1900s, three main goals, “1.) writing
national history; 2.) extending [national history] to periods which have no historical record; and 3.) establishing a
Chinese archaeological school.” See Su Bingqi, 1999, “A New Age of Chinese Archaeology,” in Exploring China’s
Past: New Discoveries and Studies in Archaeology and Art. Roderick Whitfield and Wang Tao, eds. London:
Saffron Publishing House: 17—25; see also, Wang Tao, 1997, “Establishing the Chinese Archaeological School: Su
Bingqi and Contemporary Chinese Archaeology,” in Antiquity 71, No. 271: 31—9; Hein, “The Problem of
Archaeology in Chinese Archaeology,” 25. For detailed discussions of the aims and goals of typological studies in
modern Chinese archaeology, see, K.C. Chang, 1967, Rethinking Archaeology. New York: Random House
Publishing; K.C. Chang, 1977, “Chinese Archaeology since 1949,” in Journal of Asian Studies 36, No. 4: 623—646;
K.C. Chang, 1981, “Archaeology and Chinese Historiography,” in World Archaeology 13, No. 2: 156—169; Su
Bingqi, 1999, “A New Age of Chinese Archaeology,” in Exploring China’s Past: New Discoveries and Studies in
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assumption that the classificatory terms used to denote typological periods correlate cleanly and
truthfully with real historical time periods. Instead, archaeologists today understand that
classificatory schemes like typology are largely arbitrarily imposed by the
researcher as a means of ordering material and finding patterns within them that then need to be
interpreted. The problem of how to interpret these patterns is where the pitfalls lie, as each
school of archaeological thought, and indeed each individual archaeologist has their own set of
etic filters that keep them from accessing the thought in the minds of the ancients who produced
the objects under study.10
This realization has led some to question the utility of typologies in modern archaeology
when there are now more advanced technologies like radiocarbon dating available for the
establishment of chronologies. I would argue, however, that we need not do away entirely with
typologically-based research, especially since the nature of the Chinese archaeological fieldwork
as it has developed as a modern discipline is inextricably bound up with pottery typologies not
only as a chronological schema but also as a way to make social and cultural comparisons
between groups of people in different parts of China’s ancient landmass, which we have now
accepted was much more diverse than early “centre-diffusion” models claimed.11 Because
ceramic typologies categorize artifacts into orders based on morphology and style, they are
fundamentally only tools to make sense of large and complex data sets. What kind of explanatory

Archaeology and Art. Roderick Whitfield and Wang Tao, eds. (London: Saffron Publishing House): 17 – 25; Li
Xueqin, 2002, “The Xia-Shang-Zhou Chronology Project: Methodology and Results,” in Journal of East Asian
Archaeology 4,1-4: 321 – 33. For recent critical discourse on the history and problems of Chinese typological
research, see Lothar von Falkenahausen, 1993, “On the Historiographical Orientation of Chinese Archaeology,” in
Antiquity 67, No. 257: 839—849; Lee, Yun Kuen, 2002, “Differential Resolutions in History and Archaeology,” in
Journal of East Asian Archaeology 4, 1-4: 375—386.
10
See O’Brien and Lyman, Seriation, Stratigraphy, and Index Fossils: 21 – 22.
11
See Tao, “Establishing the Chinese Archaeological School,” 32. For an excellent and poignant commentary and
study on Chinese archaeology as a modern discipline and its place and role within modern Chinese intellectual and
political life, see Erika E. S. Evasdottir, 2004, Obedient Autonomy: Chinese Intellectuals and the Achievement of
Orderly Life. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press.
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narrative one wants to create in order to understand the patterns that typologies create is up to the
researcher, and it is often here where researchers can run into trouble. As I show in this chapter,
however, there are ways to wed the benefits of traditional ceramic typologies with analyses that
are also more sensitive to potential interpretive pitfalls. In what follows, I outline one such
approach, which is based not on typologizing individual object types devoid of their surrounding
archaeological contexts, but on taking entire assemblages into account. This approach attempts to
makes full use of extant typological categorizations and stylistic breakdowns for the purposes of
chronology, though fitting it into an overall framework that takes as its basic unit of analysis the
burial assemblage as a stronger and more meaningful marker of both culture and time than the
individual pot.

Advantages of Assemblage-based Chronological Seriation
My approach to assemblages in this chapter draws upon the idea of assemblages as more
than simply a collection or grouping of peoples or things, but also a method of approaching and
understanding the social world. In this view, which is derived from the early work of Gilles
Deleuze and Felix Guittari and later developed and expanded upon by Manuel DeLanda,
assemblages are wholes composed of parts in which those parts are characterized by their
capacity to be detached from one assemblage and plugged into another in which its interactions
are different – a capacity that can be referred to as relations of exteriority.12 This capacity means
that because the symbolic weight of an assemblage cannot be reduced to its parts, but rather is
the result of the interactions of those parts, any component part’s capacity to carry meaning is
fully contingent upon the assemblage of which it is a part at any given time. At the same time,

12

See Manuel DeLanda, 2006, A New Philosophy of Society: Assemblage Theory and Social Complexity. London:
Continuum Books: 10.
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this also means that any one component’s part can take on additional meanings once it enters into
relations with components of a new assemblage.
My use of the term “symbolic” in the context of chronological seriation requires some
further explanation. Here, and throughout this dissertation, I invoke the language of symbols put
forward by Charles Sander Peirce as part of his semiotic theory (see Chapter 1). According to
Peirce, symbols operate by connecting signs (defined as a thing which stands for something in
some respect or capacity) to objects (defined as the thing in objective reality, which has an
ontological status on its own, for which the sign is standing for) by means of habit, law, or
convention.13 In this way, the term symbolic sign as a specific modality of Peirce’s sign typology
that serves my particular analytical needs because pottery assemblages can be understood as
symbolic signs wherein the meaning of the sign was the sense of historical progression that was
created in my mind as the interpreter through the intellectual institution, specific to Chinese
archaeology, of equating specific pottery types with specific material culture traditions and time
periods. In this case, the symbolic sign mediates between the past and the present in order to
generate a chronology.14

13

Crossland argues that “Peirce described three modes through which sign and object could relate: through
similarity (iconically), through an existent relation (indexically), or through convention (symbolically).” Further,
under these terms, “…no claims are made about the ontological statues of the sign—it may be mental or material,
imagined or actually existing. Equally, the ‘object’ that it relates to can be absent or invisible, a tangible thing, an
imagined idea, or a collective and abstracted entity.” See Crossland, Ancestral Encounters, 43—44. Other scholars
have argued similarly regarding the ontological status of signs. See, Justus Buchler, 1955, “Logic as Semiotic: The
Theory of Signs,” in Philosophical Writings of Peirce, Justus Buchler, ed. New York: Dover: 98-119. See also,
James Hoopes, ed., 1991, Peirce on Signs: Writings on Semiotic by Charles Sanders Peirce. Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press: viii, 284. See also, Robert W. Preucel, 2010, Archaeological Semiotics. West Sussex:
Wiley-Blackwell: xix, 332. See also, Christopher M. Watts, 2008, “On Mediation and Material Agency in the
Peircean Semiotic,” in Material Agency: Towards a Non-anthropocentric Approach, C. Knappett and L. Malafouris,
eds. New York: Springer: 187-207.
14
The reason this works is because “…according to semiotics and Peirce’s theory, the deferral of the signs is the
relationship that unites one sign to other signs, that is any interpretant to other interpretants, in a chain in which there
is no separation, but instead, solidarity and the constant translation of a sign into another sign” through time such
that past and present are connected through an infinite regress of sign-relations. See, Anna Maria Lorusso, 2015,
Cultural Semiotics: For a Cultural Perspective in Semiotics. New York: Palgrave Macmillan Press, 44.
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Under the auspices of this mode of engaging with semiotic theory, and for the purposes
of chronology, the object of the symbolic sign-relation described above is of lesser importance
than the mechanisms and processes by which the sign-vehicles that stand for it are manipulated
for individual or group purposes. While I do not reject the ontological status of the object as
some scholars have done in the past,15 I believe, like Peirce, that in the end we must confront the
“absolute object,” or in other words the reality of daily experiences. Thus, I argue that for the
purposes of the present analysis, pottery assemblages symbolize a belief or a set of beliefs
regarding the afterlife that we as etic observers of the past can never truly access in totality.16
However, because the sign-relation that pottery assemblages enter into—with other material
culture features of the tomb, themselves signs, with the practitioners of ancient burial practice at
Bianying, and with us as archaeologists—is symbolic and thus done according to habit or
convention, by examining the changes in the symbol (the changing composition of the
assemblage), we can understand something about how the underlying beliefs also changed. This
is because all sign-relations, including symbolic ones, mediate social and cultural interactions.
This outlook is particularly useful for periodization, because the ways in which an
assemblages’ component parts interact can either stabilize or destabilize the identity (and
therefore the meaning) of the assemblage – a process Delanda called territorialization (and
deterritorialization) – through the actions of coding, wherein specialized expressive media
intervene and mediate either by consolidating and rigidifying the identity of the assemblage, or
conversely, allowing the assemblage enough latitude for more flexible operation (called

15

The scholars who emphasize most strongly the idea that the object in semiotics is unimportant include Roland
Barthes, who believed that the object itself was “unimportant compared to the image [the sign] and how it [the sign]
functioned as a condensation point for some ideology.” See Gottdiener, Post-modern Semiotics, 22.
16
“Under Peirce’s semiotic terms, no claims are made about the ontological statues of the sign - it may be mental or
material, imagined or actually existing. Equally, the ‘object’ that it relates to can be absent or invisible, a tangible
thing, an imagined idea, or a collective and abstracted entity.” See Crossland, Ancestral Encounters, 44.
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decoding).17 In this approach, the more formal and rigid the rules of expression, the more a social
entity or assemblage may said to be coded; however, in some circumstances these rules may be
weakened, giving rise to assemblages in which the participants have more room to express their
convictions and their own personal styles.18
One of the advantages of operating under this framework is that it puts the analytical
focus on those moments when new artifacts appear and old artifacts disappear from a burial
assemblage and interprets these moments as stronger measures of culture change than intuitive
changes in decorative style. This fits in with the criticisms introduced above that although
periodization by means of purely stylistic development of object forms leads to a chronology that
has a very fine resolution, these changes are as likely to have been governed by such cultural
logics as economic expedience or change in taste and aesthetic,19 each of which is less directly
connected to chronology than is the sudden appearance and integration of a completely different
set of objects into the cultural practices of the community.
I propose that the moments when new artifact types are introduced and differentially
incorporated into mortuary assemblages at Bianying are moments of deterritorialization, when
the meanings of individual objects are first decoded then recoded to form new assemblages and
new identities. On the level cultural processes, I believe that these moments correspond to
periods of important transition in the area, when the social and cultural affiliations of Bianying
community members come under question and when the realm of mortuary practice becomes an
arena for the assertion and negotiation of new emergent identities.20
17

See DeLanda, A New Philosophy of Society, 10 – 19.
Ibid.
19
This is in keeping with William Biers’ observation that “stylistic change can be related to time, but it is not
necessarily always caused by the passage of time, and can be slow to nonexistent depending on a variety of factors,”
See William R. Biers. 1992. Art, Artefacts and Chronology in Classical Archaeology. New York: Routledge: 25.
20
A reminder regarding how tombs are theorized in this dissertation should be made here Specifically, I would like
to reiterate that when I speak about a tomb I am not talking only about the actions of the tomb occupant, but rather
18
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The question then becomes how we tease out these critical moments. I propose
assemblage-based seriation as one way by which traditional stylistic typology can be utilized in
concert with principles of assemblage theory to produce more robust and meaningful
periodizations. Assemblage-based seriation rests on the principle that an assemblage, aside from
its philosophical basis, is, archaeologically, “a collection of material related through contextual
proximity… [and therefore]…the contextual association makes it possible to interpret the group
of materials as evidence for specific events, processes, or practices in the past.”21 In the case of
Bianying, individual assemblages are comprised of the constellation of grave goods contained
within each tomb.
This is where traditional typologies can be successfully integrated, especially if we
reconsider William Biers’ definition of style as “the particularly characteristic way an object
appears to the eye…[such that]…a change in its appearance, or details of its appearance, or
attributes, is seen to be a stylistic change or development…Whenever we can tell the difference
in appearance between two objects of the same type, we are observing stylistic change.”22 This
idea also mirrors what O’Brien and Lyman call heritable continuity,23 which allows the evolution
of morphological or decorative features of vessels to be utilized as a measure of change over
time (something called phyletic seriation) despite some of the pitfalls of relying upon it as the
sole indicator of chronology. Combined with occurrence seriation as described above, however,

of the mourners who are carrying out mortuary ritual according to a specific set of cultural codes. This means that a
tomb is not necessarily a 100% accurate portray of the occupant’s identity in life, but rather is an expression of a
conglomerate identity of a group of people - this group being itself an assemblage.
21
See Rosemary Joyce and Joshua Pollard. 2010. “Archaeological Assemblages and Practices of Deposition,” in
The Oxford Handbook of Material Culture Studies, ed. Dan Hicks and Mary C. Beaudry. Oxford: Oxford University
Press: 292.
22
See Biers, Art, Artefacts and Chronology, 26; O’Brien and Lyman offer confirmation of this idea, saying
“chronological types are constructed by selecting attributes that themselves change through time or the combinations
of which change through time.” See O’Brien and Lyman, Seriation, Stratigraphy and Index Fossils, 26.
23
See O’Brien and Lyman, Seriation Stratigraphy and Index Fossils, 59 – 108.
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heritable continuity, especially those moments when innovative changes in style or form appear,
can successfully add nuance to assemblage-based periodization.
For the purposes of clarity, I limit the focus of the present chapter to ceramic and coin
grave goods from each tomb. The inclusion of coinage is critical here because coins were
centrally minted, and therefore have historically documented circulation dates, including in some
instances, recordings of the circumstances surrounding their introduction and removal from the
monetary circulation system.24 Thus, especially for later periods when the monetary system grew
in complexity and many different types of coins were circulating for varying lengths of time,
coin typology allows for a higher degree of resolution when periodizing the contexts in which
they are found. Finally, coins are important not only because they allow us to connect our
periodization with historical dates, but they also help clarify what O’Brien and Lyman call time’s
arrow, or the unidirectional flow of time from earliest to latest, a problem that often plagues the
use of seriation.25

Assemblage-based Occurrence Seriation at Bianying: Overview of Methodology
The first step in conducting assemblage-based seriation at Bianying was to narrow down
the total five-hundred and twelve burials to those that had the potential to yield meaningful
chronological information. The criteria for inclusion in the study were thus that the burial had to
be non-empty, and contain at least two identifiable pieces of pottery of differing types that

24

For instance, Tamara Chin documents that Emperor Wu of the Western Han successfully prohibited private
minting of coins and established the wu zhu coin as an empire-wide currency in 112 BCE. See, Tamara T. Chin.
2014. Savage Exchange: Han Imperialism, Chinese Literary Style, and the Economic Imagination. HarvardYenching Institute Monograph Series 94. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 235.
25
Quoting from Stephen Jay Gould, O’Brien and Lyman say that “time … is like a flight of an arrow, unidirectional
and never stopping,” and in regards to seriation, refers specifically to the issue of how to determine which end of a
seriated set of objects is the earliest versus the latest. See O’Brien and Lyman, Seriation, Stratigraphy, and Index
Fossils, 9 – 10.
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underwent stylistic development over long occupation periods in the cemetery;26 an additional
requirement was that where coinage was available, it be well-preserved enough for stylistic and
calligraphic analysis. Based on these criteria, a total of two hundred and sixty-two burials were
selected for further analysis.

Bianying grave goods
For the next step, dividing the overall assemblage from this corpus of burials into
measurable types, I had the advantage of being able to rely upon the expertise of Chinese
archaeologists, for whom the typological breakdown of ancient pottery and coinage are robust
and well-established sub-fields within archaeological research. With reference to the typology
established by archaeologists who excavated the Bianying site, with whom I had the opportunity
to do several months of intensive fieldwork and post-excavation lab work during the 2013 –
2014 academic year, I divided the selected assemblages of pottery and coins into ten categories,
each of which is described in detail as well as visually displayed in Appendices 1 and 2.27 These
categories, and their relevant subdivisions can, however, be briefly summarized and described as
follows:28

26

O’Brien and Lyman are adamant in saying that “…for seriation to be useful as a basis for chronology…all that is
required is that there never, among the set of units being seriated, be a break in the sequence so abrupt and
catastrophic that units immediately following the break bear no resemblance (or only accidental) resemblance to the
units before the break,” see O’Brien and Lyman, Seriation, Stratigraphy, and Index Fossils, 115. David Clark also
says that “at each level [of analysis] we must define the entity involved and laboriously investigate the implications
of the definitions. With the entities thus defined one can investigate the main processes which act upon them and
their resulting transformation patterns,” see Clark, Analytical Archaeology, 151.
27
Refinement of the present categorization was conducted independently by the author, with reference to previous
scholarship on the pottery of ancient China.
28
A note on pottery fabric needs to be made here. Within Chinese archaeology, pottery fabric is an important feature
of stylistic dating. In the present analysis, I use it less as a critical feature of typology than as a set of observations to
compare against extant standards of craft production, as we know about them. While pottery fabric, and thus by
extension, ceramic technology is important, it is less useful as a measure of periodization in this case not only
because my method to periodization is based on form not fabric, but also because even if fabric were to be a serious
consideration, in regions like Xiangyang where we do not yet have strong evidence of localized craft production, we
cannot be certain that pottery fabrics used in other regions of the ancient Chinese landmass are automatically being
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Tripods (Appendix 1, Chart 1): Tripod vessels are categorized as either li tripods
(Appendix 1, Chart 1) or ding tripods (Appendix 1, Chart 2), and are characterized by the
presence of three legs attached to the base of the vessels’ body. Li tripods are further sub-divided
into two types: Type A specimens that are characterized by closely cinched openings and Type B
that feature wide openings.
Ding tripods are longer-lived at Bianying, and underwent several stylistic evolutions over
the years. Based on important morphological and stylistic changes relevant to chronology, ding
can be divided into the following four types: yuding 盂鼎, characterized by basin-like bodies and
columnar legs; covered ding (Type B) made in imitation of bronze vessels of the same type and
style; small-sized, flattened ding with rounded bases and diminished legs and handles featuring a
variety of decorative embellishments; flattened ding with flattened bases featuring similar types
of handles and legs, though differentiated from others due to their flattened bases which suggest
a different construction method was used to create these tripods.
Jars (Appendix 1, Chart 2):29 Jars come in a wide variety of forms at Bianying
encompassing the following nine types: high-neck jars (gaoling guan 高領罐) featuring
elongated ovoid bodies covered with cord-marking and surmounted by short, slightly cinched
necks and outwardly bent, rounded rims. Long-neck jars (changjing guan 長頸罐) are tall and
have vase-like forms, though are distinguished from the latter by their columnar bases and flat
bottoms instead of ring-shaped bases. Trumpet jars (labakou guan 喇叭口罐) are characterized

used here as well. I can only make note of pottery fabric and observe when what is observed goes against
expectations. Many scholars have noted the importance of pottery fabric, however, and noted especially changes in
pottery fabric that goes along with technological transformations during the early imperial periods especially. See,
Wang, Han Civilization, 143 – 174.
29
In the interest of clarity and space, not all of these jars are featured in the typological charts in the appendix; only
those that are the longest-lived at Bianying are included.
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by low-seated rounded bodies that sometimes have flat or concave bases and that transition
upwards into wide, outwardly flared openings. Short collar jars (ailing guan 矮領罐) are
generally small in stature and squat with their widest part either at the shoulder to at their flat
circular bases; their most distinctive feature are their small, closely cinched, upright though
sometimes outwardly angled, collars that demarcate their openings. Vase-shaped guan (huxing
guan 壺型罐) are similar to trumpet jars and high-neck jars, except that their bodies are
significantly larger and wider at the shoulder and more steeply angled downwards towards flat,
circular bases; openings are also much narrower than either trumpet or high-neck jars. Doublehandle jars (shuang’er guan 雙耳罐) are the most ubiquitously encountered type of jar by far at
Bianying, and are characterized by their large size, and the presence of distinctive pairs of wide,
flattened, arched handles on their shoulders; surface decoration on these types of jars are almost
exclusively deep cord-marking, though a few small specimens are plain surfaced with incised
lines. Flare-collar jars (xieling guan 斜領罐) are tall, with rounded shoulders and cinched
openings that feature short but upwardly angled flaring collars with rounded rims; most feature
light basket-weave impressions as surface decoration, though some are plain. The final type of
jar are mou 鍪, which are similar to double-handle jars except that they are significantly smaller,
more spherical throughout the body, and their handles are not wide and flat, but are circular and
ring-shaped; in some cases, these handles are deliberately uneven in size, and mirror stylistic
developments within bronze and iron jars of the same type, particularly in regions associated
with the Qin polity.
Urns (Appendix 1, Chart 4): Urns (weng 翁) differ from jars in that they are larger in
size, squatter in profile, and were originally used for the storage of liquids; because of this, they
are generally of thicker-walled construction than either jars or basins. In general, they conform to
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squat, wide-shouldered body with rounded shoulders and flat bases; openings are also generally
wide, with either short, bluntly rounded collars, upright flaring collars with rounded rims.30
Vases and Flasks (Appendix 1, Chart 2): Vases and flasks come in four varieties at
Bianying. The first are Type A hu, which are characterized by their close similarity to long-neck
jars, except for increased articulation in the transition from neck to body in addition to the
appearance of ring-bases; some specimens also feature decorative hoop or pinched handles as
well as lids with either single or triplicate knob embellishments. The second type of vase to
appear are “garlic-bulb flasks” (suantou hu 蒜頭壺), so called because of their distinctive long,
slender necks surmounted by openings shaped like garlic bulbs; at Bianying, this type of vase
appears in only one burial (tomb M505 in Appendix 3). The third type of vase – spherical hu—
are the most abundantly encountered, and are significantly larger and more globular in shape
through the body; in many cases, their openings are surmounted by dish-like rims, and their
elaborate ring bases are large and outwardly flaring. These vases undergo nuanced stylistic
variation, though for the purposes of periodization only, these can be largely ignored. The final
type of vase I call “baseless hu,” and they resembles trumpet-shaped jars, but differ in that their
bodies are globular in shape, with concave bases (rather than flat circular bases and columnar
bodies); their necks are generally less flaring and most retain the element of a dish-shaped
opening, likely a stylistic holdover from spherical hu.
Covered Vessels (Appendix 1, Chart 2): Covered vessels come in two types at Bianying,
dui 敦 and he 盒, both of which are in principle symmetrically matched bowl sets in which both
lid and vessel can serve as bowl-shaped containers. Dui are distinctive in that they feature

30

Look at Wang, Han Civilization, 141—174 for more information on urns, where they come from and what they
look like.
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ornamental feet, three on each hemisphere, some feature two additional small ring handles per
side as well; these vessels imitate faithfully dui vessels that were first cast in bronze during the
Warring States period in the middle Yangzi River region. Most of the he from Bianying lack
additional decorative adornments but they vary morphological between symmetrical lids and
bodies
Bowls (Appendix 1, Chart 3): Bowls appear in three varieties at Bianying. The first type,
zhan 盞, are the smallest in size, and feature flat circular bases and sharply slanted sides ending
in rounded, inwardly curving rims. The second type, bo 缽 are slightly larger in size, and are
characterized by rounded lips and upright, uncurled rims, and small circular bases. The third and
final type of bowl are wan 碗, and encompass a wider variety of rim-style and base, with some
specimens featuring outwardly curling rims and ring-bases, and others with simple incised
circlets as surface decoration.
Basins (Appendix 1, Chart 3): Basins can be found in three main categories at Bianying,
yu 盂 basins, pen 盆 basins, and fu 釜 basins. Yu basins appear first and have outwardly curling
lips, short, cinched neck and rim portions, and are widest at the shoulder before the sides of the
body slope inwards and downwards towards either flat or concave bases; these basins are either
plain-surfaced, or feature light cord-marking impressions upon the body. Pen basins are the
largest in size of the three varieties, and are characterized by very wide openings, and either
rounded, angled, or straight sides; surface decoration is usually plain with occasional incised
circlet decoration. Fu basins are spherical bodied, round-based vessels with cinched openings
and very short rims. They come in two main varieties at Bianying. The first, Type A specimens,
are large and of thick-walled construction, with rounded rims and cord-marking surface
treatment. The second, Type B specimens, are much more diminished in size, with generally
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plain surfaces sometimes marked by ands of ridges, and short, upright collars with sharp lips that
occasionally feature perforations (likely used for suspension).
Pedestal Dishes (Appendix 1, Chart 1): Pedestal dishes are known as dou 豆, and are
found in three distinct styles that measure time at Bianying. The first and earliest are type A dou,
which are characterized by wide dishes of medium depth, short conical stems, and generally thinwalled construction. The second type, type B, are quite different, featuring much taller and
thinner stems that are only partially hollow, and much shallower and smaller dish portions.
Finally, type C dou are once again short, with angular dish portions, sometimes with multiple
tiers, though the bases are generally more similar type B dou, and are squat, columnar, and
hollow on the inside.
Models and Miniatures (Appendix 1, Chart 4): Pottery models and miniatures are found
in limited, though interesting variety at Bianying. The first and most commonly encountered set
of miniatures are sets of every-day structures, mostly associated with food and drink. These are
zao stove models, cang grain storage silo models, and jing well models. Additional miniatures
include yuan pigpens, animals such as dogs, sheep, chickens, ducks, and pigs, and finally models
of mortars, pestles, and rice-hullers.
Coinage (Appendix 2): Coin typology is a distinct field of study in China,31 and while its
nuances exceed the purview of the present analysis, it is worth noting that even long-lived
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See for instance: Gao Yingmin 高英民. 2007. Zhongguo Gudai huobi 中国古代货币. Beijing: Xueyuan Press, 59
– 60; Wu Liangbao 吴良宝. 2005. Zhongguo Dongzhou Shiqi Jinshu Huobi Yanjiu 中国东周时期金属货币研究
(“Research on Coins in East-Zhou Period China”). Beijing: Social Science Press, 270 – 272; Zhao Dexin 赵德馨.
1995. Chuguo de Huobi 楚国的货币. Chuxue Wenku 楚学文库, Zhang Zhengmin 张正明, ed. Wuhan: Hubei
Education Press; Peng Xinwei. 1994. A Monetary History of China. Edward H. Kaplan, trans. Bellingham, WA:
Western Washington University; Peng Ke. 2000. “Coinage and Commercial Development in Eastern Zhou China,”
Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Chicago.
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coinages like wu zhu coins, that were in circulation for several centuries,32 exhibit stylistic
differences that can be traced based on the overall morphology of the coin, and especially the
calligraphy of the denomination amount cast upon its surface. In total, six types of coins were
unearthed from the selected burials at Bianying, and their approximate dates of circulation are
presented in below. More detailed information on each of these types of coin, their physical
characteristics, history of circulation, and archaeological spread can be found in Appendix 2
along with images.
Table 1: General typological breakdown of coins from Bianying

Coin Type

Dates of Circulation

Minted by

Yibiqian 蟻鼻錢

ca. 4th - 3rd centuries BCE

Chu State

Ban liang 半兩

ca. 336 BCE - 118 BCE

Qin State33

Wu zhu 五株

118 BCE - ca. 618 CE

Han Wudi 漢武帝

Xiaoquan Zhiyi 小泉直一 &
Daquan Wushi 大泉五十

9 CE - 14 CE

Wang Mang 王莽

Huoquan 貨泉

14 CE - 40 CE

Wang Mang 王莽

The above-outlined breakdown of pottery forms the backbone of the occurrence seriation
process, which was conducted by feeding the presence or absence of designated pottery types

32

Gideon Shelach-Lavi has pointed out that as early as the 5th century BCE, coin minting was a monopoly run each
individual state, though archaeological evidence of the widespread inter-state circulation of different coinages
indicates that despite morphological differences, most states based their currency on a shared system of values and
weights. See Gideon Shelach-Lavi. 2015. The Archaeology of Early China: From Prehistory to the Han Dynasty
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 299.
33
Scholars attribute the creation of ban liang specifically to king Huiwen in the year 336 BCE based on a passage in
the Basic Annals of the Qin chapter of the Grand Scribe’s Records 《史記 • 秦本紀》, which states that King
Huiwen of Qin began issuing coins doing the second year of his reign. While this passage does not mention ban
liang specifically, the geographical spread of these coins and their prevalence and quanitity in the archaeological
record both within the beyond the Qin homeland have led to a general consensus among Chinese numistaticists and
archaeology ban liang are the coinage that the historical text was referring to.
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into the PAleoontological STatistics (PAST) statistical software package (statpack) that was
developed at the University of Oslo in the late 1990s by P.D. Ryan and D.A.T. Harper and J.S.
Whalley, and which has been designed specifically for use by paleontologists, archaeologists,
and other scholars of life and earth sciences.34 Once each tomb was entered into the program
according to their burial assemblage, the PAST statpack sequenced each burial according first to
the presence or absence of specific artifact types, then according to the degree of similarity
between assemblages.

Results of the Periodization: Bianying in Synchronic Perspective
In total, seven successive periods were identified at Bianying using assemblage-based
seriation in PAST, the results of which have been tabulated and displayed in Figure 3. Looking at
this figure, several things are immediately apparent. First is the overall sense of continuity
exhibited by pottery assemblages at Bianying. Not once is there a complete break in the sequence
of pottery types, even during those moments when the appearance of new forms seems at first to
be dramatic, such as between periods two and three and between periods three and four. Looking
closely, it is clear that even in these cases, at least one burial from the transitional group contains
pottery types from both periods, thereby establishing an overall sense of continuity at the site.
The second thing we should notice is that Bianying assemblages exhibit several relatively
uniform groupings of pottery items. I believe that each of these groupings can be interpreted as
the core assemblage demarcating a different chronological period, even though in certain
instances this demarcation is rather subtle, as in the case of Period 1 and Period 2. The third
noticeable aspect of the seriation is the presence of a certain degree of messiness in between the

34

See, Hammer, Ø., Harper, D.A.T., Ryan, P.D. 2001. PAST: Paleontological statistics software package for
education and data analysis. Palaeontologia Electronica 4(1), 9.
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uniform groupings of pottery types. This messiness is an indication of the degree to which
certain moments in the cemetery’s use history were culturally and perhaps also socially less
coherent, or at the very least, they suggest that at certain periods, the range of available options
for the mortuary consumption of artifacts was much broader and more various; something that is
especially true of during the cemetery’s early occupation phases.
As this analysis has demonstrated, ceramic assemblage seriation is a simple yet powerful
way to group burials chronologically. It remains necessary, however, to also consider other
aspects of burial practice, not just ceramic assemblages, represented by each period both to
ensure that each identified phase can be meaningfully associated with cultural and social
practices, but also as a means to acquire a more complete and nuanced picture of overall cultural
process at the site. In order to do this, I treat the burials from each period of the site as separate
datasets, and employ exploratory statistical analyses, in this case, basic summary statistics, on
each to produce interpretable patterns of cultural practice in synchronic perspective. Significant
material culture features that summary statistics pick up include: burial orientation, tomb size,
tomb structure, burial furnishings, the burial’s spatial location (whether in Sector 1 or Sector 3),
and the presence of absence of additional metal, stone, bone, or lacquer grave goods (for details
of this breakdown, see Appendix 3).
Figure 3: Results of assemblage-based occurrence seriation of selected Bianying burials showing the eight-period
chronological breakdown.
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Summary Statistics
Appendix 4 is a set of summary statistics for each of the seven periods of the Bianying
site. Summary, or descriptive, statistics are the most basic form of quantitative analysis used in
archaeology to communicate a large amount of information as simply as possible. In this chapter,
I use summary statistics to describe the central tendencies (averages, medians, modes), standard
deviations, and high-graves for the different variables represented by each dataset. Preliminary
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observations drawn from interpreting the results of the summary statistics can be summarized as
follows:
Period 1: Period 1 burials are all rectangular pit-shaft tombs averaging 1.88 m2 in base
area,35 with the largest burial measuring 4.67 m2 and the smallest measuring 0.82 m2. The vast
majority of these burials contain single wooden coffins, with grave goods placed either towards
the head-end of the tomb outside the coffin, or in some cases, inside an elevated wall-niche dug
into one wall of the tomb shaft (Figure 4). In total, one third of these burials have head-end wallniches, though in two instances, the niche is located on the side wall. In terms of spatial position,
most Period 1 burials are oriented southward, though 27% are westward oriented,36 and they are
relatively evenly divided between Sector 1 and Sector 3, which suggests that both sectors came
into use at around the same time.
Figure 4 (Top): Tomb M474 showing placement of side-niche. (Bottom): Tomb M299 showing placement of headniche.

35

Tomb size here refers to the area in square meters of the base of the tomb. Generally, tomb size is measured
according to the volume of the tomb shaft, which is then commonly used as an indicator or social rank or social
prestige. Unfortunately, in our case, land-moving in preparation for housing construction destroyed many of the top
layers of the site, resulting in some tombs being quite damaged and therefore unable to be measured for tomb depth.
I have instead, to rely on basal area only as an indicator of size rather than volume. See Joseph Tainter.
1978. “Mortuary practices and the study of prehistoric social systems,” in Advances in Archaeological Theory (1).
M. Schiffer, ed. London: Academic Press, 105—141.
36
Tomb orientation equates to the directional orientation of the tomb occupant, and is determined first by the
evidence of skeletal material of full skeletons, partial skeletons, or dental remains; in the absence of these remains, it
is determined by the location of the grave goods within the tomb.
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Period 1 burials do not contain many types of grave goods besides pottery vessels, and
there are no coins included in any tombs; the only metallic items present are a set of bronze
chime-bells from tomb M86 and a sword and a paring knife from tomb M439 in Sector 3; and
the only other type of grave good is a few stone fragments found inside the coffin in tomb M468
located in Sector 3. In terms of pottery, the core assemblage of Period 1 burials consists of li
tripods of both Types A and B, yu basins, and both long-neck and high-neck jars, and
occasionally, dou of both types A and B, though Type A dou are the least frequent and disappear
very early in the sequence.
Unfortunately, because Period 1 burials do not contain any obviously dateable materials
such as coins, we need to rely on semiotic as well as typological comparisons with
archaeological sites both within the Xiangyang area and without. For instance, the three Type A
dou (M481, M468, and M474), and the Type B li from the same burials are very stylistically
similar to specimens associated with late Western Zhou mortuary pottery from the Central Plains
area,37 which allows us to tentatively date these earliest burials in the seriation to the early 8th
century BCE at the earliest.

37

See for instance Beijingshi Wenwu Yanjiusuo 北京市文物研究所. 1995. Liulihe Xizhou Yanguo Mudi, 1973—

1977 琉璃河西周燕國墓地 (“The Western Zhou Cemetery of the State of Yan in Liulihe, 1972—1977”). Beijing:
Wenwu Press.
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Period 2: Period 2 burials serve to further confirm the relative chronological position of
Period 1 as some of the earliest burials at the site in a way that moves beyond typological
comparison. I refer specifically here to an instance of intercutting between tomb M484 and
M488 in Sector 3 of the site, where tomb M484 directly overlays and disrupts tomb M488, which
lies beneath it (Figure 5). At Bianying, there are seventy-seven instances of intercutting, the vast
majority of which involve only two burials, though there are situations where up to five burials
are stacked one on top of another. What is significant about this particular instance is that the two
burials involved here yielded similar assemblages of pottery vessels – sets of li tripods, yu basin,
and jars – though M484, the burial on top, differs in that the li tripod is of type A – restricted
opening - and the jar is a long-neck jar instead of a high-neck jar.
Intercutting is a situation in which an extant burial is disturbed by a newly dug burial.
Based on the theory of superposition, it is assumed that in situations such as this, the burial that
is at the bottom of the intercutting relationship is the chronologically earlier of the two while
those dug on top are chronologically later. The instance of intercutting described above thus
suggests that burials with assemblages similar to M484 are likely later in date than those
containing burials with assemblages similar to M488. Looking at the seriation chart, we can see
that M484 belongs to Period 2, while M488 belongs to Period 1, which means that the evidence
of intercutting supports the findings already established by the seriation.
Aside from this instance of intercutting, Period 2 burials differ from Period 1 burials only
in a few subtle ways. For instance, all Period 2 burials are small-sized rectangular pit-shaft tombs
(measuring 1.75 m2 on average) and, similar to Period 1, wall-niches are the only type of
additional structural feature in these burials. The ratio of single coffins to nested coffins is also
similar in Period 2, with the vast majority of burials featuring only single coffins. Finally, burial
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orientation adheres to a similar breakdown in Period 2, with most burials oriented either
southward or westward.

Figure 5: Evidence of burial intercutting at Bianying.

Noticeable changes in Period 2 include a shift of locational emphasis, with burials being
more concentrated in Sector 3 than previously. In addition, both Type B li and Type B dou
disappear in Period 2, to be replaced exclusively by Type A varieties of both vessel forms.
Yuding also begin to appear during this period, as do zhan bowls. Yuding are particularly
significant because stylistic hybrid between yu basins and ding tripods, which signifies
adaptation on the part of Bianying potters such that tripod legs, derived from bronze and pottery
ding commonly circulated among elites of both the Zhou and later the Chu polities, were fused
with extant pottery forms, the yu basin specifically, such that a new type of vessel was created.38
Hybridization of this sort could not exist if the morphology of both yu and ding was not known
to Bianying potters, which leads me to conclude at least preliminarily that they represent
conscious experimentation with different forms of ceramic styles on the part of Bianying

38

For more information on material hybridity, see Matthew Liebmann. 2013. “Parsing Hybridity: Archaeologies of
Amalgamation in Seventeenth-Century New Mexico,” in The Archaeology of Hybrid Material Culture, Jeb J. Card,
ed. Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University, 25-50.
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community members during a period of initial cultural contact, which, as we will see, intensified
in Period 3.
Interestingly, the assemblages from Period 2 burials—Type A li, Type B dou, and yuding
in particular—have been recognized by Chinese archaeologists as typical of the Jianghan Plain,
where (they say) beginning in the early to mid-6th century BCE39 a type of local pottery
manufacture bearing stylistic elements drawn from the emerging Chu culture—located at that
time in southwestern Henan and northern Hubei—was taking shape.40 This phenomenon is
usually materialized by the emergence and development of the “Chu-style li” (Figure 6),41
though yuding have also been noted by archaeologists as being unique to the middle Han river
area. In Xiangyang, yuding have also been unearthed at the cemetery of Huangjiacun 黃家村,
located just one kilometer southeast of Bianying.42 Based on this evidence, I propose that Period
2 burials can be dated to around the early to 7th century BCE at the earliest.

Figure 6: Evolution of the “Chu-style li.” Note the
similarity between the mature “Chu-style li” in the bottom
right quadrant and the Type A li from Bianying Period 2
in Appendix 1, Chart 1.
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One of the main markers for the emergence of Chu culture against which pottery typologies from the middle Han
River region are measured is the cemetery of the Wei lineage of the Mi Clan, the ruling clan of the polity of Chu,
which is located in Xichuan, Henan Province. This cemetery had been dated to the mid-6th century BCE.
40
See Xu Shaohua. 1999. “Chu Culture: An Archaeological Overview,” in Defining Chu: Image and Reality in
Ancient China, John Major and Constance A. Cook, eds. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 24.
41
Image taken from Xu, “Emergence of Chu Culture,” 24.
42
See Xiangyangshi wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo 襄阳市文物考古研究所. 2013. Xiangyang Huangjiacun 襄阳黄家村,
2 vols. Beijing: Kexue Press, 267.
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Period 3: In Period 3, significant changes occur in overall burial practices at the site.
First, in terms of size and structure, burials of this period are larger, measuring 3.35 m2 on
average, are predominantly east-west oriented, and are highly concentrated in Sector 3. While
rectangular pit-shafts continue to predominate, the variety in additional architectural features
increases to include, besides head-niches, tomb ramps, wooden compartments, and inverted tiers
(Figure 7).
Figure 7: (Left) M207 showing tomb ramp location; (middle) M532 showing inverted tiers; (right) M209 showing
wooden head-end compartment.

In terms of grave goods, Period 3 sees the continuation of Period 2 assemblages,
particularly Type A-li and dou, both long-neck and high-neck jars, yu basins, and occasionally
yuding as a core assemblage, though a new set of vessel forms appears as well, eventually
coming to form a separate contemporary but comparatively short-lived assemblage of burial
objects. This latter grouping consists of a core assemblage of Type B-ding, Type A-hu, and dui,
though Type A-hu and occasionally Type B-ding appear separately within burials containing li,
jars, and dou at first. Only dui never co-occur singly with typical Period 2 vessels, nor do they
appear in absence of both Type B-ding and Type A-hu.
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The appearance of the ding, dui, hu assemblage is significant not only as a chronological
marker, but also because it represents the moment of introduction of new forms of burial practice
into the Bianying community. Stylistically, the ding, dui, and hu type vessels are commonly
found throughout Hubei beginning in the early to mid-5th century BCE, a time period historically
associated with the rise of the Chu polity.43 Type B-ding and dui especially are said to be
characteristic of Chu material culture, having been uncovered in vast quantities from burials in
the immediate vicinity of Jinancheng in Jiangling, Hubei, which was the capital of the state of
Chu from the 5th to the 3rd centuries BCE.44 Scholars also note that inverted tiers, compartmented
coffins, and tomb ramps (see Appendix 3) are also features of mature Chu burial practice from
the metropolitan area from the same 5th–3rd centuries BCE time period.45 Based on this
comparative evidence, I date Period 3 burials from Bianying to roughly this same two century
time span.
The appearance of the ding, dui, and hu assemblage, especially alongside such structural
innovations as tomb ramps, inverted tiers, and wooden head compartments is a symbolically-
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The starting date of the Warring States period within transmitted historical records is not fully agreed upon by the
scholarly community. The options include 481 BCE, the year that the Spring and Autumn Annals ends, 475 BCE the
date selected by the Han Dynasty Grand Historian Sima Qian to mark the beginning of the Warring States, and
finally, 453 BCE, the historical date of the dissolution of the Jin polity into the separate polities of Han, Wei, and
Zhao. The choice for which to use is usually left up to the discretion of the scholar, but most use Sima Qian’s date of
475 BCE. I eschew exact dates here because the nature of the material I am working with does not lend itself to such
fine-grained dating; for my purposes, century markers are sufficient.
44
See Xu, “Emergence of Chu Culture,” 22. For more information on excavations of these kinds of ding from
Jiangling, see Hubeisheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo 湖北省文物考古研究所. 1995. Jiangling Jiudian Dongzhoumu
江陵九店東周墓. Beijing: Science Press; Hubeisheng Jingzhou bowuguan 湖北省荊州博物館. 1984. Jiangling
Yutaishan Chumu 江陵雨台山楚墓. Beijing: Wenwu Press; Hubeisheng Yichang diqu bowuguan 湖北省宜昌地區
博物館. 1992. Dangyang Zhaojiahu Chumu 當陽趙家湖楚墓. Beijing: Wenwu Press. For more information on the
remains of the walled settlement of Jinancheng, see Hubeisheng Bowuguan 湖北省博物館. 1980. Chudu
Jinancheng 楚都紀南城. Wuhan: Hubei Provincial Museum.
45
See Ding Lan. 2006. Hubei diqu Chumu fenqu yanjiu 湖北地區楚墓分區研究. Beijing: Minzu Chubanshe; see
also, Dewei Guo. 1995. Chuxi muzang yanjiu 楚系墓葬研究. Wuhan: Hubei Jiaoyu Chubanshe; and Li, Dexi and
Dewei Guo, eds, 2004, Zhongguo muzang jianzhu wenhua 中國墓葬建築文化 (“Chinese Culture of Grave
Buildings”). Wuhan: Hubei Jiaoyu Chubanshe.
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laden phenomenon, firstly because it is the earliest instance of significant variation in cultural
practice at Bianying, indicating that the increased variety in burial assemblage composition
between Periods 2 and 3 as seen in Figure 3 corresponds to broader changes in mortuary
practices. Second, while sets of ding, dui, and hu, and associated other items like pan, yi, and
bronze swords, all of which are of Chu-style according to Chinese archaeologists, seem to appear
as a complete package during Period 3, in actuality, Type A-hu vessels appear first, mixed in
among burials containing li, yu, and jars (see M209, M172, M241, etc…in Figure 3). Taking into
consideration the early appearance of yuding in Period 2 and their continued presence in Period
3, I interpret burials like these as moments of encounter between the local people of Bianying
and, probably, people who were practicing mortuary ritual more strongly inflected with
metropolitan Chu traditions, wherein the local population experimented with incorporating new
types of objects, and later on, new forms of burial practice that they were continuously being
introduced to. Thus, these burials are representative of active agency on the part of individuals or
individual groups within the local community.
A word on spatial division between Sectors 1 and 3 needs to be noted here. Specifically,
full sets of ding, dui, and hu as well as all tomb ramps, wooden compartments and inverted tiers
are concentrated in Sector 3. Sector 1 burials remain largely rectangular pit-shaft burials with
wall-niches, though several burials contain yuding (held over from Period 2), and Type A li. I
believe this phenomenon indicates, at least on some level, active selection of burial space and
thus, more tenuously, a desire to remain an enclave on the part of group that initially brought in
burial practices of the Chu-tradition.
Period 4: Period 4 burials exhibit a dramatic reversal of some important trends in burial
practice. First, while Periods 2 and 3 burials were concentrated in Sector 3, the majority of
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Period 4 burials move back to Sector 1. In addition, tomb size is dramatically reduced, with the
average area at 2.18 m2, down from the previous average of 3.35 m2, though this is likely due in
part to the disappearance of tomb ramps from burials during this period. More generally,
however, burial structures exhibit a reduced range of available architectural additions, though
parallel ledges (Figure 8) appear for the first time, corresponding with a dramatic shift in the core
funerary assemblage.

Figure 8: M171 showing parallel length-wise ledges.

Indeed, the connection between Period 3 and Period 4 is the most tenuous of the entire
cemetery in terms of funerary composition and chronological periodization. Only a few burials,
M506 – M310 in Figure 3, contain enough objects from previous phases to suggest any sort of
shared cultural milieu, and these do not include ding, dui, or hu. Instead, the material link
between burials from these two periods is formed by means of Type A-li tripods and yu basins,
both of which were continuously in use, but which begin to appear less frequently starting in
Period 3. Burial M174 is the most important burial linking the two periods together. This is
because it yielded, alongside a pottery assemblage of yu and Type A-fu basins, huxing jars, and
Type C-dou, a quantity of yibiqian (see Appendix 2), which were first minted and circulated by
the Chu State during the mid 4th century BCE. The yu basins from this tomb link it, materially, to
previous periods, though the fu, huxing jars, and Type C-dou are all new forms and styles that
have connections to Qin rather than Chu material cultural traditions; the presence of yibiqian
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creates a different type of link to the Chu polity, however, and suggests that this tomb dates to
the 4th century BCE at the earliest, though it is probably later. The interesting mix of funerary
objects in this tomb is additionally a representation of the complicated cultural affiliations and
identities that the local population of Bianying was likely experiencing at this time, a complexity
which will be explored in greater detail in the next chapters.
In addition to Type A-fu basins and Type C-dou, new assemblage items that appear
during this period include double-handle jars, mou jars, bowls (both bo and wan), a few Type Bfu, garlic-bulb flasks, ban liang coins, bronze belt-hooks, and lacquer objects (though most of
these are too poorly preserved to identify form). That the appearance of such a wide range of
new forms indicates a dramatic shift in cultural practices at the site goes without saying, though
several features of this particular shift bear remarking upon, in particular the appearance of
double-handle jars, fu basins, the single garlic-bulb flask, and the single assemblage of ban liang
coins. Ban liang coins, fu basins, and garlic-bulb flasks have been found in burials from the Qin
heartland of western Shaanxi dating to the 2nd century BCE,46 which materially connects these
aspects of Bianying burials to Qin material culture, and also dates Period 4 to around the 2nd
century BCE.
Interestingly, however, there are some important stylistic differences within these new
assemblages that bear mentioning. First, the two kinds of fu basins that appear in Period 4
represent, I believe, two different adaptations of the vessel form. Type A fu, which are larger,
made of thicker-walled construction, and more uniform in surface treatment are morphological
and stylistically identical to specimens found in burials throughout Shaanxi, while Type B-fu,
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Teng Mingyu refers to this century as Period 4 of Qin culture, when the state was under its most rapid period of
expansion. See Teng Mingyu. 2010. Qin Wenhua: Cong Fengguo dao Diguo de Kaoguxue Guancha 秦文化：從封
國到帝國的考古學觀察 (“Qin Culture in Archaeological Perspective: From a Feudal State to a Great Empire”).
Beijing: Xuefan Press.
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which are much smaller, made of thinner-walled construction, and are more varied in terms of
decoration, have so far only been found in the Bianying area.47 I believe that Type B-fu can be
interpreted as a localized adaptation of Type A-fu, which suggests the presence of active
emulation, manipulation, and adaptation of new cultural practices by the local community.
Double-handle jars are another example of this. Although these large-sized jars are found
quite ubiquitously throughout the Xiangyang area, they have very few morphological
antecedents elsewhere within the Chinese landmass, suggesting that they are also a highly
localized ceramic tradition.48 The closest specimens so far uncovered outside of the Xiangyang
area are the high-neck jars found not only at Bianying but also in many sites located along the
Han river into the Jianghan plain,49 and small-sized jars with angular bodies and double loophandles that have been uncovered in neighboring Sui-Zao corridor (Figure 9).50 I believe that,
like yuding, double-handle jars can be considered hybrid objects, formed from the merging of
two extant styles to form something new. That this development occurred during a dramatic
change in overall cultural practice suggests that it might have happened as a result of a need or
desire for people using the Bianying burial ground to form and re-assert local identity, in turn
suggesting that culture contact and change during this period might have been of a very different
nature than between Periods 2 and 3 and even more so than between Periods 1 and 2.
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As far as I have been able to uncover, this style of fu is not encountered outside of the middle Han River region.
Though my interpretation stands to be corrected should new material come to light.
48
See Hubeisheng Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiusuo 湖北省文物考古研究所 et.al. 2005. Xiangyang Wangpo Dongzhou
Qin Han Mu 襄阳王坡东周秦汉墓 (“Eastern Zhou, Qin, and Han tombs at Wangpo in Xiangyang”). Beijing:
Kexue Chubanshe.
49
In Xiangyang alone, double-handle jars have been at the following settlement and cemetery sites: Wangpo 王坡,
Yugang 余崗, Huangjiacun 黃家村, Chenpo 陳坡, and Bianying.
50
For more information on the pottery traditions of the Sui-Zao corridor, see Wang Xianfu. 2007. “Sui-Zao Zoulang
Liangzhou Yizhi Dianxing Taoqi de Fenqi 隨棗走廊兩周遺址典型陶器的分期” (“Periodization of the Archetypal
Zhou Ceramics Excavated from the Sui-Zao Corridor”), in Xiangfan Kaogu Wenji 襄樊考古文集, Vol. 1
(“Anthology of Archaeological Studies on in Xiangfan City”), Xiangyangshi Wenwu Kaogu Yanjiusuo 襄陽市文物
考古研究所, ed. Beijing: Science Press, 499—512.
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Figure 9: a.) A double-handle jar excavated from layer J4 at the Zhoutai 周台 site outside the modern city of
Zaoyang 棗陽 in Hubei province alongside b.) A high-neck jar excavated from tomb M439 at the Bianying
cemetery site in Xiangyang. C.) is a double-handle jar from tomb M329 at Bianying as potentially a “doubleobject.”

a.)

b.)

c.)

The appearance of parallel ledges during this period also bears remarking upon,
especially since it correlates with the appearance of new pottery forms. While Shang and
Western Zhou burials made regular use of four-sided ledges called ercengtai 二層臺, they were
not a feature of burial practice in the middle Han River region until the appearance of these
parallel ledges during Period 4. The closest morphological parallel to these types of parallel
ledges so far known are small-sized burials from the Qin cemeteries in the Xi’an and Baoji areas
of Shaanxi Province.51 In these cases, however, the ledges are constructed of tamped earth
(hangtu 夯土), while at Bianying, they are constructed of untreated earth (shengtu 生土). In both
Shaanxi and Hubei, parallel ledges were not used for the placement or display of grave goods;
rather, where traces of material are found on them, they are usually traces of wood, which most
archaeologists interpret as the presence at some point of coffin lids.52
Based on this, I believe that a more appropriate interpretation of these parallel ledges is to
understand them in terms of energy expenditure.53 In all Period 4 cases, tombs with parallel
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The three sites that contain burials of with this particular structural configuration include Keshengzhuang
cemetery located in Xi’an, and Ganyu and Gaozhuang cemeteries, both located in the Baoji area. See, Lother von
Falkenhausen. 2004. “Mortuary Behavior in Pre-Imperial Qin: A Religious Interpretation,” in Religion and Chinese
Society, Vol. 1, John Lagerway, ed. Hong Kong: The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 159.
52
See Ibid., 126.
53
See Joseph Tainter. 1975b. “Social inference and mortuary practices: an experiment in numerical classification.”
In World Archaeology 7, 1—15. See also, Joseph Tainter. 1978. “Mortuary Practices and the study of prehistoric
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ledges have only single coffins, all of which fit perfectly into the groove between the two sides.
Imagining the process by which a tomb is constructed, digging out the rectangular tomb shaft but
leaving a pair of length-wise ledges on each length-wise side would reduce the amount of soil
removal necessary but still create a tomb deep enough for interment. Traces of wood on top of
the ledges also suggest that they served as supports for coffin lids, effectively turning the entire
base of the tomb into a tomb chamber without having to construct an outer coffin. One of the
only exceptions to this is tomb M133, which features both parallel ledges and a wall-niche.
However, because this single instance is an exception rather than a rule, it suggests that parallel
ledges and head-niches were conceptualized as two distinct things, likely with different symbolic
functions, further supporting the idea that parallel ledges are more of a localized mode of burial
practice than representative of any distinct incoming culture (even if its appearance may have
resulted from culture contact).
While traditionally, archaeologists of early China would go on from this point to say that
this is evidence that Period 4 burials are Qin burials, I elect to refrain from drawing this
conclusion at this point. As we will see in the following chapters, the emulation and reproduction
of certain aspects of burial practice associated with one tradition does not by itself necessarily
mean that these burials can or should be attributed wholesale to any single culture. 54 As already

social systems” in Advances in Archaeological Method and Theory, No. 1 M.B. Schiffer, ed. New York, San
Francisco, and London: Academic Press, 105—141.
54
Indeed, the very question of whether or not it is useful to characterize burial grounds that feature strong Qin
cultural characteristics can or should be deemed “Qin burials” has recently come under debate. For instance, Jaffe
argues, following Falkenhausen and Pines, that the Qin polity adopted a unique approach to funerary ritual over
time, wherein the funerary process, and as a consequence its material manifestations, were adapted depending on the
polity’s social and political needs. For instance, he says that “Initially, when their ethnic heritage was questioned,
the Qin ruling elite displayed remarkable adherence to the Western Zhou mortuary tradition... At the same time, the
Qin pioneered new mortuary customs: the replacement of actual bronze vessels with mingqi,.., later, when Qin rulers
were no longer concerned with their legitimization, in the eyes of contemporary Chinese states, prevalent Zhou
practices were not stringently followed [leading to] …internal social demands [that] necessitated a break from
earlier Zhou identity markers.” See Yitzchak Jaffe. 2015. “Questioning religious essentialism – Ritual change and
religious instability in ancient China,” in Journal of Social Archaeology 15, No. 1: 3-23.
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noted, many Period 4 burials contain combinations of fu basins and double-handle jars, only the
former of which can be stylistically correlated with burials in the Qin heartland; double-handle
jars, on the other hand, are a local hybrid production. Thus, I argue here that even if we were to
associate Period 4 burials with the Qin polity, the connection should be couched within the
context of a very malleable set of Qin ritual practices, which were adaptable to localized
situations and communities, and which do not a priori imply the presence of self-identifying Qin
people.55 Instead, I argue here that Period 4 can be interpreted as a collective shift in cultural
identification away from Zhou and Chu traditions toward Qin traditions. At the same time,
however, there emerged a stronger sense of localized burial practice not as evident in Periods 13, which suggests that there may have been room during the transition from Period 3 to Period 4
for localized cultural adaptations to emerge.
Period 5: The division between Periods 4 and 5 represents another significant break in
the overall composition of burial assemblages. The presence of ceramic figurines and miniature
models such as zao and cang is not, however, the only signifier of change. In terms of burial
structure, brick-chamber tombs begin to appear, while ledges and niches decrease in frequency.
Tomb ramps also reappear during Period 5, and both these features and brick-chamber tombs
become increasingly frequent for the last three periods of the site, accompanying the increased
frequency of ceramic models and figurines as the primary ceramic assemblage within burials.
Average tomb size also increases between Period 4 and Period 5, going from 2.18 square meters
to 5.05 square meters, respectively. Median tomb sizes also increase, suggesting an overall
enlargement of burials moving into the later occupation phases of the cemetery. This increase in
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Jaffe goes on to say that “Local burial customs were permitted as a means for the lesser elites to participate in
state politics and reflect status and prestige, which ultimately contributed to the creation of a uniquely Qin identity.”
See Ibid., 16.
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tomb size can be partially attributed to the appearance of brick-chamber tombs, which are
generally larger in size than pit-shaft tombs. At the same time, however, most of the burials in
Period 5 maintain the rectangular pit-shaft tomb structure that has been the norm for funerary
practice at Bianying through the first four phases of occupation. This confirms the observation
already made earlier, which is that one of the defining characteristics of Period 4 burial practice
relative to Periods 1-3 and Periods 5-7 is that it adhered to a very different model of energy
expenditure, wherein both burial assemblages and tomb construction style became more
restricted in elaboration.
The emergence of ceramic figurines and models as well as brick-chamber tombs
symbolizes the start of a new conceptualization of death and afterlife that occurred
simultaneously in different regions throughout the Chinese landmass during the 1st century BCE.
This change, materialized by means of the appearance of zao - models of cooking stoves, cang models of granaries, and jing - models of wells,56 has been interpreted as a deepening of the
practice of creating mingqi 明器 (“spirit vessels”)—objects made specifically for the dead—
though with an additional symbolic layer of turning the tomb from a representation of the
journey to the afterlife to a representation of the occupant’s lived reality: the tomb as a house for
the dead.57 The appearance of brick-chambered tombs (7% of burials—or 2 examples—in Period
56

Zhongshu Wang points out that these types of vessels appear first throughout the Central Plains, and dates them to
the early Western Han period; he also says that by the middle Western Han period, these grave goods increased
dramatically. Zhongshu Wang. 1993. Han Civilization, K. C. Chang, et. al., trans. New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 146.
57
For information the idea of death as a journey to the afterlife, see Constance A. Cook, 2006, Death in Ancient
China: The Tale of One Man’s Journey (Leiden: Brill). For more information on mingqi and the transition from
tomb as journey to tomb as a house for the dead, see Wu Hung. 2010. Art of the Yellow Springs: Understanding
Chinese Tombs. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press; for information on the connections between religious beliefs
of the afterlife and political turmoil of the rise of early Chinese empires, see Guolong Lai. 2015. Excavating the
Afterlife: The Archaeology of Early Chinese Religion. Seattle: University of Washington Press. Recently, Armin
Selbitschka has come up with a very different interpretation, saying that “round ceramic model granaries with
pointed roofs emerged some time between late seventh and late sixth centuries BCE from tomb assemblages of the
pre-Imperial Qin polity in modern-day Shaanxi.” He also says that “…once granaries, stoves and wells had been
fairly established, miniature houses and pigsties began to complement tomb inventories around the mid-second
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5) is also part of this overall transition. Guolong Lai argues that this important transformation of
burial space began among elites of southern China during the early Western Han period, who
were heavily influenced by the symbolic use of tomb space by elites of the earlier Chu state. He
brings up three burials in particular, the Mawangdui tomb, the Xiangbizui 像鼻嘴 tomb, and the

Yuyang queen’s tomb in Changsha 長沙 as archaeological evidence of the early phases of this
transition during the early and middle Western Han periods.58 Specifically, he notes the move
from compartmented, wooden coffin structures characteristic of Chu elite burials that opened
from the top, and where space was arranged from the perspective of the deceased lying at the
center of the tomb – represented by the Mawangdui 馬王堆 tomb (c. 168 BCE) - to tomb
chambers enclosed in brick, where space was arranged so that the dominant perspective was of
someone coming and going from the chamber using a front door – represented by both the
Xiangbizui tomb (c. 157 or 128 BCE) and the Yuyang 漁陽 tomb (c. 168 – 150 BCE). Another
way to conceive of this transformation is a move from the tomb representing a single event of
interment where the compartmented coffin spaces functioned as storage (however symbolically
charged their organization might be), to a tomb focused on the potential to be reopened for the
purposes of multiple interment and/or for the performance of sacrificial rites to the dead.

century BCE. By the mid- through late Eastern Han (23—220 CE) a wide variety of buildings was popular across
the country He also says that looking at the positioning of miniatures of things like granaries, stoves and wells, it is
clear that they were all related to sustenance at first, because they were paced alongside food and drink vessels.
While models of granaries, stoves, and wells appear in the tombs of many different classes of people, houses and
figurines are more likely confined to the burials of the elite. Selbitschka argues that miniatures played a significant
role in the lives of the living as well as in the lives of the dead. See Armin Selbitschka. 2015. “Miniature Tomb
Figurines and Models in Pre-Imperial and Early Imperial China: Origins, Development, and Significance,” in World
Archaeology 47 (1): 20—44.
58
See Lai, Excavating the Afterlife, 80-89.
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In Bianying Period 5, we see the way that these transitions were incorporated into the
practices of lower-ranking elites as well as higher-ranking commoners. For instance, sets of
ceramic miniatures do not appear together, rather, zao appear independently first, such as in
tomb M368, which also yielded a mou and a double-handle jar. This tomb thus throws clear-cut
cultural affiliations into question once again because mou are generally typologized by Chinese
archaeologists as distinctive of Qin burial practices of the 2nd century BCE, like Type A-fu basins
and garlic-bulb flasks, and double-handle jars were most likely a local development. Similarly,
tomb M541 features a brick-chambered tomb, but its assemblage consists only of two doublehandle jars and a bo bowl.
These two burials can be interpreted in different ways. Tomb M368 straddles both a
chronological as well as cultural divide; a moment in which a local group, perhaps confronted
with a new set of funerary items to choose from, chose to incorporate an item with which they
identified the most (an object that was most likely ubiquitous in every house and central to every
individual concern, a stove). Whether or not the of tomb M368 thought about the conceptual
shift they were buying into in including this object is open to debate, though what is beyond
question is that they had the choice to include alongside extant ritualized symbols; it was not a
problem, evidently, for them to exercise agency in this respect. Tomb M541, on the other hand is
very much a deliberate choice by the mourners to expend energy and likely wealth in order to
procure bricks and construct an additional structure within the tomb shaft subsequent to soil
removal. The choice to do this indicates a greater degree of commitment to a different set of
burial practices and cultural traditions, despite the adherence to a degree of localized practice in
the form of double-handle jars, than the inclusion of a new form of pottery item. Together,
however, these burials represent the full and rich range of choices available to individual groups
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at Bianying, and the exercise of individual agency at Bianying during this time was quite widespread.
Along with the appearance of zao, cang, and jing models, Period 6 pottery assemblages
exhibit a general shift towards a different core set of objects that also includes flat-base and
round-base ding, spherical-bodied hu vases, he matched bowls, and occasional bo bowls, shortcollar jars, and urns; double-handle jars remain in ubiquitous use, creating a material connection
to previous periods. Despite this connection, however, the overwhelming shift towards a new
core assemblage that is strongly similar to those found within elite burials from the 1st century
BCE indicates that this period corresponds to the 1st century BCE as well. The presence of wu
zhu coins in tomb M235 further supports this dating.
Period 6: The main difference between Period 6 and Period 5 in terms of grave goods is
an overall increase in the uniformity and predominance of the core assemblage to those pottery
and coin types that emerged during Period 5, including small-scaled, round or flat-bottomed ding
tripods, he matched bowls, spherical hu vases, and models of zao, cang, and jing (See Appendix
1 Chart 4). All other types of vessels include small jars, urns, bowls and basins all but disappear,
though the number and variety of non-ceramic and non-coinage grave goods increases
dramatically to include, among other items, both bronze and iron clothing adornments, personal
tools, and lacquer vessels.
In terms of burial structure, brick-chamber tombs also increase in number. Tomb sizes
also increase, averaging 6.22 m2, a phenomenon that is likely due to the increased number of
tomb ramps and in some cases, additional antechambers of side-chambers for brick-enclosed
tombs. Parallel ledges disappear completely during this period, and only two burials feature any
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sort of tier structure within them, and finally, furnishings and spatial location adhere to trends
begun in Period 6 of being largely tombs containing nested coffins located in Sector 1 of the site.
Based on the above description, I believe Period 6 can in many ways be considered a
maturation of trends that began in Period 5, though evidence from coinage suggests that the two
periods correlate with very different social and political circumstances. Whereas in previous
periods coinage was limited to only a single type in a small quantity from only a few tombs, the
number and variety of coinage types increase dramatically in Period 6 to include not only wu zhu
coins, but also ban liang, huoquan, and both daquan wushi and xiaoquan zhiyi. Table 1 shows
that these coinage types belong to very different time periods, from the mid-4th century BCE
through to the beginning of the 1st century CE. That the ban liang coin co-occurs with wu zhu
coins first minted during Period 5, indicates that the tomb from which they were uncovered,
M392, is one wherein the mourners buried coinage that while defunct for the living, was likely
easily still conceptualized as useful for the dead in the afterlife, in other words, spirit money.59
Wu zhu were in active circulation for a long time, and their presence in many of the burials of
Period 6 suggests that the practice of burying spirit money had become widespread during this
time, though because wu zhu coinage was so long-lived, they are less immediately useful for the
purposes of periodization, though we can confirm from their presence that Period 6 burials likely
date to between the 1st century BCE and the 2nd century CE.
The presence of huoquan, xiaoquan zhiyi, and daquan wushi on the other hand, is much
more relevant to the purposes of clarifying possible dates for Period 6. Specifically, the presence
of all three types of coins, alongside wu zhu and ban liang, indicates that Period 6 likely
straddles the divide between the 1st century BCE and the 1st century CE, because all three
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For more information on the relationship between living and spirit money and the practice of burying money, see
Chin, Savage Exchange, 230—235.
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coinage types, huoquan, xiaoquan zhiyi, and daquanwushi were minted during the reign of Wang
Mang 王莽 (ca. 45 BCE – 23 CE) and were quite short-lived in active circulation. That these
were found in burials from this same period, in which pottery assemblages exhibit a high degree
of uniformity and standardization of composition, suggests that this period may have one in
which a sense of cultural unity may have been necessary within the Bianying community or that
the availability of active choice among the community was restricted in some way.
Period 7: Uniformity and standardization of mortuary assemblage, as well as continuity
of types and forms continues into Period 7, last period in which Bianying was in active and
continuous use. The most continuous artifact forms remain double-handle jars, round-base ding,
spherical hu, and models of zao, jing, and cang, though in this period, additional models of
household items appear, such as mortars and pestles, as well as figurines of animals and yuan
(pigpens). This period is also marked by an overall decrease in the quantity of lacquers and ding
and hu type vessels.60 With the appearance of these figurines at Bianying, the transformation of
the tomb from a representation of the deceased’s journey to the afterlife that predominated in
earlier periods to the idea of the tomb as a replica of either real or imagined private estates
reaches a zenith amongst commoners, though early China scholars have documented the
appearance of such items within elite tombs beginning as early as the 3rd century BCE in the
Jianghan plain.61
Despite the difference in the pace of change between commoners and elites, confirmation
of Period 7’s chronological association predominantly with the 1st century AD include the large
quantity of xiaoquan zhiyi and daquan wushi coinage found in these burials. The overall
impression provided by assemble-based seriation then is that Period 7 is an extension of the
60
61

Wang associates this with the transition from western to Eastern Han. See Wang, Han Civilization, 207.
See Wu, The Art of the Yellow Springs, 90.
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cultural traditions that emerged in Period 5 and matured in Period 6. Interestingly, however,
other aspects of burial practice in Period 7 diverge from Period 6. For instance, all Period 7
burials are brick-chamber tombs with tomb ramps; rectangular pit-shaft tombs, which even in
Period 6 still made up the majority of burials, disappear entirely. Another interesting difference
between Periods 6 and 7 is spatial location. While most of burials from Period 6 were located in
Sector 1, most burials from Period 7 are conversely located in Sector 3. Additionally, the number
of nested coffins in Period 7 drops dramatically, with the majority of burials containing no
evidence of elaborate coffin structures.62 Given the close connection in terms of overall
assemblage between Period 6 and Period 7 despite these differences, I argue that Period 7 likely
represents two significant changes.
First, in terms of chronology, I believe that Period 7 is likely slightly later than Period 6,
covering the remainder of the span of the 1st century CE. This is supported by instance #19 in
Appendix 4 in which a burial dated to Period 7–tomb M44–intercuts a burial dated to Period 6–
tomb M33. Furthermore, even though no coinage after the minting of huoquan in 14 CE was
found at Bianying, it has already been shown not only that the community here practiced the
burying of defunct coinage as spirit money, but also that trends in cultural practice tended to
arrive late among non-elites. Based on this evidence, a case could be made that Period 7 burials
could extend chronologically into the 2nd century CE.
The second change that Period 7 represents has less to do with chronology and more to
do with the divide between Sectors 1 and 3. Throughout this discussion, we have witnessed the
pendulum of heavy use swing back and forth between these two burial areas as time has
progressed, with some instances of both large and small burials being concentrated in Sector I
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This metric might not be true to reality, as the absence of evidence of coffins was most likely due to preservation.
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(Periods 1, 2, 6, 7), larger burials only being concentrated in Sector 3 (Period 3), and small
burials only being concentrated in Sector 1 (Periods 4 and 5), though in most cases, periods of
close cultural connection tend to cluster in the same burial spaces. I believe, given how closely
similar in assemblage composition Periods 6 and 7 are, that while Period 7 burials are slightly
later in date, the people who created them could also have been starting to differentiate
themselves in terms of energy expenditure and possibly a deepening of commitment to a new set
of cultural practices.

Bianying in Diachronic Perspective: Meaningful Changes in Burial Practice
To summarize, the chronological breakdown of the Bianying cemetery site using pottery
and coinage assemblages as the basis of periodization can be tabulated as follows:
Table 2: Chronological Breakdown of Bianying Cemetery

Period 1

ca. 8th—late 7th century BCE

Period 2

ca. late 7th—late 6th century BCE

Period 3

ca. end of 6th—mid-3rd century BCE

Period 4

ca. mid-3rd century BCE—mid-2nd century BCE

Period 5

ca. mid-2nd century BCE—mid-1st century BCE

Period 6

ca. mid-1st century BCE—early-1st century CE

Period 7

ca. early—mid 1st centuries CE

Within the roughly nine-hundred-year chronological time span represented by these
periods, several important changes occur in cultural practices, all of which can be encompassed
within the already well-documented transition from the tomb as symbolizing the journey of the
deceased’s soul to the afterlife to the tomb as an underground replica of an idealized house in the
lived reality of the time. The evidence from Bianying not only fits into this overall process, but
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also demonstrates how a cultural transformation that originated among elite culture was
absorbed, adapted to, and negotiated within a non-elite community.
Specifically, this analysis suggests that culture change happened at Bianying initially
through the incorporation of small, easily consumable mortuary grave goods such as new pottery
types and new coinage; whether pottery vessels were first introduced as daily-use items the way
coinage likely was is up for debate, though the seriation shows that it was in the realm of the
consumption of funerary goods that changes in material culture first occurred. It is significant
also that in most cases, early adoption of new pottery vessels occurred on a replacement basis,
wherein a new type of vase replaced an older type of jar such as in Periods 1—3, or, during the
middle periods (Periods 6 and 7), how dui matched bowl sets were replaced by he matched bowl
sets within the overall assemblage of ding, matched bowl sets, and hu vases.
The semiotic underpinnings of this early form of assemblage composition change is clear.
By replacing one type of vessel with another of a similar form, members of the local community
were able to adapt to changing cultural practices – likely due to in part to the simultaneous
increase in availability of new pottery forms and the gradual disappearance of older ones – while
retaining what they wanted of extant traditions. The similarity of forms and the capacity for
similar forms to express similar meanings is the mechanism by which one object can replace
another without losing the overall symbolic weight of the assemblage as a whole. Taking the
earliest periods of the site as an example, li and long-neck jars especially, lent themselves to the
eventual replacement of the li tripod with first yuding, then with more elaborate Chu-style Type
B ding and the jar with an equally tall and equally curvilinear hu vase. The entire assemblage of
tripod, basin, and tall jar, however, was not altered, regardless of what the actual meaning(s) of
that assemblage represented to people at the time.
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Furthermore, recalling the idea of deterritorialization and decoding from earlier in this
chapter and reverse engineering the reading presented above, I reiterate that one of the greatest
benefits of assemblage-based seriation is that it can be used to better understand meaningful
nuances in moments of changing assemblage compositions. For instance, the dramatic shift that
occurs in burial assemblage between Periods 3 and 4 can be interpreted through the lens of
assemblage theory as a moment of intense destabilization, where the sharpness of the boundary
between the ding, dui, and hu assemblage and the fu and double-handle jar assemblage represents
a moment when the identity of the community was put under extreme pressure. That this
dramatic break was then followed by a period where assemblage compositions exhibited a high
degree of uniformity makes sense as the rapid transformation of culture likely required the
community to exert a higher degree of active stabilization in order to maintain equilibrium,
something that lasted into Period 5.
What makes this period particularly interesting is that double-handle jars which, recalling
the preceding discussion, were a form of jar unique to the middle Han River region and
Xiangyang in particular, not only appear during this time, but remain a fixture of Bianying
assemblages thereafter. I interpret this phenomenon as the local community of Bianying, during
a moment when cultural traditions were in flux, actively creating a material expression of local
culture around which they could re-stabilize their identities. In other words, actively inserting
something new into the mortuary assemblage that was coded according to localized cultural
affiliations, and thereby expressing local identity. That double-handle jars then continue to
appear almost ubiquitously throughout the cemetery from Period 4 through Period 7 regardless
of other shifts in assemblage composition is a testament to the symbolic power that this new
component continued to play in cultural identification in this area.
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Looking at the tomb itself as an assemblage,63 we are able to interpret the evidence of
change over time at Bianying in yet another way. I refer specifically to the changes that mortuary
practices underwent during Periods 6 through 8 at the site, when we see in the archaeological
record an emerging uniformity in terms of both burial structure and mortuary assemblage over
the course of the mid 1st century BCE into the mid 1st century CE. Unlike in previous phases
where despite uniformity among funerary goods, burial structures and furnishings exhibited a
certain degree of variety, Periods 6 – 8 witness an overall shrinking in the number of ways in
which assemblages of grave goods and assemblages of burial furnishings and structures might be
combined. The overall effect then is one of a gradual “rigidification,” to use DeLanda’s
language, of the underlying codings of assemblage composition such that what emerges is a
much more unified cultural whole.

Conclusions
To conclude, what assemblage-based periodization has been able to highlight for us is
first that culture change at Bianying occurred materially as a repetitive process of periods of
consolidated and uniform mortuary assemblages followed by periods of destabilization and
dissolution where assemblages were quite variegated, followed again by periods of
reconsolidation. It has also revealed, however, that the nuances of how previously consolidated
assemblages became destabilized and then re-stabilized themselves was different for each period
of dissolution, and therefore that the causes of assemblage transformations were also different.
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The ability to see assemblages on different scales is built into Manuel DeLanda’s theory. Specifically, he says that
“The combination of recurrence the same assembly process at any one spatial scale, and the recurrence of the same
kind of assembly processes (territorialization and coding) at successive scales, gives assemblage theory a unique
way of approaching the problem of linking the micro- and macro-levels of social reality.” See DeLanda, A New
Philosophy of Society, 17.
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Finally, this approach has shown that over time, the degree of variegation, when we examine the
tomb as an assemblage in and of itself, decreases such that by Periods 7 and 8, periods of
destabilization of ceramic assemblages were much less dramatic, signaling a significant shift in
the types of culture contact and encounter this community underwent towards the end of the first
millennium BCE.
In the following chapters, using more nuanced statistical analytical procedures, I explore
in more detail the moments of transition, however dramatic or subtle, that I have identified here.
It is important to note however that what a theoretical and methodological framework that takes
the concept of the assemblage as its ground has contributed to the study of culture change in
early China is the ability to bring the agency of individual groups into focus. The changes
outlined in this chapter were not ones that simply occurred through the mechanical reproduction
of cultural or social structures, but were the result of people acting in ways that were only
contingent upon spatial as well as symbolic context, but also deliberate and experimental. As we
will see in the following chapters, recognizing the agency of lower-ranking and non-elites in
conducting ritual practices has important implications for how we understand the progression of
history and the rise of early empire in this part of China.
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Chapter 3
Culture Change as Hybridization: Cultural and Social Processes at Bianying Cemetery
Introduction
Having established a seven-period chronological breakdown of the Bianying cemetery
site, I proceed in this chapter to interpret in more detail the material culture patterns exhibited in
each phase in terms of cultural contact and change. To do this, I draw upon exploratory statistical
data analyses commonly utilized by archaeologists who have previously studied cultural contact,
exchange, and negotiation in other parts of the ancient world.1 The aim in this chapter is to
identify underlying patterns structuring the material culture distributions within burials of each
period of the cemetery’s occupation so that nuances of cultural processes can be made explicit,
and then meaningfully interpreted in light of broader questions of the shifting nature of territorial
control, cultural hegemony, and the rise of empire. I propose that coupling exploratory data
analysis with an interpretive framework based on the semiotic interpretation of burial features
conceptualized as signs of cultural meaning provide a grounding for a narrative that is more
sensitive to the underlying conditions of ritual practice in everyday life through which cultural
contact is socially processed and through which change occurs. In this way, a new narrative of
China’s early cultural history from the perspective of this crossroads region can emerge.

1

The number of volumes and articles dedicated to the study of this topic by far too numerous to list in a single
footnote. The particular studies that I draw upon here that have been derived from global contexts are those which
employ quantitative statistical methods to study periods of cultural change, colonial contact, and territorial
incorporation in ancient Greece and pre-Columbian South America. See Susan E. Alcock, et. al., eds. 2009.
Empires: Perspectives form Archaeology and History. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press; see also, Ian
Morris. 1992. Death - Ritual and Social Structure in Classical Antiquity. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press;
Ian Morris. 1987. Burial and Ancient Society: The Rise of the Greek City-State. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press; Terence D’Altroy. 1992. Provincial Power in the Inka Empire. Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution
Press; James G. Cusick, ed. 1998. Studies in Culture Contact: Interaction, Culture Chang, and Archaeology (Center
for Archaeological Investigations Occasional Paper, No. 25). Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press.
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Tombs as Assemblages and the Semiotics of Burial Practice
In the previous chapter, I took as the foundation of my analysis the idea that ceramic
grave goods excavated from the same tomb are assemblages that can be analyzed according to
how their component parts can be broken down, decoded, recoded, and reassembled in order to
form new groupings that could then be used to periodize a site. There, I explored the stabilizing
and destabilizing properties of assemblages. Here, my focus shifts to the capacity for whole
tombs to mediate processes of cultural de-stabilization, transformation, and re-stabilization.
I propose first that tombs operate similarly to ceramic assemblages as “specialized media
of expression…inhabiting the planet not as single general entities but as populations of concrete
individual entities in part-to-whole relations.”2 Broadening the concept of the assemblage to
encompass entire tombs allows me to argue that, like pottery groupings, burials are wholes made
up of parts that are characterized by their relations of exteriority3 such that they also have the
capacity to undergo deterritorialization (destabilization), decoding, recoding, and ultimately
reterritorialization (restabilization).
When this idea is expanded to encompass the entire tomb and therefore all steps of the
funerary process—from the preparation of the body (ideally, though this information is
unfortunately lost to us due to poor preservation), to the digging of the grave, to the placement
within it of furnishings and grave goods—burials become materialized expressions, or semiotic
sign-vehicles, of different cultural attitudes such that their constituent parts, themselves semiotic
sign-vehicles pointing to a multitude of meaningful steps in ritual practice, can be broken down
and recombined to form new semiotic signs pointing to emergent cultural traditions and

2

See Manuel, Delanda. 2006. A New Philosophy of Society: Assemblage Theory and Social Complexity. London:
Continuum Books: 44.
3
Ibid., 11.
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identities that in turn serve not only to reproduce established community identities, but also to
create new ones. By understanding tombs semiotically, as assemblages composed of constantly
interacting signs, they can be more meaningfully interpreted in relation to what we, as etic
observers of the distant past,4 understand to have been traditional narratives of change during
periods of social and cultural instability, much like the one that forms the historical backdrop of
the current study.
This necessarily brings into focus the importance of semiotics and sign systems as a tool
for archaeological analysis, and especially the capacity of a semiotic mode of analysis to bring
assemblage theory into dialogue with broader concepts of culture change in the ancient world.
Previously, I defined “sign” and “sign-relation” following the semiotic theory of Charles Sanders
Peirce wherein a sign is a relation between three components—the sign-vehicle (the sign), the
semiotic object (the object that the sign stands for), and the interpretant (the reaction produced by
the interpreter of the sign, whether that interpreter be a person or a behavior, that itself becomes
a sign and enters into process of signification with other signs)—such that each component
comes into being only in relation to the others (see Chapter 1).5 In this chapter, I continue to
engage with the Peircean mode of signification, but pivot away from looking specifically at how
signs mediate between past and present (Chapter 2) to looking instead at how they might have
mediated culture change in the past.

4

For an excellent theoretical discussion on etic and emic perspectives in archaeology, see Roderick Bruce
Campbell. 2007. Blood, Flesh, and Bones: Kinship and Violence in the Social Economy of the Late Shang.
Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Harvard University, 1—6.
5
Peircean semiotics has become a popular analytical device among archaeologists worldwide in recent decades
precissely because of the idea that signs generate other signs, and that one important way this occurs is through
human engagement with the material world. For instance, Joanne Baron says that “…a sign … [is]… rendered
meaningful by way of other signs, such as the food and drink found it the vessels, the norms engaged with their use,
and the patterns of distribution.” Joanne Baron. 2014. “Metapragmatics in Archaeological Analysis: Interpreting
Classic Maya Patron Deity Veneration,” in Sign and Society 2, No. 2, 251.
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In order to take full advantage of the interpretive opportunities semiotics offer however, it
is necessary to outline a few more theoretical grounds upon which I build the arguments in this
chapter. First, I believe, following DeLanda, that culture is not a fixed entity, but rather a process
that continuously comes into being by means of the interacting and constantly enmeshed sign
systems that comprise it.6 In this view, burial practice is an aspect of culture that is especially
semiotically laden and bound up with materiality, which I define as the specific capacity of the
object world to implicitly condition human actors and thereby to act as a means by which human
beings are socialized and enculturated.7 Funerary ritual is thus an arena of cultural practice in
which overlapping sign systems structure and reproduce cultural identification while also
providing space for the invention of new practices and new traditions that give rise to original
cultural meanings.
The sign systems comprising burial practice at Bianying can be conceptualized as those
overlapping and interacting cultural traditions that are materialized by means of the physical
features of the tomb, including such things as the grave good assemblage, the tomb structure, its
geographical position, its architectural features, and its furnishings. Thus, the second theoretical
ground that I espouse in this chapter is that cultural traditions, defined as the material aspects of
burials described above, function semiotically such that when I invoke them as analytical
concepts, I am highlighting the underlying bundles of meanings —including morphological and

6

The idea that culture is made up of sign systems is not a new one, nor is it unique to Delanda, as evidenced by the
following statement from the Moscow-Tartu school of Soviet semioticians, that “…culture is a universe created by a
plurality of mutually interacting and mutually supportive sign systems which may be studied from the point of view
of the definition and structuring of different types of cultural texts;” see D. Jean Umiker-Sebeok, 1977, “Semiotics
of Culture: Great Britain and North America,” in Annual Review of Anthropology 6: 122. The idea that culture is a
process is also not new, see Bourdieu, Catherine Bell, and most recently, AnnMarie Larusso’s volume on the
semiotics of cultures.
7
See Daniel Miller. 2005. “Introduction,” in Materiality. Daniel Miller, ed. Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press,
5-6. See also, Robert W. Preucel and Alexander A. Bauer. 2001. “Archaeological Pragmatics” in Norwegian
Archaeological Review 34, 85 – 96.
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stylistic connections between material items from a variety of origin points, historical references
to types of rituals practiced in specific times and places, and inscription identifications
connecting these times and places with specific groups of people—that the materialized
traditions are signs of.8 That any single material manifestation of cultural tradition has the
capacity to act as a sign pointing to a number of different semiotic objects—what DeLanda
referred to as relations of exteriority—allows them to mediate the process of change. In other
words, any single physical aspect of a tomb can be conceptualized as standing in for a variety of
different cultural meanings and culturally-based associations. This ambiguity of the sign
provided room in the past for members of the Bianying community to manipulate meaning
through the manipulation of material objects.9
Thinking of cultural traditions in terms of semiotic signification allows me to interpret
shifts in the material configurations of tombs in a way that contributes new insights not only to
the particular history of Xiangyang, but also to the nature of culture contact and change as a
process. This brings me to the third and final theoretical ground of this chapter, which has to do
with the question of agency, which I define here as the ability of individuals to exert power as
drivers of change through active choice-making, in this case, within the realm of funerary ritual
practice. In the previous chapter, I established that change can be tracked through the
introduction of new material culture items that signify the presence of new cultural traditions. In
this chapter, I argue that this process does not necessarily need to locate agency on the side of the
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Alice Yao echoes this idea in her dissertation, saying in regards specifically to Han Dynasty grave goods
associated with the Han metropolitan core in Chang’an, "…the variable dimensions of cross-cultural exchange and
consumption systems complicate the inferential basis of Han objects as direct cultural referents.” See Alice Yao.
2008. "Culture Contact and Social Change in China's Ancient Southwestern Frontier." Unpublished Dissertation,
University of Michigan.
9
It also provides room for the same objects, once excavated from the ground, cleaned, catalogued, and put on
display, to mediate between the past and present, creating cultural connections between ancient and modern China
that can be manipulated by political, nationalistic, and sometimes even xenophobic agendas.
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incoming culture, nor does it necessitates an interpretation by which the recipient community is
seen as shifting wholesale in cultural orientation towards the new incoming culture, as some
more traditional models of culture change would argue.10 Rather, by emphasizing semiosis as a
way to view culture change where the meaning of signs can be manipulated so as to leave them
open to challenge or constraint,11 the location of agency can be understood as a complex, varied,
and indeed attenuated thing, especially if we also consider the idea that interpretants can be
physical reactions, habit changes,12 or changes in emotional states.
This approach opens up the field of interpretation so that an understanding of culture
change that locates agency exclusively within the Bianying community rather than within the
elite-based polity can emerge.13 In this chapter, I utilize correlation analysis (CA) to tease out
underlying patterns in the material features of Bianying burials and to show how change at
Bianying took place through intertwined processes of social and cultural reproduction
(Bourdieu’s habitus), mediated and transformed by the ways that human actors manipulated
material signs. I show not only that change occurred differently between different periods,
something that has important implications for how we understand this region’s earliest history,
but also that it was a process that resulted in the expression of hybridized cultural identity that
was simultaneously part of a growing, homogenous imperial culture, but that also retained a
significant degree of local cultural identity. In the end, I argue that the picture that emerges of
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For a good summary of the most common models of culture change such as World Systems Theory, acculturation,
syncretism, etc… espoused by archaeologists, see Liebmann, “Parsing Hybridity,” 25 – 40.
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See Zoe Crossland. 2015. Ancestral Encounters in Highland Madagascar: Material Signs and Traces of the Dead.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 55.
12
See Ibid., 47.
13
Use of Peircean semiotics in specifically anthropological research is not new, having been pioneered during the
1980s by American anthropologists like Milton Singer. It is only in the last few decades, however, that these ideas
have been revisited in any serious fashion by anthropological archaeologists. See Sebeok’s references; see also,
Milton B. Singer. 1984. Man’s Glassy Essence: Explorations in Semiotic Anthropology. Bloomington, IN: Indiana
University Press.
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how this community became part of the growing civilizational and cultural sphere that we now
know as traditional China is one of mixed practices, attenuated and varied localized agency, and
hybrid cultural formation.

Detecting Latent Cultural Relationship at Bianying using Correlation Analysis
As stated in Chapter 1, exploratory quantitative data analyses have been an essential part
of archaeology in the United States for several decades, ever since the development of The New
Archaeology by Lewis Binford, which emphasized the need for middle-range methodologies for
rendering the raw data of the archaeological record interpretable. In this chapter, I conduct
correlation analysis (CA) on the data for each period of the Bianying cemetery site in order to
produce condensed, but representative information on patterns of cultural behavior that can then
be interpreted meaningfully.

Creating a Multivariate Dataset: Identifying Culturally-based Variables at Bianying
The first step in conducting CA is to create a dataset of variables to be tested for each
period of the site.14 Because my objective in this chapter is to uncover latent cultural patterns
structuring the cemetery’s organization, it is necessary to select cultural variables that are best
suited for revealing these structures; in other words, variables that can capture as closely as
possible the range of cultural diversity represented by each period. The assumption underpinning
my selection of variables is that all the material culture features of the cemetery site—tomb
structure, furnishings, grave goods, etc.…—can be traced materially to cultural traditions
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I rely again here on the PAleoontological STatistics (PAST) statistical software package (statpack) that was
developed at the University of Oslo in the late 1990s by P.D. Ryan and D.A.T. Harper and J.S. Whalley. See,
Hammer, Ø., Harper, D.A.T., Ryan, P.D. 2001. PAST: Paleontological statistics software package for education
and data analysis. Palaeontologica Electronica 4 (1), 9.
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originating from specific times and places, including localized developments within Xiangyang
itself. In other words, I take the idea of the archaeological culture, herein defined as “a polythetic
set of specific and comprehensive artifact-types which consistently recur together in assemblages
within a limited geographical area,”15 to be the basic measurable unit of signification and
therefore of interpretable meaning throughout this analysis.
With this basic framework in mind, and taking the periodization determined through
assemblage-based seriation in the previous chapter as an organizational base, I divided the
corpus of material culture features from the total 258-tomb sample into 7 categories of variables,
with the specific variables in each iteration of the analysis dependent upon the period for which
the analysis is being conducted. The overall categories of variables can thus be summarized and
described as follows:
Tomb location: As I already established, the spatial organization and structure of the site
plan shows that the total number of tombs can be separated spatially into two distinct groups,
known as Sector 1 and Sector 3, respectively. While I adhere to the convention set by the
excavators of the site to consider both sectors as part of a single cemetery, I would be remiss not
to take into serious consideration the distinct differences in representative material culture
traditions between the two sectors that were revealed through chronological seriation in the
previous chapter. This leads me to believe that there is likely correlation between burial practice,
cultural tradition, and spatial location, which the inclusion of the tomb location variable, which I
marked as a presence/absence metric, will allow me to detect.
Tomb size: The second variable category is the size of the tomb, which is represented in
the dataset by nominal metrics, meaning the actual measurements of tomb dimensions. As we
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See Clarke, Analytical Archaeology, 150 – 298.
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will see later on, the correlation analysis will draw connections between the largest tombs in each
dataset and its correlative variables, providing us with opportunities to examine changes in social
as well as cultural trends over time. In most cases, the size of a tomb is measured in terms of
volume so as to be a metric of energy expenditure. Unfortunately, in the case of Bianying, largescale modern land clearing in the Industrial Development Zone has resulted in the levelling out
of the original rolling terrain of the burial ground such that the upper portions of the many of the
burial shafts have been destroyed. As a result, Bianying tomb sizes can only be measured using
basal area, which, although not as strong a metric as volume, can nevertheless provide some idea
of what kinds of cultural features either tomb size correlates with at the site.
Tomb orientation: Among scholars of early China, burial orientation is thought to
signify ritual practices associated with specific historical polities as evidenced through the
concern with astronomical phenomena and alignment among elites of such states as the Shang,
Zhou, Chu, and Qin.16 These beliefs were especially important during the late first millennium
BCE, when groups of competing elites began to model their rituals according to their own ingroup-generated ideas about cardinal directions and cosmology rather than according to Western
Zhou royal convention. Early China scholars have devoted some effort in the past to sampling
and extrapolating general trends in burial orientation using known cemeteries.17 Based on these
studies, historical trends in tomb orientation can be generalized thus: northward orientation is a
feature of Western Zhou burials of all ranks, while Chu occupants are often oriented either
eastward if they are of high-rank or southward if they are non-elites;18 westward orientation is a
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For comprehensive discussion on early Chinese astronomy, see David Pankenier. 2013. Astrology and Cosmology
in Early China: Conforming Early to Heaven. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
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of different types of burials from different periods of Chinese history. See Mu-chou Poo. 1993. Muzang yu Shengsi
墓葬與生死 (“Burials and Life and Death”). Taipei, Taiwan: Lianjing Press.
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See Xu, “Emergence of Chu Culture,” 22.
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characteristic of Qin burials from Gangsu and the Guanzhong plain.19 Finally, Han period burials
of both pit-shaft and brick-enclosed structure tend towards eastward and northward orientation.20
Although there is no consensus among early Chinese scholars about whether or not burial
orientation was as strictly followed by non-elites as it was by elites across the ancient Chinese
landmass after the political collapse of the Western Zhou, I nevertheless believe that it would be
an error to dismiss burial orientation here as either inconsequential to or unrelated to the question
of cultural practice and its transformations at Bianying; especially since the site plans (Appendix
5) clearly show that burial orientation differed dramatically between Sectors 1 and 3, and that
there were clear differences even within the same sector. Compared to large-scale commoner
cemeteries in the Central Plains region like Shangma 上馬 in Shanxi province,21 which was in
use for a much shorter period of time than Bianying (ca. 850—430 BCE) and where there is very
uniform and regular north-south alignment, burial orientation at Bianying was much more
confused, suggesting several possible interpretations: either orientation was not an important
factor in the ritual decision making of people using Bianying as a burial ground, the Bianying
community was composed of a diverse and changing population whose ideas regarding
orientation differed with each new wave of residents, or orientation was actively played with as a
type of pushback within the overall process of localization of cultural practice. As with tomb
location, when conducting quantitative analyses, I deliberately removed one of the possible
orientations from each periods’ dataset in order to maintain the independence of each orientation
variable and avoid spurious results.
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See Teng Mingyu. 2003. Qin Wenhua: Cong Fenguo dao Diguo de Kaoguxue Guancha 秦文化：從封國到帝國
的考古學觀察 (“Qin Culture in Archaeological Perspective: From Feudal State to Great Empire”). Beijing: Xuefan
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The Archaeological Evidence. Los Angeles: Cotsen Institue of Archaeology, University of California, 204 – 243.
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See Poo, Muzang yu Shengsi, 91 – 102.
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Tomb structure comprises a broader set of presence/absence variables that change
depending upon the period for which the correlation analysis is being conducted. In total,
however, two main types of tomb structure are represented by the overall Bianying data set,
rectangular pit-shaft tombs, which are simple rectangular pits with sloping or straight sided
earthen walls, or brick-chamber tombs, which are similar rectangular pits that have been lined
with clay bricks to form a chamber-like structure with either a flat or arched roof (Figure 1). The
transition from pit-shaft to brick-chamber tomb structures is associated with the transformation
in conceptions of the afterlife associated with the maturation of Han imperial culture.22 More
specifically by the shift from the temple to the tomb as the main site of ritual practice, which
most scholars agree makes this an analytically rich moment because it allows us to focus on the
tensions between household and lineage within early Chinese society that had first emerged
during late first millennium BCE and had become widespread by the 2nd century AD.23
I include tomb structure as a distinct variable in the present analysis in order to explore
the possibility that the adoption of brick-chamber tombs among ordinary people cannot be so
cleanly attributed to the same motivations or intentions as among elites, a hypothesis that if
shown to be true, would highlight the tensions and divisions between cultural and social structure
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For more overviews of material culture studies on symbolic, cultural, and religious shifts in the conceptualization
of early Chinese tombs, see Wu Hung. 2010. Art of the Yellow Springs: Understanding Chinese Tombs. Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press; Wu Hung. 1995. Monumentality in Early Chinese Art and Architecture. Stanford:
Stanford University Press; Guolong Lai. 2015. Excavating the Afterlife: The Archaeology of Early Chinese Religion.
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that emerged during the transition from territorial state to empire during the first millennium
BCE. I accomplish this by examining in detail through correlation analysis what relationships
tomb structure has with other cultural variables such as tomb furnishing and grave goods, and
whether these variables experienced transformations in the same manner as tomb structure or
not. For the Period 7 burials, all of which are brick-enclosed tombs, I removed the brick-chamber
tomb structure variable from the dataset because it skewed the results of the analysis.
Figure 1: Example of a pit-shaft tomb (M180) and a brick-chamber tomb (M154) at Bianying Cemetery

Architectural features, like tomb structures, are primarily a category of
presence/absence metrics for a range of variables that differ depending on the chronological
period under examination. In total, however, architectural features encompass structural
additions to tombs beyond the primary tomb-shaft such as tomb ramps, wall niches, catacomb
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niches, double-interments, parallel ledges, inverted tiers, and brick antechambers or side
chambers.
Like many other aspects of tombs, each of these types of features can be associated with
particular burial traditions, which are also what we consider to be specific material culture
traditions or, in terms of the more traditional terminology, archaeological cultures.24 These
traditions are specifically, Western Zhou (North-south orientation, and tomb ramps), Chu (wallniches and tiers), Qin (catacombs), Han (double-interments, side chambers, antechambers, and
brick-lined tombs), and local (parallel or three-sided ledges). By separating each type of variable
out as a separate metric, it becomes easier to see to what degree each kind of feature corresponds
to what other kinds of features within the dataset.
Tomb furnishings include only two types at Bianying, single or nested coffins. Single
coffins are constructed of wooden planks attached by mortis-and-tenon joinery (Figure 2); where
preservation was good enough, the excavators of the site were able to determine that most are
rectangular in shape with flat bottoms. Nested coffins consist primarily of wooden frames also
connected by mortis-and-tenon joinery. In most cases, the preservation was too poor to
determine the form of the bases of these coffins, but it seems to have been common practice to
include two parallel wooden beams beneath the nested coffin structure - this is evidenced by
traces of wood within parallel grooves cut into the floors of many of the tomb shafts in which
nested coffins were found – presumably for stability of the entire structure. Likewise,
preservation of coffin structures was too poor to determine the nature of the coffin lids.
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For criticisms of traditional uses and assumptions regarding the term “archaeological culture,” see Roderick Bruce
Campbell. 2013. Archaeology of the Chinese Bronze Age: From Erlitou to Anyang (Monographs Book 79). Los
Angeles: Cotsen Institute of Archaeology, University of California Press.
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Figure 2: Mortis-and-tenon joinery on a coffin from the Jiangling Jiudian cemetery.25

Despite these limitations, however, I choose to include the presence or absence of
specifically nested coffins as distinct metrics in the dataset because they provide information on
aspects of burial practice aside from culture, such as energy expenditure, which has important
implications for how we interpret social processes at the site. It needs to be noted, however, that
almost all burials at the site contained at least one wooden coffin. Because of this, I elected not to
include single coffins as a variable in the dataset, but instead, only counted presence or absence
of more unique and therefore meaningful furnishings, such as nested coffins, no coffins, unique
coffin structures, or double interments.
Grave goods: Grave-good variables were included in the data set as counts of different
types of ceramic, metal, lacquer, stone, or faience artifacts for each tomb. Careful selection was
needed to prepare grave-good variables, more so than other variables simply because of the sheer
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Image credit: Hubeisheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo 湖北省文物考古研究所. 1995. Jiangling Jiudian
Dongzhoumu 江陵九店東周墓. Beijing: Science Press.
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abundance and variety of artifact types and styles that the cemetery encompasses, something that
is especially true for ceramics. In order to keep the grave-good variable dataset for each period
from becoming unmanageably large, I elected to focus especially on those types of artifacts that
could provide as definitive a representation of social, demographic, or cultural divisions as
possible. For instance, one rule I followed in preparing datasets for each period was to avoid
situations where only one metric was available for any variable column. Thus, I elected to group
ceramic styles that were more rarely encountered—such as trumpet jars, huxing guan, the single
garlic-bulb flask, urns, etc…—into their own distinct category with the correlation analysis,
which I dubbed “Other Grave Goods.” For later periods, when the variety of miscellaneous or
rarely-encountered ceramic types as well as miscellaneous metal grave goods came to be too
numerous, I created an “Other Pottery” category in order to distinguish miscellaneous ceramics
from miscellaneous metal or stone grave goods.
Similarly, I grouped certain overall vessel forms into a single category. For instance, I
grouped all different types of bowls—bo, wan, zhan, etc…—as simply “bowls” for all periods.
Likewise, I grouped weaponry into a single category because the scarcity of stylistically distinct
weapons like swords or halberds in the cemetery overall means that if weaponry is revealed to be
an important underlying feature of the burial practice for any given period, I can at that point
discuss the interpretive implications of stylistic variations among weapons. Sorting them out
beforehand runs the risk of overcomplicating the variables necessary to measure cultural
variation or social differentiation within the datasets.
Another example of the kind of selection I did to prepare grave-good data was in those
cases where grave goods appeared as clear multiples or sets, they were calculated singly, as a set,
rather than as individuated pieces; this applied particularly to metal, stone, or faience artifacts,
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which often appeared as strands of beads, sets of chime-bells, multiple numbers of hairpins and
other clothing ornaments, or handfuls of stone fragments.

Results of the Correlation Analyses
As stated in Chapter 1, correlation analysis measures the strength of association between
two variables within a dataset; in this case, the variables are the categories of tomb features and
grave goods I describe above. Analysis of summary statistics done for each period in the
previous chapter suggested that there may have been some relations between specific sets of
burial attributes – for instance between tomb size and the presence of absence of nested coffins.
It did not provide a way to examine these relationships more closely, however.
Conducting correlation analysis on these period-by-period datasets will not only highlight those
relationships already suspected to exist, but will also detect other meaningful correlations that
summary statistics do not pick up.
The correlation matrices for each period can be found in Appendix 6. Values within the
matrices are measures of the degree of covariance between each set of variables (represented by
the rows and columns). These coefficient values range from +1 to -1, where +1 indicates a
perfect positive relationship, -1 indicates a perfect negative relationship, and 0 indicates no
relationship at all. Values in between can be interpreted according to the following table:
Degree of correlation
Perfect
High
Moderate
Low
None

Value range
+/- 1
+/-0.5 – 1
+/-0.3 – 0.49
+/- 0.29
0

The findings of the correlation analysis can be interpreted as follows:
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Period 1: The correlation table for Period 1 burials exhibit strong relationships between
coffin structure, tomb size, tomb location, and tomb orientation. Specifically, it reports strong
relationships between southward-oriented burials and Sector 1 burial location, as well as strong
relationships between large tomb size, westward orientation, and the presence of nested coffins,
which suggests to me that these three variables are all responding to a behavioral factor in which
groups choosing or able to create larger tombs tended to fill them with nested coffins and to
orient them along an east-west axis with the occupant’s head facing westwards.
Interestingly, the strong negative correlations between Sector 1 location and westward
burial orientation, tomb size, and nested coffins suggests that placement in Sector 3 also factored
into this underlying behavior. This choice of location suggests that those groups choosing to bury
their dead in larger and more elaborately furnished tombs were also choosing to spatially
segregate their burials from smaller, and likely poorer, groups. Recalling that westward
orientation has been noted by archaeologists as a hallmark of funerary ritual from the Qin state
located in the Guanzhong region of northwestern China (modern Gansu and Shaanxi provinces)
complicates the interpretation of this underlying behavior, however.
While the social differentiation expressed here is understandable, it is harder to identify
with clarity the cultural tradition that westward orientation was attempting to emulate,
considering the geographical distance between the Guanzhong 關中 plain and the middle Han
River valley. In addition, ceramics from Bianying Period 1 burials are atypical of contemporary
burials from the Qin area, suggesting that the adoption of westward orientation at Bianying
might not have anything to do with cultural associations with Qin, but rather was a locally-
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determined phenomenon.26 One of the main takeaways from Period 1 observations is thus that
spatial distinction between higher and lower social ranks—materialized as larger, more elaborate
burials versus smaller, less elaborate burials, respectively—was an important early structuring
factor at the site, even if the meaning of distinctions between the two sectors was less obvious on
a cultural level.27
The moderate strength correlations (shaded in light grey) serve to confirm this. That there
are fewer obvious relationships between pottery variables and tomb structure variables suggests
that the choices made in regard to burial placement, architecture, and furnishings only loosely
related to choices made regarding aspects of the funerary ritual related to energy expenditure.
One way to interpret this would be to say that during Period 1, at the outset of this burial
grounds’ use, social rank and economic distinction may have been the primary structuring force
of the community rather than cultural distinction.
In many ways, the Period 1 burials are also very much defined by the negative
relationships within the dataset. For instance, there are very high negative correlations between
type A-li and type B-li (-0.84), as well as very high negative correlations between high-neck jars
and long-neck jars (-0.60). This is indicative of several things. First, it indicates that the two
types of li tripods and the two types of jars used in burial ritual during this period belonged to
two distinct, and rarely overlapping aspects of the core mortuary assemblage for this period,
which was made up of a tripod, a basin, and a jar, but in which specific styles of jars and specific
styles of li rarely if ever coincided with one another. Specifically, it seems that high-neck jars
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That the burial ceramics of Bianying Period 1 burials are largely local derivations of Western Zhou ceramics (i.e.:
Type B dou, and yu basins) as well as wholly local products (high-neck jars and long-neck jars) support my
observation here.
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I believe we can set aside for now the relationship between side-niches and Type A dou pedestal dishes, as the
sample size for each of these attributes is quite low.
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and long neck jars were two distinct types of vessels that could be used interchangeably with one
another in burials, as were type A-li and type B-li. Interestingly, however, neither variation
seems to have correlated strongly with other material features of burials, such as the orientation
or location of the tombs, the placement of grave goods within the tomb pit, coffin structure, tomb
size, etc…. , which suggests that the interchangeability of material signs was limited to ceramic
vessels in this period. The two ceramic assemblages that resulted from the interchangeability of
tripods and jars is depicted in Figure 3a-b.
Figure 3a-b: Comparison of Jiangling assemblages with Bianying Period 1 Assemblages.

a.
Xiangyang Bianying M460
Period 1 Ceramic Assemblage (1)

b.
Xiangyang Bianying M75
Period 1 Ceramic Assemblage (2)

In the previous chapter, I noted that type A-li and type-B li represent two distinct
traditions of ceramic production, specifically, Western Zhou (type B-li) and Chu (type A-li).
Stylistic and morphological investigation into high-neck jars and long-neck jars reveal that these
two types of vessels are similarly distinctive from one another. Scholars working on the
archaeology of Hubei have found both high-neck jars and long-neck jars in cemeteries culturally
associated with the Chu state. At Jiudian 九店 cemetery in Jiangling 江陵, for instance, high-
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neck jars stylistically identical to Period 1 high-neck jars at Bianying jars were found in Jia 甲
group burials, which have been dated to roughly 7th to the mid-6th centuries BCE (Figure 4).28
Figure 4: Tomb M290 Ceramic Assemblage

Jiangling Jiudian M290
Ceramic Assemblage
7th—mid-6th Centuries BCE

Interestingly, while morphological and stylistic similarities exist between the high-neck
jars found in Jiangling and those found in Xiangyang, the same cannot be said for the long-neck
jars, which are distinctive in appearance, and are not commonly found outside of Xiangyang.
Recently, two cemeteries—Zilinggang 子凌崗 and Luopogang 羅坡崗—have been excavated
north of the city of Jingmen 荊門, along the Han river roughly equidistant between Jiangling and
Xiangyang. These two cemeteries are important to our story because they represent the known
dividing line in style when it comes to long-neck jars. Figure 5 shows that long-neck jars from
Zilinggang are similar both morphologically and stylistically to those from Jiudian, while
specimens from Luopogang resemble closely those from Period 1 at Bianying. Chronologically,
Luopogang and Zilinggang overlap, though the Luopogang cemetery was in use for a far shorter
time span; according to the excavators of the site, only a century or so, from the mid-3rd to the
mid-2nd centuries BCE. In terms of assemblage, both Zilinggang and Luopogang adhere, as does
Bianying, to the convention, shared by both Chu and Western Zhou culture, of using tripods,
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This period is generally dubbed the early to middle Spring and Autumn period, but I refrain from utilizing this
terminology here for reasons of chronological clarity. The next chapter will explore in greater detail why doing so is
important.
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jars, basins, and pedestal dishes as the primary grave goods assemblages in small and mediumsized burials. At the same time however, the idiosyncratic style of long-neck jars at Bianying and
Luopogang suggest that a separate, local, cultural tradition was also at work; one that may have
been influenced by Chu culture, but that also had its own distinctive flair. That Luopogang is
chronologically later than Bianying further suggests that the Xiangyang area was the origin of
this style of long-neck jar, and that it eventually spread southwards along the Han River,
influencing Chu culture as much as the reverse.
To sum up then, many aspects of the treatment of Period 1 grave goods adhere to a
known pattern of cultural progression, specifically the emergence first of an assemblage
comprised primarily of tripods, basins, high-neck jars, and occasionally pedestal dishes; an
assemblage largely derived from Western Zhou precedents, but inflected with influence from
further south. At some point during the 6th century BCE, long-neck jars came to replace highneck jars within the extant assemblage. Within this general progression, however, the local
people of Xiangyang seemed to have utilized their own version of the long-neck jar; a practice
that eventually, by the 3rd century BCE, came to be utilized further south along the Han River,
penetrating Chu territory even as Chu culture gradually and continuously encroached upon
Xiangyang.
Figure 5: Comparison of ceramic vessel assemblages featuring long-neck jars between Zilinggang, Luopogang,
Jiudian, and Bianying Period 1.

Xiangyang Bianying M75

Luopogang M8
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Jiangling Jiudian M555

Zilinggang M18

Period 2: If Period 1 burials at Bianying exhibit a somewhat limited form of cultural
mixture and hybridity, Period 2 burials exhibit a broadened form of the same general model of
contact. For instance, the correlation matrix in Appendix 6 reports that strong correlations
between large tomb size and nested coffins is maintained, indicating that energy expenditure
remained a structuring factor of burial practice in this period, though the relationship between
large tombs and westward orientation no longer exists. This suggests a gradual homogenization
of burial orientation across both sectors of the site, whereas previously, large elaborate burials in
Sector 3 were more likely to exhibit a specific tendency towards westward orientation.
Pottery variables exhibit stronger relationships both with burial features and with one
another during this period. For instance, high-neck jars tend to appear in westward-oriented
burials; they also tend to co-occur with yuding. As stated in the previous chapter, yuding are
hybrid objects fusing stylistic and morphological elements from ding tripods and yu basins;
moreover, stylistically, the legs of the four yuding specimens from Bianying are similar to those
commonly found on ding tripods originating from the Chu heartland in the Yangzi River region.
We already saw, in Period 1, evidence of the local adaption of ceramic forms and styles as
influence from the south encroached upon the Xiangyang region. I believe that yuding are an
extension of this kind of localized adaptation of incoming Chu burial traditions, though in this
case, they signify the adaptation of typical burial practices of the Chu elite.
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This is because ding tripods have a long and complex semiotic history themselves, dating
back all the way to the late Neolithic period, when the first bronze tripods were made.
Throughout the Shang and Western Zhou periods, bronze ding tripods played a central role in
ritual practices among the aristocracy, both for the purposes of venerating ancestors, and in
furnishing the tombs of the nobility. After the collapse of the Western Zhou court in 771 BCE,
bronze ding tripods began to lose their primacy within burial ritual, and ceramic imitations came
to predominate in the burials of lower elites and even commoners, especially in the regions
outside of the Wei River valley. Scholars have interpreted this phenomenon as a general
appropriation of formerly restricted object types that signifies not only the breakdown of social
hierarchy established by the Western Zhou, but also the active manipulation of material signs by
different groups of people as a reaction to changing social and political climates.29
The correlation between yuding and high-neck jars, as well as the presence of yuding in
burials across both sectors of the site adds nuance to this reading. Specifically, that the presence
of hybrid objects like yuding at Bianying signifies the usurpation of the meaning of ding tripods
not only among non-Zhou elites, but among non-Zhou and non-elite local groups. It also
suggests that Period 2 at Bianying, which I previously dated to between the 7th and 5th centuries
BCE, may have seen an increase in the influence of Chu culture in the Xiangyang region, but
that the contact between Chu and local culture here cannot be straightforwardly interpreted as
acculturation, but rather was a much more open process of small-scale adoption and
experimentation with, specifically, ceramic vessel without moving away entirely from extant
29

The translation of the form of the vessel from bronze to ceramic is called skeuomorphism, and is a phenomenon
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attempt to emulate the style of objects that are produced with rare raw materials using more common materials, and
has recently been understood as a result of culture contact, mixing, and hybridization; see Catherine J. Frieman.
2013. “Innovation and Identity: The Language and Reality of Prehistoric Imitation and Technological Change,” in
The Archaeology of Hybrid Material Culture, Jeb J. Card, ed. Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois University Press,
318.
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ritual practices. It further suggests that Chu’s influence on the Bianying area during this period
BCE was primarily cultural, and little power was being exerted in terms of restricting or
controlling the ritual behavior of the local community.
A final observation can be made about some important changes in the usage of long-neck
jars between Periods 1 and 2. In Period 1, long-neck jars tend to be found inside wall-niches
while in Period 2, they begin to exhibit more correlations with other aspects of tomb structure,
particularly with large tomb size and nested coffins. This suggests that groups electing to
construct larger, more elaborate burials were also choosing to inter long-neck jars specifically,
indicating that during Period 2, some specific burials goods were being deployed for specific
purposes, in this case, for the signification of social rank, wealth, and closer affiliation with the
overall mortuary traditions of Chu metropolitan people.30 Interestingly, the strong positive
correlation between high-neck jars and yuding (but conversely the negative correlation between
long-neck jars and yuding) suggest that adoption of Chu influence took two different paths
during Period 2, where some elected to incorporate hybridized objects while maintaining status
quo burial practice writ large, while others chose to adopt structural features from incoming
cultural traditions that hybridized the burial more generally (in other works, chose to hybridize
the process of funerals) rather than individual objects alone.

30

Metropolitan Chu burials refer to the thousands of burials that have been found in the Jiangling region of Hubei
province surrounding the remains of the walled settlement of Jinancheng 紀南城. The burials of lower elites and
commoners are found primarily in the three cemeteries of Zhaojiahu 趙家湖, Yutaishan 雨台山, and Jiudian 九店
(mentioned above), and can be characterized by nested coffins, and assemblages of either ding tripods, dui matched
bowl sets, and hu vases or sets of li tripods, jars, pedestal dishes, and basins; or, by assemblages comprised of both.
For more comprehensive studies of metropolitan Chu burial practices, see Heather Peters. 1983. “The Role of the
State of Chu in Eastern Zhou Period China: A Study of Interaction and Exchange in the South.” Ph.D. Dissertation,
Yale University; see also, Lothar von Falkenhausen. 2003. “Social Ranking in Chu Tombs: The Mortuary
Background of the Warring States Manuscript Finds.” Monumenta Serica 51, 439-526; Guo Dewei 郭得維. 1995.
Chu xi muzang yanjiu 楚系墓葬研究 (Studies of Chu and Chu-related tombs). Chu xue wenku 楚學文庫. Wuhan:
Hubei Jiaoyu Chubanshe; Alain Thote. 2004. “Burial Practices as Seen in Rulers’ Tombs of the Eastern Zhou
Period: Patterns and Regional Traditions,” in Chinese Religion and Society, ed. John Lager way, vol. 1, 65-107.
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Period 3: Period 3 sees the appearance of multiple new kinds of burial structures,
including most prominently, tomb ramps and inverted tiers, both of which are commonly
encountered throughout Hubei beginning in the 6th century BCE.31 Along with these changes to
burial structure came not only new sets of ceramic assemblages, but also new cultural and social
divisions within the community. For instance, the correlation matrix for Period 3 (Appendix 6)
reports strong correlations between tomb size, and ramps, nested coffins, type B-ding, dui, and
type A-hu, suggesting that at this point, both culturally and socially, one group of people were
choosing to bury their dead according to a much more unified and distinct set of ritual traditions
derived from the practices of the Chu elites. For instance, M424 and M500 both (Figure 6)
contain ceramic assemblages consisting of ding, dui, hu, pan, and yi, which is an assemblage
whose elements have also been found that in bronze in several aristocratic burials from the Xiasi
elite Chu burial ground, discussed above.32

Figure 6: Comparison between Bianying M500 tomb structure and assemblage (left)
and Xiasi M3, an early Chu culture-oriented tomb structure and assemblage (right).

31

See Falkenhausen, “Social Ranking.”
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1991. Xichuan Xiasi Chunqiu Chumu 淅川下寺春秋楚墓 (“Spring and Autumn Period Chu Tombs at Xiasi
Cemetery, Xichuan”). Beijing: Wenwu Press, 326.
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Moderate correlations not only further confirm the relationships indicated by strong
correlations (for instance, moderate relationships exist between westward orientation, tomb size,
and the presence of ramps), but also show evidence of an increasing division between Sectors 1
and 3. They show, for instance, that Sector 1 tombs tend to feature southward orientation and
wall-niches, and that these burials tend to contain yu basins, yuding, high-neck jars, and type Bdou pedestal dishes; all ceramic grave good types that were in use from the very beginning of the
cemetery’s use life. This means that many of the newer aspects of burial practice at Bianying,
exemplified perhaps by the ding, dui, and hu assemblage, were contained spatially to Sector 3.
The negative correlations confirm this observation. For example, negative correlations of
moderate strength between the Sector 1 location and such structural variables as westward
orientation, large tomb size, and nested coffins indicates that as in Period 1, larger, more
elaborate burials are concentrated in Sector 3 of the site, while smaller burials featuring mostly
wall-niches remained concentrated in Sector 1. Strong negative correlations also exist between
ding, dui, and hu variables and type A-li, yu basins, and yuding tripods, suggesting that these two
sets of ceramics rarely co-occur in the same tombs during this period. Likewise, type A-li and yu
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basins negatively correlate with tomb size, and type A-li especially negatively correlate with
nested coffins, suggesting that li more commonly appear in smaller, less elaborate burials. I
believe that the correlations reported in this matrix reveal the presence of two distinct sets of
underlying cultural practices emerging at Bianying. The first set of underlying practices
correspond to the large sized burials featuring new architectural attributes and containing dingdui-hu ceramic assemblages. The second set corresponds to smaller and less elaborate burials
concentrated in Sector 1 of the site and whose ceramic assemblages center on vessel forms that
were already in use, such as li tripods, pedestal dishes, and various types of basins and jars.
Given that these burials appear with a very well-defined and specific set of material
practices, and that they seem to be concentrated in Sector 3 of the site, I propose that one
interpretation of this divergence in ritual practice is that in Period 3, culture contact at Bianying
becomes more direct than in Period 2; possibly, what the correlation matrix is reporting here is
the arrival of a group of people from the Jiangling area who decided to maintain their own ritual
practices. Another interpretation could be that the correlation matrix is reporting the divergence
in the extant population as a response to increased cultural contact with people from Chu. As I
will show, this latter scenario is more likely the case for Bianying.
The Period 3 correlation matrix exhibits strong positive correlations between high-neck
jars and weapons, and between weapons and ding, dui, hu assemblages. Burials M415 and M462
(see Appendix 3) are examples of the tombs these correlations are highlighting. Both tombs are
large in size (measuring over 4 m2 in basal area) with M462 featuring a tomb ramp, feature
nested coffins, and contain an assemblage consisting of a set of ding, dui, and hu, as well as
bronze swords and a high-neck jar. Interestingly, however, the structure of this assemblage
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shows that the identities of these tomb occupants is somewhat more complicated than the
observation I make above, and is signified by the inclusion of high-neck jars.
Previously, I noted that high-neck jars appear with some frequency in the Chu heartland
of Jiangling. Interestingly, however, their appearances are very circumscribed, limited primarily
to smaller-sized, early burials that also yield utilitarian ceramic vessels such as li tripods, yu
basins, and sometimes dou pedestal dishes. Rarely, if ever, do they co-occur with assemblages of
ritual items (ding, hu, fu, dui, swords, lacquers, etc…) in burials grounds in Jiangling, including
in Jiudian, Yutaishan, and Zhaojiahu. On the other hand, excluding the high-neck jars, the M415
and M462 assemblages resemble those from Jiangling, such as tomb M10 from Jiudian (Figure
7), minus a few vessel types such as fu 敷 (object # 3 in Figure 7).33
Taking a step back, it becomes clear that the presence of high-neck jars in M415 and
M462 at Bianying is meaningful on two levels. On the first level, it is culturally (and
chronologically) meaningful because it represents a moment of assemblage-based archaism,
wherein the high-neck jar is a vessel form signifying older cultural associations that are being
included into assemblages signaling the presence of newer pottery forms. It is thus in this aspect
of Period 3 burials that we see evidence of assemblage-based hybridity, which, semiotically,
signifies a different process of culture contact and change than the hybridity signified by “double
objects” like yuding.
This difference has to do with the process of production and consumption for individual
objects versus entire burials, which we can think of as assemblages of individual objects (see
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Pottery fu are ubiquitous items in Chu burials of both elites and non-elites, especially in the Jiangling region;
interestingly, however, they have not yet been found in any burial grounds along the Han River all the way up to
Shaanxi and Henan, which is a phenomenon that merits further examination.
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Chapter 2). 34 With “double objects” like yuding, hybridization occurs during the process of the
objects’ creation, in this case in the potters’ workshop; the item is either made by an artisan who
was experimenting with form, or was commissioned by an individual who was experimenting
with the idea of form.
Figure 7: Ceramic Assemblage of Tomb M10 at Jiudian Cemetery (5 th—3rd centuries BCE).35

The end result of this kind of hybridity is the creation of something wholly new, a blank
slate ready to be imbued with original social and cultural meaning. On the other hand, hybridity
in the tomb assemblage occurs very much within a process of ritualized action, where
presumably innovation and experimentation is more restricted. In this kind of situation,
hybridization comes in the form of aggregating and recombining extant things (whether they be
objects of structural forms) into a loose agglomeration rather than into a single body. In this way,
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Rowan Flad has written on a similar topic, though instead of focusing on patterns of production and consumption,
he focuses on the divide between ritual actions and social structures. See Rowan Flad. 2001. “Ritual or Structure?
Analysis of Burial Elaboration at Dadianzi, Inner Mongolia,” in Journal of East Asian Archaeology 3, No. 3-4:, 2351.
35
Image credit Hubeisheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo 湖北省文物考古研究所. 1995. Jiangling Jiudian Dongzhoumu
江陵九店東周墓 (“Eastern Zhou Tombs at Jiudian Cemetery in Jiangling”). Beijing: Science Press.
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the whole agglomeration, what I called earlier in this chapter the “tomb-as-assemblage,” signifies
an alignment of old and new (rather than innovation and flexibility) as the basis of cultural
identity.
The presence of high-neck jars in tombs like M415 and M462 is also, on a second level,
socially meaningful. At Jiudian, tombs like M290 have been categorized by previous scholarship
on metropolitan Chu burials as belonging to “Rank P,” which in the 6th century BCE are
rectangular pit-shaft burials smaller than 5 m2, featuring crudely made single and nested coffins,
and containing utilitarian vessel sets.36 By the 3rd century BCE in Jiangling (the end of Period 3
according to Bianying’s chronology), “Rank P” tombs came to be characterized by the presence
of ritual ceramic vessels—specifically, sets of ding, hu, and fu as in tomb M10 at Jiudian (Figure
7, above)—and tombs containing only sets of utilitarian vessels came to be lower ranked.
Additionally in Jiangling during this period, the intermixing of utilitarian and ritual vessel sets
was rarely encountered, leading scholars to conclude that ranking was an important factor in
social organization that carried over from life into death.37
Up until the excavation of Bianying, scholars had lamented that tombs of Rank P in the
style of metropolitan Chu burials dating from the 5th to the 3rd century BCE did not seem to exist
in Xiangyang,38 suggesting that Chu state’s social and cultural influence in the area was limited
to groups of lower elites who didn’t mingle with locals.39 The discovery of tombs like M415 and
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See Lothar von Falkenhausen. 2003. "Social Ranking in Chu Tombs: The Mortuary Background of the Warring
States Manuscript Finds," in Monumenta Serica 51, 439—526.
37
To be sure, the ranking system of Chu tombs that has been devised by Chinese archaeologists using the Jiangling
cemeteries has come under considerable criticism. Nevertheless, I believe that they still have a certain amount of
utility as guidelines for the social interpretation of burials.
38
See Falkenhausen, “Social Ranking,” 469.
39
Falkenhausen bases his analysis of Chu presence in Xiangyang on only a handful of aristocratic burials and one
fully excavated cemetery, Yugang 余岗, which is located 3 km to the north of Xiangyang, very close to the remains
of Dengcheng. Several hundred tombs were uncovered and subsequently destroyed without record, in this area
during the rapid development of the 1980s, and it wasn’t until 2004 that salvage excavation began in earnest. During
the single year-long excavation season, a total of 289 tombs were excavated, 179 of which were typologically dated
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M462 complicates this picture because the inclusion of a high-neck is thus significant at
Bianying because it not only signifies the mixing of old, localized practices with new, incoming
practices as cultural self-recognition, but it also signifies social aspiration, manipulation, and
play on the part of Xiangyang locals by means of deliberately inserting what should have been a
utilitarian jar that had gone out of circulation by the 5th century BCE into what would otherwise
be an iconic sign of metropolitan Chu mortuary ritual.
This sense that local manipulation of the Chu metropolitan system of social ranking as
well as hybridization of Chu and local culture is further exemplified by Bianying tomb M209,
which is one of the most structurally unusual burials at the cemetery because it includes, in
addition to its single wooden coffin, another wooden box situated perpendicular to it in which
was placed its grave good assemblage, which consists of a type A-li, a yu basin, a type A-hu
vase, and 2 type B-dou pedestal dishes (Figure 8). I believe M209’s unusual structure signifies
an attempt and desire on the part of the local people to emulate the mortuary practices of
metropolitan Chu people of higher, probably—lower- aristocratic—social rank (which is
evidence for the intermingling of Chu and local people).
In Jiangling, tombs of individuals of lower elite rank (“Rank N/O”)40 often feature
compartmented outer coffins into which the grave goods, usually consisting of sets of ceramic
ritual vessels, metal swords, lacquers, and jades were placed. In reconstructing well-preserved

to the Eastern Zhou period. The cemetery is situated at 69 m above sea-level on relatively flat, and featureless terrain
and structurally, it has been divided into four Sectors, each of which can be sub-divided into smaller clusters. Unlike
Bianying, the Yugang cemetery exhibits discreet spatial clustering and uniformity of orientation. In addition,
scholars have noted about Yugang that the size and richness of the burials are all indicative of this burial ground
belonging to a relatively self-selecting community of wealthier individuals relative to some of the other burials
grounds in its immediate vicinity. While the present analysis will not take this as a base assumption, it does provide
us with some information regarding the possible bases for the separation of tombs into discreet clusters and burial
grounds; in other words, it can provide us with preliminary insight into the intentions and self-perceptions of
individuals and groups living in Xiangyang during the period in question.
40
See Falkenhausen, “Social Ranking,” 473—474.
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specimens of outer coffins in Jiangling, Chinese archaeologists have noted that compartmented
outer coffins were likely quite labor-intensive, requiring not only multiple planks of wood, but
also in some cases metal brackets to join the sides together as well as know-how of mortis and
tenon joinery.41 In comparison, the remains of the wooden compartments at tomb M209 at
Binying show evidence of having been rather crudely made. In addition, instead of containing
ceramic ritual vessels, M209’s wooden compartment contained mostly utilitarian vessels. Thus,
instead of being direct, iconic sign of Chu burial practice, which would signify an intimate social
and cultural connection with the Chu state, this burial signifies a striving desire to emulate the
practices of others, but within limited means.
Figure 8: Coffin structure and assemblage of tomb M209 at Bianying Cemetery.42

The mis-match in size between the wooden container and the wooden coffin serves to
highlight the crudeness of these furnishings’ construction, suggesting perhaps that in the absence
of the means to acquire ritual vessel sets or to construct a proper outer coffin, the creators of

41
42

See Jiangling Jiudian Dongzhou Qin Han Mu.
Original excavation photo.
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tomb M209 attempted to symbolize their social aspirations as well as cultural affiliations in the
only way they could. A second possibility is that the creators of M209 did not know precisely
what metropolitan Chu burials looked like, since there are no burials in Bianying that have
compartmented tombs, and therefore could only recreate what they heard to be the practices of
elites. In either scenario, they could only carry out their attempts at elite emulation through
manipulating the coffin structure, presumably because they did not have access to ritual
ceramics, or perhaps the means to construct a more elaborate burial pit.
Together, these burials suggest that Chu influence at Bianying was quite fluid and
porous: that specific sets of ritual standards and social ranks were not wholly imposed and
adhered to as precisely to as they might have been in the Chu heartland. Rather, what is likely
going on here is a separation from the “masses” by a group of people who either were
themselves, or wanted to express, more overt cultural affiliation with Chu elites, who were likely
people of slightly higher means, and whose material culture – in the form of ceramic
consumables – were then further adopted by others within the local population with little
repercussion. The power dynamic here is thus one that is much less straightforward or stark than
history would have us believe. Locals could exert agency in a way that was much more fluid and
free than we would expect.
Period 4: Looking at Appendix 6, one immediately notices the much smaller number of
strong correlations between burial features in Period 4. The only strong relationships are between
nested coffins and large tomb size (0.65); between yu basins and coinage (0.60); and between
coinage and type C-dou pedestal dishes (0.50). On the opposite end of the spectrum, there are
also few important negative correlations within this data set; these relationships exist only
between Sector 1 tomb location and such features as eastward orientation and type A-fu, which
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are characterized by thick-walled construction, cord-marked exteriors, and rounded bottoms and
rims, and large tomb size. Interestingly, type B-fu do correlate with Sector 1 location and also
exhibit strong negative correlation with type A-fu, which suggests two important things. First, it
suggests that type A-fu and type B-fu do not tend to co-occur in the same burials, and second,
that type B-fu, which are characterized by their small size, thin-walled construction, and either
ridged or plain surface treatments, are more likely to be found in Sector 1.
Clearly, large tomb size was less of a central feature here, with only the presence of
nested coffins strongly correlated with tombs of larger basal areas. There isn’t, however, any
discernable correlative pattern between tomb size, nested coffins, and grave good assemblages,
unlike in Period 3, indicating perhaps that the transition between Period 3 and Period 4 saw a
significant change in overall burial practice and burial norms at Bianying. Indeed, we saw in the
previous chapter the near complete break in assemblage seriation, suggesting that something
significant occurred at Bianying between Periods 3 and 4, such that its burial practices changed
overall.
Related to this transformation is the appearance of parallel ledges. As I discussed in
Chapter 2, parallel ledges were means of energy conservation in the digging of graves. Looking
at the correlation table for Period 4, we can see that the only real pattern of appearance for
parallel ledges is that they tend not to appear with nested coffin structures. In most other
respects, however, there does not seem to by any distinct pattern in the appearance of parallel
ledges; they seem to have appeared in burials of all orientations, and contained a wide variety of
grave goods. This suggests that Period 4 might have been a time when the conservation of
energy was an important aspect of cultural and ritual practice among a large swath of the burying
community.
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That large burial size exhibits very little correlation with any other aspect of mortuary
practice, from architectural features to grave goods, indicates some change in how social status
or wealth was displayed in the realm of funerary practice may have changed, and that while
previously there was an association between wealth as exhibited through grave goods and wealth
exhibited through tomb size and energy expenditure, that association had broken down, allowing
each aspect to take on new meanings. Following up on this observation, the CA for Period 4
suggests also that this time period was one of cultural disunity, as the distribution of new grave
goods, such as double-handle jars, mou,43 fu, he, type C-dou etc…, and coinage all indicate that
several changes in culture were taking place during this period, and that the penetration of each
change was different.
First, while not as obvious as in Period 3, at least one distinct assemblage of grave goods
that can be identified, consisting of yu, type C-dou, and type A-fu, though there is no evident
correlation between this particular assemblage and any type of tomb structure, whether in terms
of size, elaboration, or architectural idiosyncrasy. Looking at the stronger correlations again,
coinage also tends to co-occur with this particular assemblage. In Chapter 2, I found that most of
the coins in Period 4 were either yibiqian minted by the Chu state or ban liang minted by Qin;
though of these two types, the ban liang appear much more frequently, with only one burial
(M174) containing an assemblage of yibiqian. That ban liang coins tend to appear alongside yu,
type C-dou, and type A-fu suggests that this particular assemblage might represent the presence
of Qin burial customs in the area; though it should be noted that adoption of Qin practices was
likely not wholesale, as the presence of yu suggests some retention of previous customs and
practices.
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The type C-dou and both types of fu basins, alongside several other types of grave goods,
particularly mou basins, and he hemispherical bowls, are not only new to the Bianying ceramic
repertoire in this period, but as an assemblage, they are also iconic signs of an incoming cultural
practices, specifically from the state of Qin in the northwest (Figure 9). It should be noted,
however, that yu and dou appear relatively infrequently in Period 4 burials (only four tombs
contain single yu specimens, for example), while type A-fu appear much more frequently.
Additionally, it should be noted that type B-fu correlate negatively with both type C-dou and
with yu basins, suggesting that these grave goods also do not appear together frequently. That
both yu and dou are objects that were more commonly found in burials from the previous 3
periods, but are less frequently found in this period suggests that the burials containing them may
have been some of the earliest within this period (the seriation table already suggests this, as it
groups these burials closer to the top of Period 4 cluster). At the same time, however, these
burials are particularly important because they illustrate—just as tomb M415 and M564 from
Period 3 do—cultural hybridity in that grave goods signifying older practices were, at a certain
point, appearing together grave goods signifying new and incoming cultural practices. Also as in
Period 3, this act of hybridization signifies a localized form of burial practice that combined and
melded practices that previously signified other meanings.
While the presence of these hybrid tombs is interesting, it should also be noted that they
are not the majority type of burial in Period 4, and that in many other ways, there is a distinct
lack of significant grouping or patterning among these tombs. The distribution of double-handle
jars is illustrative of this, specifically in that this vessel type has only moderate correlations with
two categories of grave goods, pen basins and lacquer objects. Looking at Appendix 3, it
becomes clear that the reason for these moderately high correlations is the fact that there are very
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few pen basins and very few lacquer objects among burials from this period, and where they
appear, they always appear alongside double-handle jars. Putting aside this slight skewing of the
dataset, however, we can see from the other values within the correlation table that doublehandle jars do not correspond strongly with any other types of vessels, or indeed with many other
types of tomb features. Looking at Appendix 6, we can see that the reason for this is that doublehandle jars appear in all sorts of contexts, and alongside a very wide variety of different types of
tombs and assemblages.
Figure 9: Comparison of Bianyin Period 4 Qin-style pottery (left) with typical 4th—1st century BCE Qin pottery
from the Guanzhong valley (right). 44
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In many ways, double-handle jars represent a different pattern of culture change than the
appearance of other types of grave goods. In the previous chapter, I interpreted double-handle
jars as hybrid “double objects”—like yuding—that were likely produced locally, as they have
very few morphological antecedents outside of the immediate vicinity, which in other words,
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Image taken from Mingyu Teng. 2014. “From Vassal State to Empire: An Archaeological Examination of Qin
Culture,” in Birth of an Empire: The State of Qin Revisited. Yuri Pines, et. al., eds. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 79.
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implies that they represent a moment of original sign generation in the Xiangyang area. That
these begin to appear during a period when there seems to be a general break down of strict
customs of burial among the Bianying population is significant, and could be interpreted as an
attempt by the local community to exert a localized cultural identity in the face of a general
change in sumptuary of rules and restrictions. That double-handle jars seem to anchor many of
the funerary assemblages in Period 4 can be seen in Appendix 3. Interestingly however, the types
of vessels that appear in combination with double-handle jars is quite variegated, as the lack of
patterning in the correlation analysis reveals.
Bo bowls, he bowls, and mou basins likewise are worth mentioning in this vein because
they exhibit a similar lack of patterning, and appear in burials of very different structures and
grave good assemblages, though more often than not, he and mou tend to appear together, and he
tend to also appear in burials featuring parallel ledges. Interestingly, however, there is not much
correlation between fu basins and mou basins, even though both can be iconically linked to
vessels that commonly appear in burials of the Qin state.
Going back to the earlier observation of cultural disunity during this period, I believe that
many of the Period 4 tombs can be considered hybrid tombs that combine elements of local
cultural practices (signified by the double-handle jars) with cultural practices either from
previous periods or from incoming foreign practices (in this case, Qin specifically). That there
seems to be a wide variety of ways in which hybridization occurred in this period is suggestive
of the degree to which, perhaps, cultural penetration (particularly penetration of the incoming,
new culture) occurred here. Unlike in Period 3, where those burials that featured Chu material
culture tended to be symbolically as well as geographically circumscribed, Qin material culture
seems to have been much more widely adopted into the mortuary practices of the Bianying
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community. At the same time, however, the fact that Qin practices appeared not only alongside
the presence of increasing energy conservation in tomb architecture but also alongside the
appearance of double-handle jars indicates that cultural transition in this period occurred with
much more social disruption than previously, resulting the need to conserve energy and likely
other material resources in the creation of tombs as well as in the creation of new, hybridized and
locally inflected grave goods.
Period 5: In Period 5, strong correlations exist between large tomb size and tomb ramps,
reintroducing a structural pattern from the first three periods at the site, in which basal area and
architectural elaboration were important markers of social distinction within the Bianying
community. Interestingly, however, large tomb size is only weakly correlate with nested coffins,
suggesting the unlike previous periods, elaboration in tomb furnishing and the size of the burial
chamber may have been decoupled in terms of their symbolic relationship. Whereas previously,
large tomb size and elaborated coffin structure were linked signifiers of social status and/or
wealth, by Period 5, they may have come to mean different things.
Other strong correlations exist between ding, spherical hu, and he covered vessels,
indicating that this was a distinct assemblage that began to appear during this period. Similarly,
cang, jing, and zao share strong correlations with one another, indicating that these grave goods
frequently appear together in Period 5 burials. As mentioned in the previous chapter, early China
scholars have long believed that the appearance of brick-chamber tombs as well as jing, cang,
and zao ceramic miniatures signify an important shift in the conception of death and the afterlife
among Han elites, specifically as a pivot away from the sumptuary rules of Western Zhou elites,
represented by graded sets of tripods and vases, towards concrete daily concerns – clean water,
grain, and cooking – signified through iconicity by each of the items listed above.
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Illustrative examples of this are M541 and M401, both of which are brick-chamber tombs
(Figure 10). As mentioned in the previous chapter, the transition from earthen pits to brickenclosures first occurred among elites in the Hubei and Hunan region as early as the 2nd century
BCE, but has roots dating even further back into the 4th century BCE and the tombs of Chu elites
featuring both compartmented coffin chambers—Baoshan (316 BCE) and Zeng Houyi (ca. 433
BCE)—and stave-walled (ticou 題湊) burials such as the tomb of King Cuo from the state of
Zhongshan 中山 (ca. 310 BCE).45 At Bianying, M541 and M401 have single brick-enclosed
ramps leading to a rectangular, brick-enclosed tomb chambers containing single coffins; they are
both oriented on an east-west axis. M401’s ramp is narrower overall width than the chamber,
while M541’s ramp and chamber are the same width. Spatially, these two tombs are not in close
proximity to one another, even though both are located in sector 3 of the site. They also differ in
terms of grave good assemblage, with M401, the larger of the two, containing ding and hu, cang,
jing, and zao, and a double-handle jar (among other types of grave goods), and M541 containing
2 double-handle jars and a small bo bowl. I believe that the discrepancy in funerary assemblage
between these two burials can be interpreted as evidence of the shift in emphasis regarding the
signification of wealth or status as well as the meaning of funerary practice at Bianying, a feature
already discussed in the previous chapter.
Wu Hung has pointed out that this turn towards including items of everyday experience
can also be thought of as part of the overall transition that started as early as the 4th century BCE
among elites and that came to fruition during the reign of Emperor Wu of Han, from the idea of
the tomb as a space for the placement of items the deceased used for worship and travel to the
45

For more information and images of the stave-walled tomb, which was not a feature of the Hubei or Hunan
region, but was more widely found in the north, see Lai, Excavating the Afterlife, 88; see also, Psarras, Han Material
Culture, 5 – 6; Michael Loewe. 1999. “State Funerals of the Han Empire,” in Bulletin of the Museum of Far Eastern
Antiquities 71, 37 – 44.
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afterlife, to an underground replica of a living dwelling—a “happy home” for the deceased—in
which were placed not only those things representing the deceased individual’s ties to his or her
ancestors, but also those representing their lived, or aspirational wealth.46
More recent scholarship has championed the idea that the transition in tomb space from a
representation of a journey to the afterlife into a representation of an underground dwelling was
not only a conceptual move, but that it had roots in the increasing commercialization going on
within living society.47 In this view, the appearance of ceramic miniatures, particularly of cang
granaries and jing wells, are taken to be meaningful in their own right, as evidence of the
deliberate creation of a semiotic link between the deceased’s possession of (or aspiration to
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See Wu Hung, 1995. Monumentality in Early Chinese Art and Architecture. Stanford: Stanford University Press;
see also, Wu Hung. 2010. The Art of the Yellow Springs: Understanding Chinese Tombs. Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press. Jean A. James frames this transition in terms of the concepts of hun 魂 and po 魄 in that early Han pitshaft tombs like those in burials from periods 1 – 4[5] and their associated grave goods are representative of a ritual
focus by the individuals creating them on the soul leaving the body to journey to the afterlife (hun), while later
burials, especially those containing more artifacts of daily use (items like bell sets and models of granaries and wells
which couldn’t possibly have been taken on a journey) are signifiers of a focus more on the soul residing in the tomb
(po). See Jean A. James. 1996. A Guide to the Tomb and Shrine Art of the Han Dynasty, 206 B.C. – A. D. 220
(Chinese Studies, vol. 2). Lewiston, Queenston, and Lampeter: Edwin Mellen Press, 47, 48, 96, 108.
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Han scholars have argued that the shift in conceptions of the afterlife went hand-in-hand with shifts in early
imperial economy, specifically, with increased commercialization of many aspects of daily life for both elites and
commoners. For instance, Anthony Barbieri-Low points out that while the economy during the early imperial period
was still strongly agrarian, it was also home to burgeoning commercial activity operating under a money economy,
and where everything, including items made specifically for burial ritual such as grave goods and land, could be
purchased with standardized coins produced in vast quantities by state-own mints; see Anthony J. Barbieri-Low.
2007. Artisans in Early Imperial China Seattle: University of Washington Press, 28. Additionally, Ye Xiaojun
argues that both the commercialization of this period and the transition in elite conceptions of tomb and afterlife
points to an overall secularization of Han society that explains the sudden change in mortuary assemblages among
non-elites. Although archaeological research in Xiangyang has yet to turn up evidence of ceramic production
workshops, the overall morphological uniformity of cang, jing, and zao models at Bianying in that within each
category of object, only a few stylistic variations were represented (see Appendix 1 Chart 4), suggests that the
presence of these new objects may have been related to an overall shift in the availability of other types of items for
use in burial practice here. That burial assemblages at Bianying could dramatically shift has already been
demonstrated by the appearance of new types of jars and basins, and the disappearance of other types of vessels in
the previous period. I believe a similar shift is represented by Period 6 burials. That new hybrid items do not appear
in this period despite the evidence of incoming cultural influence supports this theory. See Armin Selbitschka. 2015.
“Miniature Tomb Figurines and Models in Pre-Imperial and Early Imperial China: Origins, Development, and
Significance,” in World Archaeology 47 (1), 20—44. See also, Cho-yun Hsu. 1980. Han Agriculture: The
Formation of Early Chinese Agrarian Economy (206 B.C. — A.D. 220). Jack L. Dull, ed. Seattle: University of
Washington Press.
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possess) land and estate holding privileges in life, which he or she would undoubtedly require in
the afterlife.
Figure 10: Tomb M401 and M541 at Bianying Cemetery
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This departs significantly from previous systems of mortuary signification that centered
only on assemblages of ritual vessels. As Selbitschka aptly notes, “since the private estates of the
tomb occupants and thus their main sources of income through tax collection had grown
increasingly vast, the sheer size of graves no longer sufficed to substitute for one’s
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environment.”48 Therefore, it is implied, the shift in semiotic emphasis that manifests
archaeologically as the appearance of ceramic miniatures is intricately tied to the newfound
importance of this-worldly conditions such as money, access to grain and water, and the ability
to cook in order to provide continued sustenance.
Prior to the advent of these novel signs, funerary signification had been limited to
symbolizing the offering of limited sustenance and postmortem honors to, first, the ancestors,
and later on, to the deceased on his or her journey to the afterlife.49 Given this, it can be argued
that the process by which tomb architecture became symbolically decoupled from such features
as the elaboration of furnishings and the inclusion of ritual vessel sets is tied to the intrusion of
this-worldly concerns into the afterlife, a phenomenon that expanded the semiotic universe in
which people had previously been operating, and allowed for signification through novel
material forms ideas more complex than the deceased person’s social standing, wealth, or
lineage, such as their aspirational desires and visions of what the afterworld looked and felt like.
Interestingly, both Selbitschka and Guo argue that no single theory can encompass the
diverse range of Han concepts of death and the afterlife; and rather, that elite burials such as
Mawangdui and others embody not only unto themselves a plurality of forms and beliefs, but
also that the composition of forms differs from tomb to tomb, region to region such that
“elements of diverse concepts were put together without leaving signs of awkwardness of
conclusion on the part of specialists or practitioners.”50 To me, these comments acknowledge the
hybrid nature of burial customs in places like Xiangyang, where different cultural elements came
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See Selbitschka, “Miniature Tomb Figurines,” 40.
See, for instance, Constance A. Cook. 2006. Death in Ancient China: A Tale of One Man’s Journey (China
Studies). Leiden: Brill Academic Publishing.
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See Guo Jue. 2011. “Concepts of Death and the Afterlife Reflected in Newly Discovered Tomb Objects and Texts
from Han China,” in Mortality in Traditional Chinese Thought, Amy Olberding and Philip J. Ivanhoe, eds. Albany,
NY: State University of New York Press, 85 – 115.
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into prolonged contact with one another leading up to the establishment of the Han empire in this
region. They also gesture towards the idea that regionalism mattered not only to elites, whose
burials have predominated the study of this transition in burial practice, but also to non-elites,
whose burials I focus on. The Period 5 burials at Bianying, however, reveal new nuances to the
process of the transformations in mortuary practice that show how the transformation in the
conceptualization of the afterlife was not only not as straightforward as we assume, but that it
occurred differently among the lower classes of society at the time.
Both the moderate and the negative correlations in the CA table for Period 5 are
examples of this. Moderate correlations reveal nuances in the relationship between these two
seemingly distinct assemblages. For instance, ding, hu, and he assemblages tend to appear in
burials that also feature nested coffins, as do zao stove models, though cang and jing do not.
Additionally, while cang and jing tend to appear together and alongside zao, the latter stove
models also appear frequently with ding, spherical hu, and he covered bowls while the former
two, cang and jing models, do not. This suggests that zao stove models played a more fluid and
adaptable role early on in burial practices during this period in Xiangyang. From a semiotic
perspective, it is not a stretch to imagine that within the spectrum of possible items for purchase,
a cooking stove model would at once be a visceral and immediate icon of one of life’s most
pressing concerns, cooking and eating, while the others, from granary and well models, to
tripods, jars, vases, basins or bowls—all of which could be made to varying degrees of
refinement (see Appendix 1 Charts 1—4)—are icons of more abstracted meanings.
Morphologically as well, zao are striking to look at, come in a variety of configurations (some of
which have molded foodstuffs included) and were likely on a very practical level, especially if
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we imagine Period 5 as a time when these things were made for purchase, simply more appealing
to buy.
Moderate correlations also indicate that cang, jing, and zao assemblages tend to appear
more frequently in larger burials than ding, spherical hu, and he assemblages, which reinforces
the emerging differentiation in meaning during this period between traditional symbolic
associations of ritual vessels, now much more diminished than in Periods 1 through 3, and the
symbolic associations of ceramic model miniatures, which come to take on more prominence.
The negative correlations reveal that material remnants of earlier burial practices such as mou,
double-handle jars, and parallel ledges correlate with one another, but tend not to co-occur with
either assemblages of ding, spherical hu, and he, nor with assemblages of cang, jing, and zao.
This suggests some among the Bianying community during this period actively held onto to
older traditions, even as newer forms of cultural practice were being introduced.
Interestingly, however, significant overlap exists within and between the distinct sets of
practices represented in Period 5. For instance, the CA matrix suggests that while mou and
parallel ledges tend not to co-occur with new assemblages and grave features, both doublehandle jars and type B-fu basins can be found among assemblages of ceramic miniatures; tomb
M59 is a good example of this particular kind of mixture (Figure 11). Additionally, even extant
mortuary practices, such as the creation of wall-niches and parallel ledges, previously found
independently in tombs, have in some cases in this period been thrown together, such as in tomb
M384.
Clearly, a defining feature of Period 5 is, like Period 4, the high degree of variation in the
mixture of material, and therefore cultural, practices available to people at Bianying. Comparing
the CA matrix to the dataset for Period 5 (Appendix 3), we can see not only that there is little
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distinction between spatial location and burial elaboration in Period 5, a feature of the cemetery
in Periods 1 through 3, but also that the same types of grave goods, such as lacquers, ceramic
vessels, and ceramic miniatures, could appear in burials of many different sizes and levels of
elaboration.
Figure 11: Bianying tomb M59 ceramic assemblage
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Based on these observations, we can conclude that Period 5 burials exhibit a higher
degree of wide-spread cultural hybridity than either of the two previous periods, which suggests
that the nature of cultural contact, and likely the relationship between the local population and
incoming groups, was of a different nature than in previous periods. In Periods 2 and 3,
hybridization occurred only within certain tombs, and at that only among certain types of grave
goods and features, suggesting a circumscribed and limited ability for the local population to
experiment with new forms and practices; in Period 4, hybridization was made the most
physically manifest in the creation of double-handle jars, which can be interpreted as a reaction
against the introduction of Qin burial practices. In Period 5, hybridization was neither
circumscribed only to a portion of the population, nor did it manifest in the creation of new
vessel forms; rather, it occurred only in the realm of mixing extant forms, suggesting that while
the incorporation of incoming ideas was easily done, that the range of options people had to
choose from in order to express individualism was decreasing.
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Period 6: In Period 6, the nature of culture contact and the hybridity this contact
produced transformed yet again, a phenomenon that is exhibited by the comparatively fewer
number of strong or moderate relationships between its variables. At the same time, however, we
saw already from the summary statistics that the introduction of new forms of burial virtually
stop, and that many of the practices from previous periods—particularly the inclusion of archaic
styles of ceramic vessels—disappear altogether. Additionally, the correlation matrix reports very
few strong or moderate relationships between sector location and other variables, indicating that
spatial division within the cemetery ceased to hold the same kind of importance as it previously
did.
The summary statistics for Period 6 indicate that brick-chamber tombs become much
more widespread during this period, though rectangular pit-shaft tombs still predominate (9/59
vs. 50/59; see Appendix 4). The presence of these tombs merits some detailed discussion. Largesized tombs are strongly positively correlated with tomb ramps, though not necessarily with
brick-enclosed tombs. The latter, however, is also strongly positively correlated with tomb
ramps, suggesting that while both large-sized tombs as well as brick-enclosed tombs tend to
feature ramps, brick-enclosed tombs are not necessarily the largest burials at the site during this
period. Interestingly, brick-enclosed tombs strongly negatively correlate with nested coffins,
suggesting that it was more common practice to include single coffins in brick-chamber tombs
than nested coffins. The “other features” noted in this period’s correlation matrix include
inverted tiers, and in some cases a single or a three-sided ledge, each of which occurs only
individually within these burials. Their correlations are, as a result, not indicative of anything
significant, as there are too few of them to be considered a meaningful pattern. They are
important to mention here, however, because they suggest, especially in the case of the inverted
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tiers (tomb M50), that some of the practices from much earlier, Periods 2 and 3 in the case of
inverted tiers, remained in play among certain members of the Bianying community; a deep level
of archaism that signifies the preservation of local cultural identity.
Another important observation about brick-chamber tombs in this period is that they tend
to contain double-handle jars, which is another indication of the retention of older ritual practices
alongside the increased adoption of newer and incoming practices. Moderate correlations show
that larger, ramped tombs (some of which include brick-chamber tombs) tend to contain coins,
which in this period include wuzhu, daquan wushi, xiaoquan yizhi, and huo quan denominations.
Looking at the relationships for coins in the correlation matrix, it is clear that coins appear
primarily in burials of larger size and more often in brick-chamber tombs. They also tend not to
appear in burials that feature older, more archaic structural additions, such as inverted tiers.
Finally, they more often co-occur with ceramic miniatures and double-handle jars than they do
with hu or he covered bowls, though they do co-occur with ding tripods. In the previous period,
coins only appeared in one tomb (M235), which was a rectangular pit-shaft tomb featuring a rich
assemblage of archaic-style vessels (ding, hu, urns, small jars, etc…, of styles we have
previously seen) alongside ceramic figurines.
The burial of money in this period can be understood as a phenomenon accompanying
what Selbitschka calls the emergence of private estates in the Western Han period. More broadly,
the appearance of coinage as a grave good can also be associated with the rise of commercialism
that began in the centuries following the collapse of the Western Zhou dynasty and developed
rapidly after the reign of Emperor Wu 漢武帝 (r. 141—187 BCE).51 At the same time, however,
the practice of burying money existed prior to either Emperor Wu’s reign, or to the Qin
51

See Cho-yun Hsu. 1965. Ancient China in Transition: An Analysis of Social Mobility, 722—222 B.C.. Stanford:
Stanford University Press.
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unification of currency. For instance, tomb M174 at Bianying, dated to Period 3 contained
bronze yibiqian coins, which were first minted by the state of Chu in the 4th century BCE. What
is significant about this burial, and indeed all the burials that contain coins at Bianying, is that
their role as active currency and spirit objects seems to be deliberately ambiguous. For instance,
tomb M392 yielded both ban liang and wu zhu coins, which recalling Appendix 2, we entered
and taken out of circulation at different times by different central governments (Qin and Han,
respectively); that both an active and inactive currency appear together as a burial good, thereby
together exiting general monetary circulation, is indication of this ambiguity.52
One way to interpret this is to see the act of burying coins as a process of changing their
semiotic underpinning from signs signifying a quantifiable value, to signs signifying access to
the underworld and to whatever a deceased individual would need to purchase there.
Simultaneously, however, we can understand buried coinage as also signifying a series of
cultural and social connections. For instance, Bianying tomb M392’s mixture of ban liang and
wu zhu coins signify this burial’s position astride the Qin/Han divide both chronologically as
well as culturally (see Appendix 3).
Ceramic grave good relationships carry on some of the trends already noted in the
previous period, such as the presence of two distinct grave good assemblages, one composed of
ding, spherical hu, and he covered bowls, and the other comprising ceramic miniatures like cang,
jing, and zao. Interestingly, the correlation matrix shows that ding and spherical hu consistently
co-occur, while he covered bowls are more fluid in terms of the types of assemblages it appears
in. Likewise, jing and zao appear consistently together while cang are less consistent.
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Frequently, early Chinese elite burials contain a combination of coins that were active in circulation alongside
replica coins made of either clay or written on silk. For examples of tombs that contain mixtures of this type, see
Tamara Chin. 2014. Savage Exchange: Han Imperialism, Chinese Literary Styles, and the Economic Imagination.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 230—233.
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Additionally, double-handle jars tend to appear alongside ceramic miniatures more than
alongside ding and spherical hu.
Unlike in previous periods, however, large-sized tombs tend to contain elaborate
assemblages of grave goods. Comparing the findings from the correlation matrix with Appendix
3, we can see that most of the larger-sized earthen pit-shaft burials that contain either nested
coffins and/or feature tomb ramps have assemblages of ding and spherical hu and, more often
than not, full sets of cang, jing, and zao ceramic miniatures. Additional ceramics that could be
found in these richer assemblages but were not always included were double-handle jars and he
covered bowl sets. Unsurprisingly perhaps, large burials also tend to contain more metallic,
lacquer, and stone implements, such as coins, belt-hooks, metal alms bowls.
The correlation matrix reports that metal implements tend to co-occur with stone items,
which in this case are nephrite plaque-shaped adornments that were usually worn around the
neck or at the waist. That these plaques co-occur with metal implements like belt-hooks makes
sense since both are types of adornment usually worn on the deceased’s body, and together
present a holistic impression of the deceased as an individual who had enough means to either
own or to have inherited such small luxuries. In elite burials throughout the Han and Yangzi
River regions, personal adornments like these were much more elaborate, including silk
garments, strands of meticulously carved jade beads, inlaid bronze plaques and belt-hooks,
earrings, and even headdresses and full jade suits. That among Bianying Period 6 burials these
types of adornments are sparse suggests again the relatively low status of the Bianying burial
grounds’ occupants.
Metal and stone adornments also tend to occur alongside lacquers, though unfortunately,
in this period as in previous ones, most of the lacquer objects were too poorly preserved for
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identification; we only know of their presence by the residue they left behind. More often than
not, when the type of vessel is discernable, it is a lacquer ear-cup, which came to be a standard
part of the grave good repertoire in this area beginning in Period 3.53 Interestingly, while not as
strong as some other relationships, the correlation matrix reports that ding tripods appear with
more consistency alongside these types of grave goods. Given that metal, stone, and lacquer
items were all more expensive to acquire and produce than ceramics, we can tentatively suggest
that there existed some semiotic association between having the means to acquire small items of
personal luxury and the inclusion of ding tripods within the mortuary assemblage; together,
perhaps, they signified an adherence to older cultural traditions, even as they existed alongside
newer ideas of the nature of the afterlife.
Earlier in this chapter, I discussed the semiotic link between the ritual bronze vessels of
Zhou and Chu elites and the ceramic imitations found more ubiquitously throughout non-and
lower elite burials in the Han and middle Yangzi River regions. The reappearance of ding,
spherical hu, and he covered bowls here can in many ways be considered further semiotic
adaptations of the original ding, dui, and hu assemblage. Scholars of Han burials note the revival
of ding and hu in Han burials across the Chinese landmass as curious, and attribute their
retention to the fact that politically, the Qin empire only lasted a little over two decades, and
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therefore whatever changes its political regime brought about within the cultural practices of
peoples’ empire-wide was likely equally short-lived.
While archaeologically this hypothesis finds support in many areas, including at
Bianying, the reemergence of ding and hu did not mean that their symbolic associations
remained untouched. Indeed, Psarras notes not only that the forms of ding and hu changed, but
that archaeologically, they did not seems to function as they once did, namely, as cooking and
serving vessels for meat dishes (ding tripods) and wine (hu vases).54 This has led many
archaeologists to conclude that ding and hu reemerged not only symbolically changed and
reimagined, but also much less important within the overall scheme of mortuary ritual, giving
way to the transformation, discussed already, of the tomb from a place for equipping the soul for
its journey into the afterlife, into a private estate for the deceased in the afterlife itself.
I believe, however, that an additional interpretation of this semiotic process can be
derived by looking at the patterns of use for ding and hu at Bianying. Specifically, I argue that an
important outgrowth of the semiotic process in which ding and hu—formerly iconic symbols of
the Western Zhou royal system of aristocratic hierarchy—came to signify a wholly new set of
ritual beliefs and practices, itself partly historical and partly functional, not only within the selfcontained world of vessel morphology, but also in assemblage composition. I further argue that if
we take the assemblage to be a sign of change as much as the individual vessel form, then what
we are seeing among Bianying Period 6 burials, if interpreted from a regional perspective, is the
active manipulation of the meaning of traditional mortuary assemblages as signs.
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Take, for instance, the presence of he covered bowl sets, which are not, as far as I have
been able to track, standard among Han ceramic vessel assemblages outside of the Han and
middle Yangzi river regions. I believe that the presence of he bowls is a sign of lingering
adherence to Chu aristocratic mortuary practices in which the central assemblage was composed
of ding, hu, dui, and especially fu 敷 covered bowls, the latter two of which were much more
stylistically elaborated, but functionally identical versions of he covered bowls. That he bowl
sets reappear in Periods 5 and 6 alongside ding and hu signifies the Bianying burying
community’s active awareness of Chu cultural heritage in the region, and their consumption of
these stylistically diminished versions of dui signifies an overall ability and desire to emulate and
recreate these practices, even as new ideas—signified by the presence of brick tomb enclosures
and ceramic figurines—were becoming increasingly established.
At the same time, however, the correlation matrix suggests that Period 6 burials,
especially those of smaller size, can be characterized by a general looseness of assemblage
configuration; not only were grave goods fewer in number in smaller burials, but they were also
less standardized in terms of the types that could appear together. For instance, some smaller
tombs contain only ding and hu (M217, M529), while others contain only local vessels and
ceramic miniatures (M156, M342, M458), and many others contain unstructured combinations of
various types of grave goods. The co-occurrence of double-handle jars alongside jing and zao in
place of cang in these burials bears some remarking upon. Psarras, in her recent volume on Han
pottery, characterizes some cang storage granary models as guan jars. She does this because in
some cases that she documented while compiling her typology, the forms between cang and
guan were observed to be ambiguous and therefore interchangeable, both being tall and wide-
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bodied, and generally made of thick-walled construction.55 I believe that the formal ambiguities
between cang and guan allowed for their fluid interchange among commoner burials at
Bianying, much like the interchangeability of long-neck jars and hu vases in Periods 2 and 3.
This tells us two things. First, it is further evidence that the formality of vessel
assemblages was subject to manipulation such that common people could elect to substitute one
type of object for another, as long as the entire assemblage, more or less, resembled the idealized
version (comprised of cang, jing, and zao). Second, it tells us that there was room, culturally, for
the continued retention of locally produced vessel forms and that their integration into what
seems on its surface to be a semiotic unit (the cang, jing, and zao assemblage) presented no
particular hardship for the Bianying mourning community; they were free to integrate newer and
older traditions as they saw fit and to the extent of their abilities. Compared to Periods 4 and 5,
culture contact thus resulted in a much more widespread and pervasive type of hybridity within
an overall diminished range of material possibilities. At the same time, however, Period 6 did not
see the introduction of wholly new vessel forms, suggesting that this practice was becoming
restricted or going out of fashion in some way. I discuss this phenomenon and its implications in
more detail in the conclusion.
Period 7: As noted in the previous chapter, all burials in the final period at Bianying are
brick-chamber tombs, and almost all feature tomb ramps. Clearly, burial structure was no longer
a vehicle by which the mourning community expressed local or individual cultural expression by
this time. Brick-chamber tombs had at this time become standardized, and it was on the level of
assemblage (as sign-vehicle) that idiosyncratic meaning was conveyed. For instance, this period
sees the introduction of several more types of ceramic figurines, including miniatures of pig-
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pens, animals like ducks, chickens, pigs, and dogs, and miniatures of household items such as
mortars and rice-hulling pestles. The strong correlations between yuan and animals in particular
suggest that they tended to occur together, and that the reason behind this might have been
because the objects they represented occurred together a pair in real life, namely, real farm
animals and the spaces in which they were kept. Just as the deceased was being furnished with an
estate for the afterlife, the animals he or she would have therein needed their own spaces as well.
I believe the appearance of these types of miniatures are further evidence of the process by which
tombs were becoming more like underground estates for the deceased, a practice that scholars
have noted became more and more prevalent in Han-controlled territories during the first century
CE.
Other types of vessels that were previously only rarely encountered, such as flare-collar
jars, become more prevalent in this period. According to Sophia Psarras’s typology, jars with
flared-collars featuring basket-weave surface impressions like those from Bianying appear in
excavated cemetery sites from many different regions of China, some of the earliest specimens
of which come from the Hunan region, such as an example from tomb M3 at Dajiangkou in
Shupu County, Hunan Province that has been dated to ca. 113 BCE. They are found in
cemeteries up until the end of the Eastern Han period.56 Like double-handle jars, these types of
vessels seem to have been interchangeable with cang models, as evidenced by the strong
negative correlation between these two variables. The strong and moderate correlations between
westward burial orientation and newly emergent ceramic miniatures suggest that those who
opted to include more elaborate material signs of afterlife wealth tended also to adhere to the
practice of orienting their burials along an east-west axis. Interestingly, however, these burials
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were not necessarily the largest at the site, as the tomb size variable does not exhibit strong
positive correlations with any of these types of grave goods.
The moderate correlations within the matrix for this period also suggest that the
integration of new ceramic miniatures occurred piecemeal, which is a dramatic departure again
from patterns of integration and consumption in earlier periods, like Period 3, where new
practices occurred among burials that were spatially as well as conceptually circumscribed. Here,
individual ceramic figurines were included in burials alone, or in incomplete sets (as evidenced
by the fact that several each variable in an ostensible assemblage—mortars, yuan, and animal
miniatures—exhibit individualistic relationships with other variables), disrupting any notion that
there may have been a standardized template for ordinary people to follow in their own practices.
For instance, tomb M431 contains a small-sized brick-enclosed burial located in Sector 1,
and containing a ceramic assemblage of two double-handle jars, a cang, a jing, and a zao, and
including a yuan model of a pig pen. Minus the yuan, this assemblage resembles closely
examples from the previous period, which makes the yuan model’s addition all the more curious.
I believe we can safely interpret the inclusion of the yuan in this tomb as an expression of the
local population’s gradual comfort with the new idea of the tomb as a symbol of the deceased
lived state in the afterlife, and with the effect of an expanding market economy57 within the
realm of mortuary practice in the sense that it was possible for individual mourning groups to
acquire (likely through purchase) any new kind of artifact that adhered to their own idiosyncratic
versions of what they imagined an estate would require. It is further interesting to note that this
particular burial reflects a greater concern in equipping the deceased’s afterlife estate with
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livestock rather than with a set of ritual vessels with which he or she would presumably worship
their ancestors.
It should be noted, however, that M431 is not alone in this regard. For instance, M490 is
a small brick-chamber tomb that contains a ceramic assemblage consisting of a flare-collar jar, a
mortar, a zao, and a yuan. Like M431, this assemblage plays no homage to earlier meanings
signified by ding and hu-based “ritual” assemblages, but rather, looking almost entirely to new
conceptions of the afterlife. Based on these two examples alone, one might think that tomb size
and the lack of ritual vessel assemblages had an important relationship with one another, but
looking back at the correlation matrix, we can see that this is not true. Rather, larger tomb sizes
have very little correlation with any particular assemblage of grave goods suggesting that burial
elaboration and identities associated with status were less tied to cultural and ritual associations
from the past, but probably had more to do with wealth.
This is not to say, however, that ding and hu disappeared completely from burials by this
point. Both the assemblage and the vessel forms did, however, undergo several changes such that
together, they signify the ever-increasing conceptual movement away from their original
meanings and cultural associations. For instance, tomb M44 is a large-sized burial containing an
assemblage consisting of a ding tripod, a spherical hu vase, a double-handle jar, and a set of
ceramic miniatures including a cang, jing, and zao. In many ways, this assemblage resembles
those discussed in the previous period, except in the form and style of the spherical hu vase,
which is much more simplified and actually harkens back to the long-necked and trumpet-shaped
jars from Periods 1 through 3.
I believe that this new type of vessel is another example of localized adaptation of extant
vessel forms; in this case, it resulted in the creation of a type of vase that hybridizes
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morphological elements from both vase-type objects and jar-type objects whose forms were
probably already well-known to local potters. That it was, in some cases, substituted for
spherical hu vases of more elaborate style suggests the continued and intertwined consideration
of expressing local custom combined with the desire or need to be economical (presumably, it
was more expensive to procure). In either case, the end result is a mortuary assemblage that
successfully symbolizes older cultural associations and meanings while simultaneously
signifying the adaption of local people to their immediate social and cultural surroundings in life.
The behaviors exemplified by the Period 7 tombs can be understood in terms of the
overall reduction of possibility and variety in the range of grave-good forms and types with
which people could express identity. For instance, the introduction of new ideas, as signified
either symbolically or iconically through material means, was limited to either the disappearance
of older forms (and therefore older cultural associations) or to the introduction of forms that were
not necessarily significant of new ideas but rather extensions of ones that were already in
circulation. This is a departure from earlier periods, where hybrid forms and assemblage
compositions usually signified the introduction of a dramatically different set of ideas and
beliefs, which were then differentially adopted and incorporated by the local community at
Bianying. In Periods 6 and 7 especially, this pattern seems to have petered out, though it never
disappeared entirely, and if I were to venture a reason for it, I would conclude based on this
evidence that it likely had everything to do with the political transformations—from Chu, to Qin,
to Han—that took place in this region during the nine hundred or so years that the cemetery was
in use.
This is not to say, however, that the story of the Bianying cemetery should therefore be
understood as following in lock-step with developments in the political arena. After all, it is my
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main contention in this dissertation that if we look closely at how cultural behavior changed
among commoners, that new ideas about the broad socio-political sphere can be gleaned. In this
case, even though there was an overall progression towards cultural homogeneity between
Periods 1 through 7, the details of how each instance of cultural contact produced a hybridized
and local cultural reaction was different, and merits further examination, which is the subject of
the next chapter. In the last section of this chapter, I turn to look briefly at the social realm,
which crucially links cultural processes and change with broader political goings-on upon which
the next chapter is focused.

Culture Change as Hybridization: A Social History of the Bianying Cemetery
To summarize my findings, I found that over the course of the nine hundred years that the
Bianying cemetery was in use, mortuary ritual was an occasion for renegotiating and
experimenting with cultural identities and associations as much as it was an arena for
reproducing social bonds. Furthermore, I found that semiosis and sign-manipulation is the
mechanism by which this process occurred. Specifically, as time progressed, mortuary
consumption patterns changed, and older symbolic meanings lost purchase, which is what
allowed them to be manipulated into new configurations and therefore to become new symbols
(aka. sign-vehicles for new meanings).
I also found that the penetration of power and territorial control of successive waves of
state and imperial expansion into the Xiangyang region produced localized cultural reactions
among the Bianying community that can be understood as hybrid cultural formation. I moreover
discovered that hybridization at Bianying occurred in two very different ways: in terms of
individual artifacts, and in terms of the tomb itself as an assemblage and site. These two kinds of
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hybridity represent two different social and cultural processes occurring as Bianying enters into
more prolonged and complex relationships with expanding states. The first type, hybridity of
grave good artifacts themselves, is exemplified by yuding and double-handle jars, and suggests
that processes of cultural negotiation, experimentation, and formation were happening during the
artifact’s creation, which places these processes in the potter’s workshop, or in the hands of the
private individual who created it. Yuding are examples of the latter, since they appear so
infrequently at Bianying, while double-handle jars, because of their near ubiquity, are examples
of the former. In either case, the active creation of “double objects” suggests that the living were
attempting to emulate something that they might have come into contact with in order to express
their interpretation of cultural contact and connections within the realm of mortuary practice.
The second type of hybridity, the hybridization of elements within the assemblage of the
material features—including the orientation and construction of the burial pit, the treatment of
the furnishings, and the placement of the grave goods—of the tomb itself indicates that cultural
negotiation and experimentation occurred during the mortuary sequence. This form of hybridity
is, I believe, even more highly contingent than the creation of “double objects” because it
localizes choice-making to the mourning community undertaking the process of the funeral
itself. It is private, and therefore expresses a more internalized cultural association than the
choice of grave good alone; in other words, choosing to have a potter make a new form of pot (or
acquiring one that was already made) to include in a burial signifies a shallower kind of cultural
self-identification—the following of a trend, perhaps—than deciding that the inclusion of a few
inverted tiers at the top of the tomb shaft was the correct and proper way of preparing the dead
for the afterlife.58
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The seven chronological periods represented at Bianying Cemetery exhibit a gradual
transformation from the first type of cultural hybridization to the second. Along with this
transformation came several social changes as well. In Period 1, for instance, social
differentiation within the Bianying community consisted of both spatial segregation and both
large and elaborated burials, and these distinctions in energy expenditure were by the most
prominent structural features of the site; even more so than the presence of long-neck jars, which
appeared in tombs of multiple sizes. In Period 2, while energy expenditure remained a
structuring factor in social organization, the appearance of hybridized “double-objects” like
yuding were not necessarily linked to tomb size, suggesting that influence from culture contact
(in this case with Chu), was not restricted to a distinct group individuals within the community.59
This trend changes dramatically by Period 3, where tombs like M415 and M462
(discussed earlier) show clear evidence of certain groups differentiating themselves in terms of
energy expenditure, spatial location, and pottery assemblage composition. Specifically, one
group of people in Period 3 were choosing to bury their dead according to ritual traditions
practiced by Chu elites, suggesting that at this point, social and cultural distinction between
members of the Bianying community intersected in the materiality of the tomb. This is
particularly encapsulated in the example of M462, which included alongside a set of ding, dui,

2002. “Ritual or Structure? Analysis of Burial Elaboration at Dadianzi, Inner Mongolia,” in Journal of East Asian
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time, however, that duding does not follow this same trend suggests that contact with Chu culture resulted in a
variegated adoption of different vessel forms among the Bianying community that cleaved along social lines;
though, why long-neck jars were used by some groups while others uses yuding remains to be seen.
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and hu, a high-neck jar. In the Chu heartland, assemblages with high-neck jars and those with
ceramic ritual vessels rarely intermix, but at Bianying, these social distinctions become blurred
in the context of newly intensified cultural contact.
Period 4 dramatically reverses this trend, however, with the decrease in overall tomb size
and size differentiation across both sectors of the site suggesting that older ways of manifesting
rank differences within the Bianying community were falling out of use. Additionally, the
creation of new hybrid object types (double-handle jars specifically), signals a return here to
local innovation and creational the level of craft production since the realm of tomb construction
and mortuary ritual no longer seemed to be a place where much overt social distinction could be
exerted. The pattern of cultural instability begun in Period 4 spills over into Period 5, bringing
with it continued inconsistency in how social distinctions were manifested. While previously,
specifically in Periods 2 and 3, large tomb size and elaborated coffin architecture were linked
signifiers of social status, wealth and overall means, this was no longer the case by Period 5,
where there was very little obvious correlation between tombs that are larger and more elaborate,
structurally, and the presence of grave goods that signify any kind of elite status.
In Period 6, the connection between larger tombs and elaborate mortuary assemblages
begins to reappear, alongside more stabilized sets of grave goods. If I were to draw a conclusion
based on the co-occurrence of these two phenomena in Period 6, I would argue that what
we’re seeing here is evidence that cultural stabilization correlates with, or perhaps even provides
the necessary conditions for, the emergence of social stratification. Among lower-ranked social
groups, mortuary assemblages were quite fluid and variegated. Interestingly, however, while
cultural hybridity was more widespread, the range of overall options available to people likely
was decreasing during this period, indicating a shift from the first type of hybridity to the second.
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Finally, in Period 7, Large burials are once again not strongly associated with any
particular grave good assemblage, suggesting a stronger and more prominent move towards large
sized burials signifying wealth and prestige in a way that had little to do with older traditions of
linking tomb size and elaboration with access to and possessions of symbols of elite ritual
authority. Combined with the movement of types of hybridization from the formation of doubleobjects to the mixing and matching of grave good types within a much more circumscribed range
of possibilities, this phenomenon suggests that by period 7, the Bianying community had become
one that was much more culturally cohesive, and in which social distinction and rank difference
was no longer tied to cultural identification but rather to outright wealth and material and
economic means.

Conclusion
Through simple exploratory statistical analysis, I have shown in this chapter that
processes of culture contact and change, and the social transformations that co-occurred, can be
readily identified and interpreted for regional contexts. In the process, I have shed light on some
important aspects of these various processes, such as the kinds of reactions culture contact
incited among the Bianying community, the innovations these reactions produced, and most
importantly, how successive waves of culture contact in this region built upon and were
necessarily conditioned by local reactions that came before. At the same time, however, this
analysis has also raised several important questions, the most important of which is the
relationship between cultural hybridity and social differentiation and organization. Future
research on Bianying should and will center on explicating this relationship using more advanced
forms of statistical analysis, one example of which is discussed in the following chapter. Here,
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however, I have not only laid some of the groundwork in using middle-range theories to identify
interpretable patterns in the mortuary archaeological record that will form the foundation of
future studies in a similar vein, but also provided a useful archaeological narrative of culture
change and social processes that will help to better understand and add richness to the historial
narrative of this same region.
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Chapter 4
Cultural Hybridity at Wangpo Cemetery:
Towards a New Conception of Culture in Ancient Regional Contexts
Introduction
In the previous chapter, I showed that culture contact over a prolonged period of time at
Bianying cemetery resulted in the creation of hybrid local cultural practices and traditions that
were particularly strong during Periods 3 through 6 (early 5th to mid-1st century BCE). Together,
this span of roughly four centuries corresponds to the three successive waves of Chu, Qin, and
Han state expansion into Xiangyang. Through correlation analysis, I showed that the process of
political integration of the Xiangyang region instigated the creation of hybridized vessel forms
and burial practices among the local urban population as represented by Bianying cemetery.
Moreover, my analysis there showed not only that cultural hybridization was the end result of
successive waves of cultural contact, but also that hybridization occurred in two main ways: in
the creation of double-objects, and in mixture of material features from different cultural
traditions within the same tomb.
What more, however, can we say about this integrative process? And what broadly
applicable principles about culture change and imperial incorporation can we derive from
understanding how cultural contact and political change affected the lives of ordinary individuals
living in the Xiangyang area? I believe that answering these kinds of questions requires that we
interrogate some of the concepts upon which we have become overly reliant. Specifically, we
need to reconsider what we mean when we take something as culturally complex as even a single
tomb, and attempt to encapsulate it using a single term like “Chu,” “Qin,” or “Han.” Terms such
as these are problematic because they are ideational units created by us—contemporary and etic
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observers of the past—to divide up a much broader continuum of time in ways that make sense
for the construction of historical narratives;1 they are tools we use to measure or characterize
political, social, and cultural aspects of the past that when collapsed, lead to problematic blanket
assumptions, which is that when, despite their exhibiting evidence of mixed material culture
features originating from a variety of traditions, we designate tombs simply as “Chu” or as
“Han,” we flatten the history of local communities and renders them invisible to new historical
scholarship.2 The application of this kind of flattening assumption, facilitated by uncritical use of
conflated terms across multiple cemeteries on a broader geographical scale, is the reason why
meaningful regional histories of early China that explain how Chinese culture first formed
remain unsatisfactory, despite the plethora of usable data being discovered every year.
In this chapter, I propose a solution to this problematic conflation of terms by unpacking
their usage in the context of burial practice at Wangpo cemetery, a second burial ground in
Xiangyang whose chronological dating corresponds to that of Periods 4 through 6 at Bianying
(mid-3rd to mid-1st century BCE). I take as my premise an idea already expressed in Chapter 2,
which is that burials should be thought of as assemblages that are composed of material
elements, each of which has the capacity to carry and express meaning as an independent cultural

1

See Danny Miller. 1982. “Artefacts as Products of Human Categorization Processes,” in Symbolic and Structural
Archaeology. Ian Hodder, ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 17—26.
2
I am not claiming that it is wrong to use “Qin” or “Han” as ideational units, but rather that we need to revisit what
we mean when we use them. We need to keep the role of “Qin” and “Han” as ideational units separated from their
roles as empirical units, or phenomenological things that have an objective existence. “Qin” and “Han” are not
empirical units because do not have an ontological status in and of themselves; however, the objects that we
characterize as “Qin” or “Han” do have ontological status because they exist in real time, and it is our conflation of
the ideational unit “Qin” with which we arbitrarily designated groups of objects with their ontological reality that is
the root of the problem here. For more detailed information about this issue, which is not unique to Chinese
archaeology, but that is curiously under studied in this particular field, see Michael J. O’Brien and R. Lee Lyman.
1999. Seriation, Stratigraphy, and Index Fossils: The Backbone of Archaeological Dating. New York: Kluwer
Academic Press, 21 – 22.
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feature.3 I further argue here that as assemblages, burials can also be thought of as hybrid
objects,4 where the hybridization is not in terms of individual vessel forms, which is within the
purview of object manufacture and commission, but rather in terms of combinations of structural
and artefactual features, which is within the purview of family and group tradition and agency. In
other words, the focus of this chapter is on the second mode in which cultural hybridity occurs in
non-elite mortuary rituals; more specifically, it is on the choices made during the funerary
process rather than in the production of funerary items. Hybridization in this sense then can be
used to better understand what actually constitutes “Qin culture” or “Han culture” and in what
ways these terms don’t align with how hybridization of material features in burials actually took
place.
Such an analysis is a suitable capstone for the current discussion of Xiangyang
archaeology because it revisits and reemphasizes the utility of thinking about tombs as
assemblages, an idea first introduced in Chapter 2, and as hybrid objects. Even more importantly,
it is a necessary addition to the ongoing development of early China studies as an
interdisciplinary field of scholarship. This is because Chinese archaeology currently places a
great deal of emphasis on associating specific mortuary structures like tomb architecture, grave
goods, and even burial orientations with specific cultural practices originating in different
regions. In this view, sets of burial features are too easily thought of as complete and holistic

3

This is highly reminiscent Manuel DeLanda’s assemblage theory, which states that assemblages are wholes
composed of parts in which those parts are characterized by their capacity to be detached from one assemblage and
plugged into another in which its interactions are different such that the symbolic weight of an assemblage cannot be
reduced to its parts, but rather are the results of the interactions of those parts. For more on this, see Manuel
DeLanda. 2006. A New Philosophy of Society: Assemblage Theory and Social Complexity. London: Continuum
Books, 10.
4
In many ways, this is an extension of the idea of hybridity utilized in the previous chapter, wherein individual
objects are termed hybrids, or “double objects,” because they exhibit a combination of stylistic or morphological
elements derived from two or more different types artifacts, such as in the creation of yuding and double-handle jars.
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packages, and too little room is provided for the possibility that each element of the burial
process could itself be co-opted and utilized to carry a different set of meanings. My approach
corrects for this bias by seeing the funeral as not only an arena in which hybrid objects are
deployed to represent local reactions to incoming cultural influences, but also as a space in which
choices of burial size, structure, furnishing, and artifacts in concert and in opposition with one
another reveal the complexities and inconsistencies of what defined local culture as time and
history unfolded.
At the end of my analysis, I propose a new set of terms with which we can talk about
archaeological evidence of cultural practices among commoner communities like Wangpo that
distinguishes between different registers of meaning and that thereby avoids the pitfalls of such
terminological conflation. Although some might cringe at the idea of deliberately drawing
divisions between culture, society, and state, such as I propose doing here, I believe that it is
necessary because ignoring the boundaries between them has resulted in confusion, and has
exacerbated the reification of historical narratives that give agency to dominant power structures,
in this case, elites and the state.5 In the second part of the chapter, I demonstrate the utility of my
new terminology in comparing cultural hybridity at Wangpo and Bianying. In conducting this
comparison, I also pick up on several ideas emergent in the previous chapter, such as the
formation of hybrid culture as a way to understand local reactions of incoming state and imperial
power, and develop them into a new conceptual framework under which the history of
Xiangyang can be understood. Finally, I use the overall picture of cultural development and

5

It should be noted, however, that my approach to interpreting the cultural dimensions of Wangpo cemetery does
not necessitate seeing the Wangpo community as subaltern. Rather, it is the new approach I propose that is
subversive because it challenges the validity of extant modes of history-writing in order to establish new foundations
of what can be considered sources of early Chinese history.
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change in Xiangyang, as exhibited by these two very different mortuary spaces, to draw new
conclusions about culture change, state expansion, early empire formation, and the relationship
between commoners and elites that the mortuary archaeological record of Xiangyang tells us a
whole.

Methods: Using Principle Component Analysis to Interrogate Established Terminology
In the previous chapter, I utilized Correlation Analysis (CA) to detect and interpret
correlations between specific types of material culture features within tombs for each
chronologically-based dataset for Bianying cemetery. This type of exploratory data analysis was
effective in showing the different ways that burial assemblages were hybridized as time
progressed. Because my aim in the present chapter is to test the degree to which traditional
cultural designations were mixed and hybridized within tombs at Wangpo cemetery, I need to
utilize a different type of statistical analysis, namely, Principle Component Analysis (PCA).
PCA is one of the most commonly used methods for rendering an originally large number
of variables within a certain dataset into only a few variables (or dimensions) which can then be
interpreted meaningfully.6 The way that variables are reduced is based on the degree to which the
values for any one variable in the dataset correlates with any other. If a set of variables all show
strong correlations with one another, then it is assumed that they are all responding to the same
underlying pattern, and are therefore grouped and replaced by a single variable without doing
significant damage to the overall patterning of relationships between the cases and variables that

6

See Robert Drennan. 2009. Statistics for Archaeologists: A Commonsense Approach. New York: Springer
Publishing, 300. See also, Stephen J. Shennan, 1997, Quantifying Archaeology, 2nd ed. Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 242.
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characterize the dataset.7 This produces a table of extracted components, each of which are the
representations of correlations between original variables, and which can also be referred to as
component loadings. PCA is thus a great utility for data reduction, where originally large and
complex datasets are grouped together and summarized by means of their most salient common
variable. In addition, however, newly determined dimensions have the potential to reflect
independent variables that does not correspond with any single extant variable but rather one that
is a wholly new dimension that may correspond to some underlying aspect of the original dataset
that was previously unseen, undetectable, or simply lost in the noise of too many metrics. 8
Similar types of exploratory analysis have been fruitfully applied to examining social
patterns underlying cemeteries in other parts of China, notably the Lower and Upper Xiajiadian
Cultures in Northeast China,9 the early Bronze Age site of Dadianzi in Inner Mongolia,10 and the
Western Zhou cemetery of Liulihe near Beijing,11 and the present case study is loosely modelled
on the same principles. Where my approach differs is in the emphasis that I put on examining the
linkages between the PCA results and cultural identities that many archaeological studies of
early China neglect to investigate in more detail. The Wangpo cemetery site is well-suited to this
kind of analysis since it is completely and well reported, and bears many material culture
similarities to Bianying. At the same time however, because part of the goal of this chapter is to

7

Alice Yao suggests, regarding the ambiguity that hybridity can introduce to culture contact situations, that rather
than positing cultural difference as binary or hierarchically constituted, individuals alter signs and symbols to create
new social practices leading to a discursive engagement with the past. See Yao, “Samartian Mirrors and Han
Ingots,” 59.
8
See, Todd L. VanPool and Robert D. Leonard. 2011. Quantitative Analysis in Archaeology. Malden, MA and
London, UK: Wiley-Blackwell Publishing, 287.
9
See, Gideon Shelach. 2002. “Apples or Oranges? Cross-cultural Comparison of Burial Data from Northeast
China,” in Journal of East Asian Archaeology 3, No. 3—4: 53—90.
10
See Rowan Flad. 2002. “Ritual or Structure? Analysis of Burial Elaboration at Dadianzi, Inner Mongolia,” in
Journal of East Asian Archaeology 3, No. 3—4: 23—51.
11
See Yitzchak Jaffe, “Materializing Identity,” 47-67.
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reexamine commonly relied-upon cultural terms and concepts, the structure of the Wangpo base
dataset needs to be adjusted to suit the application of PCA. In what follows, I introduce the
Wangpo cemetery site and provide a brief illustration of some of the issues of cultural
terminology as we currently use them. I then discuss my preparation of the Wangpo dataset,
basing my organization of its cultural features on what we learned about cultural hybridity from
Bianying cemetery in the previous chapter.

The Wangpo Cemetery Site: An Overview
The Wangpo cemetery site is located 10 km north and slightly to the west of the modern
city of Xiangyang upon an elevated (between 78 and 112 m above sea level), east-west oriented
plateau of rolling ridges and hillocks on the north bank of the Han 漢 River (Figure 1). It is 4 km
north of the remains of Dengcheng, the principle ancient settlement of the region during the
Eastern Zhou period. Local municipal workers first discovered the site in the 1960s during a
period of agricultural land clearance, after which the area was recognized as an important ancient
site. During the 1970s through to the 1990s, ancient tombs were commonly discovered this area
while bronze vessels bearing and inscribed texts12 appeared on the art market, prompting
archaeologists to suspect that they were originally from this area. It wasn't until April of the year
2000 that dedicated salvage survey and excavation began. In total during two years of
excavation, over 50,000 m2 of the plateau was surveyed, and of the 176 tombs that were
excavated, 103 of which were typologically dated to the Eastern Zhou period.

12

This inscribed evidence is extant today and will be the focus of another chapter.
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These tombs are located upon the slopes and summits of a series of rolling ridges at the
south end of the plateau, forming individual clustered burial grounds, the largest of which I
designate as Wangpo Area 1 (Figure 2). Wangpo Area 1 contains fifty-eight burials ranging in
overall volume from 0.56 m3 to 130.56 m3, and adhering, typologically, to a relatively
straightforward chronological breakdown, spanning the late Warring States, Qin, and early Han
periods. Based on ceramic typology, archaeologists have dated the Wangpo Area 1 burials to
between the end of the 3rd century BCE and the 1st century CE.
Figure 1: Location of Wangpo Cemetery relative to
Bianying

Figure 2: Wangpo Area 1 burial ground
site plan

Wangpo M34: An Illustrative Example of Term Conflation
The problem of term conflation outlined earlier can be fruitfully illustrated if we examine
more closely just one of the burials, tomb M34 (Figure 2, above), within the Wangpo Area 1
burial ground. Tomb M34 is centrally located among Wangpo Area 1 burials, and can be
characterized by its large size (81.69 m3), idiosyncratic structural features including small wall
niches for oil lamps, and an assemblage of grave goods that includes two bronze ding tripods, a
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bronze urn, a bronze vase with an opening shaped like an inverted garlic-bulb (hereafter “garlicbulb flask”), four pottery dou pedestal dishes, and a pottery oil lamp (Figure 3).
Figure 3: Cross-section and plan-view of tomb M34 at Wangpo. The grave goods depicted in this view include: (1)
ceramic oil lamp (2) bronze garlic-bulb flask, (3) ceramic short-collar jar, (4) style A bronze ding tripod, (5) style BI
bronze ding tripod, (6) – (8) and (11) ceramic dou pedestal dishes, (9) bronze belt-hook, (10) jade clothing
adornment
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The Wangpo excavation report designates this tomb as a “Qin tomb,”13 but does not
elaborate further as to what this designation means culturally, or why such a designation should
be historically significant. The assumption seems simply to be that the tomb dates to the Qin
period and that therefore its occupant was also in some capacity tied not only to the Qin period,
but also to the Qin state, its society and its culture. The composition of the funerary assemblage,
however, raises serious questions as to the accuracy and usefulness of the “Qin” designation. For
instance, the style A bronze ding tripod, the garlic-bulb flask, and ceramic oil-lamp are,
according to conventional Chinese typologies, stylistically associated with three different
cultural traditions, Chu, Qin, and Han, respectively. 14 Given this, I am compelled to ask what
exactly the “Qin” designation provided by the site report is supposed to evoke when it is applied
to this burial? And in what ways does this purely chronological designation actually blind us to
the complexities of early cultural history in this region if we do not carefully interrogate it?
In the case of the Wangpo excavation report, as in most Chinese excavation reports, it
seems enough for the archaeologists to present and describe the contents of tombs such as M34
as a discrete unit, unrelated to the burials surrounding it, to the landscape it is situated in, or to
any sort of broader geopolitical context from which its physical features may have derived
inspiration. The job of interpreting M34 is left up to researcher, and while this is not in and of
itself a problem, it becomes problematic when the broader research question is historical. This is
because the seemingly straightforward designation of M34 as “Qin”— and likewise the
designation of other burials in the same burial ground as “Qin,” or “Han,” or “Chu” (see Figure

13

See Hubeisheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo, et. al. 湖北省文物考古研究所. 2005. Xiangyang Wanpo Dongzhou
Qin Han Mu 襄阳王坡东周秦汉墓 (“Eastern Zhou, Qin, and Han tombs at Wangpo in Xiangyang”). Beijing:
Kexue Chubanshe, 213.
14
Ibid.
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1)—actually obfuscates a lot of nuance in terms of what this burial ground as a whole actually
represents about the Chu, Qin, or Han periods. In attempting to be an analytical expedient, these
fast and easy chronological designations actually end up dictating how we conceptualize the
different cultural, social, and political processes occurring at the site, which can lead to historical
misrepresentations, problematic assumptions, and epistemological errors.15
For instance, when we use a single term like “Qin,” to describe a tomb like M34, we are
conflating several different registers of meaning: specifically, cultural in the sense of a material
culture or archaeological ceramic tradition,16 social in the sense of different groups of people,
political in the sense of the Qin polity or the Qin empire, and finally, historical in the sense of a
historically recorded time period. The conflation of these registers of meaning necessitates our
upholding of certain accepted beliefs about the early cultural history of Xiangyang drawn from
elite sources that recount a narrative of tenuous political and cultural integration between
Xiangyang and the Central Plains during the Shang and Zhou periods that ends straightforwardly
with the full integration of this region into the expanding Qin and Han empires and its
conversion into a county. Furthermore, that the formation of early imperial culture that occurred
simultaneously was only contested and negotiated on the very frontiers of the empire, and that
among the least powerful strata of society, commoners, the process was straightforward,

15

Lothar von Falkenhausen has noted, regarding the study of Qin especially, that “…when we identify cultural traits
as Qin-related, therefore, we must always remember that their ‘Qin-ness’ does not provide an analytical tool for the
better comprehension of these phenomena. It is merely a shorthand device…that can be adopted for a preliminary
labeling and classification…, but are useless (indeed sometimes worse than useless) for their in-depth investigation.”
See Lothar von Falkenhausen, with Gideon Shelach. 2014. “Introduction to Part 1: Archaeological Perspectives on
the Qin ‘Unification’ of China,” in Birth of an Empire: The State of Qin Revisited, Yuri Pines, et. al., eds. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 40.
16
See Roderick B. Campbell. 2014. Archaeology of the Chinese Bronze Age: From Erlitou to Anyang
(Monographs). Los Angeles: The Cotsen Institute of Archaeology Press, 8.
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inevitable, and therefore historically insignificant, something that Alice Yao has recently referred
to as “…a universal experience of fatefulness wrought by imperialism.”17
In short, the chronological time span of the cemetery allows the Wangpo site report to
designate the burial ground as a Qin/Han burial ground, but provides very little by way of
explanation for why these particular designations should be meaningful, how they tell us
anything about the cultural practices and daily lives of the individuals buried there, or even what
the relationship between the Qin and Han aspects of the cemetery were. In the last chapter, I
showed that when we look closely at the patterns of culture change using correlation analysis,
that we could detect moments where localized reaction to incoming cultural influences resulted
in the formation of hybrid cultural forms and practices.
I take the creation of cultural hybrids as the main conceptual point-of-departure for this
chapter. Specifically, I seek to critically address the question of what we mean by designating
this burial ground as a “Qin/Han” burial ground when the previous chapter has already shown
culture change in Xiangyang to have been a hybrid process. I argue that how we unpack this
characterization and its underlying intentions affects not only how we interpret Wangpo, but also
how we understand how culture contact and change affected the Xiangyang area more generally.
In what follows, I conduct the statistical analyses described above on the Wangpo Area 1 dataset
so that we might not only be able to come up with a better cultural understanding of tomb M34,
but also of M34 in relation to its surrounding burials.

Conducting PCA on Wangpo Area 1 Burial Data: Constructing the Dataset
17

See Yao, The Ancient Highlands of Southwest China, 216.
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I begin my analysis of Wangpo Area 1 in the same way as I did with Bianying, by first
creating a dataset (Appendix 7a) of fifty-four tombs based first on the overall level of
preservation of the tombs and their contents, and second on the presence of at least two
identifiable grave goods within the tomb (Appendix 7b). I then created a multivariate dataset of
representative cultural variables, the correlations between which provide important and
interesting new insights into how we can understand cultural hybridization in this heretofore
understudied region. Unlike for the Bianying dataset, however, in which I was primarily
interested in how different individual material features correlated with one another, here I am
interested in looking at to what extent sets of material assemblages (tombs) that we already think
of as holistic cultures are actually quite a bit more hybridized than our current conceptualizations
take into account.
This means that I had to make several important adjustments when it came to setting up
the dataset for Wangpo. First, I elected not to divide the Wangpo Area 1 burial data into different
time periods as I did for Bianying. I made this decision firstly because the total time span
represented by the fifty-eight-tomb dataset is from the 3rd to 1st centuries BCE, and is therefore
neither long-lived nor complex enough to merit further breakdown. More importantly, I chose to
treat the dataset as a whole because PCA’s ability to reduce datasets means that chronological
divisions can be interpreted based on its results; in this way, it suits better the goals of this
analysis not to define chronological time spans in advance, but rather to see what chronological
and cultural intersections are revealed through analysis.
In the same vein, I elected not to create variables from individual material features, but
rather to create variables out of traditionally assigned archaeological cultures, which are usually
based on ceramic typologies and accepted patterns of artifact distributions. In the previous two
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chapters, I engaged only superficially with the concept of archaeological cultures, mentioning
them largely in relation to their traditional usage, in situations where it is necessary to note where
in China’s ancient landmass many of the same kinds of material features seem to be clustered in
large quantities (and thereby explaining the presence of such features in Xiangyang). Here,
however, my intention is to use PCA to challenge the holism of archaeological cultures in order
to show not only that they co-occur in the archaeological record, but that we can re-conceptualize
cultural history through dissecting those co-occurrences.18 Thus, I organized each tomb in the
dataset’s ceramic assemblage into their categories based on how the Wangpo site report
typologized them. Each of these categories became a variable. I then made variable categories
for the other material features of Wangpo tombs, in the same way that I had treated them in the
Bianying data set. In the end, I divided the total Wangpo Area 1 dataset into the follow eleven
variables:
The first three variables are presence/absence counts for each tomb occupant’s orientation
(presence is marked by a 1 and absence a 0). Orientation was determined first by the evidence of
skeletal material within the tomb (though, generally speaking, preservation or organic material in
the Jianghan region is poor); if skeletal material was completely absent, then the location of wall
niches and/or the placement of grave goods was the determining factor. Occupant orientation
within the tomb has traditionally been considered a measure of cultural affiliation, and it is for
this reason that I include it as variable within the dataset. Based on studies conducted by scholars
previously, I categorize burial orientation thusly: northward orientation is primarily a hallmark of

18

Gideon Shelach-Lavi has expressed a similar sentiment in his most recent volume, which is aimed at students of
Chinese archaeology and early China. See Gideon Shelach-Lavi. 2015. The Archaeology of Early China: From
Prehistory to The Han Dynasty. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 4.
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Western Zhou burials of all ranks,19 while Chu occupants are often oriented either eastwards if
they are of high-rank or southwards if they are non-elites;20 westward orientation is a
characteristic of Qin burials from Gansu and the Guanzhong 關中 plain.21 Finally, Han period
burials tend to have either eastward or northward orientation.22
The fourth variable represents the size of the tomb measured in volume, while the fifth
through the seventh variables are presence/absence measures for a range of structural features
present at the site, specifically, wall niches, parallel ledges, and distinctively shaped outer coffins
(Figure 4). These structural feature variables bear elaborating upon. Wall niches are associated
with specific cultural traditions, in this case, with a localized derivation of the practice of
constructing wall niches for the purposes of grave good storage. Archaeologists have found that
wall niches are most commonly found in the Jiangling region of Hubei, and are most
concentrated in burials close to the ancient walled settlement of Jinancheng, which was the
capital of the polity of Chu from the 5th to the 3rd centuries BCE.
Scholars specializing in the archaeology of the Chu polity have identified the most
commonly encountered types of wall niches in Hubei, and have found that the vast majority of
wall niches associated with Chu cultural practices are constructed one third of the way up the

19

See Lothar von Falkenhausen. 2006. Chinese Society in the Age of Confucius (1000—250 BC): The
Archaeological Evidence. Los Angeles: The Cotsen Institute of Archaeology Press, 127—164; Robert L. Thorp.
1979. “The Mortuary Art and Architecture of Early Imperial China (Volumes I and II),” Unpublished Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Kansas, 58—61.
20
See Shaohua Xu. 1999. “Emergence of Chu Culture,” in Defining Chu: Image and Reality in Ancient China,
Constance A. Cook and John S. Major. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 22.
21
See Teng Mingyu. 2003. Qin Wenhua: Cong Fengguo dao Diguo de Kaogu Guancha 秦文化: 從封國到帝國的
考古學觀察. Beijing: Xuefan Press, 21—28. See also, Falkenhausen, Chinese Society in the Age of Confucius,
204—243.
22
See Mu-Chou Poo 蒲慕州. 1993. Muzang yu Shengsi—Zhongguo Gudai Zongjiao zhi Xingsi 墓葬與生死—中國
古代宗教之省思. Taipei, Taiwan: Lian jing Press, 91–102.
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side of the tomb shaft and are therefore situated above the lid of the coffin (Figure 5).23 What
makes the Wangpo wall niches “local,” so-to-speak, is that they are dug into the wall at the base
of the tomb shaft (see Figure 4, tomb M37).24 This has important interpretive implications that
will be discussed in further detail at the end of the chapter; suffice it to point out here that this
idiosyncratic construction style is the reason I make wall niches their own variable within the
Wangpo Area 1 dataset.
Figure 4: Wangpo Area 1 burials showing the three main structural formats of tombs. Tomb M12: Rectangular pitshaft tomb with nested coffin structure. Tomb M29: Rectangular pit-shaft tomb with parallel ledges. Tomb M37:
Rectangular pit-shaft tomb with wall niche.

23

See Ding Lan. 2004. “Tentative Discussion of Chu Tombs with Niches in Hubei 试论湖北地区的带龛楚墓,” in
Jianghan Archaeology 江汉考古 91, No. 2: 64—69.
24
Ibid., 65.
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Parallel ledges and outer coffins are not only markers of culture, but they are also
measures of the degree of energy expended in constructing the tomb and in furnishing it.25
Parallel ledges are created along the length-side edges of the base of the tomb shaft by digging a
trench in the base of the shaft wide enough only for the wooden coffin to fit into. In most cases,
according to the Wangpo site report, this style of construction is a method for saving energy and
effort during the digging of the tomb shaft (Tomb M37 in Figure 4).26 While the construction of
parallel ledges is not unique to Wangpo, it is a practice that appears more frequently along the
middle reaches of the Han river, and tapers off as you move further south towards the Jianghan
Plain, as well as further north towards Shaanxi and Henan Provinces.27 For these reasons, I
categorize these two architectural features as markers of local burial practice.
Outer coffins are three-sided or four-sided wooden structures that enclose the rectangular
inner coffin (in which the deceased’s body is placed). In some cases, as with M12 illustrated in
Figure 4 above, the outer coffin features a wooden base constructed of planks, while in others,
this bottom piece is left out. The “II” shaped outer coffin is usually considered characteristic of
Chu burial practice, and the previous chapter demonstrates that its appearance in Xiangyang was
accompanied by other material trappings of Chu mortuary ritual. At the same time, however, the

25

The concept of energy expenditure as a measure of social rank was pioneered in American archaeology by Joseph
Tainter who, writing in the mid-1970s, utilized cluster analysis to develop an alternative explanation for the
archaeological phenomenon of mortuary differentiation. See Joseph Tainter. 1975. “Social inference and mortuary
practices: an experiment in numerical classification,” in World Archaeology 7, No. 1: 7—15; Joseph Tainter, 1976,
“Spatial Organization and Social Patterning in the Kalako Cemetery, North Kona, Hawaii,” in Archaeology &
Physical Anthropology in Oceania 11, No. 2: 91—105, Joseph Tainter. 1978. “Mortuary practices and the study of
prehistoric social systems,” in Advances in Archaeological Theory, M. Schiffer, ed. London: Academic Press, 107.
26
See Hubeisheng, et. al. Xiangyang Wanpo Dongzhou Qin Han Mu.
27
At the site of Luopogang located near Jingmen City, approximately 130 km south of Xiangyang along the Han
River, one burial, tomb M109, features this kind of parallel ledge structure. There as well, the same burial features a
wall niche, and only a single coffin. See Hubeisheng Jingzhou bowuguan 湖北省荊州博物館. 2004. Jingmen
Luopogang yu Zilinggang 荊門羅坡崗與子陵崗 (“Luopogagna and Zilinggang Cemeteries in Jingmen”). Beijing:
Science Press.
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lack of baseboards in some burials can also be considered a marker of energy expenditure, since
the outer coffin would be more easily placed on top of the coffin to enclose it from three-sides as
a cover, rather having to be lowered or constructed in the tomb shaft prior to the interment of the
coffin as a full outer container. This simplification of burial complexity is a feature that is more
concentrated in Xiangyang than it is at sites further south along the Han River towards Jiangling,
and therefore I categorize it as a Local feature, heavily influenced by Chu, but still deployed by
Xiangyang communities in ways that they saw fit.
Figure 5: Tomb M25 at the Jiudian cemetery site in Jiangling, Hubei, showing the placement and structure of a wall
niche typical of the region during the 5th to the 3rd centuries BCE.28

28

Image credit: Hubeisheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo 湖北省文物考古研究所. 1995. Jiangling Jiudian
Dongzhoumu 江陵九店東周墓. Beijing: Science Press, 57.
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Variables eight through eleven are counts of grave goods associated with different
material culture traditions, Chu, Qin, Han, and Local, for each grave. Due to the poor degree of
preservation of lacquer objects as well as to the overall scarcity of personal adornments, both of
these categories of grave goods were omitted from the present analysis. This left a total grave
good assemblage of two-hundred-and-forty-nine artifacts that can be broken down into the
following categories: bronze vessels, iron vessels, ceramic vessels, ceramic models, bronze
weaponry, and bronze implements including coins and seals. Assignment of these grave goods to
specific material culture traditions was done based on established typological and stylistic
studies, most of which are based on the careful and thorough comparison of morphological and
stylistic features of grave goods from the study region with known type sites in core cultural
areas; for Chu, the Jiangling region of Hubei, for Qin and Han, the Guanzhong plain of
Shaanxi.29
Chu-style grave goods (Figure 6) include bronze ding tripods, ceramic hu vases with
rounded bodies and handles, rounded dou stemware dishes, and bronze swords. As alluded to
above, I make this statement based on the degree of similarity between the stylistic and
morphological elements of the Wangpo objects with those from cemeteries located in the Chu
polity’s 4th—3rd century BCE heartland located several hundred kilometers south of Xiangyang,
in the Jiangling region of Hubei. Following the work of Chinese archaeologists, I used three
large cemetery sites, Jiudian, Yutaishan, and Zhaojiahu,30 located in very close proximity to the

29

The number of sources that can be used for this research is too extensive to list in a single footnote. I have
therefore selected only those main sources I used for the present study. For Qin, see Teng, Qin Wenhua. For Chu,
see Dewei Guo, 1995, Chuxi Muzang Yanji 楚系墓葬研究 (“Research on the Burials of Chu”) (Wuhan: Hubei
Education Press), 375; Ding Lan. 2006. Hubei diqu Chumu Fenqu Yanjiu 湖北地區楚姆分區研究 (“Spatial
Division of Chu Burials in the Hubei Region”). Beijing: Minzu Press, 228; For Han, see Psarras, Han Material
Culture, 338.
30
See Hubeisheng Jingzhou bowuguan 湖北省荊州博物館. 1984. Jiangling Yutaishan Chumu 江陵雨台山楚墓
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Chu capital city of Jinancheng as type-sites against which I measured the morphological and
stylistic features of Wangpo grave goods. I derived the pottery types exhibited in Figure 7 from
these comparisons.
Figure 6: Chu-style grave goods at Wangpo Area 1 (3rd—1st century BCE). Clockwise: bronze ding tripod (M34),
bronze sword (M145), ceramic dou pedestal dish (M38), and ceramic hu vase (M7).

Qin-style grave goods (Figure 7) include both bronze and pottery ding tripods, pottery he
盒 bowl and cover sets, pottery hu vases with low-hanging bodies and long necks, garlic-bulb
vases, mou jars, angular and flat-bottomed pen basins, round-bottomed fu 釜 basins, angular dou
stemware dishes, ceramic ladles, and inscribed bronze implements such as a halberd head
excavated from M61 that bears an inscription associating it with the Qin state,31 and a bronze
seal. Finally, several burials from Area 1 yielded ban liang 半兩 (“half-ouncer”) coins, which
were first minted during the Warring States period in Qin as state-wide currency, according to

(“Chu Tombs at Yutaishan in Jiangling”). Beijing: Wenwu Press; Hubeisheng wenwu kaogu yanjiusuo 湖北省文物
考古研究所. 1995. Jiangling Jiudian Dongzhoumu 江陵九店東周墓 (“Eastern Zhou Tombs at Jiudian in
Jiangling”). Beijing: Science Press; Hubeisheng Yichang diqu bowuguan 湖北省宜昌地區博物館. 1992. Dangyang
Zhaojiahu Chumu 當陽趙家湖楚墓 (“Chu Tombs at Zhaojiahu in Dangyang”). Beijing: Wenwu Press.
31
This association is the presence of the title Shaofu 少府 (“Minor Treasurer”) in the halberd’s inscription. This title
first appeared as part of the Qin polity’s governmental apparatus, and the year date “the 34 th year” within the
inscription that scholars have claimed can only be the 34th year of the reign of King Zhaoxiang 昭襄 of Qin (ca. 273
BCE according to historical concordance) given the stylistic dating of the halberd itself.
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historical records, and became one of the first empire-wide forms of currency, replacing the
previously varied and unregulated forms of currently in circulation during the Warring States
after the establishment of the Qin Empire in 221 BCE; they were in us until the early Western
Han period.32
Han-style grave goods (Figure 8) are marked especially by the presence of ceramic
miniatures and models of household items such as zao stove models and deng oil lamps. The
appearance of ceramic models and miniatures in burials has been noted as important markers of
Han culture, specifically as material manifestations of changing religious beliefs, when people of
all social strata began to conceptualize the afterlife not as a journey of the deceased’s soul, as had
been the case in the second half of the first millennium BCE, but as a place that mirrors the lived
world.33 Archaeologically, items like stove models become quite ubiquitous among burials of all
social strata spanning the geographical expanse from inner Mongolia34 down to the modern
border of Yunnan province, both of which were frontier zones during the expansion of the Han

32

Many scholars date the creation of ban liang to the year 336 BCE due to the presence of a passage in the Basic
Annals of the Qin chapter of the Grand Scribe’s Records 史记 • 秦本纪, which states that King Huiwen of Qin
began issuing coins during the second year of his reign. While this passage does not mention ban liang specifically,
the geographical spread of these coins and their prevalence and quantity in archaeological contexts both within and
beyond the Qin homeland have led to a general consensus among Chinese numismatists that ban liang are the
coinage that the historical text was referring to.
33
A lot of ink has already been spilled on the process of this transition and its various connections with other aspects
of early imperial society. Because of this, I only cite here a few of the most recent and prominent studies on the
subject rather than an exhaustive list of sources that touch upon this subject or whose arguments are couched within,
but not wholly dependent on this observed archaeological phenomenon. See Armin Selbitschka. 2015. “Miniature
Tomb Figurines and Models in Pre-imperial and Early Imperial China: Origins, Development and Significance,” in
World Archaeology 47, no. 1: 20—44; Wu Hung. 2010. Art of the Yellow Springs: Understanding Chinese Tombs.
Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 272; Guolong Lai. 2015. Excavating the Afterlife: The Archaeology of Early
Chinese Religion. Seattle: University of Washington Press, xi, 297.
34
For more information on Han Dynasty relations with the north and northwest, see Di Cosmo, Ancient China and
Its Enemies; see also, Nicola di Cosmo. 1999. “The Northern Frontier in Pre-Imperial China,” in The Cambridge
History of Ancient China, Michael Loewe and Edward L. Shaughnessy, eds. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 885-966. For detailed archaeological and historical study on the relationship between the Han empire and the
Southwest, see Yao, The Ancient Highlands of Southwest China.
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empire. For these reasons, these types of items are commonly associated with Han culture, and I
do not dispute this claim here.
Figure 7: Qin-style grave goods at Wangpo Area 1 (3rd—1st century BCE). Top row (left to right): ceramic ding
tripods (M31), ceramic he bowl set (M7), ceramic hu vase, ceramic dou pedestal dish (M37). Middle row (left to
right): ceramic fu basin (M29), ceramic pen basin (M57), ceramic mou jar (M4), ceramic garlic-bulb vase (M34).
Bottom row (left to right): inscribed bronze halberd (M61), bronze seal (M7), ban liang coin (M22), ceramic ladle
(M51).

This variable also includes bronze and pottery ding tripods with short legs and horse-shoe
shaped feet, ceramic fang, square-mouthed vases, some of which – the pottery specimens - also
bear painted decoration, large hu vases with spherical bellies and dish-like openings, and small
jars with collar-like openings. Ding and hu had been a part of the funerary repertoire throughout
the Central Plains and further south along the Han river and the for least a millennium by the
time the Wangpo Area 1 burials were being dug, but the particular morphological and stylistic
characterizations of the specimens that appear during Han times are distinct enough such that
they are thought of as uniquely Han in terms of cultural association.35

35

In Chapter 3 of my dissertation, I discuss in further detail the shift in symbolic weight of ding and hu vessels in
particular that allow them to become someone secondary, but nevertheless present features of mortuary assemblages
during the Han.
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Figure 8: Han-style grave goods at Wangpo Area 1 (3rd—1st century BCE). Left column (top to bottom): ceramic
ding tripods (M48 and M22), bronze fang with ring handles (M35). Middle column (top to bottom, then right):
painted ceramic fang vase (M54), ceramic deng oil lamp (M35), ceramic short-collar jar (M22). Right column (top
to bottom): ceramic hu vase with lid (M22), ceramic zao stove model (M11).

The final variable in the dataset are what I categorize as Local-style grave goods (Figure
9), which are artifact types whose distributions are generally localized either to the Wanpgo
cemetery, or to the Xiangyang region. Within the present dataset, these include double-handled
jars, bowl-shaped yu basins, a small hu vase from M14, and pottery ding tripods that have
flattened bodies, slightly curved lids, but tall and thin columnar legs. In many ways, Local-style
grave goods are themselves hybrid objects as defined by conventional uses of the term in
archaeology.36 The double-handle jars, for instance, that were so prevalent at Bianying also
appear in large quantities here. In addition, the Wangpo site report notes that the ding tripod
pictured in Figure 10, has handles and legs that are neither distinctly Qin nor distinctly Han, nor

36

See Card, The Archaeology of Hybrid Material Culture; see also Yao, “Samartian Mirrors and Han Ingots.”
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distinctly Chu in morphology or decoration, therefore that this particular type of tripod is likely a
local derivation of extant ding tripod forms derived from elsewhere.37
Figure 9: Local-style grave goods at Wangpo Area 1 (3 rd—1st century BCE). Clockwise from upper right: ceramic
ding tripod (M30), double-handle jar (M11), bowl-like yu basin (M10), vase-shaped jar (M14).

Results of Statistical Analyses: Summary Statistics and Correlation Analysis
From this dataset, I created Appendix 8, which contains the summary statistics and
correlation matrix for the full dataset. From this information we are able to conclude the
following: 1.) That labor-intensive burial treatments tended to be associated with the presence of
imperial culture in this area;38 2.) That wall niches, normally considered to be labor intensive,
possessed an additional semiotic function that allowed them also to be used by groups practicing
labor-saving construction techniques, represented by parallel ledges; 39 3.) That wall niches may
have been a way for less wealthy or high-status groups to inter their dead in a manner that made
37

For instance, looking through Sophia Psarras’s very useful catalogue of excavated ding tripods from Han period
burials throughout China, this type of ding is not present, nor is it present in the most recent compilations of Qin
burial goods from Shaanxi; see Teng, Qin wenhua. This type of flattened-based ding is, however, found at in at
Bianying cemetery, which is also in Xiangyang (see Chapter 3), and it is based off this combined information that I
elected to categorize this type of ding as “Local.”
38
This is evidenced in the correlation matrix by the strong observable positive correlations (marked in dark grey)
between tomb volume, and wall niches, outer coffins, and both Qin and Han-style grave goods,
39
This is evidenced by the fact that wall niches and ledges correlate, even though ledges do not correlate with large
tomb size.
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up for gaps in socio-economic means. In other words, wall niches may have been less costly or
labor-intensive means of reproducing the same kind of mortuary practices represented by the
placement of burial goods within the outer coffin;40 and finally, 4.) That mixing, in other words
cultural hybridity, between practices from different burial traditions was taking place, as
evidenced by positive correlations between specific orientations and specific types of grave
goods.41

Results of Statistical Analyses: Principle Component Analysis
While summary statistics and correlation analysis provide useful preliminary guidelines
for analyzing the cultural make-up of the Wangpo Area 1 burial ground, in actuality I designed
the Wangpo dataset specifically for the purpose of utilizing PCA. Table 4, below, is the
eigenvalue chart for the Wangpo Area 1 dataset showing the total number of principle
components produced when we run PCA. Choosing to limit the meaningful components to the
first five components follows what is known as the eigenvalue-one criterion, which states that
only components with eigenvalues greater than 1.00 are retained and interpreted. According to
this table, the first five components of the Area 1 dataset account for over 76% of the total

40

As evidenced by the negative correlation between parallel ledges and outer coffins.
Appendix 9 also exhibits evidence of cultural hybridity that neither traditional modes of scholarship, encapsulated
by the original Wangpo site report, nor the summary statistics could tease out in isolation. For instance, there is
correlation between eastward and northward tomb orientation and Qin-style and Local-style grave goods,
respectively. Recalling that northward orientation was prevalent among Western Zhou burials in the Wei River
valley while eastward orientation was a feature of elite Chu and Han burials in Hubei, we can conclude that mixing
between practices from different burial traditions was taking place, especially since eastward orientation within the
Wangpo dataset correlated with both Chu-style and Qin-style grave goods. Further speculation might lead us to
conclude that the correlation between northward orientation and Local-style grave goods suggests that either these
burials are socially and culturally distinct, or perhaps simply earlier in date, since both traits pre-date cultural
attributes of Chu, Qin, and Han burials in this region.
41
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amount of variance in the dataset, and therefore it is these first five components that I chose
interpret.42
Table 1: Eigenvalue chart for Wangpo Area1 burials. Eigenvalues of over 1 are
deemed statistically significant.

PC43 Eigenvalue
2.83033
1
1.71752
2
1.64169
3
1.1862
4
1.02703
5
0.843949
6
0.564975
7
0.407869
8
0.337978
9
0.299261
10
0.143192
11

% variance
25.73
15.614
14.924
10.784
9.3366
7.6723
5.1361
3.7079
3.0725
2.7206
1.3017

Table 5 (below) shows the component loadings for the first five principle components of
the Wangpo Area 1 dataset. These five components equate to five different dimensions of
variability underlying the burial information as I have organized it, based on cultural variables.
The first component shows strong correlations between Qin-style grave goods and tomb size
(volume) as well as ancillary correlations between Han-style grave goods and eastward
orientation. Recalling that eastwards orientation is a hallmark of both Han and Chu elite burials,
I would argue that this component represents high-ranking, qin-han hybrid burials; positive
correlation with outer coffins supports the notion of their being high-ranking, as I have already
argued that this burial attribute indicates increased energy expenditure. At the same time,

42

Baxter states that a percent variance over 72 indicates that those components are the strongest underlying
structural features of the dataset. See M. J. Baxter. 2015. Exploratory Multivariate Analysis in Archaeology
(Foundations of Archaeology). Clinton Corners, NY: Eliot Werner Publications.
43
“Principle Component.”
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however, recall that the distinctive “II” shape of the outer coffins is inherited from the influence
of Chu cultural practices in the region prior and up to the 3rd century BCE.
Table 2: Principle component analysis of the Wangpo Area 1 burials. Highlighted values indicate variables
that correlate with one another and can be interpreted together as a single, underlying dimension of
variability in burial practice.

South
North
East
Volume
Wall Niches
Ledges
Outer
Coffin
Chu GG
Qin GG
Han GG
Local GG

PC 1
0.0097109
-0.26355
0.34276
0.40559
0.0026919
-0.22699

PC 2
-0.19472
-0.041273
0.28788
0.33932
0.55954
0.25291

PC 3
-0.64355
0.60114
-0.024409
0.18408
0.0095548
-0.19778

PC 4
0.22986
-0.038438
-0.13615
0.091504
0.47301
0.33831

PC 5
0.32244
0.27329
-0.64118
0.20792
0.25349
-0.24815

0.30895
0.097818
0.47283
0.34695
-0.38467

-0.3968
-0.23969
0.010992
0.23568
0.33875

0.19513
0.28436
0.088163
-0.06256
0.14199

0.056809
0.67608
0.098927
-0.3072
-0.12695

0.023544
-0.088097
-0.068667
0.47581
-0.041736

Combined with the practice of modifying such coffins to fit local economic realities, by
the time the Wangpo cemetery comes into use in the 3rd century BCE, these modified coffins
were already a standard part of local burial tradition, and can thus be considered chu-local
hybrids on their own. Thus, what we have in component 1 burials are large-sized and probably
higher socially ranked local individuals who were buried in what chronologically can be
considered the Han period, when the Han empire had already been established in the region. At
the same time, however, these burials exhibit a high degree of mixture between Han and Qin
grave goods, suggesting that the occupant more likely had closer cultural ties to the immediate
locality, to Xiangyang, than to either the Han or the Qin empires; the presence of chu-local
hybrid coffin structures supports this observation. In this way, component 1 suggests that unlike
what straightforward cultural/chronological designations would have us believe, the predominant
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structuring pattern within Wangpo Area 1 burial practice and the creation of tombs was very
much a hybrid thing, even if that hybridity included both contemporary and archaic forms.
While it might be tempting to assume that this level of hybridity, especially including the
archaicism of chu-local objects like modified “II”-shaped outer coffins, only existed among
burials of larger size, component 2 reveals this to be untrue. The correlations between wall
niches, local grave goods, and volume, as well as ancillary correlations between these attributes
and parallel ledges, for example, show that some burials that load onto this component exhibit
both large size and evidence of energy conservation. Interestingly, the negative loading for
Local-style grave goods among component 1 burials and conversely its high-loading in this
component suggests that at least two different groups, emphasizing two different cultural
traditions while mixing in traditions from Han culture were likely using this burial ground. I
would call component 2 the dimension that expresses large, local-han hybrid burials, where the
predominant cultural features are local ones with some Han grave goods mixed in.
Chronologically, these burials are likely from the same period as component 1 burials, namely
the Han dynasty, though culturally they are also anything but Han.
Components 3 and 4 reveal a different cultural and chronological pattern. Component 3
can, based on its loadings for Chu-style grave goods and northward orientation, be dated
primarily to the earlier end of the Wangpo Area 1’s chronological spectrum, roughly the 3rd
century BCE. This is because both Chu-style grave goods and northward orientations come out
of earlier burial traditions, specifically Western Zhou and Chu polity. What is interesting here,
however, is the northward orientation. As I said earlier, northward orientation is generally
associated with Western Zhou burial traditions. However, if we look at the burials that score
highly for Component 3 (such as tomb M61 and M23 in Appendix 9), we can see that these
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burials contain mostly Chu and Qin burial goods. This would normally present an interpretive
dilemma, but recalling the correlation analysis conducted earlier, I found that there is correlation
between eastward and northward tomb orientation and Qin-style and Local-style grave goods,
respectively. While the correlation between northward orientation and Local-style grave goods
can itself be interpreted as evidence of lingering Western Zhou cultural practices at Wangpo, I
believe it would be a stretch to assume based only on orientation (and conversely a complete lack
of Western Zhou-style grave goods otherwise) that the Component 3 burials can be considered
hybrids of Western Zhou and Chu practices alone. Rather, I elect to designate them as qin-chulocal hybrids.
Component 4 also features positive loadings for Chu-style grave goods and structural
variables like wall niches and parallel ledges. That these loadings are all quite strong suggests
that this component expresses the chu-local hybrid cultural dimension of the cemetery, which
also makes them some of the earliest, chronologically, at the site. The relatively neutral loading
scores for tomb size in component 4 adds nuance to this interpretation because it suggests that
chu-local hybrid burials seem to be of both large and small sizes, which supports the idea of
component 4 revealing some of the earliest burials at the site because of the range of rank and
socio-economic means therein represented. Interestingly, hybridity expressed by component 4
burials, between Chu and Local cultural features, fits in with what we saw previously at
Bianying, where elements of Chu material culture and Chu ritual traditions were mixed in and
experimented within vessel-form as well as in the structure of the tomb. This suggests that
Chu’s cultural influence in the Xiangyang area had similar effects in both urban and rural local
communities, something which, as component 3 indicates, was not the case for Qin cultural
influence. Instead, it seems that Qin culture was more prone to hybridization on the level of tomb
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structure at Wangpo than at Bianying, a phenomenon that I will come back to later on in this
chapter.
Finally, component 5 shows positive correlations between Han-style grave goods and
southward oriented burials, and secondarily with northward orientation and wall niches. This
component can thus be described as representing han-local hybrid burials, which should not be
confused with component 2’s local-han hybrid burials because while component 2 exhibited both
grave goods and architectural features that were predominantly of Local styles, component 5
burials features primarily Han-style grave goods, and only the wall-niches, with their distinctive
shape and placement, suggest any sort of tangible connection to the immediate vicinity and
surrounding burials. Together, components 2 and 5 represent the chronologically latest burials at
the site because Han-style grave goods predominate in both assemblages, indicating that at the
point these tombs were created, Han funerary items had become the norm for inclusion in
mortuary ritual. Nevertheless, both also exhibit influences from the local context. What sets
these two groups apart from one another is the nature of the inclusion of local burial features. For
component 2, local features such as eastward orientation, wall-niches, and local-style grave
goods account for the majority characterization of these burials. Additionally, component 2
burials tend to be larger in size as well as have outer coffins. Component 5 burials, on the other
hand, tend to be smaller in size, and to follow Han-style orientation (north-south); the only Local
feature in these burials are the wall-niches. This evidence suggests that along with the observed
cultural divisions between components 2 and 5 just outlined, there was likely also an economic
or rank-based social division, in which groups favoring more Local styles ended up with more
means to create larger burials whereas those who favored predominantly Han-styles were less
well-equipped.
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It should also be noted that the original site report dates the Wangpo Area 1 burial ground
to, at latest, the 1st century BCE, something that the PCA here, I think, supports most
prominently in the fact that none of the burials here feature brick-chamber tombs, which as we
saw in the previous chapter, appeared in Period 6, after the mid-1st century BCE, and is generally
very much considered to be a marker of the Han empire’s cultural influence over a region. At
Bianying, we saw that once brick-chamber tombs were introduced, local idiosyncrasies in terms
of structural and architectural choices made at the time of burial diminished. This, however, did
not occur among Wangpo Area 1 burials. I believe that this observation is significant not only
because it suggests that the time span over which this burial ground was in active use was quite
short (only two centuries), but also the mixture of cultural practices exhibited in mortuary ritual
across the site is significantly messier than traditional cultural-chronological designations
suggest. In other words, while we can say that components 2 and 5 are likely groups of Han
period burials because they contain Han-style grave goods, we cannot designate them as
culturally Han, at least not without further investigation. In what follows, I look more closely at
several important examples of burials representing each of these components in order to illustrate
what I mean by this, beginning by revisiting tomb M34.

Towards a New Way to Think about Cultural Categories
The results of the PCA highlight the degree to which hybridity was pervasive among
Wangpo Area 1 burials. Clearly, what the excavation report designates as a “Qin tomb”—M34
for example—is anything but a “Qin tomb” when we look at how material culture was actually
used to express cultural identity. For instance, the PCA shows that although most of the “Qinstyle” grave goods load onto the dimension of the dataset that encompasses the largest
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percentage of variance at the site (component 1), in fact however, none of the five principle
dimensions of mortuary practice at Wangpo exhibit features of one single cultural tradition
alone.
This brings me back to the question of categories, and how we can rethink the way that
we use extant terminology to talk about early Chinese culture. In discussing the results of the
PCA, I began to distinguish between conventional categories—Qin-style grave goods, Chu-style
grave goods, etc.—and hybridized qin-han, or han-local, etc… burials by removing the capital
letter, and therefore the place of the term as a proper noun, and adding a hyphen. I believe this
simple gesture provides these terms with a new capacity to designate ideas that are no longer
strictly tied to the conventional elite/state associations. It is easy to designate an elite burial as a
Qin burial if it yields information that unequivocally associates it with the Qin polity (and the
same for Chu and Han). It is not so easy to do the same for commoner burials. Using the
lowercase, hyphenated terms decouples the association of the cultural sphere with the sociopolitical and chronological spheres that capitalized terms inevitably conjure up, which then
provides room to talk about places like Wangpo specifically, and the region of Xiangyang more
broadly, in a way that does not automatically revert to accepted narratives of historical
progression and civilizational development.
I would like to consider the practical implications of this terminology for developing
more nuanced approaches to the study of early regional history in China by returning to the
example of tomb M34 that I described at the start of the chapter. It is now clear that what was
previously designated as a “Qin” burial is better designated as a large qin-han hybrid burial (see
Table 6, below) that features Chu archaisms. The reason I characterize this tomb in such a way is
to draw attention to what should be a disconnect between Qin as a combined, compressed, and
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conflated cultural/chronological designation, which is what the original Wangpo site report uses,
and qin as evidence of cultural influence manifested archaeologically versus Qin as a historical
time period tied to elite archaeological manifestations. In the original site report, the tomb is
designated as a “Qin” tomb, though evidently it also contains oil lamps that were produced in the
early Han period. The reason the report designates this tomb as a Qin tomb rather than as a Han
tomb is because of the predominance of Qin grave goods in its assemblage (indeed, aside from
the oil lamps and the style A bronze ding, most of the artifacts can be traced stylistically to the
Qin heartland). In doing so, however, it ignores the actual cultural complexity of the burial as a
composite whole, and assigns it a chronological date that implies as well cultural and
sociopolitical affiliations.
However, there is strong evidence to suggest that on a cultural level, the occupant of
tomb M34 may have had far less to do with either the Qin or the Han empire than traditional
designations would assume or attribute. That occupant of this tomb was buried in a large tomb
that contained not only a nested coffin structure but also a rich mortuary assemblage featuring
bronze vessels suggests that he or she was likely an individual of some special significance,
which also explains its spatial primacy within the burial ground. The presence of the style A
bronze ding that stylistically resembles specimens found in metropolitan Chu tombs from the 4th
century BCE and earlier (Figure 10) lends credence to this hypothesis because this type of
archaism, wherein an older style of object is mixed into an assemblage from later time periods, is
generally understood in early Chinese contexts as a desire to mark social distinction.44
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Here I follow Lothar von Falkenhausen’s definition of archaism in early Chinese contexts as “the conscious
rediscovery of something already lost, guided by a veneration of the antique as such.” See, Lothar von
Falkenhausen. 2010. “Antiquarianism in Eastern Zhou Bronzes and Its Significance,” in Reinventing the Past:
Archaism and Antiquarianism in Chinese Art and Visual Culture. Wu Hung, ed. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press.
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Figure 10: Comparison between Wangpo M34 bronze ding tripod (left) (ca. 3rd—1st century BCE) and a
specimen from Jiudian cemetery in Jiangling, the metropolitan Chu heartland (right) (ca. 4 th—3rd century BCE).

Wangpo M34 bronze ding tripod

Jiudian M250 bronze ding tripod

The rest of the tomb’s assemblage and architecture are equally a jumble of different
stylistic traditions, with wall-niches containing Han-style oil lamps, an “II-shaped outer coffin
with no base (in the style of local practice), and a bronze ding and garlic-bulb flask (both of
which originate in the Qin heartland). Thus, even though we might chronologically date this
tomb to the Qin period, we cannot in any way say for certain that the occupant was represented
in death as in any way a member of the broader Qin sociopolitical order. The hybrid nature of the
tomb, a product of the hybridized process of mortuary ritual in which features from multiple
extant and older traditions were drawn upon, suggests that the occupant likely was more
culturally affiliated with immediate vicinity of Xiangyang and its unique cultural history of first
Zhou, then Chu, then Qin, then Han cultural influence, than with any of these polities singularly.
Previously, the straight-forward Qin designation of this and other burials versus the Han
designation of those around it forcibly divided what should be interconnected relationships into a
two-sided Qin polity versus Han polity structure; a structure that reifies the historical narrative of
the Han empire conquering the former territory of the Qin, and incorporating all and sundry into
an expanding, homogenized Han cultural sphere. My approach to interpreting M34 not as a Qin
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tomb, but as a hybrid qin-han tomb featuring chu cultural archaism pushes back against this
narrative and demonstrates that in no way can we assume that ordinary people would straightforwardly signal their cultural affiliation to a single polity. Instead, the hybrid tomb M34 points
us toward the idea that people in Wangpo had the strongest cultural affiliation to the immediate
locality rather than to some more remote political entity. In terms of their ritual practices, these
locals incorporated the material culture practices of different polities selectively, as their
preference or means allowed, with the specific hybridity exhibited dictated more by what came
before in this region rather than what was imposed from outside.
The story of this local community, written using archaeological evidence alone, is meant
to contribute to the enrichment of our knowledge of early China. To this end, I have developed in
the first part of this chapter an approach to using archaeological data that sees it as historical
source material that is as important as texts because it can evince the lives of previously
overlooked people such as commoners. In this way, archaeology is no longer merely a
handmaiden to history45 but rather is another thread to be interwoven with narratives derived
from traditional sources, thereby generating a more robust and richer picture of life in early
China. Reconciling archaeology with history ultimately has the potential to bring early China
into better dialogue with other fields where both work on non-elites and work on regional
histories are already being done.
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See K.C. Chang. 2001. “Reflections on Chinese archaeology in the second half of the twentieth century,” in
Journal of East Asian Archaeology, Vol. 3, No. 1-2: 5—13.
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Xiangyang in Regional Archaeological Perspective: Comparing Wangpo and Bianying
Having provided a new conceptual pathway towards talking about and interpreting
mortuary archaeological data, I would like to turn now to the rest of the Wangpo Area 1 burials
in order to reinsert this cemetery into its broader regional archaeological context. First, I will
discuss several representative burials for each identified principle component in Table 5. I will
then compare the patterns of cultural hybridity among Wangpo burials, as the process is
demonstrated by each example tomb, with the patterns from Bianying discussed in the previous
chapter. This will result in a more holistic picture of the overall process of culture change over
the course of the 3rd to first centuries BCE in Xiangyang, as it is manifested archaeologically,
through which we can better understand the formation of early empire.
Table 6, below, summarizes the five principle components extracted by the PCA. It also
includes five burials whose loadings are the strongest for each principle component, suggesting
that these burials can be taken to be representative of the type of cultural hybridity represented
by that component. In what follows, I look more closely at these burials, comparing the ways in
which they exhibit hybridity with the general progression of culture change and cultural
hybridization exhibited at Bianying.
Table 3: Chart summarizing the designations of the five principle components of the Wangpo Area 1 cemetery. The
five individual burials extracted herein represent the five highest-scoring burials for each component.

M10
M11
M34
M35
M61
M145

PC 1
(large qin-han
hybrid burials)
-3.705
-0.34085
4.0091
6.6958
1.7449
-0.24616

PC 2
(large local-han
hybrid burials)
3.3793
-0.82702
2.3901
4.6381
-1.3245
0.028959

PC 3
(qin-chu-local
hybrid burials)
0.65368
-1.9283
0.98599
0.75726
2.2172
-1.3486
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PC 4
(chu-local
hybrid burials)
0.53542
-0.76736
1.7091
-0.44355
1.59
3.79

PC 5
(han-local
hybrid burials)
0.33895
1.297
-0.43546
2.3955
0.085916
0.51598

Looking at the breakdown of components in Table 6, it becomes apparent that the types
of hybridity expressed by the Wangpo Area 1 burials fall more or less along a chronological
span, beginning with PC 4 (chu-local burials), followed by PC 3 (qin-chu-local burials), then PC
1 (qin-han burials), and finally PC 2 (local-han burials) and PC 5 (han-local burials). As I stated
in earlier in this chapter, this chronological span corresponds with Bianying Periods 3 through 6,
and it is therefore in this order that I will discuss these example tombs. In doing so, I will draw
comparisons between how hybridity took form at the two cemeteries, and speculate as to the
reasons behind these differences, focusing on the topic of landscape.
Tomb M145 had the highest scores for PC 4 (chu-local burials), which places it on the
earlier end of the chronological spectrum represented by Wangpo Area 1 burials. The tomb
measures 6.21 cubic meters (on the small side), and is oriented on a north-south axis.
Interestingly, the burial features both a wall-niche and parallel ledges, and the trace evidence
from the bottom of the tomb shaft suggests that the single coffin was constructed as a base-less
four-sided rectangular structure with a larger wooden lid that was placed atop the edges of the
rectangular structure with the parallel ledges as buttresses. The wall-niche, was dug into the
southern wall on the same level as the floor, which makes this form of wall-niche our first point
of comparison with Bianying.
While wall niches at Bianying are quite typical of Chu-style wall niches found
throughout Hubei province, those at Wangpo are unique in that instead of being small
rectangular niches cut into the tomb shafts as they are in M34, for instance, wall niches that
contain the majority of burial goods at Wangpo are situated within semi-circular coves dug out
of the tomb shaft wall much closer to the ground (Figure 4 above). The placement of these wall
niches represents a deviation from typical Chu mortuary ritual sequences because of the very
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close proximity between the contents of the wall niche and the side-wall of the coffin structure.
That the wall niche is places near the bottom of the tomb rather than part way up the tomb shaft
suggests that the placement of grave goods inside the niche took place sequentially between the
construction of the tomb shaft and the placement of coffin structure so that in the end, the grave
goods were all but blocked from view when the coffin and lid were put into place. This would
not have been the case if the niche was located part way up the tomb shaft, above the coffin,
which would have made the niche accessible after the placement of the coffin structure.
This suggests that the purpose of wall niches and the placement of grave goods therein
played a specific role in mortuary ritual at Wangpo in a way that differs from how it was
deployed elsewhere in Xiangyang.46 It is thus a sign that what was going on a Wangpo was a
highly localized version of practices that were going on elsewhere in the region. That parallel
ledges occur at both Bianying and Wangpo suggests that the two burial grounds underwent
similar processes of social change, wherein the use of parallel ledges signified the need to
conserve energy, but the difference in the way that wall niches were employed suggests that on
the cultural level, the two communities had differing ideas concerning mortuary procedure,
specifically in terms of the display of grave goods.
In terms of the grave goods themselves, M145 yielded an assemblage consisting of
pottery ding, a pottery hu, and a bronze sword (Figure 11). The style of pottery ding from this
tomb is unlike anything discovered from Bianying, and has been characterized as a Qin-style
ding, though the exaggerated length of the three flattened knobs on the lid of the vessel, and the
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Scholars of Early China have observed, regarding the sequence of burial, that differentiation of the use of grave
goods for marking the status of the occupant versus for the purposes of negotiation of social status among the
mourners can be read off the placement of grave goods in wall-niches. See Rowan Flad. 2001. “Ritual or Structure?
Analysis of Burial Elaboration at Dadianzi, Inner Mongolia.” Journal of East Asian Archaeology 3, No. 3-4: 23-51.
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length and point on its legs are not usually typical of Qin ding from the Guanzhong valley,47 and
thus exhibit more local flair. This is also true for the flattened knobs on the hu vase, though this
vessel’s overall form resembles much more closely Chu precedents than the tripod. On the other
hand, composition of the assemblage is reminiscent of some Period 3 burials at Bianying, which
are attempting to be iconic of Chu mortuary assemblages.
Figure 11: M145 grave good assemblage

Ding tripod

Hu vase

Bronze sword

In total then, the burial, while featuring several aspects in common with Bianying, such
as the use of parallel ledges, the placement and structure of the coffin, and the mortuary
assemblage composition, displays many cultural aspects that are also very locally dictated, most
prominently the burial sequence and likely semiotic underpinnings of that different sequence.
This level of hybridity between extant cultural traditions (Qin and Chu) and local ones is not in
evidence at Bianying.
Tomb M61 had the highest scores for PC 3 (qin-chu burials). This tomb is a north-south
oriented tomb measuring 6 m3 in volume, and featuring nested coffins inside of which was found
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See Teng, Qin Wenhua, 30—35.
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an assemblage of pottery two ding tripods, two he covered bowls, two hu vases, three dou
pedestal dishes, and a bronze halberd head (Figure 12) bearing an incised inscription that reads:
少府
卅四少工梬 [?]48
Minor Treasurer
(in) the 34th year keeps (this) simple weapon [unreadable character].
According to the Wangpo site report, two pieces of information from this particular
halberd are important. First is the presence of the title shaofu 少府 (“Minor Treasurer”), which
was first created during in the state of Qin, ostensibly as part of Shang Yang’s reforms. The
second important piece of information is the sa si can 卅四殘 phrase, which can be translated
into “the thirty-fourth year,” and refers to the reign date of a particular ruler. The Minor
Treasurer title already suggests that the ruler in question was likely a Qin ruler, and according to
the site report, the only Qin ruler to have had a reign lasting over thirty-four years was King
Zhaoxiang 昭襄 (r. 307—250 BCE), whose thirty-fourth year as king corresponds to the year
273 BCE in the Gregorian calendar.
Figure 12: a.) Bronze halberd from tomb M61 at Wangpo b.) Chu-style hu vases from M61at Wangpo

48

Transcription taken from original site report. See Xiangyang Wangpo Dongzhou Qin Han Mu, 203.
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a.)

b.)
Despite the connection with Qin that this bronze halberd head signifies, there are aspects

of both the inscription and the other material features of the tomb that complicate the easy
association of this burial with the Qin state. First is that although the majority of the pottery from
this tomb is stylistically similar to counterparts from the Guanzhong valley, the inclusion of Chustyle hu vases (Figure 12 above) suggests assemblage composition using older and newer
traditions similar to what I found at Bianying. Additionally, the northward orientation of the
burial suggests that in terms of construction as well, local practices and likely local geography
were taken into account in the creation of this tomb.49
It should also be noted that the halberd itself introduces some ambiguity regarding the
occupant’s cultural identity, especially because the inscription is incised upon the surface of the
halberd rather than cast into the metal as most inscriptions were during the heyday of bronze
inscription writing. Combined with the fact that the date on the inscription pre-dates Qin’s
historical conquest of Chu in 228 BCE, the halberd’s presence in tomb M61 definitively
indicates the tomb occupant’s straight-forward political association with the Qin state. In other
49

It’s also significant here that there is very little evidence from these burials of the inclusion of utilitarian vessels,
which we saw happening in Period 3 burials especially at Bianying. What might this tell us? That hybridity here
seems to have happening on the level of mortuary process than on the level of grave assemblage, which is different
from Bianying, where a lot of the hybridity occurred on the level of the grave good assemblage and where burial
construction was more standardized.
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words, the occupant of tomb M61 was probably not a transplant from the state of Qin. More
likely this individual was a local who was then appointed to the position of Minor Treasurer,
which afforded him possession of the halberd which was created as a marker of the position
some years prior, likely in the Qin heartland (that the halberd does not bear a name, but rather
only the title and the year, supports this interpretation). In the next chapter, the significance of
this tomb will be revisited as I re-contextualize it within the historical context of Qin’s eventual
presence in the Xiangyang region.50
M35 has the highest scores for PC 1, which makes it a hybrid qin-han burial. I should
note here that M35 is the largest tomb at the site, measuring 130.56 m3, and is also the closest
neighbor to M34, which we have already discussed. Like M34, M35 is a deep, rectangular pitshaft tomb that features nested coffins, and several (six total) small wall niches positioned two
feet above the casket inside of which were placed several pottery deng oil-lamps. The rest of the
grave goods were placed either in between the inner and outer coffins, or within the inner coffin
itself, and includes an assemblage of two bronze ding, two bronze fang (square-sided, lidded
vases), one bronze ladle, two ceramic hu vases, four ceramic dou pedestal dishes, seventeen ban
liang coins (Figure 13); additionally, items that were not included in the PCA, but that are
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It is further significant to compare M61 with M34 (discussed earlier), as both seems to be higher-ranking burials
associated on some level with the Qin dynasty, though in very different ways. As we can see here, M61’s occupant
likely had some tangible political tie with the Qin state, as manifested through the incised halberd blade in his tomb;
in comparison, tomb M34’s occupant had no marker of official position. Additionally, both burials contained
throwback Chu-style grave good. And yet, in terms of both size and scale, M34 far outstrips M61, which had neither
bronze vessels nor a deep and architecturally complex burial pit. This author proposes that we can understand the
difference and relationship between these two burials as one of official versus non-official local leaders. Even tough
tomb M61’s occupant may have been a minor official of Qin state, they were likely not the wealthiest individual in
town. Conversely, while tomb M34’s occupant might not have held any official position within the broader
geopolitical apparatus, they were likely one of the more economically and socially well-off individuals within the
community. Both, however, were firmly rooted in the locality, and were likely not transplants directly from the Qin
state. This kind of nuanced analysis is possible only because we took the time to tease out cultural differences from
extant cultural/chronological and sociopolitical designations; if we follow traditionally breakdowns, fine-grained
details of how this community was structured and what kinds of people lived in the region would be lost.
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important to mention here are a bronze mirror and jade circlet both of which, along with the
coins, were found inside the coffin.
In terms of construction, M35’s burial shaft does not feature anything out of the ordinary
for Han burials found in other regions except for the presence of small the small wall-niches.
Looking at the depth of the tomb shaft itself, however, it is not a stretch to imagine that these
wall-niches were so placed so that there would be enough light at the bottom of the burial to
arrange the furnishings and to conduct any ritual that may have accompanied the burial. Clearly,
in this case, any sort of mortuary custom gave way to practical necessities, which brings up the
question of this tomb occupant’s identity. The depth of the tomb and therefore the great amount
of energy expended in its creation indicates that this individual was likely a person of both means
and social status within the community. The presence of bronzes within a highly ritual-vessel
oriented mortuary assemblage (not to mention the coins and the personal adornments) supports
this theory.
The mortuary assemblage itself is a mix of both Qin-style and Han-style objects, as well
as a mix of bronze and ceramic objects. For instance, the small, squat-legged ding tripods are
typical of Han style pottery not only from Chang’an (modern Xi’an), but throughout the Han
empire, as are the pottery oil lamps, which have commonly been interpreted as appearing as part
of the same general trend in conceptualizations of the afterlife as ceramic models and figurines;
in this way, they are signifiers of Han cultural presence, or at least influence, in the places where
they are discovered. The ceramic hu vase that is included in the assemblage is a derivation on
Han-style vases that were local to the Chu cultural area (specifically the Hubei and Hunan
region); for instance, similar specimens have been found at the Fenghuangshan 鳳凰山 site in
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Hunan province and at the Gaotai 高台 site in Jiangling.51 Because of this, I have characterized
these vases as a local grave good. Meanwhile, the bronze fang, the ceramic dou pedestal dishes,
and the ban liang coins are all quite typical of Qin burials from the Guanzhong valley.52
Figure 13: Tomb M35 plan view, cross-section view, and mortuary assemblage

Left column (top to bottom): bronze ladle, dou pedestal
dish, hu vase. Middle column: deng oil lamp. Right
column (top to bottom): bronze fang, bronze ding.

The overall impression from tomb M35 is thus that it adheres more to older traditions of
burial practice—where the ritual assemblage is front and center—than to traditions that evolved
over the course of the Han period, wherein the tomb is transformed conceptually from a symbol
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See Psarras. 2010. Han Material Culture, 188. See also, Hengyangshi wenwu gongzuodui 衡陽市文物工作隊,
“Hunan Hengyangshi Fenghuangshan Han mu Fajue jianbao 湖南衡陽市鳳凰山漢墓發覺簡報,” in Kaogu 考古
1993.3: 239—47; Hubeisheng Jingzhou diqu Bowuguan 湖北省荊州地區博物館, “Jiangling Gaotai shibahao mu
fajue jianbao 江陵高台十八號墓發掘簡報,” in Wenwu 文物 1993.8: 67.
52
Particularly from Baoji, see Teng, Qin Wenhua, 34.
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of the deceased’s journey to the afterlife into a symbolic landed estate in the underworld.
Chronologically, this suggests that M35 was a burial that straddled the divide between the end of
the Qin empire and the start of the Han dynasty, much as its neighbor, tomb M34, also does.
Culturally as well, the mixture within this tomb flies in the face of many traditional beliefs about
the nature of imperial conquest, which assumes wholesale erasure and replacement of extant
cultural traditions with new ones. At Bianying, the transition between Periods 3 and 4 reflected
this behavior more than at Wangpo, suggesting that at least in this smaller and somewhat more
removed locality, the lines between locality and larger goings on the political sphere were at a
disconnect, and that local communities were able to exert more cultural continuity from
generation to generation than they were elsewhere.
The final two components, PC 2 and PC 5, are differential exhibitions of hybridization
between Han and Local burial customs, and are represented by tombs M10 and M11 (Figure 13).
M10 is a small tomb measuring 3.86 m3 featuring parallel ledges, a wall niche, a single coffin,
and a grave assemblage (placed inside the wall niche) consisting of a double-handle jar, three yu
basins, and a lacquer he covered toiletry box (not shown). M11 is similarly small, though it does
not feature either parallel ledges or wall niches, and outside of its single coffin was placed an
assemblage of a pottery ding, he, fang, a double-handle jar, a zao stove model, and a ping vase.
Both burials are oriented on a north-south axis.
Earlier, I mentioned that the difference between components 2 and 5 was mainly in what
style of grave good was most represented in their mortuary assemblages. Looking at Figure 14
below, it is clear that in many ways, these two tombs are quite representative of their respective
primary designations, that is, tomb M10 contains mostly Local-style grave goods and Local-style
forms of tomb construction; likewise, M11 contains mostly Han-style grave goods and lacks
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most of the distinguishing features of local-style burial construction of mortuary sequence.
Indeed, in both of these cases, hybridity between Local and Han cultures seems to have been
confined mostly to the inclusion of a limited number of grave goods, such as M10’s lacquer he
and tomb M11’s pottery fang and he.
This is a significant departure from the type of hybridity exhibited by the previous three
burials and I believe the difference can be attributed to the difference in wealth and status within
the Wangpo community. Tombs M34, M25, M61, and M145 are all decently large-sized burials,
and in the case of tombs M35 and M61 especially, there is strong evidence of at least some type
of social distinction, whether in the form of an inscribed bronze halberd head (M61) or in a
significantly increased amount of energy expenditure. In contrast, M10 and M11 are both less
than 5 m3 in volume, and have fewer numbers of grave goods.
Figure 14: M10 and M11 at Wangpo showing plan views and ceramic assemblages
M10 plan view

Yu basin

Double-handle jar
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M11 plan view

Left column (top to bottom: Zao stove model, ding
tripod, he covered vessel; right column (top to bottom):
fang vase, double-handle jar

One possible reason for this is simply that those with the means and status to create larger
and more elaborate tombs also had more freedom not only to acquire grave goods of different
types and styles, but also to mix and match them as they so wished. Those with fewer means, in
contrast, were more limited by the materials they had access to and therefore elected to conduct
their mortuary practices in accordance to a simpler and therefore unvaried model. This same
trend was observed at Bianying during this same span of time, especially in Period 6, and speaks
to some of the political and economic changes going on during the mid 1st century BCE
throughout the Xiangyang region, which will be explored in the next chapter.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have discussed two important findings that Principle Component
Analysis reveals about the nature of culture contact and its resulting hybridity as it is signified by
non-elite mortuary practice. First, I showed how PCA demonstrates the pervasiveness of cultural
hybridity at Wangpo cemetery. In recognizing this hybridity, I unpack some of the commonly
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used and problematically relied upon terminology that is traditionally used to study and
characterize burial grounds like Wangpo, and argue that disentangling such conflated
designations as “Qin” when talking about non-elite archaeological contexts creates more room
for bottom-up narratives of cultural change than traditional perspectives.
As a demonstration of this alternative narrative, I dedicated the second part of the chapter
to examining in detail several tombs that were not only representative of different types of
hybridity, but which were also representative of the overall time span of the site. In examining
the details of each of these tombs, I compared the nature of cultural hybridization here and at
Bianying, and found that while at Bianying, hybridization came in two primary forms—either in
terms of the object forms themselves (such as double-objects), or in the structure of material
assemblages—at Wangpo, the latter was more prominent, with a highly localized form of
mortuary sequence, signified by the wall niches, remaining a prominent feature of tombs
throughout the cemetery. At the same time, however, the overall progression of change
expressed by the short time span during which Wangpo Area 1 was in active use exhibits some
important divergences from Bianying in that a different general sequence of burial seemed to
have been the norm for much of the community; in addition, the presence of bronze vessels and
inscribed weaponry at Wangpo suggests that the community here had individuals of a broader
range of social classes than what was represented, demographically, at Bianying.
In the next chapter, I historicize this overall narrative of archaeological change,
interweaving it with changes recorded not only in transmitted texts, but also expressed in new
excavated texts from the Xiangyang area and beyond. This will not only provide necessary
explanatory background for the changes expressed by both Bianying and Wangpo, but allow the
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story of culture contact as it affected the lives and practices of non-elite communities contribute
a new perspective on the early history of this region that has so far been too silent.
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Chapter 5
New Narratives of Imperial Incorporation:
Xiangyang in Historical and Archaeological Perspective
Introduction
To summarize from the introduction, the traditional narrative of Xiangyang as a region is
that beginning as early as the 8th century BCE, it had political ties with the Western Zhou polity
through elite marriage relations and royal appointment. After the Western Zhou collapsed, the
region was conquered by the Chu polity—based in the Jiangling region—which used it as an
outpost to launch military and diplomatic campaigns against its peers in Guanzhong and the
Central Plains. In the 3rd century BCE, the powerful and expanding Qin military war machine
took this region from Chu and converted it into a county under its new imperial regime. By the
time Wangpo cemetery was in use, the region was already fully integrated into the coherent and
holistic cultural sphere that was Chinese civilization—or so we think.1 This accepted narrative
describes a simplistic pattern of replacement in which one polity’s culture simply supersedes and
overlays the one that came before it.
What my research at Bianying and Wangpo has shown, however, was that this region was
much more culturally complex than traditional modes of scholarship would have us believe, and

1

This necessarily brings up the question of what constitutes “the periphery” during such critical periods as the
transition from the Western Zhou state to the Qin and Han empires, when boundary spaces were constantly being
expanded and different groups of people were constantly being brought into contact with one another. This is a
question that has become a major analytical topic in Chinese history in recent years. See, Rowan K. Flad and Pochan
Chen. 2013. Ancient Central China: Centers and Peripheries along the Yangzi River (Case Studies in Early
Societies). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1—13; Roderick B. Campbell. 2014. Archaeology and the
Chinese Bronze Age: From Erlitou to Anyang (Monographs). Los Angeles: The Cotsen Institute of Archaeology
Press, 1—15; Gideon Shelach-Lavi. 2014. The Archaeology of Early China: From Prehistory to the Han Dynasty.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1—7; Nicola Di Cosmo. 2004. Ancient China and its Enemies: The Rise of
Nomadic Power in East Asian History. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 380; Alice Yao. 2016. The Ancient
Highlands of Southwest China: From the Bronze Age to the Han Empire. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1—19.
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that only through examining the material remains of ordinary people statistical techniques that, I
argue, we can recognize and more fully understand this complexity.
In this chapter, I revisit the historical narrative of Xiangyang from the 8th century BCE
through to the 1st century CE in light of what we have learned in the three previous chapters. In
doing so, I compare the reconstruction of historical processes using transmitted historical
records, excavated manuscripts, and bronze inscriptions against that using the archaeologicalcultural process from the previous three chapters. This particular methodology offers two
important contributions to the study of early China: first, it will provide a context in which,
departing from traditional accounts, the archaeological narrative of ordinary people can be
treated as a new source of historical information that can reveal important new interpretations
when compared with the narrative of extant sources. Second, because all sources materials
concern change over time in the specific region of Xiangyang, this new historical reconstruction
sheds new light on archaeological interpretation within the context of regional cultural analysis.
In general, I believe that interweaving the archaeological and historical processes can help us
create a more nuanced reconstruction of how this region came to be culturally integrated into the
early Chinese empires.

The Location of the Deng Polity and its Earliest History
We begin this reconstructed narrative back at the beginning, with the story from 688 BCE
that recounts the destruction of the state of Deng at the hands of the state of Chu. In the
introduction, I noted that the passage implies that Deng met its end at the hands of a more
powerful southern rival due to the strategic failings of its ruler, Marquis Qi 祁. This kind of
moralistic tale is frequently encountered in the Zuozhuan, and provides important snapshots of
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the life, culture, worldviews, and beliefs of the nobility during 7th through to the 4th centuries
BCE. Several mysteries remain, however, regarding in particular the state of Deng, which is
where the written history of Xiangyang as a region really begins.
The rulers of the Deng polity are surnamed Man 嫚, and traditional historiography traces
their ancestry back to a high-ranking ministerial official of the mythical Yellow Emperor 黃帝
whose name was Deng Bowen 鄧伯温.2 According to these accounts, the descendants of the
Man clan continued to be covenant-bound allies (meng zu 盟族) of the descendants of the
Yellow Emperor, Emperor Shun 舜, and the rulers of the Shang polity, and were given territory
to rule over, though this exact area is still unknown due to the lack of archaeological
corroboration.3 This explains the presence of the character 登 in oracle bone
inscriptions.4 Scholars have interpreted the presence of this archaic variant not only as
confirmation of the Man clan’s close political association with the Shang, but also that the

2

This record comes from the Lushi 路史, a Song dynasty miscellaneous history written by Luo Mi 羅泌 (1131—
1189 CE).
3
There are currently three theories concerning the geographic location of the ancient polity of Deng discussed in
historical records. The first of these theories is that it should be equated with the ancient settlement of Dengcheng
located outside of the modern city of Xiangyang in northwestern Hubei province. The second theory is that it was
located outside of modern Nanyang city in the upper portion of the Nanyang Basin in modern Henan province (this
area was known in the past as Dengzhou 鄧州). The third is that during the Western Zhou period, the capital of
Deng was at the Nanyang location, but moved to the Xiangyang after the conquest of Deng by Chu in 688 BCE –
during what we consider to be the early Spring and Autumn period. This latter hypothesis is the one most commonly
espoused by the younger generation of scholars working on the archaeology and history of Xiangyang and its
relationship with the Chu state, and it finds its footing in the fact that while the remains of a large walled settlement,
Dengcheng, has been discovered in Xiangyang, the earliest excavated portions date mostly to the Spring and
Autumn period, and little evidence has been found for these walls prior to this period. For a detailed exposition of all
of these theories, see Shi Quan. 石泉. “Gu Dengguo Dengxian Kao” 古鄧國鄧縣考, in Jianghan Kaogu 江漢考古
1980.3, 89—93; see also Xu Shaohua. 徐少华. “Deng Guo Tongqi ji qi Lishi Dili yu Wenhua 鄧国銅器及其歷史
地理與文化,” in Huaxia Kaogu 華夏考古, 1996.1; Xu Shaohua. “Deng Guo Tongqi Zongkao 鄧國銅器綜考,” in
Kaogu 考古 2013.5, 62—75; Wang Xianfu. “Xiangfan Dengchengqu Chumudi Kaoxi 襄樊鄧城區楚墓地考析,” in
Jianghan Kaogu 江漢考古 2006.4, 46—55.
4
Yu Xingwu 于省吾. 1979; rent., 1993. Jiagu wenzi shilin 甲骨文字釋林 (“Forest of integration of oracle-bone
characters”), Zhonghua Press. See entry 1.26.15.
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territory they originally were appointed to rule was likely located in close proximity to the Shang
capital in the Central Plains on the northern banks of the Yellow River, in present day Henan. 5
While we don't know the precise location of the territory ruled over by the state of Deng
during the Shang period, there is historical evidence to suggest that it might have been located
south of the Yellow River valley. For instance, the Zuozhuan record for the ninth reign year of
Duke Zhao 昭 of the state of Lu 魯, demonstrates that by the 6th century BCE, it was already
well-known that King Wu 武王 (r. 1045—1043 BCE) of the Western Zhou had established the
following polities in Nantu 南土 (Southern Land): Ba 巴, Pu 濮, Chu 楚, Deng 鄧, and Wu 吾.6
Nantu here refers to the general area south of the Wei River valley, the Western Zhou heartland,
and encompasses modern-day Hubei, Western Sichuan, and Southern Henan. Ironically, it was
another one of these southern polities, Chu, that would one day forthrightly challenge Zhou rule,
thought it would be some centuries and many important milestones before this event occurs, one
of which was the destruction and incorporation of many of these protectorate polities by Chu in
the process of their territorial, and if I may be intentionally leading, imperial expansion.
Through archaeological and historical geographical research, scholars have been able to
locate most of these ancient polities in this specific region. One of the longest-standing pieces of
evidence that scholars have used to locate Deng in the Xiangyang region is the presence of
Dengcheng, an ancient walled settlement located only a few kilometers outside of the modern
city of Xiangyang that has borne the Dengcheng moniker for many years. Unfortunately, while

5

The practice of shifting territory locations, and locations of capital cities has a long history in Early China,
beginning with the Shang dynasty, whose best-known capital, Anyang (also known as Yinxu), was only one of
several capital cities the Shang rulers used as their base throughout the second millennium BCE. Similarly, the
recently [word] Tsinghua bamboo manuscript texts contain a very important text, the Chu Ju 楚居 (“The
Residences of Chu”), which records the earliest movements of the Chu royal ancestors.
6
See Stephen Durrant, Wai-yee Li, and David Schaberg, trans. 2016. The Zuo Tradition/ Zuozhuan: Commentary on
the “Spring and Autumn Annals”, Volume 3. Seattle and London: University of Washington Press, 1447.
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the site has been recognized as an important cultural relics site and is thus protected, it has yet to
be systematically surveyed. Because of this, we cannot rely upon the presence of a settlement to
support the location of Deng in Xiangyang.
What we can rely on, however, is evidence in the form of bronze inscriptions, which has
increased dramatically in recent years.7 For instance, among the numerous small-sized burials
excavated at Wangpo cemetery discussed in the previous chapter, archaeologists also uncovered
four large-sized elite tombs containing bronze weapons and vessels, one of which, M1, yielded
an inscribed bronze ding vessel and several ge halberd blades directly linking the occupants of
the tomb with the Deng polity (Figure 1). These inscriptions can be translated as follows:

Figure 1: Wangpo tomb M1 ding tripod inscription and halberd head inscription

隹九月初吉丁亥，登（鄧）公孫無［］
（忌）［］（选）吉金［］（鑄）其［］
鼎。其用追考朕皇高且（祖）。余用正
（征）用行，永壽無疆。子子孫孫永寶用
之。
(In) the ninth month, first auspiciousness
dinghai, Wuji, grandson of the “Duke” of Deng
(is) without error (and) selecting (this) precious
metal casts this [?] ding. (I) use it to venerate
(my) father and (my) royal ancestors. I use (it)
in campaign and in travel, enjoying longevity
without limit. (May my) sons’ sons and
grandsons’ grandsons forever treasure and use it.

7

For a good history of the study of bronze inscriptions, see Edward L. Shaughnessy, Sources of Western Zhou
History: Inscribed Bronze Vessels (Berkeley: University of California Press): 5—30.
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登（鄧）子中無［］（忌）之用戈。
Dengzi Zhong Wuji uses [this] halberd.
While the details and significance of the M1 ding tripod’s inscription especially will be
discussed in more detail later on in this chapter, it is important to note here that both inscriptions
are written from the perspective of a member of the ruling lineage of the Deng polity, and
suggest that this particular location was the final resting place for at least one generation of Deng
rulers.
Two other recently excavated elite cemeteries, Caipo 蔡坡 and Shanwan 山灣 (Map 1),
yielded additional bronze inscriptional evidence confirming the location of Deng in Xiangyang. 8
These inscriptions—the Houshi zuo Mengji gui 侯氏作孟姬簋(JC #3871) and the Denggong
Cheng ding 鄧公乘鼎 (JC #2573)—recount marriage relations between members of,
presumably, the Deng nobility to peers from neighboring and allied polities.
For instance, the Houshi zuo Mengji gui 侯氏作孟姬簋 (JC # 3781) bears the following
thirteen-character inscription:
侯氏作孟姬簋，其萬年子孫永寶
The “Marquis’” makes for the woman from (the) Ji (clan) (this) gui, may (her) sons and
grandsons treasure it for ten thousand years.9

8

In the 1960s and 1970s, several elite burials were discovered and excavated in the area to the north of the
municipal borders of Xiangyang city, in the same area where Bianying and Wangpo cemeteries are situated. The
relevant locales for the present discussion can be seen in Figure 5, and include four tombs from Wangpo Area 1
itself, the thirty-three-tomb burial ground of Shan Wan 山灣, and the eleven-tomb burial ground of Caipo 蔡坡.
9
See Wenwu 文物 1982.9.
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While the inscription itself does not tell us who the identify of the Marquis is, scholars
have concluded based on the fact that an identical vessel with an identical inscription was
uncovered at Caipo cemetery in 1981 that the vessel was likely made at the behest of a Deng
aristocrat, probably from a branch lineage of the ruling clan, and that it was cast for a woman
from the Ji clan (the Western Zhou ruling clan) who married into the Deng ruling family. It is in
this way that the Houshi zuo Mengji gui can be interpreted as evidence of the Deng polity as a
regional state of the Western Zhou in this area.
Map 1: Locations of Caipo and Shanwan relative to Bianying and Wangpo
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Another bronze vessel from the same area, the Denggong Cheng ding 鄧公乘鼎(JC
#2573 ) (Figure 2), bears an inscription reading:

Figure 2: Image and inscription of the Denggong Cheng ding from tomb M15 at Shanwan
cemetery

鄧公乘自作[?]繁， 其眉壽無期，永寶用之。
“Duke” Cheng of Deng makes for himself this [?]
vessel, (may) his longevity be without limit,
forever treasure and use it.10

Here, like the Wangpo M1 inscription, the occupant of the tomb can be directly
associated with the Deng aristocracy. Interestingly, the Houshi zuo Menji gui and the Denggong
Cheng ding belong to very different time periods based on typological differences in the two
vessels’ style, morphology, and even in their calligraphy and rhetoric. The details of these
differences and their significance will be revisited later on in this chapter, but for our purposes
here, these four bronze inscriptions have done much to confirm for scholars that the Deng polity
was based in the Xiangyang region at least as early as the late Western Zhou period, and likely
continued to be based there well into the 7th century BCE. Prior to the discovery of these
cemetery sites, however, we only had a number of unprovenanced bronze inscriptions to
corroborate both historical geographical research and non-elite archaeological finds. These

10

cf. Xu, Huaxia Kaogu 1996.1.
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inscriptions and others concerning the state of Deng are summarized in Table 1 below. In the
following section, I use these inscriptions to reconstruct the history of the Deng polity in the
Xiangyang region in order to lay a historical foundation for the changes that took placed
beginning in the 8th century BCE.
Table 1: Selection of Bronze Inscriptions mentioning Deng dating to the Western Zhou Period

Bronze
1. Yu jue 盂爵
(JC #09104)

Date
Early Western
Zhou

Details
Unprovenanced.

Early Western
Zhou
Mid-Western Zhou

Unprovenanced. One of the
Anzhou Liuqi 安州六器.
Excavated from Zhiyangzhen 滍陽
鎮, outside Pingdingshan 平頂山
City, Henan province in the late
1970s and early 1980s.
Unprovenanced.

2.

Zhong yan 中甗

3.

Denggong gui 鄧公簋
(JC #03775, #03776)

4.

Fu Gongzi gui 復公子簋 Late Western Zhou
(JC #04011—#04013)
Late Western Zhou
Dengbo ding 鄧伯鼎

5.

Unprovenanced.

(JC #02543)

Xiangyang during the Western Zhou: The Regional Polity of Deng
Li Feng has argued that the Western Zhou polity can best be characterized as a
“delegatory kinship-based settlement state,” which, simplistically, means that its method of rule
was to appoint male members of the king’s patrilineal clan to govern territories that were defined
as clusters of settlements, not by lineal borders, concomitant to the rank and prestige of the
individual.11 These “regional states,” to use Li’s words, were charged by the Western Zhou
“…with all the functions and roles performed by the Western Zhou state, and possessed most of

11

See Feng Li. 2008. Bureaucracy and the State in Early China: Governing the Western Zhou. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 271—274.
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the qualifications required for a ‘state’ apart from ‘sovereignty,’ which resided with the Zhou
king.”12 Under this system, regional states were thus local, and situated in the environment that
“embraced strong indigenous traditions and a largely locally based population that was
simultaneously an active participant in the larger socio-political organization of the Western
Zhou state.”13 Into this system were incorporated also the non-royal Ji clan members, such as the
state of Deng, who were marriage partners of the Ji clan members, and we know from the bronze
inscriptions that Deng was a marriage partner of the state of Ying located in Pingdingshan in
Henaan. These regional states in marriage, Ji or non-Ji, as I allude to in the introduction, mutual
adherence to a shared set of moral and cultural values; a shared and imagined community of
families and clans worshipping a shared set of ancestors.14
The rulers of Deng were active participants in the Western Zhou state’s macro sociopolitical system beginning as early as the early Western Zhou.15 Bronze inscriptional evidence of
this comes in two forms. First are inscriptions that recount events in which the Deng polity were
active participants on behalf of the Western Zhou rulers, and second are dowry vessels that
recount marriage relations between Deng elites and their peers throughout the Western Zhou

12

See Ibid., 238.
Ibid.
14
Constance Cook argues that the origins of this shared set of moral and cultural values can be found in the middle
Western Zhou period, with the development and maturation of the Western Zhou system of fengjian 封建, which
she sees as not only as a political mechanism for territorial division and governance, but also as a fundamental tenet
of the Western Zhou spiritual worldview, wherein the reception of a feng territory was to also be allowed to set up a
sanctified spiritual center with which the rulers of that new feng territory could participate in the Western Zhou cult
of ancestor worship, thereby binding them together politically and culturally. See, Constance A. Cook. 2007.
“Ritual, Politics, and the Issue of feng (封),” in Shi Quan Xiansheng Jiushi Danchen Jinian Wenji 石泉先生九十誕
辰紀念文集. Wuhan: Hubei Renmin Chubanshe, 215—267.
15
The number of bronze inscriptions dated to the Western Zhou period are numerous, and have been found in places
as far afield from Hubei as Shandong. A full accounting of these bronze records is not the aim of the present
historical narrative, but I direct you to the work of Chinese scholars who have conducted more thorough and
specialized examinations of Deng’s inscriptional record. For instance, see Xu Shaohua 徐少華. “Deng Guo Tongqi
ji qi Lishi Dili yu Wenhua 鄧國銅器及其歷史地理與文化,” in Huaxia Kaogu 华夏考古, 1996.1. See also, Shi
Quan 石泉. “Gu Denguo, Dengxian kao 古鄧國，鄧縣考,” in Jianghan Kaogu 江漢考古 1980.3.
13
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political and cultural world. In what follows, I discuss in chronological order a selection of
representative bronze inscriptions (summarized in Table # above) for each of these categories
from the overall corpus of known inscriptions that mention Deng. Together, this selection of
inscriptions provides a historical reconstruction of the state of Deng as a southern protectorate
polity for the Western Zhou, and as we shall see, it was this initial relationship that set the tone
for many of the cultural and political changes that the Xiangyang region underwent after the
Western Zhou’s collapse in 771 BCE.
The first two entries in Table 1 recount diplomatic and military expeditions carried out by
the Western Zhou kings in which Deng played important roles. These are some of the earliest
inscriptions to mention the Deng polity, and although neither are provenanced, they have been
instrumental in establishing a historical connection between the rulers of the Deng state and the
Western Zhou kings, as well as for supporting the location of Deng in the Han river area. For
instance, the first entry, the Yu jue 盂爵 (JC #09104), dates to the early Western Zhou and
recounts a moment of diplomatic urgency, when King Cheng of Zhou 周成王 (r. 1042—1021
BCE) decided to move his court to Chengzhou 成周, the Western Zhou’s eastern capital located
in modern Luoyang 洛陽. On the way, King Cheng sent his grand minister, Yu 盂, to Deng in
order to reassure the ruler of Deng that the Zhou king’s alliance was in no way compromised as a
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result of this move.16 In reward for his services, minister Yu received enough payment (in the
form of cowry shells) to cast in commemoration the jue in question.17
The second inscription listed in Table 1 is the Zhong yan 中甗, one of the “Six Vessels of
Anzhou” 安州六器,18 which records that during the reign of King Zhao of the Western Zhou’s
ultimately disastrous military campaigns against Chu in the south, one of the first things he did
was send an envoy to Deng, ostensibly to seek safe passage through its territory to the Yangzi
River valley. Xu Shaohua argues that this inscription not only confirms Deng’s participation in
the Western Zhou socio-political system, but also that it was likely, by the middle Western Zhou
period, quite an important player within that system, responsible for forming one of several
southern “fence” or “screen” (ping 屏) states between the Zhou royal court and the increasingly
problematic polities in the south.19 The two inscriptions are additionally important because prior
to the discovery of the Wangpo and Shanwan elite burial grounds, they were two of the strongest

16

Actually, in the inscription itself, the character for “reassure” is ning 宁, which can be translated as “to pacify,”
which is sometimes interpreted as an act of military aggression. In this context, however, scholars have translated
the term as anfu 安抚, which means to put someone at ease, or to reassure. See Ibid.
17
Constance Cook has noted that by the middle of the Western Zhou period, the issuing of a command (ming 命, or
ling 令 in inscriptional language) by the king to a subordinate, followed by the awarding of material goods, usually
metal, cowries, clothing, or the like, to be an integral aspect of the Zhou socio-political system, indicating the
achievement of rank by otherwise non-direct lineage members of the court. This idea is also very much bound up
with the idea of how land and territory was doled out under the Western Zhou’s “delegatory kinship-based
settlement state” system. See, Cook, “Ritual, Politics, and the Issue of feng (封),” 220.
18
The Anzhou Liuqi 安州六器 (“Six Vessels of Anzhou”) are a very famous assemblage that were found in
Xiaogan, northwest of Wuhan City in 1118 CE. While the vessels themselves have been lost, we can still use them
for research because their exterior design motifs and their inscriptions have been preserved in the Bogutulu 博古圖
錄, one of the earliest antiquarian catalogs still in existence today. For modern studies of these vessels, see
Constance A. Cook. 1993. “Myth and Authenticity: Deciphering the Chu Gong Ni Bell Inscription,” in Journal of
the American Oriental Society 113, no. 4.
19
See Xu, “Deng Guo Tongqi ji qi Lishi Dili yu Wenhua,” 60. The Six Vessels of Anzhou are additionally
significant because they also mention the state of Zeng 曾, Deng’s neighbor to the east based in the Sui-Zao
corridor. Recent archaeological research on Zeng in the Sui-Zao area has yielded very rich Western Zhou and Chu
finds that suggest cultural and political relationships between Sui, the Western Zhou, and Chu that were very
different and in many ways in stark contrast to that of Deng. A comparison between these two states, their histories
vis-à-vis the Central Plains, and their legacies moving into the first millennium BCE merits close future analysis.
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pieces of physical evidence locating the Deng polity in the Jianghan region; in concert with the
Wangpo and Shanwan discoveries, however, it is strong confirmation of the polity’s geographic
location in Xiangyang.
Entries 3 through 6 in the Table 1are dowry vessels that reveal social connections
between Deng elites and their peers throughout the Western Zhou world. For instance, the
Denggong gui (JC #03775, #03776),20 excavated in the early 1980s from a cemetery site in
Zhiyangzhen 滍陽鎮 outside of Pingdingshan 平頂山 municipality in modern Henan province
(Figure 3), bears a twelve character inscription that reads:

Figure 3: The Denggong gui rubbing and transcription.

登（鄧）公作應嫚毘媵簋，其永寶用.
Denggong makes for Yingman, Kun,
(this) dowry gui vessel, may (she) forever
cherish and use it.

Remembering that this set of gui was excavated from an elite tomb in Henan, we can
interpret the inscription as a dowry vessel cast by the ruler of Deng for a female member of his
lineage who married into the polity of Ying. The ruling lineage of Ying were, according to Xu
Shaohua, members of the Ji clan, same as the Western Zhou kings, and descendants of a son of
the Duke of Zhou.21 Research on the Western Zhou state at its maximum geographic extent has

20

Based on the calligraphy of the inscription and typological study of its associated artifacts at Pingdingshan,
scholars have dated this vessel to the middle Western Zhou period.
21
See Xu, Shaohua 徐少华. “Dengguo Tongqi Zongkao 鄧國銅器綜考,” in Kaogu 考古 2013.5: 478—491.
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shown that the polity of Ying was based in the Pingdingshan 平頂山 area of Henan province,
which serves to further confirm the existence of marriage ties between Deng and other Western
Zhou affiliated polities.22
Another dowry vessel, entry four in Table 3—the Fu Gongzi gui 復公子簋23—bears an
inscription recounting the marriage of a woman from the polity of Fu into the polity of Deng
(Figure 4).24

Figure 4: Rubbing, transcription, and translation of the Fu Gongzi gui.

復公子伯舍曰敃新，作我姑鄧
孟媿媵簋用寶用之
Boshe whose name is Min Xin,
the “Duke” of Fu, makes for (his)
sister Meng Kui (now of Deng)
this precious dowry gui vessel,
may (she) always treasure and use
it.

Like the Deng Gongzi gui, the Fu Gongzi gui recounts a marriage exchange between
Deng and a non-Deng polity. This time, however, instead of a woman from Deng marrying out,
22

See Li Feng. 2006. Landscape and Power in Early China: Crisis and Fall of the Western Zhou (1045—771 BC).
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 113.
23
In total, there are three versions of this particular vessel and thus of the same inscription, ostensibly, they were
part of a graduated set, as tended to be Western Zhou custom. These are JC #4011, #4012, and #4013 in the Yin
Zhou Jinwen Jicheng 殷周金文集成, though only 4011 is currently housed in the collection of the Shanghai
Museum. See Zhongguo Shehui Kexueyuan KaoguYanjiusu 中國社會科學院考古研究所. 1987. Yin Zhou Jingwen
Jicheng 殷周金文集成, vol. 7. Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 204—207.
24
For more details about this vessel and other Deng state dowry vessels, see Xu Shaohua 徐少華. “Deng Guo
Tongqi ji qi Lishi Dili yu Wenhua 等國銅器及其歷史地理與文化” (“Bronze vessels of the state of Deng and its
historical geography and culture”), in Huaxia Kaogu 华夏考古, 1996.1.
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it is a woman from a different polity, Fu, whose ruling lineage name was Kui 媿, marrying into
Deng. Unfortunately, the Fu Gongzi gui is unprovenanced, and therefore we can only speculate
as to the where its final resting place may have been. Nevertheless, its surface decoration and
calligraphy have firmly dated it to the late Western Zhou. Furthermore, we know that the state of
Fu was in existence as non-Ji affiliate polity, much like Deng itself, during the Western Zhou
period, and that it was likely based in the Huai River region.25 This suggests that not only were
Deng elites intermarrying with Western Zhou family members, but also with those of peer
polities, indicating the depth of its integration into the Western Zhou political heirarchy.
This is further evidenced by one final late Western Zhou dowry vessels, the Dengbo ding
鄧伯鼎 (JC #02543) (entry five in Table 1). This vessel’s inscription reads: “隹鄧八月初吉，伯
氏姒氏作爾嫚昊饙 鼎，其永寶用,” which can be translated thusly: “In the 8th month first
auspiciousness, Dengbo and Sishi make for Man Hao (of Mi) this ding vessel, may (she) forever
cherish and use it.” Here, we have two different sets of social connections involving Dengbo, and
ruler of Deng. First is the mention of Sishi, Dengbo’s wife, who was a woman from the ancient
Si 姒 clan that had former ties with the Shang polity; scholars have interpreted this connection
signals the polity of Deng’s high status within the Western Zhou cultural sphere. 26 The second
connection mentioned in this inscription is the marriage of Man Hao, presumably Dengbo and
Sishi’s daughter, into the polity of Mi 爾, which was of the Mi 羋 clan (the same clan as the
rulers of Chu). Unfortunately, this inscription is also unprovenanced, though through its
calligraphy and style, it has been dated to the late Western Zhou period and even into the early

25
26

See Xu, “Dengguo Tongqi Zongkao,” 481.
See Ibid, 482.
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Spring and Autumn period, which suggests that by the end of the Western Zhou period, not only
were the Deng rulers well connected with the Central Plains and northern polities affiliated with
the Western Zhou, but that they were also beginning to intermarry elites from groups,
represented by the Mi clan, who were based in Nantu—the Jianghan plain—and who by the late
Western Zhou had begun to emerge as a southern rival to the Ji clan power in the north.27
The general history of the state of Deng from the early through to the late Western Zhou
period can thus be summarized as one of intimate political and social relations. Recalling,
however, Li’s concept of the Western Zhou regional state, we must also take into consideration
the locally-based population over which the aristocracy, who were very much Western Zhou
subjects, ruled. Under Li’s model, regional rulers, in addition to participating in the sociopolitical and ritual systems of the Western Zhou state, also preserved elements of local
indigenous traditions. In the case of Deng, this evidence is found most strongly in such late
Western Zhou bronzes as the Dengbo ding, discussed above, which begins with a reference to a
calendrical system that seems to have been unique to Deng. A unified calendrical system used to
regulate the procession of ancestral worship was a cultural legacy of the Shang dynasty that was
adopted by the Western Zhou; that towards the beginning of the 8th century BCE, regional and
vassal states of the Western Zhou began to use their own calendrical systems has been
interpreted as a sign of a significant loss of symbolic control on the part of the Zhou kings over
their increasingly distant patrilineal relations.

27

The normative Shiji narrative would have us believe that after their successful establishment in Nantu, the Chu
rulers became a sometimes-adversary and sometimes-ally to the Zhou in the north. According to the Shiji, the Chu
ruling lineage were of the Mi 羋 clan, one of eight descendant clans of Zhu Rong 祝融, who was himself a
descendent from Emperor Zhuan Xu 顓頊. This means that the individuals who made up the Mi clan, and who later
became to rulers of the territory that came to be known as Chu, likely existed as loose allies of the Western Zhou Ji
姬 clan before the first millennium BCE.
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Interestingly, however, archaeological evidence from Wangpo cemetery, 28 already
discussed in the previous chapter, shows that despite gestures towards cultural autonomy such as
that represented by the Dengbo ding, the ritual paraphernalia of late Western Zhou Deng elites
was very much a close continuation of metropolitan Zhou styles. For instance, recall the
inscribed bronze ding excavated from the Wangpo cemetery in 2001 (Figure 5).
Figure 5: Bronze ding tripod and inscription from tomb M1 at Wangpo

According to the Wangpo site report, this type of bronze ding bears decorative motifs that
are commonly found on late Western Zhou period bronzes, such as the chui yuling wen 垂魚鳞
紋 “hanging fish-scale” motif along the lower register of the body, the qiequ wen 窃曲紋
“double bent-hood” motif along the register above that, and finally, the chonghuan wen 重環紋
“double-loop” motif. Interestingly, however, the Wangpo M1 ding tripod inscription’s rhetorical

28

The Spring and Autumn period tombs at Wangpo are M1, M3, M47, and M55. Of these four, M3 and M47 were
damaged beyond the excavators’ abilities of recovery and so have remained unreported, leaving us only M1 and
M55 to work with. Both burials are rectangular, north-south oriented pit-shaft tombs containing a nested, wooden
outer and inner coffin structures and containing grave goods such as bronze vessels, bronze weapons, and bronze
and jade implements and adornments. The structure and shape of these furnishings, as well as the simple,
rectangular construction of the tomb are important features of burial in the middle Yangzi River region, especially
the "II" shape of the outer coffins, and the mortis-and-tenon joinery technique used in construction. Unfortunately,
skeletal remains of the occupants were decayed beyond preservation, though teeth preserved in tomb M1 indicate
that the head of the occupant was oriented to the south; inference based on the placement of grave goods, a common
practice among archaeologists in China allows us to hypothesize that the occupants of M55 was also oriented
southwards within the tomb.
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structure exhibits several important divergences from standard Western Zhou court inscriptions,
specifically in its repeated use of the first person pronoun “I,” its reference to the owner of the
vessel’s active selection of metal (instead of being gifted metal by the Zhou king), and especially
specific dedication of worship to the vessel owner’s own ancestral lineage; in fact, the Zhou
kings are nowhere to be found in this inscription, whereas at the height of Western Zhou practice
of casting inscriptions, the kings were central to most of not all inscriptional narratives.29
As for the non-elite local population, unfortunately, evidence of widespread Western Zhou
style burial practice has yet to be found in Xiangyang. What small numbers of burials have been
found, however, reveal important discrepancies not only between elites and non-elites, but also
between non-elites themselves. In Chapter 3, I discussed Period 1 burials M468, M474, and
M481 and dated them to the early 8th century BCE, what equates to the late Western Zhou period
in historical breakdowns. These burials contained ceramic assemblages consisting of li tripods,
yu basins, and dou pedestal dishes, each item of which is stylistically similar to specimens from
cemeteries associated with metropolitan Western Zhou traditions, including to (see Chapter 3 for
details).30 Because of these similarities, these burials can be interpreted as reflecting influence
from the Western Zhou pottery traditions.31 At the same time, however, Wang Xianfu has noted
that tomb M694 at the Shengang 沈岗 cemetery, which was excavated in 2006, yielded an
assemblage of pottery gui 簋, dou 豆, and guan 罐 with jade pieces and cowries. In style of the
pottery, aside from the assemblage composition, is also quite typical of Central Plains Zhou

29

For more information on the important changes that inscriptional rhetoric underwent over the course of the first
millennium BCE, see Gilbert Mattos. 1997.“Eastern Zhou Bronze Inscriptions,” in New Sources of Early Chinese
History: A Guide to the Reading of Inscriptions and Manuscripts. Edward L. Shaughnessy, ed. Berkeley: University
of California Press. See also, Constance A. Cook. 1995. “Scribes, Cooks, and Artisans: Breaking Zhou Tradition,”
in Early China 20: 241-277.
30
See Li, Landscape and Power, 76—82.
31
The question of whether or not these vessels were locally produced can shed more light on this interpretation, but
awaits further research.
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culture (Figure 6).32 Interestingly, the tomb also contains a yao keng 腰坑 (“waist pit”) dug into
the floor of the burial shaft, which is a Shang mortuary practice that was replicated by groups of
Western Zhou affiliates, such as at the cemetery of Liulihe 琉璃河 near Beijing.33
The absence of gui from Bianying, and comparatively, its presence at Shengang is
significant in that gui are very much a Western Zhou tradition;34 not only are many of the Deng
elite bronze inscriptions cast on gui, but they also appear at one of the other Wangpo Deng elite
tombs, M55, which I will discuss in more detail in the next section. The difference in appearance
between yu basins and gui tureens in Xiangyang I believe can best be understood in terms of a
difference in how different groups were culturally tied to the Western Zhou.
Figure 6: Comparison of pottery from Shengang cemetery and Bianying cemetery.
Shengang M694

Bianying M468

li

yu

dou

Li Feng notes that gui tureens largely disappear from use in the Feng-Hao region by the
mid-Western Zhou period,35 but remained in use in regional states, especially in areas that had

32

See Hu Gang 胡剛. “Xiangyang Shengang M694 de Niandai ji Xingzhi Xianxi 襄陽沈岗 M694 的年代及其性質
淺析” (“Preliminary Analysis of the Characteristics and Chronology of tomb M694 at Shenggang in Xiangyang”),
in Jianghan Kaogu 江漢考古 2012. 2.
33
See Xiangfanshi Wenwu Kaogu Yangjiusuo 襄樊市文物考古研究所. 2008. “Xiangfan Shengang Xizhoumu
Fajue Jianbao 襄樊沈崗西周墓發掘簡報,” in Xiangfan Kaogu Wenji 襄樊考古文集, vol. 1: 127—131. For a good
overview of the Shengang cemetery and others around it that have been excavated since the 1970s, see Jianghan
Kaogu 江漢考古 2006.4.
34
See Jessica Rawson. 1990. Western Zhou Bronze from the Arthur M. Sackler Collections, 2 vols. Washington
D.C.: Arthur M. Sackler Foundation; Cambridge, MA: Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Harvard: Distributed by Harvard
University Press.
35
See Li Feng, Landscape and Power, 78—79.
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previously had cultural ties with the Shang, who were the original creators of gui tureeens. Gui
tureens also different from yu in that they were more often cast in bronze in addition to being
produced in ceramic while yu were never as central a part of the ritual vessel repertoire. The
differential presence of these two types of vessels (in ceramic) in Xiangyang during the late
Western Zhou period is thus suggestive not only of the Bianying community’s likely closer
adherence to contemporary (for them) metropolitan Western Zhou styles, but also the desire,
perhaps, on the part of the Shengang community to emulate regional elites, with whom they may
have been in more regular contact (if not members of themselves). The gui/yu phenomenon here
is thus not only a suggestive of a cultural divide, but a social one as well.
That Deng behaved in many respects as a Western Zhou regional state, at least for a few
centuries, has been well-attested to by the bronze inscriptions in Table 1 recounting its
relationships with the Zhou court and other Zhou affiliate polities. Equally without question at
this point is that by the beginning of the 8th century BCE, Deng was located in the Xiangyang
area, though its cultural influence seems to have been limited to certain groups, perhaps
reflecting the limited amount of interaction that took place between the Deng elites and the local
population over which it ruled. That little evidence has been found for any sort of “indigenous”
cultural tradition in Xiangyang leading up the 8th century BCE does not mean that it was absent,
but merely, that more work needs to be done to discover them within the material culture
evidence we have already found.36 But, that is a story that will need to be investigated in another

36

In the last ten years, several very important discoveries of Western Zhou elite burials have been discovered in the
area directly east and neighboring Xiangyang, in Sui County 隨縣, which is situated at the head of the Sui-Zao
Corridor 隨棗走廊, a major land-route connecting the Central Plains and Guanzhong Valley to the middle Yangzi
River, where previously the site Leigudun 擂鼓墩—location of the famous tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng 曾侯乙墓
—was excavated. These major Western Zhou finds consist of two burial grounds, Guojiamiao 郭家庙 and Yejiashan
葉家山, whose major findings have been published in catalog form. These finds are important because they confirm
early and sustained Western Zhou presence in the middle Han River region, which until now had been up for debate,
the evidence from Xiangyang have been insufficient to convince all naysayers. Comparative research between the
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study.
Suffice to say here, however, that at the start of 8th century BCE, Xiangyang was a region
ruled over by elites claiming close social, political, and cultural ties with the early Western Zhou
kings, but whose cultural influence was likely felt only lightly by the local populace (there is no
evidence, for instance, that the Deng calendrical system alluded to in the Deng Bo Shi ding was
anything other than an elite ritual calendar, and likely was not followed or even known by
anyone outside of the ruling class). Because of this, the Deng elites likely felt keenly the
estrangement from the Western Zhou socio-political world towards the end of the 9th century
BCE, when the Zhou court, beset by military failures and an unstable northwestern border,
started to wane in symbolic authority. This partially explains why, for instance, the M1 ding
tripod inscription from Wangpo exhibits rhetorical pushback against Western Zhou customs; at
the same time, it helps to explain, as we will see in the next section, why Chu cultural influence
in the area became so widespread so quickly.

Xiangyang as a Cultural Crossroads under Chu
As noted earlier, the Zuozhuan states that Chu was one of several of polities established
by King Wu of Zhou in the early first millennium BCE in the territory called Nantu.37 After their

recent finds, both elite and non-elite from Xiangyang with those from Suizhou is a necessary and potentially fruitful
avenue of future inquiry, particularly for understanding better the nature of Western Zhou southern protectorate
states, and their relationships not only with the Western Zhou, but with one another and with indigenous populations
as well. See Fang Qin 方勤 and Wu Hongtang 吳宏堂, eds. 2015. Mu Mu Zenghou: Zaoyang Guojiamiao Zeng
Guo Mudi 穆穆曾侯: 棗陽郭家廟曾國墓地 (“The Reverent Marquises of Zeng: The Zeng State Cemetery at
Guojiamiao, Zaoyang”). Beijing: Wenwu Chubanshe; Hubeisheng Bowuguan 湖北省博物館, et. al., eds. 2013.
Suizhou Yejiashan Xizhou Zaoqi Zengguo Mudi 隨州葉家山西周早期曾國墓地 (“The Early Western Zhou Zeng
State Cemetery at Yejiashan, Suizhou”). Beijing: Wenwu Chubanshe.
37
The question of the state of Chu’s geographic origins is very much ongoing in the field of Chu Studies. One of the
two current theories of that location is based on transmitted history, historical geography, and bronze inscriptions is
that the state of Chu was originally based in the north, and moved southwards along the Han River, through the
southern Nanyang Basin before establishing itself in the Jiangling region of modern Hubei by the 5 th century BCE.
The second of these theories is that the state of Chu originated, and its earliest capital was located, in the
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successful establishment in Nantu, the Chu rulers became a kind of sometimes-adversary and
sometimes-ally to the Western Zhou in the north. For instance, the Zhong yan, discussed above,
suggests that as early as the late-tenth century BCE (less than one hundred years after the
establishment of the Western Zhou), Chu was already causing enough problems for the Western
Zhou such that King Zhao himself led a military expedition to deal with the problem, on route
for which he stopped by the state of Deng, with whom the Western Zhou court had a more stable
relationship.38 At the same time, however, the Shiji states that during the reign of King Yi 夷 of
Zhou (ca. 885—878 BCE), when the southern lords (zhu hou 諸侯) rebelled, it was the Chu
elites who took action, attacking the states of Yong 庸, Yang 楊, Chai 蠆, and E 鄂 on behalf of
the Western Zhou. However one may wish to interpret the early actions and intentions of the Chu
polity, one thing that is clear is that by the 8th century BCE, Chu was already practiced in
conducting military expeditions in the middle Han River area. Yin Hongbin, for instance,
following scholars like Xu Shaohua and Chen Wei, has located the state of E mentioned above in

southwestern part of Hubei, at a place called Zigui 秭归, and that the evidence of Chu culture in the Xiangyang area
is a result of northward and eastward expansion of the Chu state during the Spring and Autumn period. The number
of studies that have been dedicated to this topic are too numerous to list here, though the most recent stab at
resolving the issue has been put forward by Yin Hongbing in his 2009 book; see Yin, Hongbing 尹弘兵. 2009.
Chuguo ducheng yu hexinqu tansuo 楚國都城與核心區探索. Wuhan: Hubei Renmin chubanshe. The question of
Chu origins is not the focus of the present discussion, though it merits further revision in light of newly discovered
manuscript, and therefore I elect not to take a stance on the issue at this time. No matter whether the state of Chu
was located in the Danyang area or the Zigui area in the lead up to the 8 th century BCE, when the present narrative
begins, the Xiangyang region sat inevitably in its path towards territorial conquest of the middle Yangzi River
region, which it virtually achieved by the end of the 3 rd century BCE, and it is the story of this process that I am
interested in here.
38
For a detailed discussion of King Zhao’s southern campaigns against Chu, see Li Feng, Landscape and Power,
327—329.
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the present-day Nanyang Basin of southern Henan province, which is located just to the north
and east of Xiangyang.39
Clearly, Chu’s relationship with the Western Zhou was very different from the
relationship that Deng cultivated over the course of the same time span. No matter how one
might want to define these two polities, as either regional states or as “protectorate” states
(bangguo 邦國), the difference in their relationships with the north placed the Xiangyang area in
an interesting and challenging socio-political situation at the start of the 8th century BCE. For
instance, one of the most famous passages about early Chu active expansionism, the Handong 漢
東 Incident of 701 BCE, takes place in exactly this region. This story is recorded in greatest
detail in the Zuozhuan and recounts the military defeat of the state of Yun 鄖 by Chu as a result
of Yun’s attempt to ally itself with a number of smaller states—Sui 隨, Jiao 絞, Zhou 州, and
Liao 寥—against their growing neighbor, who itself was preparing to make covenants with two
different smaller states, Er 貳 and Zhen 軫 (Map 2).40 This passage has been extremely valuable
to Chu scholars because of the sheer number of place names mentioned, which has aided in early
Chu historical geography.

39
40

See Yin, Chuguo ducheng, 136—137.
See Shiji Huan 11.2.
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Map 2: Map of the important locations mentioned in the Handong Incident. 41

As a result of these scholars’ work, the general vicinity of the events recorded in the
Handong Incident passage have been firmly located in the Xiangyang and Nanyang basin areas,42
which explains why, even as early as Periods 1 and 2 at Bianying—which cover the 8th through
to the 5th century BCE—we see evidence of Chu cultural influence, such as in the shape of li
tripods, especially type A-li from Period 2, and the slender-stemmed, shallow dou pedestal
dishes. In Chapter 3, I found there to have been two distinct ceramic assemblages in use during

41

See Barry B. Blakeley. 1990. “On the Location of the Chu Capital in Early Chunqiu Times in Light of the
Handong Incident of 701 BCE,” in Early China 15: 44—79.
42
See Ibid.
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Periods 1 and 2 at Bianying that differed mainly in the interchangeable inclusion of either highneck jars or long-neck jars. In that analysis, I argued that long-neck jars were likely a local
adaptation of early Chu vase-like vessels (found ubiquitously throughout 5th through 3rd century
burials such as those at Xichuan Xiasi 淅川下寺), while high-neck jars were holdovers from
Western Zhou cultural traditions. The evidence from Shengang M694 supports this latter
argument, and also better contextualizes the Bianying Period 1 and Period 2 assemblages as ones
that are very much hybridizing Western Zhou, Chu, and to a certain extent, local practices, at
least of pottery-making.
This kind of hybridization makes sense given the overall historical context of Xiangyang
during these three centuries, where Chu’s presence as a more-than-occasional military combatant
was no doubt felt, down to even the most rural of communities. What the narrative presented
above shows us, therefore, is that Chu, much more than Deng, made a cultural impression on a
large swath of the local population in Xiangyang. At the same time, however, the relatively
decentralized and fluid nature with which Chu cultural influence in pottery and burial
construction styles manifested suggests that whatever intention the Chu polity had towards the
region, it was likely not able to exert full territorial control, and therefore the local populations
were able to mix, match, and adapt what they experienced of Chu traditions in whatever way
they saw fit.
This fits in with what we know of how Chu governed its newly conquered territory based
on the important discovery of Baoshan 包山 tomb M2 in Jiangling, Hubei, the resting place of
Shao Tuo 邵托, who held the title of zuoyin 左尹 (“Minister of the Left,” or “Minister of
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Justice”)43 at the time of his death. This tomb has been dated to 316 BCE, and yielded a set of
legal documents from which scholars have been able to piece together the historical geography
and legal system of the state of Chu at the height of its power. For instance, Zheng Wei uses the
Baoshan legal manuscripts in concert with a variety of other manuscript texts (the Guodian 郭店
corpus, the Qinghua 清華 corpus, etc…) to show that the Chu governed their territory using a
combination of caiyi 采邑 (“fiefdoms”), which were handed out to the rulers’ kinsmen to govern
as subordinate territories, and xian 縣 (“counties”), which were usually conquered territories that
were subsequently governed by centrally appointed officials, some of which were kinsmen of the
Chu king, and others of which were the descendants of former ruling lineage.44 Deng was one of
the latter, a state that after its conquest, was likely turned into a county of the Chu state and
which then was administered by a centrally appointed governorship. Susan Weld, in
reconstructing the Chu state’s legal system, has argued that in many way’s Chu’s legal system
was fundamentally different from the centralized and uniform Qin system because it had written
statutes, and employed judges who made independent decisions based on the merits of each case,
rather than matching infractions to crimes listed in a system of statutes and ordinances. She also
argues that the Chu legal system did not actively seek out lawbreakers, but only responded to
complaints. Judges relied on a system of procedural rules, and the ruler often delegated legal
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See Susan Roosevelt Weld. 1999. “Chu Law in Action,” in Defining Chu: Image and Reality in Ancient China.
Constance A. Cook and John S. Major, eds. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 77—99.
44
See Zheng Wei 郑威. 2012. Chuguo Fengjun Yanjiu 楚国封君研究 (“Research on the Fengjun System of the
Chu State”). Wuhan: Hubei Jiaoyu Chubanshe. Similar work done in this vein, but concentrated on the Chu
metropolitan area of Jiangling, see Taniguchi Mitsuru. 2001. “Ch’u Bamboo Slips from the Warring States Period
and the Historical Geography of the Ch’u State,” in Acta Asiatica 80: 27—40.
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tasks to local nobles and armed retainers instead of maintaining a centralized system of law
enforcement.45

The Afterlife of the State of Deng
But what about the state of Deng? Did Deng exert any kind of unique cultural influence
at all upon the territory over which it supposedly governed? The answer, I believe, to these
questions is that Deng’s relationship with the Xiangyang area was complicated by the 8th century
BCE, and that whatever influence they may have had by way of their status as a regional state of
the Western Zhou soon had to be mediated and tempered by their relationship with Chu.
Examining the afterlife of the Deng polity, which can be gleaned by reexamining those recently
excavated elite burials in close proximity to Wangpo cemetery already mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter, will help clarify what I mean by this.
Recalling the Houshi zuo Mengji gui discussed above, and its inscription that recounts a
marriage union between the Marquis, presumably of Deng,46 and his wife, Mengji. This gui has a
drum-like body, with two handles cast with zoomorphic finials and hanging pennants, and a
circular base bearing a register of bent-hook motifs. Additionally, it is a gui-type vessel which,
was a very typical vessel form in both ceramic and bronze during the Shang and the early and
middle Western Zhou.47 Based on this morphology and stylistic analysis, the Houshi zuo Mengji
gui has been characterized as a markers of Western Zhou cultural affiliation and has been dated
to the late Western Zhou period.
45

See Anthony Barbieri Low and Robin D.S. Yates. 2016. Law, State, and Society in Early Imperial China: A Study
with Critical Edition and Translation of the Legal Texts from Zhangjiashan Tomb no. 247 (Sinica Leidensia no. 126,
v. 1). Leiden: Brill Academic Publishing, 77—78. See also, See Susan Roosevelt Weld. 2003. “Grave Matters:
Warring States Law and Philosophy,” in Understanding China’s Legal System: Essays in Honor of Jerome A.
Cohen. C. Stephen Hsu, ed. New York: New York University Press, 122—179.
46
Li Feng confirms the interpretation of the ruler of this as a Deng noble. See Li Feng, Landscape and Power, 329.
47
See Li Feng, Landscape and Power, 76—82.
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On the other hand, the Denggong Cheng ding 鄧公乘鼎(JC #2573 ) (Figure 7), is
stylistically different. Specifically, the Denggong Cheng ding is similar in style to the Style II
“Chu-style ding” from tomb M1 at Xichuan Xiasi (Figure 7a—b below), and has therefore been
dated to the later 6th century BCE, well after the historical destruction of the Deng polity by Chu
in 688 BCE that was first recounted in the introduction to this dissertation. In addition, several
aspects of the vessel’s inscription indicate that it is not a vessel that was cast in the style of the
Western Zhou. For instance, the rhetorical use of the first person agentive in the inscription ,
zizuo 自作 (“makes for himself”) in the first line. Additionally, Xu has argued that the title
“Denggong 鄧公” could only have been a sign of a demotion of the status of the Deng clan and
its noble lineage members, from Marquis of a regional state under the Western Zhou social
ranking, to the position of County Duke 縣公 under the Chu system of the “five ranks.”48
Taken together, scholars have interpreted both the Houshi zuo Mengji gui and the
Denggong Cheng ding as representative of the elite culture of Deng prior to and after the polity’s
destruction by Chu, respectively, wherein bronze vessels and bronze inscriptions marking their
owners as aristocrats of the Deng ruling clan changed from being of Western Zhou style and
therefore cultural affiliation to being of Chu style and affiliation.

48

See Ibid. Li Feng has convincingly argued that the “five ranks” of hou 侯 (“Marquis”), gong 公 (“Duke”), bo 伯
(“Earl”), zi 子 (“Viscount”), and nan 男 (“Baron”), which were commonly in use during the 3 rd century BCE and
after, and that have been thought of as constant throughout the early China period beginning with the Western Zhou,
were actually specifically a Warring States and early Imperial Confucian invention, and that in actuality, during the
Western Zhou period, as evidenced by bronze inscriptions, there were only three “ranks,” but were rather the names
of rulers of different regional polities, all of which were more or less equal; these titles included hou 侯, dian 甸,
and nan 男, all of which were encompassed under the term zhuhou 諸侯 (“the many lords”). Titles like bo 伯 and
zhong 仲 that we saw in the first section of this chapter, were not so much ranks, as they were markers of seniority
with the individual’s own lineage under the Western Zhou kinship system. See Li Feng 2008. “Transmitting
Antiquity: The Origin and Paradigmization of the ‘Five Ranks,’” in Perceptions of Antiquity in Chinese Civilization.
Dieter Kuhn and Helga Stahl, eds. Heidelberg: University of Heidelberg Press, 103—34.
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Figure 7a: The Denggong Cheng ding line drawing and inscription

鄧公乘自作[?]繁， 其眉壽無期，永寶用之。
“Duke” Cheng of Deng makes for himself this [?]
vessel, (may) his longevity be without limit, forever
treasure and use it.

Figure 7b: The Style II “Chu-style ding” from tomb M1 at Xichuan Cemetery

Archaeological excavation at Wangpo cemetery Area 1, discussed in the previous
chapter, provides further evidence of this shift. For instance, returning to the tomb M1 bronze
ding vessel mentioned earlier, I noted that even though the vessel itself bears stylistic and
morphological similarities to Western Zhou specimens, that its inscription exhibits several
important divergences, such as its first person perspective; another important divergence is one
that I also already mentioned, which is the use of the title gong 公 instead of hou 侯. That this
inscription is cast upon a vessel which, in construction and style, is reminiscent of Western Zhou
bronzes, such as in its overall form and the evident inclusion of spacers to maintain its wall
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thickness, places it as a solid symbol (in the Peircean sense) of shifting cultural practices; a new
set of ritual priorities cast upon an icon of extant traditions.49
Figure 8: Wangpo Cemetery Area 1 tomb M55 bronze vessel assemblage

a.)

b.)

c.)

d.)

e.)
a.) Ding tripod; b.) Gui tureen; c.) Hu vase; d.) Pan plate; e.) Yi spouted pouring vessel.50

Wangpo Area 1 also yielded another elite tomb whose mortuary assemblage complicates
the question of how the Western Zhou to Chu transition affected the local Xiangyang population.
This tomb, M55, is significantly larger than M1, the latter measuring only 2.92 m long and 1.16
m wide while M55 measures 6.3 m long and 4.5 m wide, and richer, containing over 1000

49

What is even more important about this vessel is that one of its legs bears evidence of having been repaired, and
there is evidence of soot on the bottom of the vessel, which indicates that this item was not a mingqi 明器 (“spirit
vessel”), but had been used in life. In addition, recall the inscribed halberd blades from tomb M1, all of which read:
“登（鄧）子中無【？】（忌）之用戈,” which can be translated as: “Dengzi Zhong without error uses [this]
halberd.” Note here the use of “Dengzi” as the title for the caster of the halberd blade. If we were to follow the logic
from the previous section, wherein the use of titles in these inscriptions adhered to changes in the aristocratic
ranking system after the fall of the Western Zhou court in 771 BCE, then we could translate “Dengzi” as “Viscount
of Deng,” which is two ranks within the five ranks than gong, which is “Duke.” This raises some important
questions as to who the occupant of the tomb is, and why objects belonging to Deng lords of two different ranks
would appear together in the same tomb. One possibility is that one or the other inscribed object was an inherited
object, since within the historically recorded system of the five ranks the male descendants of one rank would be
automatically given the next lower rank, which would explain the title discrepancy. Conversely, there is historical
evidence for members of the aristocracy to achieve higher ranking status for good works and loyalty to the territorial
kings during the Spring and Autumn and Warring States periods especially.
50
Images not to scale.
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individual grave items including graduated sets of bronze ding, gui, hu, pan and yi, along with
weapons, a chariot (broken down and in pieces, which accounts for most of the grave items),
along with jade, bone, agate, and glass adornments. Figure 8 shows that in terms of style, the
bronze ding from M55 and M1 are very different.
For instance, the ding tripod from tomb M55 (Figure 8—a) is reminiscent of Chu-style
shengding 升鼎, the earliest specimens of which come from Xiasi, and which are distinctive for

their relatively shallow bodies that have flat bases and that cinch inwards at the middle (Figure
9). This has led Chinese archaeologists to date Wangpo M55 to the end of the 6th century BCE,
more than a century after tomb M1, and further to claim that it as evidence of the local elites’
having been subsumed into the expanding Chu territorial state.
Figure 9: The Wangzi Wu ding from M2 at Xichuan Cemetery.

At the same time, however, we cannot ignore the presence of the gui tureen (Figure 8b),
which if the dating of tomb M55 is correct, should have gone out of style as the Western Zhou
began to lose its symbolic authority. That here, even by the end of the 6th century BCE, an
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aristocrat ostensibly from the state of Deng includes this vessel as part of his burial assemblage
(which otherwise is very “Chu” in style) suggests, not unlike what was going on among
commoners, that the Deng elites retained some semblance of cultural association with the
Western Zhou. These findings have important repercussions not only for how we understand
Deng and the Xiangyang area, but also for how we understand the nature of territorial expansion
during this period, and especially what “destruction” (mie 滅) of a polity meant.
As we have already seen from Periods 1 and 2 at Bianying, events taking place among
the aristocracy of regional state between the 8th and the 5th century BCE, which included the
destruction of the Deng polity, had the effect among the non-elite population of allowing for the
free-form hybridization of cultural practices from the Western Zhou, from Chu, and in part from
the localized adaptation of both Western Zhou and Chu practices. In Period 3, these practices
were shown to have continued, though with the addition of burials that featured closer adherence
to Chu elite practices, as exemplified by tombs M424 and M500 (see Chapter 2 Appendix 3). In
Chapter 3, I noted that burials like M424 and M500, which contain assemblages more iconic of
elite Chu burial practices were spatially segregated to Sector 3, and also tended to be larger, and
to feature tomb ramps. I interpreted this as evidence that during the 5th to the 3rd centuries BCE,
either groups of people from the local population were choosing to align themselves more
closely to the Chu polity by means of cultural emulation, or that there were people from the Chu
cultural heartland who were beginning to move into the Xiangyang area, and elected to remain
separated from the local population by means of spatial segregation.
The evidence from the inscribed Deng bronzes suggest that even after the polity was
destroyed, members of the Deng aristocracy continued to live and practice their cultural rituals in
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their former territory.51 This is in keeping with the general picture of Chu’s system of
governance described above. It also suggests that what the histories refer to as mie 滅,
“destruction,” in this case was less a matter of total annihilation of a polity and its populace, but
rather a displacement of the ruling lineage’s ability to exert cultural influence over the population
at large.52 This is evidenced by the fact that at Bianying the population clearly retained older
burial practices, even if as they gradually adopted styles from Chu. It is important to remember
here that it is only Period 3 that we start to see vessels and assemblages that are fully iconic of
Chu assemblages from Xiasi, and that even then, during the 5th to the 3rd centuries BCE when
Chu had long dispatched of the Deng polity and was at its supposed height of expansionist
ambition and power, their presence was always tempered by the continuation of older pottery
traditions and localized styles of tomb construction (such as at Wangpo with their unique wallniches).
I would like to close the story of Deng and Chu by returning to transmitted history, and to
the question of elite-commoner relationships and shared cultural milieu. The Zuozhuan contains
several mentions of a figure named Deng Man 鄧曼, who was the wife of King Wu of Chu
during the early 6th century BCE. During two critical moments in the decade leading up to Chu’s
destruction of Deng, she played a pivotal role in counseling King Wu’s behavior with regards to
good governance.53 Scholars have identified Deng Man as most likely a high-ranking woman
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The Western Zhou did something similar to the descendants of the Shang rulers after their conquest in 1045 BCE.
This concept of mie has historical precedent, as the Western Zhou, after destroying the Shang at the battle of

Muye 牧野, appointed the descendants of the Shang ruling lineage to govern over territory near their ancient capital
in Anyang (also called Yinxu 殷墟).
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She was so memorable, in fact, that Liu Xiang, writing in the included here in the chapter on Benevolent Sagacity
in the Lienuzhuan 列女傳.
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from the ruling lineage of Deng,54 with whom Chu had, since the late 700s BCE, complicated
military and diplomatic relations with.55 What these anecdotes point to is the intimate marital and
therefore political ties between Deng and Chu, even though the former clearly retained stronger
influences from the Western Zhou than the latter. As a material manifestation of this cultural
tension, Deng and Chu maintained different traditions of grave good manufacture and use, such
as the retention of gui tureens by Deng and the use of shengding and fu 敷 lidded, rectangular
vessels by Chu. Even when King Wen of Chu—ironically, the son of Deng Man and thus the
nephew of the ruler of Deng (Marquis Qi from the anecdote in the introduction)—finally
destroyed Deng once and for all, he was not able to force the descendants of the Deng ruling clan
to fully abandon their ties to the Western Zhou.
I believe that this tension is manifested in the hybridization of burial assemblages and, in
the case of yuding, in mortuary objects, at Bianying, where some people elected to adopt Chu
traditions while others elected to follow the old ways, even though everyone seemed to exist
within a shared cultural milieu that was largely derived from the Western Zhou. I further believe
that we can understand from this that Chu’s cultural hegemony over this population was never
complete, even during the height of its power in the 5th to 3rd centuries BCE, which likely reflects
in turn a lack of total control on a territorial basis. This hybridity, I believe, we can attribute to
the cultural afterlife of the polity of Deng, which, through the resurrection by local commoners,
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See Xu, Huaxia Kaogu 1996.1.
For instance, the first mention of Deng in the Zuozhuan records that Deng offends Chu politically by refusing to
make peace with Chu and killing an envoy sent to make a betrothal pact. Chu attacks Deng the following summer,
and Deng is defeated soundly. This story marks the first mention of the state of Deng in the Zuozhuan, and the ninth
year of Duke Huan of Lu dates to 703 BCE. The Handong Incident takes place, according to Barry Blakeley in 701
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Chu. See Zuozhuan, Huan 9.2. For translation, see Stephen Durrant, Wai-yee Li, and David Schaberg. 2016. The
Zuo Tradition/ Zuozhuan: Commentary on the “Spring and Autumn Annals” (Classics of Chinese Thought), Vol. 1.
Seattle: University of Washington Press, 107.
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was able to live on long after its destruction.

Xiangyang under the Auspices of Empire: Change and Continuity under the Qin and Han
Historically speaking, 688 BCE marks the effective end of Deng’s, and consequently
Xiangyang’s, existence as a distinct cultural region. Because the Western Zhou state was not a
culturally or politically integrated entity that easily mapped onto a contiguous geographic
territory, cultural mixture throughout the regions in which it had contact and influence was to be
expected. As we have seen, this set the stage by the 8th century BCE for different regions to
adapt to changing macro geopolitical climate in very different ways following the Western
Zhou’s collapse. For Xiangyang, this meant the hybridization of Western Zhou and Chu cultural
features—in terms, primarily, of assemblage composition among elites and vessel forms among
non-elites. In many ways, Chu’s control over places like Xiangyang was of a degree tighter than
the Western Zhou’s, as excavated manuscript evidence hints at least a basic attempt on the part
of the Chu elites to centrally administer its various conquered territories. However, the ease with
which both assemblage composition and vessel form among were hybridized and manipulated by
individuals at Bianying and Wangpo indicate that the Chu state’s influence on the lives of
ordinary people had its limitations.
How this situation changed after the 3rd century BCE as the region came under the
control of the much more centralized Qin and Han empires remains an open question and is the
focus of the remainder of this chapter. At the outset, however, it must be noted that
archaeological evidence from Bianying especially suggests that Qin’s appearance in Xiangyang
was rather widespread (materialized by means of ceramic vessel forms such as fu 釜 basins and
he 盒 covered bowl sets), and took place alongside other significant shifts in the types of objects
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people were beginning to produce for burial (such as the unique double-handle jars) and in the
kinds of energy expenditure practices people were adopting (such as the creation of parallel
ledges in lieu of rectangular pit-shafts). The overall impression of cultural change among the
ordinary urban community represented by Bianying is one of reduced extravagance as well as a
general sense of standardization, even if in concert with that, new forms of material resistance
also emerged. In what follows, I interpret these conclusions in light of newly excavated Qin and
Han administrative documents in order to reexamine the history of the changing relationship
between local populace and not only elites, but also the increasingly important and active early
imperial state apparatus.

Hybridity versus Standardization under the Qin
As stated in the introduction, the central cog of the Qin imperial machine was
standardization as a means of both facilitating surveillance and social control. To reiterate from
the introduction, in the absence of anything like “citizenship” similar to the contemporary GrecoRoman world, political action on the part of commoners in early China was limited to their being
the passive recipients of authority from the ruler, at least until state operations stopped running
smoothly. Under the Chu system of governance, this manifested in the decentralized nature of
state administration, especially in regions beyond the capital like Xiangyang. The archaeological
narrative shows that Chu’s loose governance over the Xiangyang region created the conditions
for a great deal of cultural experimentation. Unfortunately, because very few actual legal or
administrative writings have been found besides the Baoshan tomb M2 cache, more detailed
understanding of the relationship between state and populace in Chu remains elusive. From the
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Qin period onwards, however, we have much more information, and it is on these texts that I
focus here.
To date, scholarship on Qin law and government is based on a combination of both
transmitted and excavated texts. The Shang Jun Shu 商君書, which I discussed briefly already in
the introduction, is one of the only such sources that has been passed down to us through the
ages, and it outlines in five juan 卷 (“Chapters”) both Shang Yang’s political theory as well as
recommendations for the promulgation of actual governmental policies such as appropriate
punishments for crimes, efficient methods for collecting taxes, and most importantly,
standardization of rules and procedures across all administrative units.56 Some of his best known
reforms, as recorded in this text include the breakup of formerly large families into five-person
nuclear units, the establishment of the social ranking structure, the replacement of the well-field
system jingtian zhidu 井田制度 by a system of peasant land free-holding,57 and famously, the
institution of harsh punishments for crimes.
In recent years, the discovery and excavation of several large corpuses of bamboo slip
texts have greatly enhanced our understandings of the day-to-day operations of the Qin state,
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For a discussion of the authenticity of the Shang Jun Shu, which chapters are likely from Shang Yang’s own hand,
which are later Han writings, see Jean Levi. 1993. “Shang chün shu 商君書,” in Early Chinese Texts: A
Bibliographical Guide. Michael Loewe, ed. Berkeley: University of California Press.
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The ambiguity of the language that the Shang Jun Shu uses to describe this plan has resulted in a lot of debate
among scholars as to whether or not Shang Yang advocated private land-holding, which existed and was a constant
issue for the government in the Han Period. Some trace this policy back to Shang Yang, though the text itself never
explicitly says for land to become privatized. The closest is the 216 BCE order issued by Qin Shihuang himself,
which stipulated that people should declare the amount of land they had in order for the state to regulate the landtax. For a detailed early discussion on this question, see J.J. L. Duyvendak. 1928 [1963 rprnt.]. The Book of Lord
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Roel Sterckx. 2016. "Ideologies of Peasant and Merchant in Warring States China," in The Ideology of Power and
the Power of Ideology in Early China. Yuri Pines, Paul R. Goldin, and Martin Kern, eds. Leiden: Brill, 243.
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especially in Nan Commandary, where most of these texts originate. They have provided
important points of comparison with both the Shang Jun Shu, and with what we know of Qin law
from historical annals like the Shiji and the Hanshu.
Some of the earliest texts we have found on Qin law and administration come from the
Shuihudi 睡虎地 area of the Xiaogan 孝感 district of Yunmeng 雲夢 prefecture in Hubei,
located approximately 160 miles south and east of Xiangyang. In 1975, over one thousand
bamboo slips were excavated from tomb no. 11, which we now know belonged to a person called
Xi 喜, who died around 217 BCE, and who was a Prefectural Clerk in charge of trying criminal
suits at the time of this death.58 The six hundred and twelve bamboo slips that have been
translated from this corpus include eighteen different legal and administrative statutes covering a
broad range of topics, largely concerning labor and food; specifically, most concern the correct
amount of labor output expected of different social groups, in particular farmers, artisans, and
convicts, and the amount of grain ration each prefecture was responsible for storing, monitoring,
and dispensing.
Two additional manuscript collections that bear mentioning are the Yuelu Academy
Manuscript Collection, and the recently excavated Liye Qin Manuscripts from Qianling 遷陵,
Hunan. The former corpus was purchased off the Hong Kong antiquities market in 2007, and is
currently housed in Changsha 長沙, Hunan. Contained within it are over sixteen hundred
bamboo slips recording not only copies of statues and ordinances dating to the 2nd century BCE,
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but also copies of criminal cases.59 The second corpus of slips, the Liye Qin Manuscripts cover a
much broader range of administrative topics, though the most extensively published and studied
of these so far are the census records and household registries.60
Together, these manuscripts present an image of the Qin administration as both complex
and sophisticated. For instance, according to Barbieri-Low and Yates, Qin legislation consisted
primarily of statutes and ordinances. The former, of which the statues on artisans discussed
above are examples, were more stable, and tended to be the legal and administrative premises
upon which the Qin legal system was founded; the latter were more ad hoc, and seem to have
been open for change based on changing circumstances. While these were the two main forms of
legislation, there were also “norms” (cheng 程), which seem to have been akin to proper
procedure, and “precedents” (ting xing shi 廷行事), which, like precedents in modern legal
systems, were methods of re-interpreting extant legislation under specific circumstances.61
Qin legislation has also been shown to have been quite involved in the everyday affairs of
common people. For instance, the Shuihudi texts include several statues on the regulation of
artisans,62 which while not specified, likely included the local potters who would have been
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the Western Zhou period, most specialized artisans were attached to royal workshops, and it was only in the
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producing the funerary ceramics that people in the Bianying and Wangpo communities would
have needed to acquire to carry out their rituals. According to these statutes, artisans employed
by the state at the commandery level were under the control of prefectural (zhou 州) officials,
who were responsible for making sure that all products adhered to regulation in terms of size,
scale, and use of raw materials, and further, that no one was stealing from the workshops.63
These statutes are significant for our understanding not only of the shift in funerary
pottery evidenced at Bianying, but also of the differences in cultural hybridity between Bianying
and Wangpo during this important and transformative period. At Bianying, I observed that the
difference between mortuary assemblages in Period 3 versus Period 4 were the most stark, and
indeed save for one or two yu basins, there might not have been a sense of continuity at all. At
Wangpo, on the other hand, Qin cultural influence seems to have appeared quite suddenly, and in
a way that was already quite well-integrated with forms derived from older Chu traditions,
particularly those that centered on the use of ritual vessels. I concluded at the end of Chapter 4
that the observed difference between the two cemeteries could be attributed to the difference not
only in rank status of the majority of individuals using two different burial grounds, but also to
the fact that Bianying was urban and Wangpo was more rural, according to each cemetery’s
relative position vis-à-vis the walled settlement of Dengcheng.

centuries after the Western Zhou collapsed when both autocratic states and a tax-paying peasantry emerged that
some artisans could became independent. State-sponsored workshops continued to exist, however, though the details
of relationship between state-level and private workshops during the early Imperial period remains elusive. When
artisans are mentioned in either philosophical treatises, or in the statutes themselves, it is either as in idealized
promulgator of the sagely virtues (as in the Record of the Scrutiny of Crafts (the Kaogongji 考工記), or as
mistrusted and despised opportunists who are assumed to be out for purely for profit unless carefully monitored and
deterred with harsh punishments. Interestingly, the Shuihudi manuscripts suggest that while artisans were looked
down upon by the central authority, they were ranked higher than servants and cooks. See Anthony Barbieri-Low.
2007. Artisans in Early Imperial China. Seattle: University of Washington Press, 31—66.
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The Shuihudi legal statutes contribute nuance to this conclusion, while at the same time
acting as a foil against which we can compare the behavior of communities on the ground. I
believe, for instance, that if we take into consideration the relatively low level of wealth
exhibited in the Bianying burials (the complete dearth of bronze vessels as a signifier of this), we
can explain the uniformity of ceramic assemblages across the Period 4 burials as the result of
state-sponsored oversight of pottery workshops that were likely located within the walled
settlement, which was likely, according to reconstructions of late Qin and early Han historical
geography, the capital settlement of the county of Deng,64 which itself was a subordinate county
of Nanyang 南陽 Commandery during the early Han period.65
That this level of uniformity is less prevalent at Wangpo than at Bianying is likely a
function of Wangpo’s wealthier and more titled demographic, which can be attested to by
another Shuihudi statute. Specifically, Statute A 56 records that “Government armour [sic] and
arms are each to be incised or branded with the name of the office concerned; on those that
cannot be incised or branded, it should be written with vermillion or lacquer. When armour and
arms are loaned to commoners, it is essential to record the brandmark [sic]; they are to be
bestowed according to the brand-marks [sic]….”66 The inscribed bronze halberd head (Figure
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10a-b) from tomb M61 at Wangpo is, I believe, an example of just exactly this sort of
government issued item, further identifying the tomb occupant as likely a local who may have
attained office under the Qin.67
Interestingly, this inscribed halberd head appears alongside a ceramic assemblage
consisting of ding tripods (style AI), hu vases (style AI), and dou pedestal dishes (stylie AIII and
BI) (Figure 10b), suggesting adherence to older traditions of mortuary practice and older
traditions of marking status (in which ding, hu, and dou signified materially an individual’s
cultural affiliation with elites) despite this individual’s likely position as part of the Qin imperial
machine.
Figure 10a: Bronze halberd head from tomb M61 at Wangpo cemetery bearing a incised inscription. That the
inscription is impersonal and administrative in nature, and that it was incised upon the surface of the bronze is
indication that this may have been a government issued item marking the bearer’s status as a low-level official.68

小府
Minor official
卅四爰[][][]…
Thirty-four yuan…

67

This brings up the interesting question of why this halberd ended up in a tomb when the second half of Statute A
56 stipulates that, “when loaned (armour and arms) are handed in and they have no brand-mark, as well as when it is
not the brand-mark of the office concerned, (such armour and arms) are all to be confiscated by the government;
they are to be charged according to the Statutes on Equipment.” See Ibid. Clearly, this halberd’s presence in a tomb
means that it was not re-entered into circulation, which calls into question the efficacy of Qin laws on the ground.
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See Xiangyang Wangpo Dongzhou Qin Han Mu, 163.
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Figure 10b: Ceramic vessels of identical morphology and style to tomb M61 at Wangpo.

a.)

b.)

c.)

d.)

Of further interest is that these ceramic vessels exhibit many transitional features in their
morphology and style, with flattened finials on the lids of the ding and hu that are modifications
of Chu-style motifs, though in overall body shape, particularly for the ding and dou are
reminiscent of late Period 3 and early Period 4 specimens from Bianying. This lends support to
the idea that the occupant of tomb M61 occupied an ambiguous space between locally-inflected
Chu culture and the Qin administrative apparatus that came with its own version of aspirational
culture. It also reveals a greater degree of freedom of cultural expression among the higher
ranked members of ordinary society, who, concomitant with having the freedom to use ritual
vessel sets signifying older cultural associations in their funerals, were also buried their dead
further away from the city center, a practice that goes back to the Warring States period, and Chu
in particular.69 Indeed, Hulsewe notes that even though Shang Yang advocated in his writings
that “…if administration of all the districts is of one pattern then (people) will be obedient,”70
there remained considerable leeway for those higher up on the hierarchical ladder to be held to a
more lenient standard than those beneath them.71
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The spatial conception of death and the mortuary landscape of the metropolitan Chu capital area of Jiangling is an
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Meanwhile, those with fewer means and/or lesser social status were only able to procure
grave goods locally, and had to bury their dead within striking distance of the city walls. In
addition, city-dwellers likely had to significantly reduce the size and elaboration of their burials
and funerary architecture due to changing socio-economic circumstances brought on by Qin’s
occupation of the area, which explains why, by Period 4 at Bianying, we start to see the
appearance of parallel ledges and dramatically simplified and reduced tomb sizes.
At the same time, however, both Bianying and the smaller burials at Wangpo yielded
double-handle jars, which I identified in Chapter 3 as hybridized, “double-objects.” The
appearance of these jars in Period 4 at Bianying as well as their relative dearth outside of the
Xiangyang area take on special significance in light of the Qin manuscript texts. I believe that if
the Qin state-run pottery workshops were subject to as significant amount of oversight as
excavated manuscripts suggest, double-handle jars, as independent and locally products vessels
unique to Xiangyang alone, were likely not produced there. The ubiquity and prominence of
double-handle jars at both Wangpo and Bianying cannot be dismissed as simply neglect on the
part of contemporary administrators, but should be interpreted as signifying local independent
action, and perhaps even resistance.
The phenomenon of double-handle jars can be explained if we consider the degree to
which actual behavior did not coincide with the written statutes. Specifically in that whether or
not the workshops were independent or state-run, they became frequented by the citizenry of
Dengcheng for equipping their dead for the afterlife. If the workshops were independently run,
then they could only have operated at such volume with the tacit approval of the powers that be,
namely, the county and prefectural clerks. On the other hand, if they were state-run, they would
have been running in active contradistinction to statutes that advocated uniformity and
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standardization across all administrative units. I believe that the latter explanation is more likely,
especially in the face of new discoveries from the Liye manuscript corpus, contains a section, not
yet published in full, on statutes for official sacrifices, and that apparently spell out official cult
procedure as well as penalties for infringement upon or disruption of those practices.72 Most
likely, these statutes on sacrifices applied only to the imperial cult, and infringement upon
anything by the masses at large would have been difficult to assess. However, the seriousness of
the cult and ritual practices under the Qin should not be discounted, as the Qin evidently
attempted to restrict the influence of local religious practices and cults by means of issuing
statutes.73 As we will see, the rules upon which the state was meant to run were not always
followed or enforced properly. It is for this reason that I believe it is more likely that the pottery
workshops that produced double-handle jars were not sanctioned by the government, but rather
were created by local potters despite likely regulations on what could be produced for
consumption.
Another reason I suggest this explanation concerns the broader historical context of Qin’s
presence in the Xiangyang area, which needs to be understood in terms of the relationship
between Qin and Chu, and ultimately, with Han. Despite the show of strength recounted in the
Qin legal and administrative statues, and despite Shang Yang’s best efforts, the actual history of
the Qin Dynasty as an imperial dynasty is short, having lasted only twenty-six years beyond its
founding. For years, the reason for the Qin’s collapse has been debated and is currently ongoing,
though in this dissertation, I adopt the perspective recently put forward by Gideon Shelach that
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sees the downfall of the Qin as a systemic failure caused by the combination of demands on
taxes in labor to fund massive-scale public works projects that were begun in too short a time
span, and the overly integrated and therefore rigid Qin bureaucratic system.74
The result of the failures of the Qin imperial regime, as recorded early on by Jia Yi 賈誼

(200—169 BCE) in his “Disquisition Finding Fault with Qin” (Guo Qin Lun 過秦論) rhapsody,

was a rebellion led at first by a few hundred militia but then grew to encompass not only
peasants, but also low level administrators, and regional elites who had cultural roots in preImperial states. The Chu culture area, which encompasses Xiangyang on its northernmost edge,
was ground zero for this rebellion, and the place where rebel leader Chen She 陳涉 (d. 209 BCE)
as well as later successors of the rebellion Xiang Yu 項羽 (232—202 BCE) and Liu Bang 劉邦
(eventually, Emperor Gaozu 高祖 of Han) (256—195 BCE) were born. It is thus significant that
most of the excavated manuscripts we’ve discussed so far have come of the Yangzi River area,
as these texts, especially the Liye corpus, shed important light on why perhaps it was within the
former Chu population that the seeds of discontent took root.
Both Sanft and Hsing note in their studies of the Liye census records that most of the
household registration slips for Nanyang Hamlet 南陽里 in Qianling County 遷陵縣 in Dongting
Commandery 洞庭郡 (currently located in Hunan province, where the Liye strips were found)
contained the phrase “Jing bugeng 荊不更” directly before the name of the household head.
Various interpretations of this phrase have been put forward, but current consensus seems to be
74
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that bugeng was likely a rank title (Hsing translates it as “fourth merit”),75 while Jing was likely
a classification scheme for households of Chu origin.76 While it is tempting to read the Jing
designation as a sign of the Qin’s active segregation of the former Chu population, we also need
to remember that bugeng is a Qin social rank, which suggests that despite wanting to maintain
cultural boundaries among its populace, the Qin bureaucracy was also willing to do a lot of work,
bureaucratically and administratively, to get Chu people to acquiesce to their new system of
government, such as allowing them to enter into the state’s official hierarchy.
This tension in the relationship between the Qin state and its populace carried over from
these cultural designations to socioeconomic concerns; as Shelach has shown, one of the
stressors that triggered the Qin’s collapse was the harsh treatment of the peasantry in tax rates,
labor requirements, and punishments for minor offenses. We see a hint of this tension in the
mortuary archaeological record in Xiangyang, where behavior on the ground didn’t match up
with administrative stipulations, and ties to older, Chu cultural traditions, especially among the
lower elite (represented at Wangpo), continued on despite both Qin’s occupation of the area and
active recruitment of locals to take part in their administration. Meanwhile, the socioeconomic
woes of the commoner classes also manifest in Xiangyang, specifically in the dramatically
reduced tomb sizes and reduced elaboration in funerary architecture across Period 4 burials at
Bianying. Overall in Xiangyang, while Chu burial traditions were actively adopted and
manipulated to fit into local customs gradually over a period of time, Qin-style material culture
appeared quite suddenly, and thus triggered an immediate local reaction (in the form of the
creation of double-handle jars), which can be considered cultural pushback and local identity
assertion in the face of what must have been uncomfortably sudden changes.
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It is no surprise given these observations, that whatever tension lingered in the
relationship between the Qin state and the former Chu territories eventually exploded into a fullfledged rebellion. In closing, I would like to point out Sanft’s position that “a population in its
capacity as a population is defined; it has a boundary that divides members from nonmembers
and is not contiguous with a geographic territory. It is this definition that gives a population
its … political character (Schmitt 1933). The population and not merely people in an area, is the
essential political body, and registration was one way the Qin dynasty defined its population and
created its polity.”77 The idea of the populace as an important political tool, and the Qin state’s
recognition of it as such, harkens back to the attitudes of the elite towards commoners that I
mentioned in the introduction. There, I noted that most territorial polities, like Chu and the preimperial Qin, had by the 3rd century BCE developed a wariness of the general populace (as Sanft
defines it) as a political actor. The archaeological evidence from Xiangyang certainly suggests
that these fears might have been well-grounded, at least in terms of the former Chu culture area.
Whether or not this same issue triggered both peasants and lower elites in other regions to rebel
again not long after the Chen She rebellion was put down remains to be seen. Nevertheless, the
Chu insurrection that started the end of the Qin dynasty was no doubt caused in part by the Qin
state’s problematic relationship with its people.

“Winning the Hearts and Minds of the People”: A New Form of Empire under the Han
Due to their witnessing of and active role in the uprising against Qin, Liu Bang’s
successors were, understandably, suspicious of the efficacy of empire as a form of government.
That the series of rebellions that brought down the Qin was, in Pines’ words, “not just an
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instance of ‘class struggle’; many more factors were involved…[For instance, i]n the rebel camp
we encounter not just farmhands, vagabonds, and convicted slaves, but also village elders, local
bravos, members of the former elite of the conquered Warring States, and even turncoats from
among the Qin officials,”78 led subsequent Han rulers to worry about how they might avoid
succumbing to a similar fate themselves.
Despite Liu Bang’s successful overthrow of the Qin and his subsequent overcoming of
chief rival Xiang Yu, the Chu-Han Contention (as the power struggle between Xiang Yu and Liu
Bang became known as) and the failures of Qin more generally, left a lasting impression on Han
administrators. They were smart enough to realize that Qin’s highly regimented, rigid, and
autocratic form of governance, especially its harsh taxes, labor requirement, and punishment
scheme led to discontent among the masses. They also knew, however, that part of the problem
was the management of the local elites, who evidently had retained a great deal of their pre-Qin
cultural traditions and identities (which, in turn, had likely been exacerbated by the Xiang Yu
Interregnum). While the Chu polity had nominal control over the middle Yang and Yangzi River
regions for several centuries, its cultural control over much of the masses and lower elites was
not as iron as transmitted histories would have us think (and evidently made Han scholars think).
This was also true of the Qin, who overexerted themselves attempting to manage every aspect of
people’s lives while giving them no incentive to adhere to imperial regulations.
Based on these observations, the Han realized that the boundary between what
constituted “the people” and what constituted “the state” had to be reimagined. In participating in
and therefore legitimizing people’s displeasure with the ruling classes, the commoner and lower
elite populations created the conditions for the Han elites’ awareness about the ability for the
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people to affect the course of empire. This self-reflective awareness, according to Pines, was
unprecedented in recorded history at the time, and played a large role, conceptually at least, in
the way the Han ended up adapting Qin policies into their governing style.
The gist of these adaptations has been passed down to us in transmitted histories, as the
outline in the introduction has shown, with the result being an administrative hybrid of centrally
governed commanderies in the western half of the empire’s land mass, and semi-autonomous
kingdoms in the east. As I stressed in the introduction, this solution was never fully endorsed by
the uppermost echelons of the Han court, and remained a thorn in the empire’s side throughout
its two-hundred-year reign. What I want to focus on here, however is the relationship that the
Han attempted to cultivate with their populace as a reaction to their fears of widespread
rebellion, and the actual effects of this plan to win over the “hearts and minds” of the conquered
masses. In doing so, I ask what changed in the relationship between state and populace between
the Qin and the Han? In doubling-down on the authority of the ruler, how did the Han
administration affect cultural traditions on the ground in places like Xiangyang?
Interestingly, aside from the division of the empire into commanderies and semiindependent kingdoms, the Han seem to have largely adopted the system of governance of the
Qin. For instance, the Zhangjiashan tomb no. 2 manuscript corpus contains twenty-seven legal
and administrative statutes, several of which seem to have been directly copied from Qin models.
Structurally as well, the Han preserved the Qin system of statues and ordinances as well as the
practice of setting of legal precedents well into the 1st century BCE. Bureaucratically as well,
much remained constant between the Qin and the Han empires, at least in so far as the
commanderies were concerned. In the regional kingdoms, rulers were, at least for the first
decades of the Han, free to govern their territories they wished, and most followed Xiang Yu’s
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model of older, hereditary and lineage-based appointments to local office. Within the core areas
of the empire, however, the Han kept the overall hierarchy of territorial organization.79
Where the Han were truly innovative in their style of governing, however, was not on the
level of actual administration, but rather in the relationship the state had with its populace, and in
particular with low level clerks, scribes, and officials. As with most things in the early Chinese
state, however, changes in this relationship began at the top. Loewe writes that the early Han
court was aware that “successful empire required that those who were ruled therein recognized
themselves as its members and accepted that empire had been created and was being practiced
legitimately.”80 In order to achieve this goal, there emerged within the Han court during the first
hundred years of Han rule, and especially during the reign of Emperor Wu when the empire’s
territory and population were both expanding rapidly, a lively atmosphere of debate regarding
the correct practical and philosophical way forward for the regime.81 Recent scholarship on Han
thought has revealed that this debate can be well-encapsulated by the debates over the economy,
which I turn briefly to here by way of illustration.
Economic theorists during the Han can be divided broadly into two groups: the
classicists, and the economists. The classicists adopted a conservative stance towards emerging
mercantilism of the mid-1st century BCE, condemning the merchant class as usurers who were
best kept at the bottom of the four-tiered social hierarchy of shi 士 (“scholar-officials”), nong 農
(“farmers”), gong 工 (“artisans”), and shang 商 (“merchants”). These same thinkers actively
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encouraged the cultivation of Han society as primarily agrarian, citing both the Shang Jun Shu
and earlier thinkers like Mencius (particularly the previous existence of the Mencian well-field
system — jingtianzhidu 井田制度) as evidence that agriculturalists made the best imperial
subjects.82 In their view, “instilling order and setting up proper divisions of agricultural land
produces people with minds receptive to instruction and authority. Plotting land facilitates
plotting people and plotting minds.”83
Eventually, by the mid-2nd century BCE, the classicist side of the debate won out, and as
a consequence of the prolonged back and forth, the intellectual institutions that would come to
define imperial China civilization for the next thousand years were formed, including the
canonization of earlier texts, particularly those of Confucius and his followers such as the Four
Books and Five Classics.84 This newly canonized set of texts became by the second half of the
2nd century BCE, the standard foundation of clerical and ministerial education, and the basis of
the curriculum for both the Imperial Academy in Chang’an established in 124 BCE, and a slew
of imperially-sponsored commandery-level schools across the empire. The establishment of
these schools was a shrewd move on the part of Emperor Wu’s court because it standardized
knowledge production down to the commandery level, but ensured that those who eventually
became employed by the state held at least a basic-level of imperial indoctrination.85 This move
82
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on the part of the state was likely meant to help mitigate what elites feared to be insurrection
among local administrators.
But, how did these conceptual shifts among the elite affect the empire beyond the
boundaries of the inner court at Chang’an? I believe that as much as Han elites needed to invent
and institutionalize an imperial ethos to justify the continued existence of empire under the Liu
clan as the primary form of government and to keep imperial officials in line, they also had to
find a way to foster among the common people a shared sense of cultural uniformity and
continuity that was necessary for the day-to-day functioning of the empire (the collection of
taxes, the mobilization of corvée labor, the army, etc…). Again, the Han elites recognized that
Qin’s downfall could be attributed in part to its failure to cultivate a shared identity with the
territories it conquered. Among officials and those who sought to become officials,
indoctrination through Confucian education was one means of achieving this. Another was the
careful use of ideology through material means, combined with economic regulation that, I
believe, can be read from the archaeological record.
For instance, the archaeological evidence from Xiangyang tells us that by the mid 2ndt
century BCE (Period 5 at Bianying), the mou jars and fu basins so typical of Qin burials start to
be replaced by new styles of ding tripods, hu vases, and he covered bowls, which together were
an assemblage that existed at Xiangyang several centuries before. Period 5 also saw the
emergence of ceramic miniatures, which signified changing conceptions of the afterlife as a
place more continuous with the living world than ever before, and where the spirits of the
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deceased would need to be equipped for the same basic needs as had been necessary while they
were alive. The evidence from both Bianying and Wangpo together also suggests that cultural
hybridity had, by the time of Emperor Wu taken on a new form; rather than new vessel forms
exhibiting hybridized forms, which would signal experimentation on the part of the potter,
hybridization and mixing occurred more on the level of mortuary assemblage construction
(including such aspects as coffin and tomb architecture), which in turn signaled experimentation
on the part of the mourning community, which was a far more private and circumscribed group.
Clearly, experimentation by potters was, by this time, less frequent in Xiangyang.
This makes sense given the Han empire’s nationalization of industries like salt and iron, a
move that gave the state direct control over the lives of the common populace.86 Textual
evidence from both transmitted histories and recently excavated legal statutes reveal that many
other aspects of Han economy were run by a combination of private and government-run
workshops, including the production of moveable goods like lacquers and most likely, pottery.
The fact that by the time we get to Periods 6 and 7 at Bianying, we see less independent
invention on the part of individual ceramic forms made for burial suggests that some forms of
pottery production, like those that were specifically made for funerary purposes, may have come
under government purview.87
That the state would actively choose to intervene in the way that people gained access to
basic goods, such as salt for food preservation and iron for basic weapons and tools, leads me to
believe that the active manipulation of the economics of funerals may have been a natural
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solution to the question of gaining access to the “hearts and minds” of the common populace. 88
After all, Xunzi’s “Discourse on Ritual” text would have been something Han intellectuals
studied both in school and consulted in the re-invention of the imperial cult; therefore, the
symbolic importance of the funeral would not have been lost on them. The opportunity to create
what can be called an “imagined community”89 based on the shared practice of equipping the
dead to live on in the afterlife, a shift that mirrored the increasing importance of commerce and
land among the imperial population,90 would have been too ripe to pass up for elites keen on
finding ways to shore up their power base and fully unifying their empire.91
This also provides context as to the why, even when the Han had clearly invented a new
form of funerary tradition, assemblages like ding, hu, and he covered bowl sets would experience
a revival. Here again, the reliance of Han intellectuals on the past comes into play. One of the
ways that Han elites materially manifested their preoccupation with the past is in the treatment of
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their own dead, which can be exemplified by Mawangdui tomb M1 in Changsha 長沙 Hunan,
the resting place of Lady Dai, who died in 193 BCE. Part of this lavish burial’s assemblage were
several lacquerware ding, fang, hu, and he bowl sets, which suggests that the forms of vessels
being used by commoners were not all that different from those used by elites, save for the
medium in which the items were produced (lacquer being a far more luxurious medium than
pottery). The Mawangdui burial has further been interpreted as exhibiting strong signs of Chu
characteristics, including the heavy presence of lacquers, the décor upon the lacquerwares, and
interestingly, the ding, hu, and covered bowl assemblage structure itself.92 Comparing the
evidence from Bianying Period 5—7 burials with evidence from elite Han tombs like no. 2 at
Mawangdui lends credence to the idea that the revival of older traditions of burial practice was
part of the empire’s agenda of cultural unification.
At the same time, however, the penetration of state influence could only go so far. For
instance, even in Period 6 at Bianying, which dates to the mid-1st century BCE at the earliest, the
presence of older forms of tomb construction, such as the creation of tombs with inverted tiers,
lingered among some members of the population. M50 at Bianying is a good example of this, as
it is a small burial featuring one level of inverted tiers along the top of the tomb shaft, a feature
of 5th and 4th century BCE metropolitan Chu burials from Jiangling, and yet contains an
assemblage of pottery ding and hu made in Han-style as well as a set of ceramic miniatures of
cang, jing, and zao. M10 and M11 at Wangpo are also examples of this in that they continued to
utilize either local-styles of tomb shaft construction in the case of the former, or in the inclusion
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of double-handle jars in the latter. I interpret these deviations from the Han norm as evidence of
the second type of cultural hybridity I identify in Chapter 3; namely, hybridity in terms of the
tomb as an entire assemblage, which signifies experimentation in the underlying symbolism of
mortuary practice in a realm of day-to-day practice and funerary sequence, something that the
state had very little control over. I believe that this, even though in considerably smaller
quantities than in previous periods, is evidence that even though on a broad scale the Han
empire’s unification agenda was a success (and indeed, the Former Han empire lasted over two
centuries and eventually fell not from someone outside of the inner court as early Han rulers had
feared, but from within the inner court itself), their control over the hearts and minds of this
subjects was, in some cases, only superficial; they could dictate what people could or could not
buy, but couldn’t eradicate old loyalties fully, especially since on many level the Han elites
themselves still clung to older regional identities.
Scholars of early imperial China have often characterized the Han as a negation of the
Qin, and in some ways they were. I believe, though, that this kind of characterization obfuscates
what should actually be considered an extremely sophisticated conceptual innovation on the part
of the Han of the concept of imperial rule itself, and in particular in the relationship between the
state and its populace. This innovation succeeded in elevating the Han to be the model of
Chinese imperial dynasties thereafter, however, precisely because of both the groundwork in
administration and bureaucratic structure laid by the Qin (the Han’s supposed opposite) as well
as the mistakes the Qin made in conducting that administration. The Qin ruled by force,
assuming rather than ensuring the acquiescence of the population while the Han did not take that
acquiescence for granted, and instead took steps to unify the empire not just in terms of
bureaucracy, but crucially, in terms of culture. Scholarship has already been done showing the
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troubles that Han imperial agenda faced on the frontiers of its empire; here, I have tried to make
a case that understanding the extent to which this same imperial agenda was achieved in the core
of Han territory is just as important for understanding better the formation of what came to be
known as Chinese civilization.
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Conclusion
Towards a New Way of Thinking and Writing about Early China
I began this dissertation with a story about elites, but I want to conclude it with a question
that has more to do with who the re-imagined historical narrative outlined in Chapter 5 is about.
Ostensibly, this dissertation is about commoners, but as I noted in the introduction, what we can
detect archaeologically as “commoners” are really anything but the actual lowest strata of
society. Rather, the communities of Bianying and Wangpo that form the central narrative of this
dissertation likely represent wealthy guo ren (“city-dwellers”) in the case of the former burial
ground, and very low-level elites and other wealthy urban inhabitants in the case of the latter. It
is for this reason that I am able to interpret them as groups who were able to exert any sort of
cultural agency in the face of broader social and political changes. At the same time, however,
these two cemeteries, and many like them that have been excavated in the Xiangyang area in the
last thirty years, are the least elaborated and yet still archaeological detectable traces of human
activity in a region that is usually too easily ignored.
Thus, in asking this relatively small question, I am also pointing to the larger question
that undergirds the argumentative thrust of this dissertation, which is what benefits examining in
close detail the material residues of communities like Bianying and Xiangyang bring to the study
of early China. At its broadest and most obvious level, it makes use of archaeological material
that is very frequently encountered that would otherwise be neglected as legitimate sources of
historical information. Very rarely are large-scale burial grounds like Bianying focused upon as
holistic units or measures of change over time, especially by western researchers. Obviously, I
believe that this to be an oversight that needs correcting, and so the present dissertation has been
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an attempt to develop and implement an analytical methodology that incorporates these rich data
sources to answer historical questions that previously had been asked of only elite sources.
On a related level, cemeteries like Bianying represent, in the absence of more
archaeologically detectable poor commoner communities, the best means of getting a “bottomup” perspective of early Chinese society and culture. As I noted in the introduction, western
scholars have long been aware of the disproportionate focus on elites that the study of early
China tends towards. And yet, little actual work has been done to alter the course of scholarly
interests; even today’s newly published monographs written in both English and in Chinese have
been focused on trying to learn new things from the same groups of people everyone has always
talked about. Now, I want to make clear here that I am no way condemning these pursuits,
especially in light of the amount of newly excavated manuscript texts from elite tombs that have
been excavated or otherwise come to light in recent years. The point I am trying to make here is
simply that in addition to these new finds are the types of contexts, non-elite cemeteries in
particular, that have been staples of Chinese archaeology for many decades, but that have been
tragically underutilized. What cemeteries like Xiangyang and Wangpo can do is provide crucial
context for the ideas and policies expressed in elite writings, something I demonstrate in the
previous chapter. Without conducting comparisons between what is contained in the texts and
how people’s behaviors changed on the ground, a fuller picture of early Chinese society as a
whole can never emerge. We will be, in other words, forever in danger of perpetuating and idea
of early China as a place inhabited only by Confucius-like figures touting morality and sagehood
while never appreciating that it was also populated by real people, who had concerns that are
more relatable and understandable to the modern world (and the modern student) than traditional
scholarship would have us believe.
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This brings me to the third and final way that studying places like Xiangyang can
contribute positively to the study of early China, and that is its ability to foster more meaningful
consideration of early Chinese regionalism. Part of what makes early China so obfuscating and
opaque is the insistence on the part of many early writers of the uniformity and holism of
“Chinese civilization and culture.” As we saw in Chapter 5, and as much recent scholarship on
Han thought and imperial formation has readily shown, “Chinese culture” was very much an
early imperial social and political construction, which has evolved over the intervening two
thousand years into a teleological backwards projection of the same uniformity into the preimperial period. By looking more closely as those regions considered to have always been a part
of “China” as a cultural construction, and by recognizing that what became “Chinese” culture
there was not a result of simple top-down replacement of new cultural practices, but rather was a
complex and negotiated process that, even in its eventual outward uniformity, retained some
measure of private idiosyncrasy, we can begin to tease out the unique processes that brought
different parts of what is today the Chinese landmass together in the first place; and in this way,
to begin to draw more meaningful connections between the two ends of China’s long
chronological spectrum.
It is important to note here, however, that my findings from Xiangyang and Wangpo are
in no way exhaustive or comprehensive of all the ways that these three contributions can be
achieved. Therefore, I would like to finish these concluding thoughts by discussing a few
avenues of future research that can be taken based on the groundwork laid by this dissertation.
First is that Bianying and Wangpo are not the only two large-scale commoner cemeteries that
have been excavated in the Xiangyang region in the last few decades; far from it. In fact, just in
Xiangyang alone, at least half a dozen small and large-sized burial grounds aside from Bianying
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and Wangpo have been excavated and fully reported on in the last several years. One of these
sites, Huangjiacun 黃家村, located less than a kilometer east of Bianying, is particularly
interesting not only because its use-life seems to have as long as Bianying’s but also because it
includes among its small and medium-sized burials, several ash-pits and other anthropogenic
deposits from which new ideas of past ritual behavior can be detected.
The present dissertation focuses primarily upon cultural changes, though throughout both
the archaeological and historical narratives, the importance of social change and its intimate
relationship with cultural change shines through. Future studies would benefit from more
dedicated research into how the archaeological record of non-elite cemeteries like those in
Xiangyang exhibit changes in social organization and structure; because it is on the level of
social change that can more firmly connect questions of cultural identity with political goings-on,
especially the legal, administrative, and economic policies that currently predominate research
on the early history of the Han and middle Yangzi River regions. This kind of research entails a
reconsideration of the variables used in statistical analyses, but the methodology that I lay out in
this dissertation remains a good way forward to conducting these kinds of analyses.
Outside of the immediate Xiangyang vicinity, archaeological investigation along the Han
River Valley—stretching from the Dan Reservoir (in Henan, where the Xichuan cemetery was
found) southwards to Jiangling—has also yielded several new cemeteries from which new
research on the state of Chu especially can emerge. Two of these cemeteries were mentioned in
Chapter 3, Zilinggang and Luopogang, which are in close proximity to one another, and to
previously documented Chu-culture finds in the Yicheng 宜城 and Jingmen 荊門 areas. The
method of studying cultural change developed in this dissertation would easily be expanded to
include cemeteries like these. Doing so will allow us to better understand the nature of the
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cultural relationship between Xiangyang and the Chu state, and could contribute to the question
of Chu’s cultural origins. Additionally, recent work in the Tianmen 天門 city area, also located
along the Han River between Xiangyang and Jiangling has yielded extensive remains dating to
the late Neolithic period, which has incited new interest in the late Neolithic cultures of the
Hubei region. Incorporating Neolithic material into an archaeological study of culture change
would help to narrow down what is meant by “local cultural features,” and could further refine
the methodology I propose here.
Historically, several new questions are introduced by my research. First is the question of
the nature of the relationship between the Western Zhou state and the northern Hubei area, which
includes not only Xiangyang, but also the Nanyang basin to the northeast and the head of the
Sui-Zao corridor directly to the east. This dissertation shows that the Xiangyang region,
originally under the control of the polity of Deng, exhibited cultural connections to the Western
Zhou in the Wei River valley, but that after its conquest by Chu, became culturally malleable
even though the Deng rulers themselves remained nominally in control. The relationship
between the Western Zhou, Deng, and Chu set the stage for Xiangyang’s incorporation into the
Qin and Han empires, as its cultural loyalties to any single polity after the Western Zhou was
only ever tenuous, and cultural negotiation and pushback, where it occurred, happened by means
of localized agency.
In comparison, recent work in the neighboring county of Suixian 隨縣 has uncovered the
remains of significant Western Zhou and local elite presence. Historically, Suixian was the
territory of the polity of Sui 隨 (also called Zeng 曾), another southern feng guo 封國 of the
Western Zhou, though it differs from Deng in that it was never fully conquered by Chu and
therefore retained a good deal of its cultural autonomy. A comparison between the historical
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development of these two polities vis-à-vis Chu, Qin, and Han would provide crucial insight into
the nature of social and political transitions in early China. Such a comparison study also
addresses the important question of the nature of the afterlives of ancient states, the way that
their cultural legacies had the power to influence the treatment of different regions by later, more
powerful, polities —even empires—and most importantly, their contribution to early Chinese
regionalism.
Second is the question of how the imperial regimes of Qin and Han operated on the
ground. Throughout this dissertation, excavated manuscripts have played an important role in
linking transmitted history with material culture evidence, and have provided crucial insights
into the idealized administrative systems of early empire. What we don’t know, however, is how
these policies affected the daily lives of individuals living in the Hubei region. The
archaeological data I’ve relied upon here, and that we will need to rely upon for some time into
the future, come from specialized arenas of daily practice, namely funerals, and therefore can
only allow us access to a circumscribed realm of past action that is limited to mortuary
consumption. While we can extrapolate from ceramic analysis (something that I do not do here,
but that would be useful to conduct in the future) likely areas of ceramic production, the lack of
settlement data hinders us from getting a fuller picture of life as it was experienced by people on
the ground.
I believe it is important to reiterate at the end of this dissertation that Hubei is currently
one of the most, if not the most exciting place to do research on the pre- and early-imperial
periods of China. Not only has it yielded significant and important elite finds, but its extensive
non-elite archaeological record merits the same level of careful and dedicated consideration as
the more spectacular and headline-grabbing aristocratic discoveries. The work that I have
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conducted herein is, I believe, as step towards that kind of more considered and holistic historical
research.
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Appendix 1: Bianying Ceramic Artifact Typology
Tripods (Chart 1): Tripod vessels are characterized by the presence of three legs attached to the
base of the vessels’ body. Tripods at Bianying can be subdivided into two main types based on
overall vessel morphology: li tripods and ding tripods.
Li 鬲 tripods are characterized by three legs attached to the sack-like body of the vessel with
little various degrees of articulation from leg to leg; these legs are either arched or saddle-shaped
towards the joinery with the vessel’s body, and are generally columnar or pointed towards the
tips of the feet. Those vessels that have more saddle-shaped legs tend to be hollow within the
dips of those legs. In general, li occur only singly in tombs, but in one instance, tomb M324, two
li specimens of different types were recovered.
Stylistic variation within this artifact type is based first on whether the openings of the
vessel are restricted or unrestricted. From there, each type can be sub-typed based on the
variation in the angle of the rim/shape of the lip - from upward facing with a sharp rim to
completely bent at a 90° angle with a protruding lip - on the variation in the length of the neck,
on variation in body shape - from angular, to elongated ovular, to oval with a tapered base - on
the variation in the crotch, aka. the joins between the legs as seen from the exterior profile - from
inwardly sunken to arched, to flattened and dropped - and finally on the variation in the shape of
the legs - from inwardly angled to outwardly flaring. Li uncovered at Bianying can be
categorized into three main types that can be described as follows: Type Aa li are those with
restricted openings. Surface treatment of these types of vessels include plain-surface, cordmarking, and for certain styles, bands of thin incised circlets around the shoulder portions. This
type can be divided into six styles based on the shape of the crotch and the height of the
shoulders:
Type Ab li also belongs to the general category of li with restricted openings. What sets
this type apart from Type Aa li, however, are that these are much shorter in height, with
small, drill-shaped feet, and wide, squat bodies.
Type B li are those that have unrestricted openings. Stylistic variation within this type of
li is based on the shape of the rim, from outwardly curling to outwardly bent; on the
variation in the length of the neck, from long to short; on the variation in the shape of the
vessel body, from rounded and drum-shaped to rounded and tapered toward the bottom;
finally, on the shape of the leg joinery, from sunken, to arched, to flattened. There are 3
styles within this type of li tripod.
Ding 鼎 tripods are characterized by hemispherical bodies and three columnar legs, and are one
of the more ubiquitously encountered types of pottery vessels at Bianying, appearing in all
temporal phases and strata of the site. In terms of morphology and decoration, they exhibit a
range of variation. The basis of ding tripod typological variation rests in the shape of the body,
the handles and legs, the arrangement of both handles and legs upon the vessel, and finally, the
various decorative motifs adorning the vessels. Based on these criteria, I divided the total 102
ding that appear at Bianying into the following four types and nine styles:
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Yuding 盂鼎: These types of ding are so categorized because of their resemblance to yu
basins while also featuring ding-style legs. They generally lack handles, and their legs
are generally thick and columnar in shape, with horse-shoe shaped feet. Only four
specimens of this type of vessel were recovered from Bianying.
Covered ding (Type B): These types of ding are lidded vessels with upright, handles that
are bent at 90-degree angles from their bodies, and tall legs; based on the shape of the
handles - prismatic vs. rope-like, the shape of the body—deep and hemispherical vs.
shallow and flattened, the decoration on the legs – columnar and straight vs. fluted and
plain, and the shape, length, and degree of flare of the legs, this type of ding can be
divided into three styles (I – III).
The third and fourth types of ding (round-base ding and flat-base ding, respectively) are
morphologically united in that both exhibit a significant decrease in size and scale of the
body of the vessel and its associated parts relative to the first two types. What sets them
apart from one another, however, is the construction method by which the body of the
vessel was formed. The first type is designated as round-base ding because the bottom of
the vessel’s body is convex and rounded. The second type is designated as flat-base ding
because the base of the vessel’s body is flattened, suggesting that the technique used to
create the two types of vessels differed in that at some point during the construction of
the vessel, the latter type of ding had its main body resting on a flattened surface while
the former likely did not. Interestingly, however, each type of vessel can be further
broken down into three styles based (a – c) based on based on the shape of the body as
well as on both the presence or absence of and the arrangement of handles and legs.
These styles and their sub-styles are described as follows:
Style Aa ding, the first sub-type, have small, flattened spherical bodies with
rounded bases, diminished handles, and short legs that curve outwards and have
either horse-shoe shaped feet. It can be further divided into sub-styles (I – V)
based on the style of surface decoration, which in this case consists of incised
geometric patterns upon the tops of the legs and the vessel handles, as well as
simplified and elaborate anthropomorphic mask-like decorations, usually placed
on the upper portions of the legs.
Style Ab ding are also characterized by flattened spherical bodies with rounded
bases, and by legs that end in columnar feet. Unlike style Aa ding, additional
variation within this style is not based on surface decoration, but rather on the
shape and placement of the legs themselves, which range from outwardly curved
and flaring (sub-style I), to straight and thin (sub-style II), to short and clustered
towards the bottom of the vessel (sub-style III). In terms of surface treatment,
some specimens have diamond-shaped geometric patterns of incisions on the
handles, though this is not a criterion for typological differentiation here.
The final style—Style Ac– is characterized by curving, columnar legs with
tapered feet that are generally clustered close together towards the base of the
vessel, rather than being located on the sides of the vessel. This style can be
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further divided into two sub-styles (I and II) based on the decoration of the legs.
The first sub-style is plain while the second bears leaf-shaped motifs upon the
upper portions of the legs.
Flat-base ding can also be subdivided based on the shape of the legs and feet, though
tapered feet are not found on specimens of this type. In total, flat-base ding can be
divided into two styles (a and b): vessels with horseshoe-shaped feet and vessels with
columnar legs and feet, each of which can be divided into four sub-styles based on
variations in vessels handles – surface decoration, length, and angle of flare – as well as
on the length and decorative detail of the legs. In general, the variations in sub-styles
mirror the breakdowns of round-base specimens, though there are several new sub-styles
that are not found among round-base specimens; these can be briefly described as
follows:
One interesting sub-style of flat-base ding, of which there is only a single
specimen uncovered from tomb M93, is one that does not have the characteristic
tripod legs. Instead, it is comprised of a ding-like body with protruding,
rectangular handles, and a lip for an interlocking lid. There is room in examining
this specimen to question its categorization as a tripod, considering that it lacks
legs, but the shape of the body and handles, especially, are similar enough to the
next type of ding to be considered the same overall kind of vessel form,
prompting the excavators to designate this vessel as a ding.
The next sub-style has bodies similar in shape to the specimen from M93, with
flattened spheres for bodies, and rectangular handles that protrude outwards from
the body at sharp angles following the slope of the body’s sides. The legs of this
type of vessel are generally columnar, very short, and clustered towards the
bottom of the vessel, and featuring no decoration aside from occasional light
fluting.
The next sub-style of flat-base ding are characterized by highly stylized legs, and
can be further divided based on the decoration, with some specimens featuring
legs that have been molded into the shape of standing bears, some featuring legs
with decorative leaf-shaped adornments, and some featuring beast-mask motifs.
The final sub-style of flat-base ding comprises only two specimens and are unique
in that they are handle-less, though they retain the presence of tripod legs
arranged close together at the base of the vessel.
Jars (guan 罐): Jars are the most commonly encountered category of vessel at Bianying and
exhibit the greatest amount of morphological variation. They can be divided into nine types
based upon on basic morphology. These types are as follows:
High-neck Jars (gaoling guan 高領罐) are generally characterized by wide openings,
outwardly bent rims, and rounded bodies that are usually cord-marked on the surface;
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they usually have either flat or concave bases. The articulation between the neck, and the
body is usually marked by the absence of surface treatment of the neck portion.
Long-neck jars (changjing guan 长颈罐) are tall in stature with columnar, vase-like
forms, although they differ from vases (hu 壺) in that they do not have ring-bases. This
type of jar can be divided into four styles (A – D) based on the shape and position of the
bellies and height and degree of delineation of the bases. Style A are characterized by
bodies that flow from outwardly flaring necks, down to small, drum-like bellies, before
transitioning again to columnar, sometimes outwardly flaring bases flat, circular bases. In
some instances, there is significantly less articulation between the belly and base than
between the belly and neck portions. In general, this pottery type does not bear surface
treatment. Style B jars have angular bellies and flared openings, columnar and flared
lower bodies, and flat circular bases. These are more trumpet-shaped, with flared
openings, and wide shoulders slanting down to flat circular bases. Style C jars are also
trumpet-like but feature short circular bases as well. Finally, the Style D jar is the most
unique, with only a single specimen that is characterized by a rounded belly, flat base,
flattened lid, and two loop handles located on the sloped shoulder of the vessel.
Trumpet jars (labakou guan 喇叭口罐), are similar in overall appearance to long-neck
jars though they differ in that they do not have the same kind of base. Instead, they are
characterized by small, rounded, almost spherical bodies with either flat or concave bases
that transition upwards into outwardly flaring openings that resemble trumpets (hence the
name).
Short-collar jars (ailing guan 矮领罐) are small in stature and generally plain-surfaced,
with wide shoulders that narrow down to slightly smaller flat bases. They are
characterized by short, upright collars that emerge from their shoulder portions to form
the main openings of the vessel. At Bianying, they can be divided into four styles (A – D)
based on the shape of the body. Style A specimens are the most abundant, and are
characterized by rounded bodies and short, upright collars with rounded lips. Style B
specimens are slightly different in that the bodies are angular rather than rounded; they
also have collars that exhibit more outward flaring than Style A specimens. Style C jars
feature short, upright, and flaring collars with rounded lips, and wide-shouldered bodies
with slant-sided lower bodies that taper downwards toward flat, circular bases. Finally,
Style D specimens are characterized by very rounded bodies that are almost spherical in
shape with restricted, upright collars that are strongly delineated from the body and that
are columnar in shape with rounded lips.
Vase-shaped jars (huxing guan 壺型罐) are characterized by their large size, wide,
rounded shoulders, closely-cinched openings, and slightly outwardly flaring rims and
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angular lips. These types of vessels appear first in burials associated with the State of
Qin.400
Flare-Collar Jars (xieling guan 斜領罐) are quite distinct in appearance, with bodies that
are tall, with their greatest diameter at the shoulder portion. Unlike vase-shaped jars,
however, the shoulders of these vessels are quite rounded and the vessel openings are
characterized by outwardly flaring, upright rims with rounded lips that protrude from the
neck of the vessel at sharp angles. Surface treatment consists primarily of either plain
surfaces or light basket-weave impressions all over the surface of the body.
Double-handle jars (shuang’er guan 双耳罐) are very ubiquitous throughout the
cemetery, and are recognizable by their large, often irregular sizes, deeply impressed
cord-marked surfaces, and the small pair of loop-handles situated on or near their
shoulder portions. Variations in style within this type of jar is restricted to the overall
shape of the body (from tall and columnar to almost spherical, to squat and small), the
shape of the opening (wide and flaring to upright and cinched), to the decoration of the
neck (plain or banded with incised circlets), to the position and style of the handles (along
the body or closer to the shoulder and upright hoops versus “bovine-nose” style handles).
In total, double-handle jars can be divided into three styles based on the above-describe
morphological variations.
The first style is the most frequently encountered type of double-handled jars
uncovered at the cemetery, and is characterized by large-sized round bodies with
either wide-set or restricted necks, and pairs of wide, “bovine-nose” style handles
located upon the shoulders of the vessels. Surface treatment is limited to cordmarking all over the bodies, and in some sub-styles (A I – A III), incised circlets
around the neck and rims.
Style B double-handle jars are similar to style A specimens except that the bodies
of the vessels are significantly more elongated and tall rather than round. In
addition, openings are wider, and more outwardly flared, and feature more
squared and outwardly bent rims. In terms of surface decoration, however, styles
A and B are quite similar, featuring cord-marking all over the body.
The third and final style of double-handle jars are the most different
morphologically from the other styles, and exhibit the widest variation of styles
within the sub-type itself. Generally, these double-handle jars are smaller in size
and monumentality than the other two styles, with round, almost spherical
bodies, and flat circular bases. In addition, these smaller jars are less commonly
decorated with cord-marking (with only one example from M483), and more
often decorated with registers of incised bands around their shoulders and bellies.
400

See especially, pottery from 宝鸡斗鸡台 and 宝鸡李家崖 cemetery sites (Qin cemeteries). For secondary
reference on this, see Ye Xiaojun 叶骁军, 1994, Zhongguo Muzang Lishi Tujian 中国墓葬历史图鉴 (“Illustrated
Handbook of Historical Tombs in China”) (Lanzhou, Gansu: Gansu Cultural Relics Press), pg. 226.
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Additional variation within this style is based on the shape of the handles, which
vary from the standard “bovine-nose” style (sub-styles C II and C III) to small,
upright, pinched loop-handles (sub-style C I).
Mou jars (mou 鍪) are encountered in a total of nine burials at Bianying.401 Physically,
they resemble double-handle jars, but are much smaller in size and scale and have
rounded instead of flattened bases. In most cases, their surfaces are plain whereas doublehandle jars tend to feature cord-marking on their body-portions. In addition, mou handles
tend to be much smaller, being made of pinched mounds of clay that are perforated rather
than made of loops of clay. Mou excavated from Bianying can be divided into two styles:
The first, style A, is the most rarely encountered, and is characterized by its small
size, trumpet-shaped neck, small spherical body, small, thin, rope-like handles
formed into loops upon the vessel’s shoulder; it surface is plain and un-treated.
The second style, style B, is the more commonly encountered, and are
characterized by very small handles formed from a pinched disk of clay located
on the shoulder of the vessel that has been perforated with a small hole in order
to form the handle. The bodies of these mou are generally spherical, with short,
flaring necks, and rounded lips; surface treatment is primarily cord-marking,
though several specimens are also plain.
Urns (weng 瓮): Urns differ from jars in that they are larger in size, squatter in profile, and were
originally used for the storage of large quantities of liquids; because of this, they are generally of
thicker-walled construction than either jars or basins. In terms of pottery fabric, urns are
generally constructed of fine, grey pottery, or hard pottery (yingtao 硬陶), which was
characteristic of the Yangzi River Basin and further south.402 At Bianying, urns can be found in
four basic morphological and stylistic variations that can be described as follows:
Style A urns were the most frequently recovered, and can be characterized by their flat,
circular bases, wide, squat bodies and very rounded shoulders; their openings consist of
short, collar-like rims with rounded lips. One specimen features light cord-marking upon
the surface. Some variation exists within this type, specifically, M433 (which has a
delineation mark between the shoulder and the upwardly sloping collar) and M510,
whose body is angular rather than rounded.
Styles B, C, and D urns are represented by a single specimen each. The style B specimen
was unearthed from tomb M312 and is characterized by a body that is both wide and tall,
401

Sophia-Karin Psarras notes that some Chinese archaeologists consider Mou and Fu to be variations of the same
kind of vessel, I elect to distinguish them here for the purposes of clarity. See Sophia-Karin Psarras. 2015. Han
Material Culture: An Archaeological Analysis and Vessel Typology. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 303,
n. 7.
while mou are generally considered to have been
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See Zhongshu Wang, 1993, Han Civilization, K. C. Chang, et. al., trans. (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press: 143.
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bearing several horizontal bands of cord-marking, and featuring a lip with a small topknot (interestingly, this same tomb yielded one of the more unique-looking cang storage
silo models (see below) as well). The style C urn is also unique in that it is tall in stature
and features light cord-marking impressions all over its body; it differs from styles B and
C in that it has wide, angular shoulders and a wide opening with a very short upright
collar with a rounded lip. Finally, the style D urn is plain of surface, and features has
wide, rounded shoulders, inwardly sloping sides, flat circular base, and a tall, slightly
flared upright collar with a rounded lip.
Vases & Flasks (hu 壶): Vases and flasks are designated as hu in Chinese archaeological
terminology, despite having a broad range of stylistic variations. At Bianying, they are generally
characterized by the presence of elevated, concave ring-base and long necks that are slender
relative to the body. Based on overall morphology, pottery fabric, and technology of
manufacture, vases and flasks recovered from Bianying can be divided into four types, some of
which can further be sub-divided into different styles based on specific morphological and
decorative features that I describe below:
The first style of vase – Type A hu - is characterized by their close similarity to longneck jars, except for increased articulation in the transition from neck to body in addition
to the appearance of ring-bases. Morphological variation exists within this overall type,
seen mostly in the occasional presence of lids and handles. Stylistic sub-division is
exhibited in the elaboration of decorative adornments upon the lids (from simple nubs, to
geometric finials, to zoomorphic finials) and the same for handles (either simple upright
hoops, or rings attached to the vessel’s body by means of beast-mask shaped decorative
fasteners). Pottery fabric is generally light red or light brown fine-grained clay; surface
treatment is limited to incised circlets as decoration, though some of the more elaborately
decorated vases bear evidence of black slip-paint.
The second type of hu is unique, and only a single specimen of this type was recovered
from the cemetery (M505:3). Colloquially, this type of hu is called a garlic-bulb flask
(suantou hu 蒜头壶) due to its distinctive body that is shaped like a flattened sphere, and
featuring a very long and narrow neck surmounted by a bulbous opening that is shaped
like an inverted garlic bulb. The specimen from Bianying is made of course, red clay and
does not bear any additional surface treatment.
The third type of hu are larger in size than either type A hu or garlic-bulb hu, and feature
several important morphological differences from the first two. First is that their bellies
are significantly larger and more globular in shape, and in many cases, their openings are
surmounted by dish-like rims. In addition, ring bases are larger, and more outwardly
flaring. Variation among this sub-type of vase can be found in the additional of simple
and unadorned lids in some cases, and in the presence of bovine motifs surmounting ringhandles. These can be divided into several different styles based on the above-listed
attributes.
Style A hu are characterized by the presence of ring-bases and dish-like openings,
and can be divided into four sub-styles based on the shape of the ring-base. Sub-
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style Aa hu have ring-bases that are tiered, that feature decorative ridges, and that
are occasionally wider towards the middle part than the part that touches the
ground. Sub-style Ab hu vases have ring bases that do not feature tiers or
decorations, but that simply flare outwards. Sub-style Ac are similar to Aa
specimens, except that their tiered ring-bases are wider and more sharply angled,
and their outwardly flaring shape is mirrored by the outwardly flaring rim of the
vessels’ dish-like openings; because of this, sub-style Ac hu have a more dramatic
profile and sense of flamboyancy than Aa specimens. Finally, sub-style Ad hu are
marked by the presence of two ring-handles surmounted by bovine-shaped
decorative finials on either side of the body, close to the shoulder portion of the
vessel.
Style B hu are similar to style A specimens but differ in that they do not feature
dish-shaped openings, and are divided into two sub-styles (Ba and Bb) based on
the presence or absence of the same bovine-shaped ring-handles adorning substyle Ad specimens (described above).
The final style of this type of hu comprises only two specimens, both excavated
from tomb M12, and are worth mentioning in more detail because while these
specimens are morphologically and stylistically similar to style A hu, they are
constructed of red terracotta and treated with green glaze; all other hu vases
uncovered from Bianying, except for the garlic-bulb flask, are made of either gray
or gray-brown clay with no evidence of surface glazing.
The fourth type of hu is characterized by the absence of a ring-base. This type can be
divided into two styles (Ca and Cb) based on the shape of the body. Ca hu feature
spherical bodies and dish-shaped openings while having flat bases that are slightly
concave in the center. Finally, style Cb hu, of which there is only a single specimen, is
characterized by a more columnar body, with rounded shoulder tapering downwards to a
flat circular base that bears wide fluting surface decoration; in addition, this type of hu
loses the distinctive angular, dish-like opening and instead features a thick, rounded lip.
Covered Vessels (dui 敦 & he 盒): This type of vessel appears in two forms at Bianying, yet are
categorized together because of they almost always appear in pairs, and their morphological
features suggest that they were originally meant to vessel and lid sets, though in some cases, they
two halves are symmetrical and identical in form.
Dui 敦 are matched hemispherical bowls ranging in shape from almost perfectly spherical, to
slightly elongated and egg-shaped. Each half of the bowl bears three legs that vary in style from
rope-like, to zoomorphic, to blade-shaped; these legs allow each half of the set to stand as a
separate bowl. In total, fifteen dui specimens were recovered from Bianying, and they can be
divided into three styles based on the decoration of the legs. Style A dui are the most commonly
encountered, and feature rope-like legs. Style B dui feature zoomorphic-shaped legs formed from
carved molds; these are some of the more elaborate in style, featuring additional sets of ring-
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shaped handles along the rims of both lid and vessel portions. Finally, style C dui feature bladeshaped feet, and are the most simplistic in terms of design within this category of vessel.
He 盒: A total of 64 he vessels were excavated from Bianying, and can be divided into five
overall types. They can be described as follows:
Type A he vessels are the most symmetrical in shape, and can be characterized by the
presence of flattened circular bases on both the top and bottom halves of the vessel.
Their surfaces are primarily plain, though a few specimens are ribbed along their
exteriors, and there is very little evidence of which half of the vessel was meant to be the
lid versus the base since their sizes are almost identical and there is no evidence of
interlocking lips on either half.
Type B he are the most commonly encountered types of he vessels at Bianying, and are
slightly more asymmetrical, with lids being demarcated more commonly by a lack of an
evidence base; more likely, lids will be smoothly curved domes. Asymmetry is
additionally marked by a slight beveling around the circumference of the vessel rims that
form interlocking seal between lids and bodies. Surface treatment is also large plain for
this type, though several specimens bear bands of deeply incised grooves around the rim
portions of both lids and vessel bodies.
The third type of he—type C—are unique at Bianying, having been recovered from only
two burials. They are characterized by the presence of small pinched top-knots
demarcating the lids of the vessels from the bodies. In all other respects, however, they
are simple in design, with plain surfaces and simple interlocking rims.
Type D he vessels are the fourth type, and can be characterized by a greater degree of
asymmetry between vessels and lids. In these specimens, lids are greatly diminished in
size relative to the body, forming shallow dishes with no bases against deep and bowllike bodies. Additionally, the interlocking seal between the rim of the lids and the rims
of the vessels becomes more pronounced.
The final type of he—type E—is characterized by the presence of circular, raised, ringbases located on both lid and base. Most of these specimens are quite symmetrical in
shape, though only M312’s specimen exhibits asymmetry, with the lid forming a shallow
dish, and the vessel’s body forming a deeper bowl.
Bowls: Bowls at Bianying are categorized into three types according to overall size, morphology,
and decoration. They can be described as follows:
Type A bowls are also known as zhan 盏 (“small wine cup”) and they are the smallest type of
bowl found at Bianying (measuring between 8 and 9 cm in diameter at their openings and
approximately 5 cm in height from base to rim). They are characterized by flattened bodies, flat
circular bases, and inwardly curling rims with rounded lips.
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Bo 钵 (“alms bowls”) are slightly larger in diameter and height than zhan, and are generally
simple, plain-surfaced, low-sided bowls with flat circular bases, and rounded sides. In total, 22
bo were recovered from the Bianying cemetery, and they can be divided into three styles.
Specimens of the first style measure 23 cm in diameter on average, and are characterized by
plain surface treatment, slightly inwardly curled rims with rounded lips, and rounded sides
leading down to rounded bases. Specimens of the second style are similar in terms of overall
measurements, but differ in that the sides of the vessels curve inwards towards the base, creating
a more dramatic profile than specimens of the previous style. The third style of bo is unique in
that it is represented by only a single specimen from tomb M541; it has a flattened circular base,
curved sides, and an outwardly bent, rounded lip.
The final type of bowl recovered from Bianying are the largest in size, and more elaborate in
terms of decoration. These are called wan 碗 (“bowls”), and some specimens possess circular
ring-bases, which are absent from other types of bowls. The first of the two wan specimens
discussed here was uncovered from tomb M52 located in Sector I, and it features slight
restriction of the opening (similar to yu basins) beneath an outwardly curing rim and rounded lip.
The second specimen, from tomb M230 also located in Sector I of the site, is also characterized
by a ring-foot, but its opening is not restricted in the same way that of the M52 bowl specimen.
In addition, the body of this vessel is rounded throughout the body, and has a flattened lip with a
small protruding ring located a few centimeters below the rim; finally, this specimen has ribbed
surface decoration covering most of the exterior of the vessel beneath the protruding decorative
ring.
Basins: Basins are categorized as water vessels, and three main morphological variations of this
type of vessel were recovered at Bianying.
Pen 盆 basins are the largest type of basin in terms of overall size, and are characterized by wide
openings, outwardly curling rims, and deep bodies that are either curved, or slant-sided and
angular. Morphological variation within these large basins consists of variations in the roundedness of vessel’s sides. Pen basins differ from yu basins in that they are larger in size and scale.
The pen basins recovered from Bianying can be divided into four styles.
Style A and style D pen are the most unique, with only a single specimen of each. The
former is characterized by its large size, and rounded body, with a slightly restricted
opening, and an outwardly curling rim with sharp lip; this is also the only pen basin type
that features three small feet on its bottom. The surface of its body bears cord-marking.
The style D pen basin is very different in appearance, with a plain surface, no feet, and no
delineation between the body and the rim.
Style B pen basins are can be characterized by angular bodies and wide, unrestricted
openings, and outwardly bent, almost inverted rims with rounded or slightly rounded lips.
The upper portions of the bodies are straight-sided before angling inwards towards the
flat circular bases at the bottom. Style C pen basins are deeper in the belly, but also
feature outwardly bent or almost inverted rims with rounded and slightly rounded lips.
They have small, circular, and flat bases with sides that slope inwards and downwards
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from the rim to the base; these sides are either slightly angled or slightly curved as they
move from rim to base. Surfaces of both styles of pen basin are plain.
Yu 盂 basins are smaller than pen and exhibit two variations in morphology: cinched openings
and un-cinched openings. Yu with cinched openings exhibit a distinct gathering directly beneath
the outwardly curing rim of the vessel, which forms a sharp articulation between rim and body.
The main body of the vessel ranges from angular in the shoulder and slant-sided throughout, to
rounded in the shoulder and curved throughout. Yu with un-cinched openings exhibit less
articulation between opening and body, and are generally more angular throughout the body
leading down to the base. Yu with cinched more often bear cord-marking surface treatment on
the lower half of their bodies while yu with un-cinched openings are more often plain surfaced.
Pottery fabrics range from course light red clay to fine grey clay for both variations.
Fu 釜403 basins are characterized by globular bodies, rounded bases, and very short upright
collars demarcating vessel openings. This type of basin appears in two main morphological
variations. The first variation is large, with blunt, rounded rims, and cord-marked surface
treatment. The second variation is smaller in size, with sharp rims, and little surface treatment
beyond occasional circlets of incised lines upon the body. Pottery fabrics are similar to the two
other types of basins already discussed. The fifty-two fu basins recovered at Bianying can be
divided into eight styles based on overall morphological and stylistic variation.
The first style of fu are those of the first variation described above, and are characterized
by their large size and thick-walled construction. Their bellies are deep, and tapered at
the base. They usually have rounded or inverted rims with thick, rounded, or squared off
lips. Surface treatments range from light cord-marking to cord-marking plus lenticular
impressions on the bottom half of the body.
The second through the eighth styles of fu are all the second variation, and can be
described as follows: style two fu are small in size, with shallower bellies, and are
constructed of thin walls, though they retain the characteristic tapering at the base of the
vessel. Their rims are also different, made up of upright, slightly flaring collars with
sharp lips. In general, surface treatment on this type of fu is plain. The third style of fu is
like the second style of fu, except in terms of decoration, which in these specimens
consists of horizontal ribbing completely or partially covering the exterior surface of the
vessel. Styles four and five fu are similar in breakdown to styles two and 3, with threehe
main division being between plain or ribbed surface treatment. These two styles also
mirror styles two and three by being smaller basins with tapered bottoms, thin walls, and
sharp upright collars. What sets styles four and five apart is the presence of perforations
upon the shoulders of specimens from both types. The sixth style of fu is unique in that it
is the only specimen of this type of vessel that has a distinctly articulated shoulder; in
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Some scholars have also claimed that fu basins are not a Qin invention at all, but first originated in the Ba culture
of western Hubei province. See Song Zhimin, “Shilun Shu wenhua he Ba wenhua,” in Kaogu Xuebao 1999.2: 132.
For the purposes of this dissertation, I consider them to be signifiers of Qin culture at the most specific, and at the
more general, signifiers of material practice of non-Zhou origin; that they may have themselves originated from
Hubei may account for their abundance at Bianying, and this connection merits further analysis.
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this case, the shoulder portion is rounded, and the rim of the vessel is restricted, forming
a gently curving upright collar with a rounded lip, almost like the bottom half of an
interlocking rim. The seventh style of fu is also unique, though it appears in two burials
at the site. These fu are characterized by deep bodies with tapered bases, thick-walled
construction, and gently outwardly flaring rims with squared lips. Surface treatment
consists of cord-marking. What makes this type unique is the presence of loop handles
connecting the shoulder of vessel to the very edge of the rim. The eighth and final style
of fu is the final unique specimen unearthed at the cemetery. This fu was found in tomb
23, and is a small-size, thin-walled vessel with a tapered base, and a short, upright collar
with a sharp lip, and four perforations along the rim of the vessel. It does not bear any
surface treatment.
Plates (pan 盘): Plates are not very commonly encountered at Bianying, with only three
specimens total, and they are of uniform comportment in each case, characterized by a flattened,
slightly concave base from which low sides thrust upwards at a slightly outwardly flaring angle.
Spouted Pouring Vessels: Spouted pouring vessels appear in two variations at Bianying, as
pouring dishes (yi 匜) and as ladles (jiaodou 鐎斗). They are categorized together based on their
overall function as pouring vessels.
Yi 匜404 are usually found paired with plates, and thus are equally as rarely encountered at
Bianying. They are generally small, and shaped similarly to plates, with flattened bodies, and
slightly concave bases; one side of the vessel is molded into a spout, and it is believed that these
vessels were used in conjunction with plates to hold and scoop water. The four yi that were
excavated from Bianying can be divided into two styles based on the shape of the body. Style A
specimens have flat bases, and very flattened bodies with spouts that were constructed simply,
but creating a divot in the vessel's wall. Style B yi are more bowl-like with ring-feet and ridges
on the exterior surface created through process of wheel-throwing; the spout is also more
upwardly protruding.
Ladles (jiaodou 鐎斗) are morphologically different from yi, and are characterized by round
bodies surmounted by short upright collars and simple, unadorned lids. In addition, they each
have a single hollow handle protruding at an upward angle from the side of the vessel, at a
ninety-degree angle from which is located a small spouted opening. In total, six specimens were
recovered from the cemetery, and they can be divided into four types. A (1) are ladles that have a
spout. A (2) are those that don't have a spout. A (3) are specimens that don't have a spout, and
can be divided into two types A (3) 1 and A (3) 2 based on the shape of collar (wide + flaring in
the former) and the body (angular on the latter).
Pedestal Dishes (dou 豆): Dou pedestal dishes are plate-shaped vessels attached to a stem-like
ring-base. Morphological variation within this category of vessel can be seen in the shape of the
plate and the shape of the stem and base. Dish portions are either angular or rounded in shape,
and range from deep and bowl-like to very shallow and small in diameter. Stems range from
404

These are not included in the seriation since they are both so few in number and so contingent upon a different
more commonly encountered assemblage of vessels - same with plates!
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conical and squat, to very slim and tall; shorter and squatter ring bases co-occur with deeper dish
portions while tall, slim stems are more often found paired with shallower dishes. Surface
treatments are generally plain, though some dishes bear circlets of incisions on the undersides of
their dish portions. Dou can first be divided into three types based on the overall morphology and
surface decoration. Specifically, the depth and shape of the dish, the length of the stem, the shape
and hollowness of the stem, and the presence or absence of lids:
The first type of pedestal dishes - Type A – have angular dishes and conical bases and are
made of coarse pottery and are of generally thin-walled construction.
Type B pedestal dishes can be divided into two styles (Aa and Ab) based on variations in
the dish, stem, and ring-foot. Style Aa dou are the most abundantly encountered at
Bianying (45 specimens identifiable), are characterized by shallow dishes and slender
stems, and can be divided into five styles based on the shape of the dish -sharply angled
vs. slightly angled vs. rounded and bowl-like vs. shallow and dish-like; the depth of the
dish - deep vs. shallow; the shape and height of the stem - conical and hollow with central
decorative protrusion vs. short, thick with a solid core vs. tall and slender with a solid
core. Style Ab dou are characterized by their short stature, thick, hollow stems, and deep
dishes with angular sides.
Type C pedestal dishes are characterized by very deep bowl-shaped dish portions and
very short hollow ring-feet with squat stem structures. Some specimens of this type are
quite rare, and are marked by short, thick, semi-hollow stems, and very shallow, wide and
angular dishes with short, upright dish sides. One of these specimens, excavated from
tomb M100, is additionally marked by a beveled, interlocking lip, which suggests that
one point this dou had come with a lid, though the lid was not recovered in this case.
Models & Figurines: Models and figurines appear in a variety of forms at Bianying, and are so
categorized because they resemble real-life structures and beings rendered in ceramic miniature.
These models and figurines appear in either grey clay, or in red terracotta covered in green glaze.
The types of such models that appear at Bianying can be listed as follows:
Stove models (zao 灶) are miniaturized models of cooking stoves, characterized by rectangular
or horseshoe-shaped stove boxes featuring large perforations (burners) on top and accompanied
by miniature cooking vessels. They also feature vent-shaped perforations on one side of the stove
box to simulate the location where wood was added for fuel as well as chimneys on the opposite
side where smoke would presumably have come out. Surface treatments are generally plain
though individual specimens include decorative molded or incised representations of food items
upon the exterior of the stove-boxes. In total, eighty-three zao were recovered from Bianying,
and can be divided into four styles (A-D) based first on the presence of single or double burners,
then based on the overall shape and style of the stove-box itself. Details of each type can be
enumerated as follows:
Style A zao feature double burners, and consist of flattened tear-drop shaped stove-boxes
that are largely plain-surfaced, though a few individual specimens bear light basket-
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weave impressions all over their exteriors, likely created by pressing a woven mat to the
wet-surface of the clay during production. This style of zao can be sub-divided into three
sub-styles (Aa-Ac) based on the shape of the vent located on the side of the stove-box.
Sub-style Aa zao have arched vents, sub-style Ab zao have triangular vents, and substyle Ac zao have rectangular vents.
Style B zao feature trapezoidal bodies and double burners. Like style A zao, these are
mostly plain surfaced, though typological variation is much more limited within this
style. Specifically, only two specimens feature any sort of morphological difference
from an overall plain-surfaced trapezoidal, double-burner stove-box with arched vents
and simplistic accompanying vessels (sub-style B I): the sub-style B II specimen was
recovered from tomb M294 in Sector I, and is characterized by its unique fan-shaped
stove box; the sub-style B III specimen was uncovered from tomb M413 in Sector III,
and features an additional piece of clay formed into a standing “backsplash” around two
of the four walls of the stove box, making this a particularly interesting piece in that it
includes additional architectural features.
Style C zao are characterized by their rectangular, double-burner stove boxes, and can be
divided into two sub-types based on surface treatment. The first sub-type, sub-type C I
are plain-surfaced rectangular zao. Sub-style C II, however, are more interesting in that
these specimens are among the better-made specimens, and feature abundant surface
decoration in the form of geometric patterns, and low-relief sculpture of foodstuffs
including fish and vegetables.
Style D zao are all single-burner stove-boxes that are tear-drop shaped in plan-view.
Like style C zao, they can be sub-divided based primarily on surface decoration. Substyle D I zao are the most simplistic, with plain surfaces, arched vents and little other
decorative detail. Sub-style D II, of which there is only a single specimen, features the
same kind of low-relief sculptural decoration of fish and vegetables as the C II sub-style
models, though it is not as well-made. Finally, sub-style D III, of which there is also only
a single specimen, is one of the most unique-looking zao recovered from the site, and is
characterized by a bulging vent-chimney combination (where usually they are placed
separately on the stove-box) towards on side of the stove-box; this combined ventchimney structure protrudes into space from the edge of the box and is arched on top,
disrupting the smoothly flat surface of the box in profile.
Jing 井, models of water wells, are characterized by columnar or inwardly angled bodies with
thick, outwardly bent rims and squared lips. These types of models can first be categorized into
two types based on the presence or absence of cord-marking surface treatments. Type A jing are
the most commonly encountered by far; they are characterized by their plain surface treatment,
and can be divided into five styles based on the shape that the walls of the wells take on. For
instance:
Style A I jing are characterized by tall, columnar bodies; stylistic variation within the
sub-type exists in the style of surface treatment, which ranges from registers of incised
circlets to some fluting around the bases, to stamping around the rims of the vessels.
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Style A II jing are characterized by vase-like bodies wherein the sides are not perfectly
columnar as they are for style AI, but rather taper inwards towards both the rim and the
base, with the widest point located towards the middle; these models are also plainsurfaced.
Style A III models have drum-like trunks, with sides that taper inwards only beneath the
rim and that remain columnar down to the base otherwise. Some of these specimens
features circular stamping impressions around the exterior of the rim portion, and they
generally do not conform to a uniform height.
Style A IV jing models are the opposite of style A III, with sides that taper only towards
the base; some of these have fluting decoration around the tapered area, but otherwise,
surfaces remain plain.
The final style of jing model that does not feature cord-marking is style A V, of which
there is only a single specimen uncovered from tomb M12. What sets this model apart is
the presence of an arched handle connection on side of the rim of the model to the other;
this specimen is made of red terracotta, and is the only jing model that features a likeness
of an actual well-structure’s above-ground architecture.
Type B jing are less commonly encountered at Bianying, and they are characterized by
cord-marking surface treatment. These specimens do not feature the same amount of
morphological variation as type A jing, with physical attributes limited to sides that taper
gently inwards toward the rim of model, or that are simply columnar throughout.
Cang 仓, models of grain storage silos, are characterized by their tall stature, small openings, and
roughened surface textures. A total of sixty-four cang models were recovered from Bianying,
and can be divided into two main types based first on the presence or absence of cord-marking
surface decoration:
Type A cang can be divided into two style based on the presence or absence of a door at the base
of the model. Each of these styles can be grouped according to the shape of the silo's trunk; the
details of this stylistic breakdown can be described as follows:
Style Aa cang models have no doors, and can be divided into two sub-styles (Aa I and
Aa II) based on the shape of the overall model - basically, from widest point being at the
base, to widest point being towards the middle or top of the model. Sub-style Aa I is
characterized by being wider at the base than at the top while sub-style Aa II specimens
are separated out based on the fact that unlike sub-style Aa I, these are not wider at the
base than at the neck. They are widest around the middle or near shoulder - cord marked,
and most with collars. Style B cang models are characterized by the presence of etchings
or impressed images of doors located at the base of the model; these specimens are less
frequently encountered than style Aa cang, but they are generally tall in stature, with
rounded shoulders and small upright collars demarcating the top of the silo.
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Type B cang models are those that do not have cord-marking; instead, their surfaces are either
plain, or marked by registers of incised circlets. Type B specimens can be broken down into
three styles (Ba, Bb, and Bc) based on the presence or absence of doors. Similar to Type A
specimens, each style can be further divided into three sub-styles based on the shape of the body;
the details of this breakdown is as follows:
Style Ba cang models are characterized by columnar bodies, angular to slightly rounded
shoulders and inwardly slanted openings with short collars marking the top. They are
mostly plain of surface, though a few have registers of incised circlets up and down the
trunk of the silo. Some have fluting at the base (M371). Sub-style Ba II models have
inwardly slanted openings, with plain surface or incised bands up and down trunk,
sometimes no collar - similar to Aa I and II specimens. Additionally, these styles of cang
can be short or tall. Sub-style Ba III models are narrow in diameter towards the base and
widest near the top, and some bear fluting decoration on their bodies. Most of these are
rounded towards the top and retain inwardly slanted, upright collar-shaped openings at
the top of the model.
Style Bb cang models are those that have images of doors included on their surfaces.
They can be divided into three sub-styles based on shape of the body. This first substyle, Bb I of which there are only two specimens, are characterized their width and tall
collar-like tops, and the registers of incised circlets as surface decoration; additionally,
the specimen from tomb M312 has a lid bearing a small top-knot. The single example of
sub-style Bb II from tomb M422 is plain of surface, does not include a lid, and is less
monumental in scale than sub-style Bb I specimens. It has an inwardly slanting opening
and angular shoulders, with a small upright collar demarcating the restricted top
opening; in addition, there is a dip between the shoulder portion of and the inwardly
slanting opening, giving the impression that the whole thing is a roof. Sub-style Bb III
cang models also have doors, though they do not bear many other special decorative
features besides light ridge pattern up and down the body; unlike previous styles, there is
very little delineation between the trunk of the model, and the area denoting the top of
the model. The final sub-type of cang models are Bc cang, and these are the most
unique-looking specimens of cang models due to their unique, boshan-style lids. In all
other respects, however, these cang are simplistic, with plain surfaces, straight-sided
columnar bodies, and flat, circular bases.
Yuan 園, miniature models of animal pens. They are generally small, and composed of circular
or square walled-in courtyards, sometimes with a small house model attached; in some cases,
animal figurines are included in the model of yard, primarily pigs. Based on overall morphology,
the yuan models can be divided into two styles:
Style A yuan models are round and can be sub-divided based on the level of its
elaboration. Sub-style A I models are the most simplistic, with only the walls of the yard
modeled from clay, and featuring attached models of pigs and occasionally evidence of a
water trough or some kind of small covered structure. Sub-style A II yard models are
more elaborate in that they include models of small four-sided structures on one side of
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the yard in addition to the model of the pig. Most of the walls of these structures are
taller in height that the surrounding fences, and some have quite elaborately decorated
tile roofs molded in miniature.
Style B models are square, and are generally better made than the style A specimens. All
have houses located in one corner of the yard whose walls are taller than the surrounding
fences; some of these houses featuring elaborate miniaturized roof tiles and some
specimens of this type also have stamped decorations along the top edges of the fence
walls. All feature at least one additional pig figurine.
Guard tower models (lou 楼) are a type of terra-cotta model of a large and elaborate guard tower
complete with figurines of guardians that is found in only one tomb at the site (M12). This
particular type of pottery model is only found in one tomb at Bianying, tomb M12, and is quite
large in size, featuring multiple stories of architecture and measuring over three feet in height.
Animal miniatures uncovered from Bianying burials include dogs, ducks, chickens, and pigs (as
a part of yuan models). They are constructed of the same type of clay as pottery vessels, and
range from fine and course greyish-brown clay to course, red terra-cotta. In some cases, such as
tomb M12, the figurines are glazed.
Models of mortars and pestles can be divided into two different categories. The first are models
of regular grinding mortars; they are round in shape, and are miniature representations of grain
mortars. They can be further sub-divided into two types (A and B) based on the presence or
absence of legs.
Yong 俑 (“human figurines”) are miniature renderings of humans, and have been found in preand early imperial period burials throughout China. At Bianying, only one specimen was
recovered (from tomb M12). It is made of course red terracotta, and is a depiction of a robed and
capped figure, likely representing a tomb attendant.
Ping 瓶 are bottle-shaped flasks that appears in tomb M405 and is the only artifact of its kind
recovered from the cemetery. It possesses a globular, low-seated body, with a long, slender neck
that ends in a simple, outwardly-bent rim. The pottery fabric is fine brownish-grey clay, and
there is no evidence of glazing or other surface treatment aside from several band-like
impressions that were likely created during the wheel-throwing process.
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Appendix 1 Chart 1: Typological Breakdown of Li Tripods, Yu Basins, High-neck Jars,
Long-neck Jars, and Pedestal Dishes
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Appendix 1 Chart 2: Typological Breakdown of
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Ding Tripods, Covered Bowls, and Hu Vases
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Appendix 1 Chart 3: Typological Breakdown of Jars, Basins, and Bowls
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Appendix 1 Chart 4: Typological Breakdown of Ceramic Models and Miscellaneous Other
Categories of Ceramics
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Appendix 2: Typological Breakdown of Coinage
In total, forty-nine burials at Bianying yielded at least one metal coin, though in some cases,
these coins were too poorly preserved to be identifiable. A selection of nineteen burials where
coins are identifiable are listed and correlated with the periodization of the Bianying site at the end
of this appendix. In total, six types of coins appear within the Bianying mortuary assemblage; each
category can be further divided into different styles based on the morphology of the coins, and the
styles of the inscriptional calligraphy.
Yibiqian 蚁鼻钱: Yibiqian can be translated as “ant-nose coins” or “demon-nose coins,”
and they were first circulated by the Chu State during the Warring States period. They are
characterized by their oval shape, with one side that is flat and the reverse side that is rounded and
protruding and bears an array of inscribed characters (Figure 1).405 Examples of these types of
coins have been found in burials of all social ranks (from elite tombs to very plain commoner
tombs) throughout Hubei, Henan, Hunan, Anhui, Shandong, and even Shaanxi,406 which suggests
that their circulation was at one point quite extensive. However, the highest concentration of these
coins have been found in the area that is historically associated with the core of the Chu state
during the Warring States period, specifically, in Hubei (which contains over 70% of all known
specimens of this type of coin),407 southern Henan, and northern Hunan.408 In some instances, such
as at the site of Yezhuhu 野猪湖 in Xiaogan 孝感 outside of the modern city of Wuhan in Hubei
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See the categorization in the following study: Wu Liangbao 吴良宝. 2005. Zhongguo Dongzhou Shiqi Jinshu
Huobi Yanjiu 中国东周时期金属货币研究 (“Research on Coins in East-Zhou Period China”). Beijing: Social
Science Press, 270 – 272.
406
See Gao Yingmin 高英民. 2007. Zhongguo Gudai huobi 中国古代货币. Beijing: Xueyuan Press, 59 – 60.
407
See Zhongguo Dongzhou Shiqi Jinshu Huobi Yanjiu, pp. 275; see also, Zhao Dexin 赵德馨. 1995. Chuguo de
Huobi 楚国的货币. Chuxue Wenku 楚学文库, Zhang Zhengmin 张正明, ed. Wuhan: Hubei Education Press, 357 –
358.
408
For a list of sites where large quantities of these types of coins have been found, see Zhongguo Dongzhou Shiqi
Jinshu Huobi Yanjiu, 274.
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Province discovered in 1963, several thousand of these coins can appear together in a single
horde.409 What allows scholars to peg yibiqian temporally to the Warring States period, and by
extension the mature Chu state, is not only their geographical concentration, but their absence from
one of the most important and well-known early period Chu-culture burial grounds, the cemetery
of the Wei lineage at Xiasi in southwestern Henan, which has been dated to the mid-6th century
BCE.410
Figure 1: Rubbings of inscribed characters on yibiqian 411

Yibiqian excavated from tomb M172 at Bianying.

At Bianying, yibiqian coins were found in tomb M174, which is a rectangular casket grave
with a nested wooden coffin structure that also contained a pottery assemblage consisting of 1 he
symmetrically matched bowl set, 4 dou pedestal dishes, and 2 wide-shoulder jars. In total, thirty
yibiqian coins were found in the tomb, though only one was preserved well enough for recovery
and documentation due to being stuck to a stack of plain bronze plaques (Figure 1). This specimen
measure 1.8 cm long, 0.8 cm wide, and 0.2 cm thick. It is characterized by being flattened on one
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See “Hubei Xiaogan Yuzhuhu zhong faxian dapi Chuguo tongbei”湖北孝感野猪湖中发现大批楚国铜贝 (A
Bronze Cowrie from Yuzhuhu, Xiaogan Municipality, Hubei Province”), in Kaogu 考古 1964.7.
410
See Lothar von Falkenhausen. 2002. “The Bronzes from Xiasi and Their Owners,” in Kaoguxue yanjiu 考古學研
究 5, vol. 2: 755-86.
411
See Wu Liangbao 吴良宝. 2005. Zhongguo Dongzhou Shiqi Jinshu Huobi Yanjiu 中国东周时期金属货币研究
(“Research on Coins in East-Zhou Period China”). Beijing: Social Science Press, 272.
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side and curved on the other. Upon the curved side of the coin is the a stylized inscription of the
character “哭” that resembles a grimacing face.
Ban liang 半两 (Figure 2): Ban liang (“half-ouncer”) coins first appear during the Warring
States period in Qin as state-wide currency, according to historical records. 412 After the
establishment of the Qin Dynasty in 221 BCE, however, ban liang became one of the first empirewide forms of currency, replacing the previously varied and unregulated forms of currently in
circulation during the Warring States; they were in use until the early Western Han period.
Archaeologically, they have been found in large quantities in burials throughout the Qin homeland
in and around present-day Fengxiang County in Shaanxi Province, that date up to a century prior
to the Qin unification in 221 BCE. They have also been found in burials around Xianyang city,
which was the location of the Qin capital during its short-lived period of imperial rule.413
Physically, ban liang are made of cast bronze and are characterized by a round shape that
is often irregular along the edges with a centrally placed square perforation. The characters “ban
liang 半两” in small seal script are cast onto the metal on either side of the central perforation. On
average, they measure between 2 and 3.5 cm in diameter, though some sources on ancient Chinese
numismatics claim that there is a size difference between the coins produced prior to and after
Qin’s takeover.414
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Many scholars date the creation of Ban Liang to the year 336 BCE due to the presence of a passage in the 《史记
秦本纪》, which states that King Huiwen of Qin began issuing coins during the second year of his reign: “惠文王
十九年而立，立二年初行钱.” While this passage does not mention Ban Liang specifically, the geographical
spread of these coins and their prevalence and quantity in archaeological contexts both within and beyond the Qin
homeland have lead to a general consensus among Chinese numismatists that Ban Liang are the coinage that the
historical text was referring to.
413
For a full enumeration of the main archaeological sites where ban liang coins have been found in large quantities,
see Huaxia Kaogu 华夏考古 1994.2. “Lun Qin Banliang Qian” 论秦半两钱 (“On the Banliang Coins of Qin”): 85 –
96.
414
See Huaxia Kaogu 华夏考古 1994.2.
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Figure 2: Examples of ban liang coins415

At Bianying, ban liang coins appear in three tombs, M154, M392, and M543. All three
burials are rectangular casket graves containing wooden coffins (a single coffin for M154 and
M543 and a nested coffin for M392). M543’s tomb structure is slightly different in that it contains
a set of parallel ledges created from tamping down soil along both length-wise sides of the tomb
shaft. M154’s pottery assemblage consists of a single double-handle jar and a single yu basin; the
M392 assemblage consists of a ding tripod, a hu vase, a he symmetrical bowl set, and a set of
models of a stove, a cang storage silo, and jing well. Finally, M543’s ceramic assemblage consists
of a single high-neck jar.
The ban liang from Bianying can be divided into two styles. Style I ban liang are
represented by the four coins excavated from tomb M543. These measure 2.6 cm in diameter, with
1 cm wide square perforations in the middle. These coins bear the characters “ban 半” and “liang
兩” cast in relief upon one side of the coin. Style II ban liang are those represented by the six
specimens uncovered from tombs M154 (1 specimen) and M392 (5 specimens). Of these, the
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See Gao, Zhongguo Gudai Qianbi, 59; 74.
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specimen from M154 was the best preserved. This style is characterized by the lack of raised edges
along the outer perimeter or perforation perimeter; they are additionally slightly smaller in size
than the Style I specimens, measuring only 2.5 cm in diameter from edge to edge, and 0.8 cm wide
sides for the square perforation. The same “ban” and “liang” characters are cast in relief upon one
side of the coin. Based on the style of the characters cast onto the surface of the coins, Style I ban
liang coins can be periodized earlier than Style II coins.
Wu zhu 五铢 (Figure 3): According to historical records, wu zhu (“five-grainer”) coins
were first entered into circulation in 118 BCE by Emperor Wudi 武帝 of the Western Han Dynasty
during the 5th year of the Yuan Shou 元狩 era. Both historical and archaeological evidence suggest
that they were geographically widespread and historically long-lived in their usage, having been
found in burials throughout the Han empire, and even been found in burials as last as the beginning
of the Tang Dynasty (618 - 907 AD). 416 They are considered to be the first real centrally
administered and minted form of empire-wide currency, and have been found in burial contexts
from all social classes throughout China. According to Michael Loewe, these coins were the first
to be utilized as the basis for empire-wide taxation in the first century BCE.417
Physically, these coins are similar in appearance to ban liang, being made of cast bronze,
with a circular shape and a square perforation through the middle. They are, however, much less
irregular in their appearance, and more often bear raised edges along the outside circumference of
the coin, which pre-Han round coins lack. Wu zhu coins also bear the characters “wu 五” and “zhu
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See Gao, Zhongguo Gudai Qianbi, 74. See also Tamara T. Chin. 2014. Savage Exchange: Han Imperialism,
Chinese Literary Style, and the Economic Imagination. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, pgs. 228 – 294.
417
See Michael Loewe. 1968. Everyday Life in Early Imperial China During the Han Period 202 BC — AD 220.
New York: Hackett Publishing, 154.
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铢” cast in relief upon both front and back surfaces of the coin. Most specimens measure 2.5 cm
in diameter from edge to edge and weight 3.5 grams.418
At Bianying, wu zhu coins appear in a total of eighteen burials. These burials encompass
both main types of tomb chambers: rectangular casket-graves and horizontal brick-enclosed
chamber graves, though in general, they are more commonly found in the former type of tomb
(twelve out of the eighteen burials in which wu zhu coins were uncovered are rectangular casketgraves) than in the latter. The total assemblage of wu zhu coins can be divided into eight styles
based primarily on coin morphology and calligraphic variation; these style can be described as
follows:
1. Style I wu zhu coins are the most abundantly found at Bianying, having been recovered
from tombs M25, M141, M351, M392, and M428. These specimens measure on average
2.5 cm in diameter, and have narrow raised edges measuring 0.05 cm wide and 0.1 cm
high, as well as a 1 cm wide central perforation. Calligraphically, Style I wu zhu coins are
characterized by “wu 五” and “zhu 銖” characters cast in seal-script. Unique aspects of
the calligraphy include the fact that both the upper and lower horizontal strokes of the
“wu 五” character do not extend beyond the width of the sharply curved X-mark between
them (see Figure 3), and the “zhu 朱” (right) side of the “zhu 銖” character is angular on
both the uppermost and lowermost “U-shaped” strokes.
2. Style II wu zhu coins are found in tombs M235, M294, M425, and M523. Physically,
they resemble Style I coins except that their raised edges are slightly more monumental,
measuring 0.1 cm wide and 0.2 cm high. All other measurements are the same.
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Calligraphically, they differ from Style I in that the characters are shorter in height,
measuring less than 1 cm, which makes them shorter than the square perforation.
3. Style III specimens were recovered from tombs M273, M395, and M429, and have the
same overall dimensions as Style I coins. Calligraphically, the differ in that the characters
are more narrow, not taking up the full width of each side of the coin, and the
crisscrossed strokes that make up the central portion of the “wu 五” character are
straighter.
4. Style IV wu zhu coins were found in tombs M264, M369, M407. These coins differ from
previous specimens primarily in terms of calligraphy, with the cast characters being much
more narrow and short, but with the strokes making up the “jin 金” side of the “zhu 銖”
character more elongated than in previous specimens.
5. Style V coins were found in only a single tomb, M296. These differ from other styles in
that the characters are smaller in scale, and that the crisscrossed strokes of the “wu 五”
character are more sharply slanted.
6. Style VI wu zhu specimens are characterized by a “wu 五” character whose upper
horizontal stroke is wider than its lower stroke, and upper and lower curved strokes of the
“zhu 朱” radical of the “zhu 銖” character that are curved. Morphologically, these
specimens are similar to Style I – V, though like Style V, they were only found in one
tomb, M432.
7. Style VII wu zhu coins were found in tomb M408, and are much smaller in size and scale
than previous specimens, measuring 2.3 cm in diameter, and featuring raised edges of
only 0.08 cm in width. Calligraphically, we see a return to angular upper strokes for the
“zhu 朱” portion of the “zhu 銖” character.
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8. Style VIII wu zhu coins were recovered from tombs M371 and M413. They are also small
in size, measuring 2.2 cm in diameter, with relatively wide raised edges measuring 0.1
cm in width. The calligraphy on these specimens are characterized by “wu 五” characters
whose upper and lower horizontal strokes are longer than the width of the central
crisscrossed strokes.
Figure 3: Han period wu zhu coins419

Xiaoquan zhiyi 小泉直一 & daquan wushi 大泉五十 (Figure 4): These two types of coins
(“small-spring-value-one” and “large-spring-fifty,” respectively) were entered into circulation in
the first year of the Xin Dynasty 新朝 (9 – 23 CE) as part of a series of monetary reforms
undertaken by Wang Mang 王莽 (ca. 45 BCE – 23 CE).420
Physically, both types of coins continue in the tradition of wuzhu coins in that they are
circular in shape, with raised edges around the outer circumference and the central square
perforation. Likewise, their values are cast in relief of the same height as the edges, upon both
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See Gao, Zhongguo Gudai Qianbi, 59; 74.
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front and back surfaces. Like wuzhu, these coins are quite uniform, owing to the standardization
of currency as part of the empire’s central administration. The main difference between xiaoquan
and daquan, besides their values, were their sizes and weights, with xiaoquan zhiyi measuring on
average 6 fen (approximately 1.98 cm) in diameter and weighing 1 铢 zhu (2 – 3 grams) and
daquan wushi measuring 1 寸 cun and 2 fen 分(approximately 3.98 cm) in diameter and weighting
approximately 12 grams.421
At Bianying, daquan wushi are found in eight burials, all of which are brick-enclosed
horizontal tombs with tomb ramps. M490 is the only burial at the site where xiaoquan zhiyi are
also found, intermixed with daquan wushi. Pottery assemblages found in the burials containing
these types of coins consist almost exclusively of combinations of double-handle jars, flare-collar
jars, ding tripods, hu vases with globular bodies, and models of cang grain silos, jing wells, stoves,
yuan, and animal figurines. Unlike wu zhu coins, typological variation within daquan wushi coins
recovered from Bianying is based primarily upon the morphology of the coins themselves rather
than on the calligraphy of the cast inscriptions. This makes sense given that both types of coins
were very short-lived within active monetary circulation, having been replaced within a few years
by huoquan coins (see below), which were introduced by Wang Mang in the year 14 CE.
The total assemblage of daquan wushi coins from Bianying can be divided into five styles
based on the diameter of the coin, the thickness of its raised edges, and the and width of its central
perforation. These styles can be described as follows:
1. Style I daquan wushi coins were found in tomb M490, which also yielded the much
smaller sized xiaoquan zhiyi coins. These specimens measure 2.7 cm in diameter, and
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have raised edges measuring 0.15 cm wide and 0.2 cm high; the central perforations
measure 0.9 cm per side.
2. Style II daquan wushi coins were found in tombs M442 and M445 and measure 2.3 cm in
diameter, with 1 cm wide central perforations.
3. Style III daquan wushi coins were recovered from tombs M125, M183, M402, M442,
and M445. They measure 2.8 cm in diameter, and have 0.2 cm wide raised edges with a
0. 8 cm wide central perforation. These are some of the largest specimens of this type of
coin found at Bianying.
4. Style IV daquan wushi coins were found in tombs M159 and M175, and are
characterized by their wider and more monumental raised edges that measure 0.3 cm in
width; in other morphological aspects, these coins are similar in size to Style I specimens,
measuring 2.7 cm in diameter with 1 cm perforations.
5. Style V daquan wushi coins were found in three tombs, M61, M78, and M541. They
measure on average between 2.6 and 2.65 cm in diameter, have 0.9 cm wide perforations,
and 0.25 cm wide raised edges.
Figure 4: Examples of daquan wushi (left) and xiaoquan zhiyi (right) coins422

422

See Gao, Zhongguo Gudai Qianbi, 83-84.
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Huoquan 货泉: Huoquan (“spring-money”) (Figure 5) were introduced in the year 14 CE,
as a part of another round of monetary reforms undertaken by Wang Mang during his short-lived
Xin Dynasty; according to historical records, these coins remained in active economic circulation
until at least 40 CE.423 Physically, huoquan coins are similar in appearance to wuzhu, xiaoquan
zhiyi, and daquan wushi though they differ in terms of the characters cast upon the surface, which
aside from being different characters - “huo 货” and “quan 泉” instead of the previously discussed
value designations – were cast in the more stylized, “perpendicular needle seal script,” which gave
them an elongated and elegant appearance.424 They are also less uniform and standardized in terms
of size and weight; diameters range from over 2 cm, to only 1.5 cm, and archaeological evidence
suggests that some specimens are less well-made than others.425
Figure 5: Examples of Huoquan coins426

423

Gao, Zhongguo Gudai Qianbi, 84 – 115.
See Peng, A Monetary History of China. Edward Kaplan, 112 – 113.
425
Ibid., 113.
426
Image taken from Gao, Zhongguo Gudai Qianbi, 84.
424
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At Bianying, huoquan coins were found in a total of three burials (M93, M416, and M456),
which can be grouped into a single style. In general, these specimens measure between 2.1 and 2.3
cm in diameter, with central perforations measuring between 0.7 and 0.8 cm wide, and raised edges
measuring 0.1 cm wide, and between 0.1 and 0.2 cm in height.
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Appendix 3: Bianying Burial Dataset Period-by-Period
Period 1 (ca. 8th—late 7th century BCE)

381

382

Period 2 (ca. late 7th—early 5th century BCE)

383

384

Period 3 (ca. early 5th—mid-3rd century BCE)

385

386

Period 4 (ca. mid-3rd—mid-2nd century BCE)

387

388

389

Period 5 (ca. mid-2nd—mid-1st century BCE)

390

391

392

Period 6 (ca. mid-1st century BCE—early-1st century CE)

393

394

395

396

397

Period 7 (ca. early—mid-1st century CE)

398

399

Appendix 4: Summary Statistics by Period
Period 1: 33 Burials Total
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Period 2: 20 Burials Total

Period 3: 31 Burials Total
401

Period 4: 60 Burials Total

402

Period 5: 37 Burials Total

403

Period 6: 58 Burials Total

404

Period 7: 20 Burials Total
405
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Appendix 5: Bianying Cemetery Sectors 1 and 3 Site Plans

407

Sector 1 Burials at Bianying

408

Sector 3 Burials at Bianying

409

Appendix 6: Pearson’s r Correlation Analysis of Bianying Cemetery by Period
Values indicating a statistically high degree of correlation (between 0.5 and 1) are shaded in dark
grey. Values indicating moderate correlation (between 0.3 and 0.49) are shaded in light gray.
Period 1: 33 Burials Total

410

Period 2: 20 Burials Total
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Period 3: 31 Burials Total

412

Period 4: 60 Burials Total

413

Period 5: 37 Burials Total

414

Period 6: 59 Burials Total

415

Period 7: 19 Burials Total
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Appendix 7a: Multivariate Dataset for Wangpo Area 1 burials (n = 54).
Tomb

South

North

East

Size (m3)

Wall
Niches

Ledges

Outer
Coffin

Chu
GG

Qin
GG

Han
GG

Local
GG

M4

0

1

0

4.88

0

0

1

0

2

0

1

M5

1

0

0

5.86

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

M6

1

0

0

7.14

0

0

1

0

2

0

2

M7

0

1

0

3.8

1

0

0

1

5

0

0

M8

0

1

0

2.04

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

M9

0

1

0

2.55

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

M10

0

1

0

3.86

1

1

0

0

0

0

4

M11

1

0

0

4.77

0

0

0

0

2

3

1

M12

0

1

0

16.27

0

0

1

0

3

0

0

M13

0

1

0

0.68

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

M14

0

1

0

10.44

0

0

1

2

1

0

2

M15

0

1

0

0.56

1

1

0

0

0

0

3

M16

1

0

0

2.78

0

1

0

0

2

1

0

M17

0

1

0

5.54

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

M18

0

1

0

9.31

0

1

1

0

2

0

2

M19

1

0

0

3.55

0

0

1

0

5

0

0

M21

1

0

0

2.89

1

1

0

0

3

0

0

M22

1

0

0

4.46

0

0

1

0

3

7

0

M23

0

1

0

4.79

0

0

1

2

4

0

0

M25

0

0

1

8.63

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

M26

0

1

0

10.99

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

M27

0

0

1

3.84

0

0

0

0

6

0

1

M28

0

1

0

7.3

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

M29

1

0

0

2.59

0

1

0

0

2

0

0

M30

0

0

1

14.86

0

0

1

0

6

0

0

M31

0

0

0

22.7

0

0

1

2

3

0

0

M32

0

0

0

43.84

0

1

1

0

2

0

1

M33

0

0

1

3.74

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

M34

0

0

1

81.69

1

0

1

1

7

1

0

M35

0

0

1

130.56

1

0

1

0

8

10

0
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M36

0

1

0

10.2

0

1

1

0

3

0

0

M38

0

0

1

13.55

0

1

1

0

4

2

0

M39

0

0

0

6.83

0

0

1

0

1

2

0

M40

0

0

0

1.91

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

M41

1

0

0

5.72

0

0

1

0

6

0

0

M42

1

0

0

6.27

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

M43

0

1

0

2.96

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

M45

0

1

0

5.08

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

M46

0

1

0

8.16

0

0

1

2

2

0

0

M48

0

1

0

4.49

0

0

1

0

4

5

0

M49

0

0

1

13.6

0

1

1

2

4

0

0

M50

1

0

0

4.49

0

1

1

1

2

0

0

M51

0

1

0

1.43

0

0

1

1

5

0

1

M52

0

0

1

2.61

0

0

1

0

5

3

0

M53

0

1

0

1.3

0

0

1

0

2

4

0

M54

0

0

0

3.41

0

1

1

0

4

2

0

M56

0

0

1

1.512

0

1

1

0

3

0

0

M57

1

0

0

6.44

0

0

1

0

4

1

0

M58

0

0

0

3.89

0

0

0

0

2

0

2

M59

0

1

0

11.7

0

0

1

0

2

1

0

M61

0

1

0

26.8

0

0

1

2

8

0

0

M62

0

1

0

19.66

0

0

1

1

5

0

1

M145

1

0

0

6.21

1

1

1

2

1

0

0

M147

0

1

0

41.33

0

0

1

0

1

1

0
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Appendix 7b: Full Dataset Details for Wangpo Area 1 burials (n = 54)
Tomb

Orientation

M3

Wall
Niches

Ledges

Outer
Coffin

M4

14

4.88

0

0

1

Double-handle guan jar, yu basin, mou jar

M5

185

5.86

0

0

1

Yu basin, mou jar

M6

185

7.14

0

0

1

Dou pedestal dish, double-handle jar, hu vase, yu basin

M7

11

3.8

1

0

0

Ding tripod, 2 he covered bowl sets, hu vase, 2 dou pedestal
dishes

M8

20

2.04

0

1

0

Double-handle guan jars

M9

7

2.55

1

1

0

Double-handle guan jar, fu basin

M10

349

3.86

1

1

0

Double-handle guan jar, 3 yu basins

M11

185

4.77

0

0

0

M12

359

16.27

0

0

1

Ding tripod, he covered bowl, fang covered vase, doublehandle guan jar, zao stove model, ping bottle
Ding tripod, he covered bowl, hu vase

M13

0

0.68

0

0

0

He covered bowl, double-handle guan jar

M14

3

10.44

0

0

1

Ding tripod, 2 hu vases, 2 double-handle guan jars

M15

6

0.56

1

1

0

Double-handle guan jar, 2 yu basins

M16

190

2.78

0

1

0

Ding tripod, he covered bowl set, hu vase

M17

10

5.54

0

0

0

Ding tripod, he covered bowl set, hu vase

M18

0

9.31

0

1

1

Hu vase, 2 yu basins, mou jar

M19

335

3.55

0

0

1

He covered bowl, 2 dou pedestal dishes, hu vase, fu basin

M21

343

2.89

1

1

0

Yu basin, 2 mou jars

M22

156

4.46

0

0

1

2 Ding tripods, 2 he covered bowl sets, 2 hu vases, 2 type B
guan jars, zao stove model, 21 ban liang coins

M23

345

4.79

0

0

1

2 Ding tripods, 2 he covered bowls, 2 hu vases

M25

85

8.63

0

0

1

Hu vase, fu basin

M26

355

10.99

0

1

1

Double-handle guan jar, iron ding tripod

M27

104

3.84

0

0

0

5 Dou pedestal dishes, double-handle guan jar, hu vase

M28

2

7.3

0

0

1

Double-handle guan jars, mou jar

M29

186

2.59

0

1

0

He vase, fu basin

M30

85

14.86

0

0

1

2 Ding tripod, 2 he covered bowl, 2 hu vases

M31

267

22.7

0

0

1

2 Ding tripods, 2 hu vases, dou pedestal dishes

M32

263

43.84

0

1

1

2 Hu vases, double-handle guan jar

M33

74

3.74

0

0

0

M34

72

81.69

1

0

1

M35

66

130.56

1

0

1

M36

352

10.2

0

1

1

Ding tripod, he covered bowl, hu vase

M38

95

13.55

0

1

1

Ding tripod, hu vase, 2 dou pedestal dishes, 2 deng lamps

Assemblage Details

Ding tripod, he covered bowl set, hu vase, double-handle
guan jar
4 Dou pedestal dishes, deng lamp, 2 bronze ding tripods,
small bronze urn, bronze garlic bulb vase
2 Bronze ding tripods, 2 bronze fang covered vases, bronze
ladle, 2 hu vases, 4 dou pedestal dishes, 6 deng lamps; 17
ban liang coins
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M39

56

6.83

0

0

1

Ding tripod, hu vase, type B guan jar

M40

95

1.91

0

0

0

Double-handle guan jar, fu basin

M41

173

5.72

0

0

1

Ding tripod, hu vase, 4 dou pedestal dishes

M42

175

6.27

0

0

1

Ding tripod, hu vase

M43

355

2.96

0

0

1

Ding tripod, hu vase

M45

0

5.08

0

1

1

Double-handle guan jar, fu basin

M46

358

8.16

0

0

1

2 Ding tripods, 2 hu vases

M48

348

4.49

0

0

1

2 Ding tripods, 2 he covered bowl sets, 2 fang covered vases,
ceramic urn, zao stove models, ping bottles

M49

83

13.6

0

1

1

2 Ding tripods, 2 he covered bowls, 2 hu vases

M50

165

4.49

0

1

1

Ding tripod, he covered vessel, hu vase

M51

346

1.43

0

0

1

Ding tripod, he covered bowl, fang covered vase, doublehandle guan jar, mou jar, ladle, 10 ban liang coins

M52

86

2.61

0

0

1

M53

337

1.3

0

0

1

M54

130

3.41

0

1

1

2 Ding tripods, 2 he covered bowl sets, 2 fang covered vases

M56

96

1.512

0

1

1

Ding tripod, he covered bowl set, hu vase

M57

185

6.44

0

0

1

He covered bowl set, hu vase, yu basin, fu basin, ping bottle

M58

215

3.89

0

0

0

2 Double-handle guan jars, 2 yu basins

M59

356

11.7

0

0

1

Ding tripod, he covered bowl set, hu vase

M61

2

26.8

0

0

1

M62

358

19.66

0

0

1

M145

183

6.21

1

1

1

Ding tripod, hu vase, bronze sword

M147

358

41.33

0

0

1

Bronze ding tripod, bronze fang covered vase

2 Ding tripods, 2 he covered bowl sets, 2 fang covered vases,
zao stove model, 1 ban liang coin
Ding tripod, he covered bowl set, hu vase, zao stove model,
ping bottle, bronze seal

2 Ding tripods, 2 he covered bowl sets, 2 hu vases, 3 dou
pedestal dishes, bronze halberd head
Ding tripod, he covered bowl set, hu vase, 3 dou pedestal
dishes, double-handle guan jar
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Appendix 8: Summary Statistics and Correlation Analysis Results
for Wangpo Area 1 Burials
Variable
South
North
East
Volume
Wall
Niches

Min. Value
0
0
0
0.56

Max. Value
1
1
1
130.56

Mean
0.24
0.46
0.19
11.79

Count
13
25
10
—

Std. Error
0.06
0.07
0.05
2.88

Std.
Deviation
0.43
0.50
0.39
21.15

0

1

0.15

8

0.05

0.05

Ledges
Outer
Coffin
Chu GG
Qin GG
Han GG
Local GG

0

1

0.33

18

0.06

0.48

0
0
0
0
0

1
2
8
10
4

0.72
0.37
2.83
2.83
0.59

39
20
153
44
32

0.06
0.10
0.27
0.26
0.13

0.45
0.71
1.98
1.89
0.92

S

N

E

Vol.

Wall
Niches

Ledges

Outer
Coffin

Chu
GG

Qin
GG

Han
GG

South
North

-0.52

East

-0.27

-0.44

Vol.
Wall
Niches

-0.19

-0.14

0.36

0.01

0.03

Ledges
Outer
Coffin
Chu
GG
Qin
GG
Han
GG
Local
GG

0.06

-0.03

0.07
0.03

-0.04

0.00

-0.05

0.34
-0.14

0.26

0.26

-0.32

-0.18

0.09

0.08
0.05

0.08

0.08

-0.09

0.27

-0.04

-0.22

0.43

0.47

0.06

-0.32

0.28

0.19

0.03

-0.19

0.50

0.12

-0.20

0.16

-0.22

0.30

-0.22

0.29

0.22
0.15

-0.17

0.19

0.19

-0.46

-0.17

-0.47
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-0.23

Local
GG

Appendix 9: Wangpo Area 1 Principle Component Analysis Scores per tomb
Tomb
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10
M11
M12
M13
M14
M15
M16
M17
M18
M19
M21
M22
M23
M25
M26
M27
M28
M29
M30
M31
M32
M33
M34
M35
M36
M38
M39
M40
M41
M42

PC 1
-0.83
0.18
-0.65
-0.23
-2.89
-2.20
-3.69
-0.34
0.05
-2.21
-1.17
-3.33
-0.80
-0.79
-1.65
0.84
-0.73
1.70
0.28
1.14
-1.42
0.93
-1.02
-0.99
2.20
0.05
-0.02
0.36
4.02
6.76
-0.54
1.61
0.31
-1.22
1.12
0.06

PC 2
-0.12
-2.02
-1.21
1.57
1.07
2.22
3.40
-0.83
-0.27
0.73
0.27
2.94
-1.09
0.09
0.71
-1.98
0.36
-1.40
-0.54
-0.42
0.32
0.55
-0.10
-1.18
-0.19
-0.27
0.47
0.10
2.65
4.43
-0.04
0.25
-0.82
-0.14
-1.91
-2.08

PC 3
1.30
-0.85
-0.88
0.42
-0.29
-0.96
-1.05
-1.93
1.37
0.41
2.30
-1.04
-2.41
0.53
0.65
-0.71
-3.02
-1.34
2.47
-0.12
0.61
-0.77
1.26
-2.33
0.08
0.22
-0.42
-1.08
-0.13
-1.26
0.72
-0.82
0.03
-0.67
-0.66
-0.37
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PC 4
-0.83
0.03
-0.22
1.52
-0.64
0.70
0.24
-0.77
-0.62
-1.22
1.10
0.36
0.34
-0.81
-0.31
0.24
1.70
-1.04
1.56
-0.86
-0.24
-0.90
-0.90
0.50
-0.58
-0.72
-0.04
-1.28
1.63
-0.76
0.02
-0.39
-1.01
-1.00
0.31
1.03

PC 5
0.25
0.64
0.73
0.64
-0.41
0.19
0.34
1.30
0.30
0.17
0.27
0.27
0.14
0.09
-0.28
0.55
0.54
2.30
0.07
-1.83
-0.28
-2.03
0.30
-0.10
-1.85
-0.01
-0.41
-1.71
-0.36
2.33
-0.37
-1.95
0.30
-0.30
0.55
0.62

M43
M45
M46
M48
M49
M50
M51
M52
M53
M54
M56
M57
M58
M59
M61
M62
M145
M147

-0.44
-1.53
-0.12
1.00
1.45
-0.21
-0.08
2.30
0.28
0.48
0.77
0.85
-1.37
-0.09
1.64
0.26
-0.28
0.24

-0.54
0.21
-0.53
-0.02
-0.02
-1.74
-0.14
-0.19
-0.22
-0.45
-0.18
-1.86
0.32
-0.29
-0.02
0.20
-0.27
0.24

1.32
0.61
2.38
1.04
0.39
-0.97
1.97
-0.20
1.01
-0.48
-0.72
-0.83
-0.64
1.25
2.67
1.98
-1.23
1.21
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-0.71
-0.25
1.43
-1.39
2.06
1.75
0.43
-1.16
-1.36
-0.16
-0.15
0.01
-1.06
-0.86
1.87
0.46
3.88
-0.88

0.19
-0.34
0.15
1.37
-2.52
-0.03
0.10
-1.23
1.14
-0.41
-2.53
0.85
-0.26
0.52
0.20
0.28
0.62
0.84

